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·1· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· We'll take the regular

·2· transcript, the condensed and the ASCII version.

·3· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· And I will do the same

·4· thing.

·5· · · · · · · · · · · ANTHONY BURDETT,

·6· sworn by the Certified Court Reporter, testified as

·7· follows:

·8· · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·9· BY MR. DEWULF:

10· · · Q.· ·Could you please state your name for the

11· record.

12· · · A.· ·Anthony Burdett, B-U-R-D-E-T-T.

13· · · Q.· ·All right.· So you -- off the record you

14· indicated that you'd like to be addressed as Tony.· Is

15· that comfortable for you?

16· · · A.· ·That's fine.

17· · · Q.· ·Tony, have you been deposed before?

18· · · A.· ·Many years ago in the late '70s or early '80s.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me -- let me go through a few

20· things to keep in mind which hopefully will allow

21· things to go more efficiently.· Tara there -- you're

22· under oath to tell the truth.· You understand that.

23· Right?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·And Tara, the court reporter there, will type



·1· down what you and Mr. Campbell and I say this morning

·2· in the deposition and those -- that testimony will be

·3· then typed into -- will become a transcript that can be

·4· used in court proceedings.· Do you understand that?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

·6· · · Q.· ·The goal here is to find out what you know

·7· with respect to a historical -- your historical

·8· involvement as an investor in DenSco.· Do you

·9· understand that?

10· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

11· · · Q.· ·My name is John DeWulf and I represent the

12· defendants.· The lawyer David Beauchamp and his law

13· firm Clark Hill and they've been sued by counsel

14· representing the receiver for DenSco.· And Mr. Campbell

15· is here representing the receiver.

16· · · · · · · · There may be times when one of us might

17· object to the other's questions and that's really to

18· preserve the right later on in court in case we want to

19· fight about a question or an answer.· But you should

20· proceed and try to answer the question, if you can.· Do

21· you understand that?

22· · · A.· ·I do.

23· · · Q.· ·Now, the goal here is to try to ask

24· understandable clear questions, but sometimes we fail

25· at that.· If you do not understand our question, will



·1· you please let us know.

·2· · · A.· ·I will.

·3· · · Q.· ·All right.· Now, if you answer the question

·4· that we ask you, we're going to assume you understood

·5· the question we asked you.· Is that fair?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·Now, it's difficult for the court reporter to

·8· take down more than one person speaking at the same

·9· time so we'll need to extend the courtesy to one

10· another to allow the other to complete speaking before

11· the other speaks.· Do you understand that?

12· · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · Q.· ·The other thing -- two other things.· One is

14· your responses will need to be audible so that the

15· court reporter and we can hear you and they will need

16· to be -- and they'll need to be verbal in the sense

17· that uh-huh, huh-uh is difficult to understand in the

18· record.

19· · · · · · · · Now, as a general procedure, Colin and I

20· have -- we break about every hour or so, get up and

21· stretch and use the restroom or whatever.· But if -- if

22· that doesn't fit you or if you want to do it more

23· frequently, just let us know.· Okay?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·All right.· Now, I tried to do some research



·1· on your background, but I don't have, unfortunately, a

·2· lot of information so I'm going to ask you some

·3· background questions, if I could.

·4· · · · · · · · Could you summarize where you went to

·5· high school, what year and if you attended any post

·6· high school educational institutions?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.· I graduated from Ysleta High School in

·8· 1962.· I got a bachelor of arts degree or bachelor of

·9· business administration degree at UTEP in 1973.

10· · · Q.· ·And you became a CPA.· Correct?

11· · · A.· ·Yes, I am.

12· · · Q.· ·When did you become a CPA?

13· · · A.· ·January 31st, 1977.

14· · · Q.· ·And have you kept your CPA license active

15· since then?

16· · · A.· ·I went on retirement status two years ago.· It

17· was active from 1977 through 2016, 2017.

18· · · Q.· ·And you reside in El Paso currently?

19· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

20· · · Q.· ·How long have you resided in El Paso?

21· · · A.· ·My whole life, 74 years.

22· · · Q.· ·And you were born in the year 1945 in March?

23· · · A.· ·That's correct.

24· · · Q.· ·I'd like to go through with you your career

25· background.· We don't need details.· I'm going to ask



·1· you just a broad narrative question so that I'll just

·2· allow you to educate Mr. Campbell and me.

·3· · · · · · · · Starting from your graduation from UTEP

·4· if you could kind of summarize where you worked, what

·5· you did and for what years as a background for us.· We

·6· can always ask more specific questions if we need to.

·7· · · A.· ·Okay.· I graduated in May of '73 and went to

·8· work for Farah Manufacturing Company.· It was a -- an

·9· apparel manufacturer in El Paso.· I worked in the

10· international accounting division and that's where I

11· met Warren Bush, he was my supervisor.· I stayed there

12· through '75, went to sit for the CPA exam and passed

13· the two parts of the four-part exam.· I went to work in

14· public accounting in January of 1976; I worked there

15· through 1980.· It was a small public accounting firm,

16· N.C. Binyon and Company.· From there I went to

17· Robert E. McKee, it was a large general contractor that

18· was founded and headquartered in El Paso, and I worked

19· there from 1980 through May of 1985.· I became the

20· chief financial officer, the treasurer, vice president

21· of finance.

22· · · · · · · · From that point they relocated their

23· headquarters to Dallas and I chose not to relocate so I

24· started my own CPA firm as a public accountant in

25· January of 1976 through November of 1998, at which time



·1· I went to work for a local land developer by the name

·2· of Foster and Schwartz Developers.· I retired from

·3· there at the age of 65 in 2010.· I was the vice

·4· president of finance, CFO, and I continue to do

·5· consulting work with the founding family of that

·6· company and still do to this day.· I just don't do

·7· anything -- I don't put out any financial statements or

·8· prepare any tax returns, anything that would require my

·9· license to be active.· So that's what I do today on a

10· very limited basis.

11· · · Q.· ·You said the founding family.· Was it the

12· Foster family or the Schwartz family?

13· · · A.· ·Foster family.

14· · · Q.· ·And you still do that today?

15· · · A.· ·I still do that today.

16· · · Q.· ·You indicated that you had your own accounting

17· firm from 1976 to 1998?

18· · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · Q.· ·What did that firm focus on?· What was its

20· practice?

21· · · A.· ·Public accounting, generally.· Financial

22· statement compilations and reviews, tax returns,

23· financial planning and so forth.· But primarily tax

24· work would probably have been about 60 percent of it,

25· compiled and reviewed financial statements, maybe



·1· 30 percent and the other miscellaneous consulting.

·2· · · Q.· ·So I tried to send you the documents I was

·3· anticipating we would talk about today and I know you

·4· reviewed some of those documents.

·5· · · A.· ·Uh-huh.

·6· · · Q.· ·Have you done anything else to prepare for

·7· today's deposition?

·8· · · A.· ·No.· I reviewed --

·9· · · Q.· ·Did you speak to any --

10· · · A.· ·I reviewed --

11· · · Q.· ·I'm sorry.· Say again.

12· · · A.· ·I reviewed 12 to 15 documents, just pulled

13· them up on my phone yesterday after they were emailed

14· to me.

15· · · Q.· ·Did you talk to anyone about it, any other

16· investors or anyone else who may have been deposed in

17· this case?

18· · · A.· ·I have not.· I mean warren Bush indicated that

19· he had been deposed, also, but I -- I haven't

20· communicated with Warren or really anybody else.

21· · · Q.· ·My records indicate that you became an

22· investor with DenSco in April of 2011.· Is that

23· consistent with your memory?

24· · · A.· ·That is correct.

25· · · Q.· ·Can you explain to us how you came to know



·1· about DenSco and become an investor?

·2· · · A.· ·Through Warren Bush.

·3· · · Q.· ·Okay.

·4· · · A.· ·I -- he was my supervisor at Farah

·5· Manufacturing and he was -- we had lost contact over

·6· the years after I left Farah Manufacturing.· And they

·7· had a reunion for Farah Manufacturing in El Paso and I

·8· went to that reunion and Warren wasn't there, but it

·9· kind of got me interested in reconnecting with him and

10· so I did what everybody does, I Googled it and somehow

11· got some contact information and we started

12· communication again and he told me about DenSco.

13· · · Q.· ·Do you remember, Tony, what Warren Bush told

14· you about DenSco when you first got introduced to it?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.· He said, "Tony, I'd like you to check

16· out this investment that I'm in."· He said, "They've

17· got a Website, why don't you check it out and give me

18· your thoughts."· And I did and I got back with him and

19· I said, "It looks like a Ponzi scheme to me" -- And how

20· prophetic that is -- anyway, he said, "Well, why don't

21· you talk to Denny and," you know, "get any questions

22· answered and so forth."· And just by coincidence Warren

23· Bush was friends with Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon

24· and Carlene Chittick.· So I did, I contacted Denny and

25· got some history on the company.· When I got invested



·1· in 2011, he had been in business about 10 years.· And I

·2· tried to do my homework, due diligence.· I had him send

·3· me an Excel spreadsheet and I have some Excel skills so

·4· I got that worksheet and I did various sorts on it to

·5· see if it was consistent with what his Website was

·6· saying and they were.

·7· · · · · · · · And then at some point, I met

·8· Denny Chittick and -- face-to-face and had him answer

·9· any questions I had.· And I also looked through the

10· entire history on the Website.· When he started in

11· 2001, he would post a quarterly, I believe kind of a

12· summary, of the -- that activity for the quarter and I

13· reviewed each and every one of those quarterly

14· statements to look for any inconsistencies in what he

15· presented to me and I didn't find any.· I found his

16· worksheet to be confirmation of what he espoused on his

17· Website, which were the three primary factors I was

18· looking for.· One, first lien deeds of trust; two,

19· loan-to-value ratio of 60 to 7- -- 65, 70 percent and

20· then diversification of his loan portfolio not to

21· exceed 10 percent with any individual builder or a

22· builder and their related companies.· Those were the

23· three things that I thought were crucial.

24· · · · · · · · And the homework that I did, the

25· worksheet that he sent to me, going through the various



·1· sorts, I was able to convince myself that, yeah, it

·2· looks like this is the real deal.· So I did, I made an

·3· initial investment of 200,000 in, I believe it was,

·4· April of 2011.· I made another $100,000 investment, I

·5· believe it was, later that year or maybe the beginning

·6· of 2012, I can't recall for sure.· And then finally I

·7· made another $100,000 investment, bringing my total

·8· principal investment to 400,000, sometime in 2013.

·9· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me ask you a question.· And

10· that's helpful and we'll go through some of those

11· statements and perhaps put a little more precision to

12· the dates and the amounts, but what you just said is

13· consistent with what I've seen.

14· · · · · · · · And you would allow the interest on those

15· obligations to accrue over time.· Correct?

16· · · A.· ·That is correct.· I did not receive any

17· interest.

18· · · Q.· ·And the approach you would follow would be

19· that when the term of the loan, the general loan you

20· were making to DenSco, would come to an end, you would

21· roll it over and enter a new note to replace that?

22· · · A.· ·That's correct.

23· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me go back to what you said

24· earlier about Mr. Bush telling you you should check out

25· DenSco and you indicated again what you did in terms of



·1· due diligence.· But did Mr. Bush tell you anything

·2· about his experience or his knowledge of either DenSco

·3· or the Chittick family?

·4· · · A.· ·Well, like I mentioned he knew -- he'd gone to

·5· college at the University of New Mexico with his

·6· parents and I believe I mentioned that I did meet his

·7· parents.· I don't know if I did that or not, but I did

·8· meet his parents and they're very good people.· And --

·9· but after I had indicated my initial doubts about the

10· validity of the company and I did my research and so

11· forth, my main question was -- to Warren was, "Well,

12· who pays 18 percent on their money?"· And he explained

13· to me -- and, again, it made sense -- that if you're a

14· typical flipper, you -- that 18 percent is for a very

15· short period of time, probably two to three months

16· until they buy the house, refurbish it, market it and

17· sell it.· And so in the whole scheme of things, while

18· it's a high percentage rate of 18 percent, yeah, they

19· don't have -- it doesn't come out to a large dollar

20· amount of their total investment in a particular piece

21· of property.· So that's -- that made sense to me.

22· · · · · · · · Also, DenSco offered a very

23· streamlined -- maybe too streamlined -- approach to his

24· lenders.· In other words, he could get a deal put

25· together in 15 minutes with his access to electronic



·1· files and his knowledge of the real estate market in

·2· the two counties that he did business in so he was able

·3· to -- in other words, if you -- if a flipper would have

·4· gone to a commercial bank, they would have had to jump

·5· through a number of hoops to get the financing, whereas

·6· it was more streamlined with Denny and that to me made

·7· it a lot -- another reason it made sense that somebody

·8· would obligate themselves to an 18 percent interest

·9· rate.· So that further --

10· · · Q.· ·Well --

11· · · · · · · · I'm sorry.· Go ahead.

12· · · A.· ·-- that further confirmed my confidence in

13· what my research and due diligence had told me.

14· · · Q.· ·We're going to see in documents later where I

15· think you're asking questions about Denny Chittick's

16· business model at DenSco.· One of the things he

17· emphasized was his relationship with his borrowers,

18· that he knew a lot of his borrowers personally and

19· could trust them.· Do you recall him talking to you

20· about that?

21· · · A.· ·I believe so.

22· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· And that the trust he had with those

23· individuals played a large part in his success.· Do you

24· recall that?

25· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Let me object as to form.



·1· · · · · · · · And when we have an objection to a

·2· question, the only thing we can do is say we object as

·3· to form, that's something for the judge to consider

·4· later on.· But when we do that, it doesn't mean you

·5· shouldn't answer.· Go ahead and answer.· It's for the

·6· judge for a later time.

·7· · · A.· ·Okay.· Repeat the question, please.

·8· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Tara, can you read that

·9· back.

10· · · · (The record was read by the court reporter.)

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Okay.· Let me rephrase that

13· just so I make sure we're clear on the record.

14· · · · · · · · So Denny Chittick was relating to you

15· with regard to its business model that a large part of

16· its success was due to the fact that he had a strong

17· relationship with the borrowers and could trust them.

18· Is that right?

19· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object to form.

20· · · A.· ·Yes, that's right.

21· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So let me go

22· back.· You identified the three elements of what was

23· important to you in connection with your investment

24· decision.

25· · · · · · · · Actually, let me go back even further



·1· than that in your testimony.· You said when you

·2· initially looked at the opportunity, you thought it was

·3· a Ponzi scheme, I think was the term you used.

·4· Correct?

·5· · · A.· ·Correct.

·6· · · Q.· ·What was it about what you read or -- or

·7· learned that caused you to believe it was a Ponzi

·8· scheme?

·9· · · A.· ·Well, the -- the interest rate.· He had

10· various interest rates based on the amount of time that

11· you tied your money up.· But I was -- because this was

12· in a retirement plan and I was in no need for current

13· income, I went ahead and went with the two-year

14· commitment to get a 12 percent return.· And at the time

15· I invested -- I've invested in the stock market many

16· years and I wasn't getting the -- in fact I had

17· suffered through the 2008 meltdown in the stock market,

18· real estate bubble, et cetera, and so 12 percent seemed

19· like a very high return and I thought -- it just

20· concerned me until I was able to get further research

21· done and back it up with some more analysis.

22· · · Q.· ·Understand.· Let me just ask as a general

23· background question, you said that you've been involved

24· in the stock market.· Are you a trader or someone

25· who's -- are your accounts self-directed or do you



·1· generally buy funds and hire investment advisors for

·2· those kinds of things?

·3· · · A.· ·They're self-directed, I do my own investing.

·4· · · Q.· ·All right.· And so that -- and it sounds to me

·5· like you're a man who does his homework.· So you

·6· research the market in connection with determining when

·7· to buy and sell stocks.

·8· · · A.· ·Yeah.· I have done individual purchases of

·9· stock but also options.· In other words, I do stock

10· options or ETF options and I have a conservative

11· approach to those options.· I sell options, I don't buy

12· options.· And it is a pretty conservative way to invest

13· your money.· In other words, if I have a stock like

14· Apple, which I do, I would sell a covered call on that

15· option.· In other words, if Apple's selling for 150, I

16· would sell a call say -- a 30-day call for 175, meaning

17· that I'm obligated if the stock hits 175, they're going

18· to call my stock, they're going to take it.· But I've

19· done my research or I've done my calculations and say,

20· fine, I'll take that obligation on in exchange for a $4

21· per share premium or whatever it might be.

22· · · Q.· ·How much time do you think you spend a day

23· working on your investment portfolio?

24· · · A.· ·It just really fluctuates a lot.· If I come up

25· with some options maturing or expiring, I'll have some



·1· money available to invest and I may spend an hour that

·2· day kind of going through some screens that I look at

·3· to see what might be of interest to me.· But if I'm

·4· fully invested, I don't pay too much attention to it.

·5· · · Q.· ·So the -- when you went through the three

·6· criteria with respect to your investment in DenSco --

·7· and I'll summarize in an abbreviated fashion -- that

·8· you wanted first lien deeds of trust on the properties

·9· that were securing the loans being made.· Right?

10· · · A.· ·Correct.

11· · · Q.· ·That you wanted a loan-to-value ratio of 65 to

12· 70 percent.· Correct?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·And you wanted a diversification in the loan

15· portfolio such that no one borrower constituted greater

16· than a 10 percent share of the total loan base.

17· · · A.· ·That's correct.

18· · · Q.· ·Now, were you able to confirm that those three

19· criteria were met with respect to DenSco?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.· That's why I ended up investing.

21· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And did you do that based on

22· communications with Mr. Chittick?

23· · · A.· ·I did that primarily on that Excel worksheet

24· that he had sent me.· It was a fairly detailed and

25· elaborate worksheet and it had enough data points in it



·1· that I was able to do my various sorts by builder, get

·2· an ascending, descending loan-to-value sort just to see

·3· that it confirmed what was advertised on his Website.

·4· · · Q.· ·Do you remember talking at all to Mr. Chittick

·5· about his business practices or procedures before you

·6· made your first investment in DenSco about what DenSco

·7· does?

·8· · · A.· ·I did meet with him personally, it wasn't a

·9· real long meeting.· In fact, Warren may have been --

10· Warren had a condo out in Phoenix at that time and

11· Warren may have been with me at that meeting, I can't

12· really remember for sure.· I think he was.· But, yeah,

13· I met with Denny.· He again answered specific questions

14· that I had developed from analyzing his worksheet that

15· he sent me.· Asked kind of off the cuff things like,

16· "Okay, what is your -- what is your standard operating

17· procedure from the time you get a call from a flipper

18· to when you have loaned money on that particular piece

19· of property?"· And he kind of walked me through his

20· procedure and indicated, like I said -- and I was,

21· again, pretty impressed that he could put a loan

22· package together in 15 minutes.· And I'm thinking, wow,

23· okay, then that kind of explains how he can do the

24· volume of lending that he does.· And I had been told by

25· almost everyone I spoke with how knowledgeable he was



·1· about the particular markets that he was involved in.

·2· I believe it was only two counties.· He didn't venture

·3· out of those particular markets ever and he was kind of

·4· the go-to guy for any of the flippers that were

·5· contemplating buying a piece of property.· "Hey, what's

·6· this thing worth if I was to get it up to

·7· marketability?"· So he was a resource in that regard,

·8· which again gave me a comfort level that, yeah, this

·9· guy knows what he's doing here.

10· · · Q.· ·So a moment ago you said that he kind of

11· walked you through his procedures.· Could you walk us

12· through what you understood his procedures were based

13· on what he told you?

14· · · A.· ·A builder would come to him via maybe a

15· telephone call or maybe not a personal visit and say,

16· "Look, I'm looking at this piece of property on XYZ

17· street.· I think I'm going to bid 100,000 for it.· What

18· do you think the values -- what would you be willing to

19· loan on it?"· And Denny might say, "Well, it's 150,000,

20· I'll loan you 70 percent of that."· And the builder

21· would make his decision, he'd go to auction, he would

22· buy the -- or bid on the -- at the county court steps

23· or however they do it -- I've never gotten involved in

24· that -- but he would become the successful bidder and

25· then the -- again, the key thing would be if he loaned



·1· that money, it's secured by a first lien deed of trust,

·2· number one absolute most important thing.· And that's

·3· what I understood the situation to be.

·4· · · Q.· ·And what you've just said that the number one

·5· most important thing is the first position deed of

·6· trust, did he tell you that?

·7· · · A.· ·Oh, yes, that was --

·8· · · Q.· ·All right.

·9· · · A.· ·And that was not only verbally communicated to

10· me, but it was on his Website that it was just --

11· · · Q.· ·Right.

12· · · A.· ·-- this is how I do business and every loan is

13· secured by nothing but a first lien.· There were no

14· second liens, it was all first liens deeds of trust.

15· · · Q.· ·You talked about in your answer just a moment

16· ago, Tony, about a borrower making a bid at a trustee

17· sale.· Do you recall that testimony?

18· · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · Q.· ·And did Denny Chittick tell you how he

20· safeguarded his funds, that is DenSco's funds, in

21· connection with making those loans when they were made

22· in connection with a purchase at a trustee sale?

23· · · A.· ·You know, I -- I was under the impression

24· that -- whether he took me step by step, but I was

25· under the impression that the check for that particular



·1· piece of property would be made out to the trustee.

·2· Not to the builder, but to the trustee.

·3· · · Q.· ·When you say you had that impression, was that

·4· based on what he told you?

·5· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· I'm going to object as to

·6· form.

·7· · · A.· ·You know, I don't know.· I -- I may have just

·8· gone by his Website saying, "Hey, I get a first lien

·9· deed of trust.· Well, how do you do that?"· Well -- I

10· don't know if he specifically said, "Yeah, I write the

11· check."· I probably -- in fact, I probably didn't get

12· that piece of information from him, but I would have

13· assumed --

14· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF) Well, had he --

15· · · A.· ·Go ahead.

16· · · Q.· ·I apologize, I cut you off.· I thought you

17· were finished.· Did you finish what you were trying to

18· say?

19· · · A.· ·Yes.· Yeah, I don't know if he -- if I

20· specifically asked him down to that level of detail as,

21· "Okay, how do you -- how are you certain that you have

22· that first lien deed of trust?"· I mean the guy had

23· been in business 10 years, he had had no issues that I

24· was aware of with -- I think they -- I think he did

25· have some -- you know, some stressful times during 2008



·1· with the real estate doing -- bubble doing what it did,

·2· but he was able never to miss an interest payment to

·3· any of his investors, was my understanding.· He had

·4· survived that crisis and in fact the person that he got

·5· his education from, a guy by the name of Scott, I

·6· believe, DenSco, that's how they got the name, Denny

·7· and then Scott, had had some issues and was not able to

·8· meet all his obligations and DenSco was.· And that was

·9· I believe communicated to me by Denny and I believe

10· also confirmed by -- by Warren.

11· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Could you read that back,

12· Tara.

13· · · · (The record was read by the court reporter.)

14· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So let me go back to this

15· issue of how you're -- how the DenSco moneys were

16· safeguarded in connection with a trustee sale.· Would

17· it be true or fair to say that either Mr. Chittick

18· communicated to you about this or you assumed as a

19· careful and prudent lender that the moneys that he was

20· lending were provided to the trustee in connection with

21· the trustee sale as opposed to being provided to a

22· borrower?

23· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection, form.

24· · · A.· ·That's correct.· I -- like I said I don't know

25· if Denny particularly told that -- told me that or I



·1· just had assumed that you would make the check out to

·2· the trustee, because that is how you secure your first

·3· lien deed of trust.· If you go through the builder, bad

·4· things can happen and did.

·5· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Right.· It's pretty

·6· fundamental as a lender that you would want to make

·7· sure that the moneys were used for the purpose they're

·8· intended and that is to buy the property and get a

·9· first lien.· True?

10· · · A.· ·True.

11· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object to form.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· And as you mentioned and now

13· we know, there are lots of problems and issues that can

14· occur if DenSco were to loan money directly to the

15· borrower as opposed to a third party like a trustee, an

16· escrow agent, a title company, that sort of thing.

17· Right?

18· · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · Q.· ·Did it strike you when you learned later that

20· Denny Chittick had actually for DenSco lent money and

21· gave the money directly to the borrower, did that

22· surprise you?· Did it seem inconsistent with what you

23· understood to be his business model?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·All right.· You mentioned a moment ago this



·1· individual Scott who was the initial partner of Denny

·2· Chittick in DenSco.· Do you recall that testimony?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·Do you think that individual's name was

·5· Scott Gould?

·6· · · A.· ·That sounds right, but I can't say for sure.

·7· I just know it was Scott because of the DenSco name.

·8· · · Q.· ·And -- but at some point there was a parting

·9· of the ways between this individual, Scott, and Denny

10· Chittick?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·And what did you learn from Denny Chittick as

13· to the reason for that parting of the ways?

14· · · A.· ·I didn't -- I didn't inquire, didn't know.

15· All I knew was Denny was -- represented the company,

16· DenSco, even though there might have been another

17· person involved in it, but he -- at the time I

18· invested, he was the sole turned out to be shareholder

19· of DenSco.

20· · · Q.· ·You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,

21· that you reviewed Excel spreadsheets that were

22· generated on a quarterly basis back to the beginning of

23· the company.· Right?

24· · · A.· ·Well, not the Excel worksheets.· I reviewed

25· every Web posting on a quarterly basis since he started



·1· in 2001.· That Excel worksheet that I was talking about

·2· was a document that he gave me before I made my final

·3· decision to invest and that would have been sometime in

·4· 2000- -- latter part of 2010 or early part of 2011.

·5· But what would happen on these quarterly postings to

·6· the Website is he'd say, "Hey, I have this amount of

·7· money from investors.· This is the amount I've loaned

·8· out on X number of properties" and just kind of a -- a

·9· rolling, quarterly report and that's what I did a lot

10· of detailed looking at to be sure that I didn't come

11· across something where he said something one quarter

12· and contradicted it the next quarter.

13· · · Q.· ·Did the Excel spreadsheet that Denny Chittick

14· provided to you prior to your investment, did it go

15· back to the beginning of the business or was it simply

16· a snapshot as of that point in time?

17· · · A.· ·It was a snapshot.

18· · · Q.· ·All right.· But you said you did various sorts

19· on that Excel spreadsheet to check his calculations.

20· Right?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.· To check his representation about -- I

22· couldn't check the first deeds of trust representation,

23· but I was able to check concentration of loans and

24· builders and also loan to value.

25· · · Q.· ·Did you come away after reviewing the



·1· spreadsheet and the other information that you could

·2· research that Denny Chittick was good at tracking the

·3· numbers in his business?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·And you're an accountant, a CPA and someone

·6· who pays attention to those kinds of things.· That

·7· played a role in your decision to invest.· Right?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·Now, kind of related to that issue is his

10· ability to keep records through his computer, how adept

11· he is, how computer savvy he is, did you gain an

12· impression before your investment as to how well Denny

13· could utilize computers and computer programs to track

14· what was going on at DenSco?

15· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection, form.

16· · · A.· ·You know, I didn't know the type of detail in

17· his business, his subchapter S.· It was actually the

18· company of DenSco.· In fact that was one thing that

19· kind of bothered me a little bit was he did not open up

20· those books of the DenSco corporation to anyone.· So --

21· but I felt very comfortable that as far as the real

22· estate lending part of his operation, yeah, he was

23· fully up to speed and was able -- now, what kind of

24· level within his accounting system, I don't know, but

25· he was able to give me that worksheet that had all this



·1· detail in it that backed up everything that he had

·2· advertised and I knew he was good at that.· Denny was

·3· an intelligent person.

·4· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF) How were you able to gain that

·5· opinion that he was an intelligent person?

·6· · · A.· ·Doing what he was doing.· I mean, you know,

·7· that's a fairly involved business model to run where

·8· you're taking in money from investors, loaning it out

·9· to builders, monitoring that, going through the

10· necessary steps to be sure that it is a collateralized

11· obligation.· So there's a lot of moving parts in it

12· that takes a fairly intelligent person to pull it off.

13· · · Q.· ·Did you gain the impression that his being

14· smart was important to him?· In other words, that he

15· prided himself in being smart and good with numbers?

16· · · A.· ·Denny and I were really -- we didn't

17· communicate that much.· He would -- if I had a

18· question, I would email it to him and he would give me

19· a very short terse response and that was it.  I

20· certainly wouldn't say we were -- we were friends with

21· one another.· We had a business arrangement and he just

22· seemed kind of a standoffish kind of guy.

23· · · Q.· ·Do you recall, Tony, that the market as it

24· related to hard money lending was getting better and

25· better in early 2011, that that post recession, that



·1· things had bottomed out in the Phoenix marketplace and

·2· it was coming back?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·And do you recall when you made your

·5· investment in April 2011 that DenSco was increasing its

·6· volume of loans being made as a function of the

·7· marketplace getting better?

·8· · · A.· ·That was my understanding, yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·Did you ever have concerns in that first part

10· of 2011 relative to historical activities of DenSco,

11· that it was taking on too many loans or it was -- Denny

12· wouldn't be able to manage what DenSco was doing?

13· · · A.· ·I don't know how soon I started to get a

14· little worried about his growth.· It seemed to be

15· growing very rapidly and I have a son who works on

16· Wall Street and he said, "Dad, I just don't know where

17· all the market is for this type of loans he's making."

18· So that -- and I assured him that I was watching it

19· very closely.· But I was concerned that the business

20· appeared to be growing very, very quickly.· And so that

21· brings up your concern where, you know, are you going

22· to get so much money in that you might start relaxing

23· your lending standards just to get the money working?

24· Because he's obligated to pay 12 percent to his --

25· assuming they have that time of investment of two



·1· years, he's obligated to either pay the interest to

·2· them or let accrue the interest.· So it's -- I would

·3· think be very imperative for him to get his money

·4· working for him as quickly as he can.· And that kind of

·5· bothered me, that maybe the growth would -- maybe you

·6· would lose some control over your procedures if it grew

·7· that fast.

·8· · · Q.· ·Let me ask -- time to pinpoint perhaps the

·9· time where you had that concern.· If you made your

10· first investment in April of 2011 and of course we know

11· that Denny Chittick died in July of 2016, when in that

12· span of time do you think you began growing more

13· concerned about the volume of investments he was taking

14· in in the form of loans and the volume of loans he was

15· making?

16· · · A.· ·I would guess probably 2013, 2014.· I'm just

17· pulling that number kind of off the top of my head.

18· But there was a time that -- I mean I think when I

19· started investing in 2011, there was like $10 million

20· loan portfolio and then it grew to 60-plus million

21· dollars.· So that's an enormous amount of growth in a

22· fairly short period of time, from 2011 to when it all

23· blew up in 2016.

24· · · Q.· ·Do you think using the dates of your

25· investments as a point of reference -- points of



·1· reference, if you invested in April of 2011 and then in

·2· 2012 you did two additional investments, do you believe

·3· that it was after you made your investments you became

·4· concerned about the level of growth and the volume of

·5· activities he was involved in?

·6· · · A.· ·Yeah.· I mean I wouldn't have made the

·7· additional investments if -- and I believe it was in

·8· 2013 that I made that last $100,000 investment.· But I

·9· wouldn't have made them if I started having my

10· concerns.· So the growth just wasn't that dramatic at

11· that time, as I recall.

12· · · Q.· ·So you weren't troubled by the growth of

13· DenSco either in terms of the investment growth or the

14· loan growth when you initially made your investment in

15· 2011 or when you made your second and third investments

16· in 2012, 2013.· It would have been after that?

17· · · A.· ·It would have been after that, yes.

18· · · Q.· ·All right.· So you mentioned a moment ago,

19· Tony, this idea of getting the money working.· Did --

20· and that's this concept I think you're expressing which

21· is that investors were providing general notes to

22· DenSco, with DenSco having an obligation to pay those

23· investors 12 percent on their money.· Right?

24· · · A.· ·Yeah.· 12 percent or -- depending on -- he had

25· certain time windows that it would -- two years would



·1· be 12 percent, six months may be eight percent, a year

·2· may be 10 percent.· He had a kind of sliding scale like

·3· that.

·4· · · Q.· ·I understand.

·5· · · A.· ·But he was obligated to either pay the

·6· interest out on a monthly basis, if that's what people

·7· chose, or to accrue the interest.· And you would get a

·8· monthly printout from Denny every month, what your

·9· balance was and that's what I looked at on a monthly

10· basis.

11· · · Q.· ·So this idea of he would collect this money

12· from investors that was being provided through the form

13· of notes and then he would need to take that money --

14· as the term you used get the money working, he would

15· have to -- he would have to loan that money at a higher

16· interest rate so he'd have to establish relationships

17· with borrowers where they would borrow the money from

18· DenSco, he'd have to do the analysis that you talked

19· about earlier in terms of determining whether it's a

20· good loan situation.· But he didn't want money sitting

21· around in DenSco.· Right?· He needed to move it into

22· the form of a loan so he could collect money on it.

23· · · A.· ·Absolutely.

24· · · Q.· ·Did he ever express -- "he" being Denny

25· Chittick -- did he ever express to you that he was



·1· having problems getting the money working or that he

·2· couldn't find enough good opportunities to make loans?

·3· · · A.· ·I remember that there was some email

·4· communication where he just said he was -- he was going

·5· to be returning some money to investors because he -- I

·6· would assume he just couldn't find good investments to

·7· put it into.· I do remember that.

·8· · · Q.· ·All right.

·9· · · A.· ·Which made me feel comfortable.· It said,

10· "Hey, you're still doing your analysis, you're saying

11· if you don't see the market there, you're going to

12· return the money back to the investors."· That's the

13· way you would do it, I would think.

14· · · Q.· ·And we'll look at some documents in a moment

15· which put some timing to that in terms of when he chose

16· not to take any new money from outsiders, take any new

17· investors, and then he later decided not to take any

18· new money from present investors and then he decided

19· that he would go from allowing interest to accrue to

20· paying it out on a periodic basis.· Do you recall that?

21· · · A.· ·Yes, except in my particular case where I had

22· it in a tax deferred sheltered IRA, he would not be --

23· I would be excluded from that requirement to receive

24· monthly interest payments.· It would continue to

25· accrue.



·1· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me circle back and then we're

·2· going to take a break because it's been a little

·3· over -- it's been in an hour or so, but I want to

·4· follow up on a couple of comments as it relates to the

·5· type of person Denny Chittick was.

·6· · · · · · · · You indicated -- you used the word

·7· standoffish and that your -- you had a business

·8· relationship with him, but you -- you did not develop a

·9· relationship beyond that.· Is that fair?

10· · · A.· ·That's fair.

11· · · Q.· ·Did any other investors or anyone else share

12· with you that they also felt he was a standoffish

13· fellow?

14· · · A.· ·I didn't really deal with any other investors

15· other than Warren Bush and Warren Bush had kind of a

16· unique relationship because of his relationship with

17· the parents, Eldon and Carlene.

18· · · Q.· ·Did Warren ever share with you his view of

19· Denny Chittick's personality or qualities, traits,

20· characteristics?· Did he ever share with you his view

21· of that?

22· · · A.· ·I remember when I met Denny -- and Warren was

23· there for that meeting and it was in Denny's house --

24· and Warren later made the comment that, "Wow, this guy

25· with all this money and his house is just like not



·1· extravagantly decorated."· In other words, he didn't

·2· appear to be flamboyant or extravagant in his spending

·3· habits, I'll put it that way.· He had a nice home, but,

·4· you know, it's kind of like not top-end furniture.· He

·5· drove an older Lexus.· In other words, he wasn't one of

·6· these guys that would worry me by driving the Maserati

·7· or the Ferraris and being the big shot.· He didn't come

·8· across that way to me and it was pretty much confirmed

·9· by Warren's comments about him.

10· · · Q.· ·Warren in his testimony a couple of days ago

11· described Denny Chittick as being frugal.· Would you

12· agree with that?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·I asked him -- I asked Warren about why he

15· felt Denny Chittick grew the company as large as he did

16· and he said something -- and, again, the record will

17· speak for itself -- but he said something about, well,

18· he wanted to succeed and this was a way that -- to keep

19· score or something like that.· Did you ever gain an

20· impression that Denny Chittick was looking maybe in a

21· competitive sense to grow DenSco or anything like that?

22· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object to form.

23· · · A.· ·Well, I believe he -- I believe he did keep

24· score on his -- the way he handled the business, its

25· rate of growth and so forth.· It looked like it was



·1· confirmation to him that, yeah, I'm the smartest guy in

·2· the room here.

·3· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· What about the idea of the

·4· importance of money, accumulating wealth?· I know we

·5· talked about him being frugal, but did you ever gain an

·6· impression of Denny Chittick that having money was

·7· important or he deemed that to be some reflection of

·8· self-worth or anything like that?

·9· · · A.· ·Not really.· I just think he --

10· · · Q.· ·All right.

11· · · A.· ·-- had a competitive nature that he was able

12· to provide his investors with above average rate of a

13· return and he was able to grow his business.· But I

14· don't think he was counting his money in terms of that

15· being a goal of his.· I think he was a pretty average

16· guy when it came to his spending habits.

17· · · Q.· ·You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,

18· that you had met Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon and

19· Carlene.· Do you recall that testimony?

20· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

21· · · Q.· ·On how many occasions did you meet them?

22· · · A.· ·I met them I think twice, once was in Phoenix,

23· before I invested.· And it was with Warren because

24· Warren and his wife Fay were good friends with Denny's

25· parents.· So I met them there.· And then I also met



·1· them up in Idaho when I was on a motorcycle trip.  I

·2· had traveled -- I take extensive motorcycle trips and I

·3· happened to be up in the Idaho area and I went to

·4· Coeur d'Alene and met up with them and spent a couple

·5· hours with them up there.

·6· · · Q.· ·Other than those two occasions, did you ever

·7· communicate with them?

·8· · · A.· ·No, I don't believe I did.

·9· · · Q.· ·And I think you're answering this, but I want

10· to make sure.· After Denny Chittick's death, in July of

11· 2016, have you spoken to them about that?

12· · · A.· ·I have not.

13· · · Q.· ·Did you get to know any of the other Chittick

14· family members?

15· · · A.· ·I did not.· I don't know anyone other than

16· Denny and his parents, Eldon and Carlene.· That's the

17· only three Chitticks I knew.

18· · · Q.· ·Did you ever meet his wife, Ranasha, while

19· they were married?

20· · · A.· ·I never did.

21· · · Q.· ·Did you spend any time socially with

22· Denny Chittick, other than perhaps a MOM's meeting or

23· an investor meeting?

24· · · A.· ·I went to one MOM's meeting.· I was invited to

25· an annual get-together up in Idaho and I never attended



·1· any of those, it just didn't appeal to me, but I did

·2· want to go to one of these MOM's meeting to see the

·3· interaction between -- you had builders there, you had

·4· investors there and in fact I took my other son, Jason,

·5· to one of these meetings.

·6· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· All right.· So why don't we

·7· break now.· Five minutes.

·8· · · · · · · · (A recess was taken.)

·9· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, if you could look at

10· the stack of documents, I'm going to use some of these

11· just to prompt your memory in terms of timing and those

12· kinds of things, but we may on occasion ask Tara to

13· mark them because they could be used later in court

14· proceedings.

15· · · · · · · · But let's look at the top document which

16· is an email June 29, 2010, and at the top you'll see

17· from Denny Chittick to you and it says re memorandum.

18· · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · Q.· ·You see that?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·So I'm understanding this to be that you were

22· provided the private offering memorandum in connection

23· with your investment in 2011.· Is that right?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·And it probably would have been the 2009



·1· private offering memorandum since the communication

·2· begins in 2010.· You would have reviewed that document

·3· before you invested?

·4· · · A.· ·Oh, yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·And then I -- and I'm not going to mark that.

·6· · · · · · · · Let's look at the next document.· It

·7· looks like you're wanting to talk to Denny about some

·8· questions you have and this is in July of 2010.· Do you

·9· see that?

10· · · A.· ·July 13th.

11· · · Q.· ·Yes.· July 12th, I think.

12· · · A.· ·Oh, July 12th.

13· · · · · · · · Yeah, I have that.

14· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· And then the document after that is

15· July 13th, 2010, and in it Denny Chittick is sending to

16· you, "I've attached a partial balance sheet and a

17· spreadsheet."· In that second paragraph, "The

18· spreadsheet has a list of properties on it and the

19· second tab has an abbreviated cash flow on it."

20· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·So this would have been the spreadsheet you

23· would have reviewed and perhaps done sorts on to

24· determine the numbers of DenSco's business.· Correct?

25· · · A.· ·Yes.· I believe that would be that worksheet I



·1· was talking about.

·2· · · Q.· ·All right.· You indicated earlier that Denny

·3· wouldn't share his books with anyone.· Do you recall

·4· that testimony?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes.· I mean his corporate books.

·6· · · Q.· ·And by books -- yeah.

·7· · · · · · · · And by "books," what do you mean?· What

·8· are the corporate books?· What is it you would be

·9· looking at if you got to see the corporate books?

10· · · A.· ·Well, I'd be looking at a balance sheet, I'd

11· be looking at a P&L, I'd be looking at a cash flow

12· statement.

13· · · Q.· ·Did you ask to see that information?

14· · · A.· ·I did not because Warren indicated that he did

15· not -- he did not share that with anyone.

16· · · Q.· ·So was Warren telling you that he had asked to

17· see that information and Denny had declined?

18· · · A.· ·I don't know if he actually told me that, but

19· basically somewhere along the discussion I said, "Well,

20· I would like to see them, but if that's -- if that's

21· not part of the deal, then I'll try to satisfy myself

22· through other means that this is an appropriate

23· investment."

24· · · Q.· ·Did you ever learn why Denny Chittick was

25· unwilling to show anyone his corporate books and



·1· records which would include the balance sheet, profit

·2· and loss, other financial statements?

·3· · · A.· ·No, not really, other than he was a fairly

·4· private guy and as long as I was able to satisfy myself

·5· through other means about the loan portfolio and the

·6· collateral and loan-to-value ratios and things like

·7· that and his business model operating like he said it

·8· would, I didn't absolutely have to see his internal

·9· books, his complete DenSco corporation books.· He was a

10· sole shareholder.

11· · · Q.· ·Did you ever meet an individual named

12· David Preston?

13· · · A.· ·I did not.· I understand, though, that he's

14· a -- was a CPA over the years for DenSco, but I never

15· met him, no.

16· · · Q.· ·Did you ever learn what David Preston did for

17· DenSco?

18· · · A.· ·I would -- I believe he prepared his 1120S

19· corporate tax return.· That's what he did.· I think

20· that was his primary function.· I don't believe he

21· prepared any financial statements or anything like that

22· for DenSco because I don't believe Denny borrowed any

23· money where he would need to present a financial

24· statement to a banker.

25· · · Q.· ·So sitting here today as far as you know,



·1· Denny Chittick would have created his own internal

·2· financial statements, balance sheets, profit and loss

·3· statements, but he wasn't sharing those with anyone.

·4· · · A.· ·That's right.

·5· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go back and look at -- let's

·6· turn to the next document in this stack, which is dated

·7· July 24, 2010.

·8· · · · · · · · There are two emails on that page.· Do

·9· you see that?

10· · · A.· ·I see July the 24th email.· Okay.

11· · · Q.· ·Right.· And at the top Denny Chittick is

12· saying to you, "Thanks for your consideration."· Do you

13· see that?

14· · · A.· ·Yes.

15· · · Q.· ·Okay.· If you go down and you look at your

16· email to him, you're saying that you became concerned

17· about an interpretation of a portion of the OM -- which

18· I think is referring to the offering memorandum --

19· · · A.· ·Right.

20· · · Q.· ·-- that you thought was different than the

21· explanation he had provided about the business.· Do you

22· remember today what the discrepancy was you thought

23· existed or where the differences were?

24· · · A.· ·Let me read it real quickly.

25· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· While he's reading it, I



·1· just have this book I have which is 1 through 50.

·2· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

·3· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF) The email -- the document

·4· we're referring to is this July 24th set of emails and

·5· you're expressing some concern about language in the OM

·6· as it relates to what you understood about DenSco.

·7· Does it refresh your memory, Tony, one way or the other

·8· about what it was you thought was different.

·9· · · A.· ·Yeah.· Yeah.· In fact I'm looking at the date,

10· July of 2010, and there was something in that offering

11· memorandum that said that he would reimburse the

12· custodian directly up to one percent of the principal

13· amount of the notes.· And then when I had verbally

14· discussed it, DenSco, I understood that, well, no

15· that's not correct, he's not going to -- in other

16· words, there's custodian fees associated with your IRA.

17· And I understood the offering memorandum to say that he

18· was to reimburse me up to one percent of the principal

19· note amount, which I thought, well, that's real

20· generous, that's very good.· But it turned out that

21· either I misunderstood that or what.· And I was a

22· little turned off by that so I said, "Okay, well I

23· appreciate you clarifying that for me and I think I'll

24· pass on the investment."

25· · · Q.· ·So because of what you viewed to be a



·1· discrepancy between what Denny Chittick told you about

·2· how DenSco was going to treat the fees on an IRA

·3· investment versus what the private offering memorandum

·4· said, you chose to forego investing at least at that

·5· time.

·6· · · A.· ·At that time I did.· I'm fairly frugal myself

·7· and if somebody's going to reimburse me for something

·8· that's -- that would be what I want.

·9· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's look at the next

10· document.

11· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· And, Tara, could you mark it

12· as an exhibit.· And I believe, based on where we were,

13· I think this will be 831.

14· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 831.)

15· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So, Tony, I'm

16· looking at this 831 with you.· You're there, I'm here.

17· It's an email from Denny Chittick to you dated

18· July 30th, 2010.· He says:· I received the book back,

19· I've not had anyone send one back to me before.· I also

20· haven't had anyone fill out all the docs then decide

21· not to invest!

22· · · · · · · · (Reading)· I'm still not sure what your

23· confusion was about the IRA and why that would keep you

24· from investing, but that's your decision.· Thanks for

25· taking the -- all the time to research it.· Best of



·1· luck on your investments, thanks, DC.

·2· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·Okay.· So you decided, as you said a moment

·5· ago, not to invest because of what you viewed to be

·6· some inconsistency or at least some ambiguity between

·7· the OM and what the -- the private offering memorandum

·8· you read and what Denny Chittick was telling you.

·9· Correct?

10· · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · Q.· ·You later decided to become an investor.

12· Right?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·Were you able to reconcile the discrepancy or

15· why did you go ahead with the investment after first

16· being concerned?

17· · · A.· ·Well, during this period of time, from July of

18· 2010 until April of 2011, I continued to monitor his

19· Website, continued to talk to Warren Bush, just general

20· questions and discussions that made me feel better.

21· And it was a very immaterial thing about that offering

22· memorandum, but sometimes I get -- I get upset if I

23· read something in a document and it turns out that I

24· either totally misunderstood it or -- in other words,

25· it didn't turn out to be that way, then that's what



·1· turned me off.· But by the same token, I continued to

·2· look at DenSco going forward, not making any decisions

·3· until April of 2011.

·4· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· All right.· So let's mark

·5· the next document in that stack if we could, Tara, and

·6· that's Bates stamp 60632.

·7· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 832.)

·8· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, I'm showing you 832 and

·9· it is -- there are two emails here.· There's one on

10· the -- about halfway down the first page from you to

11· Denny Chittick dated April 26, 2011.· I'm sorry.

12· Actually, there's a preceding email from Denny Chittick

13· to you, also April 26, 2011, where he says:· You are an

14· investor now.· I received your funds today.

15· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

16· · · A.· ·I'm looking at the top of the Exhibit 832 and

17· I see an email from Denny dated April the 26th saying:

18· You are going to get a stack of docs.· However, I have

19· to wait for First Trust of Onaga -- or whatever it

20· was -- to, send them to me and then I'll send them on

21· to you.· Thanks.

22· · · · · · · · That's what I see at the top part of that

23· exhibit.

24· · · Q.· ·That's right.· We're looking at the same

25· document and I want you to go down that first page --



·1· · · A.· ·Okay.

·2· · · Q.· ·-- to the original Denny Chittick email which

·3· says:· You are an investor now.· I received your funds

·4· today.

·5· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

·6· · · A.· ·Oh, yes, I see that.

·7· · · Q.· ·All right.· So do you know whether you

·8· received the 2011 private offering memorandum before

·9· you invested in 2011 or was it finished yet?

10· · · A.· ·I don't think it was finished.

11· · · Q.· ·All right.· So the FTCO, is that a party that

12· is holding your retirement fund?

13· · · A.· ·Yes, it's the custodian.· They are the First

14· Trust of Onaga company, I think, and they were either

15· merged with a company called Main Trust but same

16· organization that I've always dealt with.· I still deal

17· with them.

18· · · Q.· ·All right.· And he says at the top of that

19· page, Denny Chittick, says:· You're going to receive a

20· stack of documents.

21· · · · · · · · And in connection with your investment

22· you would have gotten at least a subscription agreement

23· to sign and an investor questionnaire to establish

24· you're an accredited investor.· Right?

25· · · A.· ·Correct.



·1· · · Q.· ·Do you remember any other documents that you

·2· obtained from him in connection with initially becoming

·3· an investor?

·4· · · A.· ·I don't know if I got an actual copy of the

·5· promissory note or not.· I probably did.

·6· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· I think --

·7· · · A.· ·The subscription agreement, promissory note,

·8· questionnaire.

·9· · · Q.· ·Right.· Let's look at the next page.· I'm not

10· going to mark it yet, but it's -- it's dated April 27,

11· 2011.

12· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Actually, let's mark this.

13· There's enough here that I think it's worth marking if

14· you could, Tara.

15· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 833.)

16· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So let's focus halfway down

17· the page, if we could, Tony.· The email from Warren

18· Bush to you, with a copy to Denny Chittick.· Do you see

19· that?· It's dated April 27.

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·He says to you:· I find it very interesting to

22· be involved with someone in the investment decision

23· process -- either way it turns out.

24· · · · · · · · And then it goes on:· DenSco is unique

25· because I find it difficult to decide where to



·1· categorize the risk in the overall scheme of things.

·2· However, once trust is established, you can move on to

·3· the business activity and finally decide how much is

·4· appropriate for your own fashion.

·5· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·6· · · A.· ·(Reading)· For your own situation.

·7· · · Q.· ·Your own situation.· Right.· How that finished

·8· is "your own situation."· I'm sorry if I misread.

·9· · · · · · · · All right.· So it says, "once trust is

10· established."· Were you understanding Warren to be

11· saying once you and he have established trust with

12· Denny Chittick and DenSco, then you can move on from

13· there?· Is that what he's saying?

14· · · A.· ·Yes.

15· · · Q.· ·So when you did choose to invest, you had

16· gained a level of trust in his ability.· Correct?

17· · · A.· ·Oh, yes.

18· · · Q.· ·And you trusted his character, as well?

19· · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · Q.· ·How were you able to conclude as of April when

21· you became an investor that he was a man of good

22· character?

23· · · A.· ·The meeting that I had with his parents, Eldon

24· and Carlene, they were just good salt-of-the-earth

25· people.· Very, very good people.· Still have that



·1· feeling about them.

·2· · · Q.· ·And were you gaining that impression also from

·3· your direct communications with Denny Chittick?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's go to the next document.

·6· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark it as an exhibit.

·7· It is 6527 is the stamp, Tara.

·8· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 834.)

·9· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, do you have it?

10· · · A.· ·I have it.

11· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's go to the second page.· This is a

12· statement as of June of 2011 and it shows that you've

13· made -- in the investment history category, you've made

14· an investment of $200,000 as of April 26, 2011.

15· Correct?

16· · · A.· ·Correct.

17· · · Q.· ·And in the two months intervening, you've

18· already made some interest on the investment.· Right?

19· · · A.· ·Correct.

20· · · Q.· ·And would you receive documents such as this

21· on a monthly basis from DenSco?

22· · · A.· ·Every month.

23· · · Q.· ·Let's go to the next document.

24· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark this.

25· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 835.)



·1· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Let's focus on the middle of

·2· the page, Tony, it's an email from you to Denny

·3· Chittick dated July 1, 2011, and I think it must be

·4· referring to the end of the quarter.· Is that a fair

·5· reading of what the reference is?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·And in it you say to Denny:· Thank you for

·8· your expertise and hard work in providing an investment

·9· that offering the "little guy" a solid rate of return

10· on his investment.· Hope you and your family have a

11· great 4th.

12· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·Did you at that time feel that you were a

15· little guy, in your definition?

16· · · A.· ·Oh, yeah.· Still am.

17· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go to the next document.

18· I'm only asking this for reference purposes, we don't

19· need to mark it.· Actually, it's already a depo

20· exhibit.

21· · · · · · · · There's a reference here to a

22· David Beauchamp in the second or third paragraph --

23· third paragraph.· Do you see that?

24· · · A.· ·Yeah.· Give me a minute to read it.

25· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· And I'm not going to ask about the



·1· contents of it, I just wanted to show you that there's

·2· a reference to Beauchamp as being a securities

·3· attorney.· But read it if you want.

·4· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Just for the record, John,

·5· this is the exhibit previously marked as Exhibit 633.

·6· · · A.· ·Yes, I read it.

·7· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So let me first

·8· ask about David Beauchamp.· Did you ever have any

·9· personal contact with David Beauchamp?

10· · · A.· ·I had contact with him via email after DenSco

11· collapsed.

12· · · Q.· ·Right.· You were one of the investors with

13· whom he was communicating regarding the status of what

14· was going on at DenSco?

15· · · A.· ·That's correct.

16· · · Q.· ·Before that, before Denny Chittick's death,

17· did you ever have any contact with David Beauchamp?

18· · · A.· ·No, I didn't.

19· · · Q.· ·And did Denny Chittick ever reference or say

20· anything about David Beauchamp to you?

21· · · A.· ·Not that I recall.· He may have causally

22· mentioned something, but I don't recall.

23· · · Q.· ·Sitting here today do you have any complaints

24· about David Beauchamp, anything he did with respect to

25· his serving as counsel to DenSco?



·1· · · A.· ·I have no -- I have no complaint about him.  I

·2· mean I don't -- I had no interaction with him other

·3· than I think I sent him an email after Denny -- after

·4· DenSco collapsed thanking him for answering some of my

·5· questions I had.

·6· · · Q.· ·In connection with the work that

·7· David Beauchamp did after Denny Chittick's death, did

·8· you understand that he was counsel to DenSco and not

·9· counsel to the investors?

10· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object to form.

11· · · A.· ·I didn't make that distinction, no.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Did it matter to you?

13· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object to form.

14· · · A.· ·At that time, no, it didn't have any -- didn't

15· matter.· The deal was done.

16· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· What mattered was -- I'm

17· sorry.· I think I maybe -- did you complete your

18· answer?

19· · · A.· ·I said, "The deal was done" by that time.· The

20· damage had been done.

21· · · Q.· ·So the main goal after Denny Chittick's death

22· was to try to gather information and process what had

23· happened and figure out how to maximize whatever was

24· left for the investors.· Is that fair?

25· · · A.· ·That's fair.· That's accurate.



·1· · · Q.· ·All right.· So in this paragraph we're looking

·2· at under Exhibit 633, there is a reference to your

·3· friend, Warren Bush, who volunteered to review the

·4· private offering memorandum.· Do you see that?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · Q.· ·Were you aware that Warren was doing that?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes, I was.

·8· · · Q.· ·Did you involve yourself at all in that

·9· process?

10· · · A.· ·Not at all.

11· · · Q.· ·Did you ever talk to him about what he was

12· doing?

13· · · A.· ·To Warren?

14· · · Q.· ·Yes.

15· · · A.· ·I just know that Warren mentioned that Denny

16· was not real good with writing skills and Warren would

17· kind of assist him in this fairly laborious task of

18· updating that offering memorandum.

19· · · Q.· ·Do you recall on that topic of private

20· offering memorandum -- memoranda, do you recall that

21· there was ever a 2013 private offering memoranda for

22· DenSco?

23· · · A.· ·I don't recall.· I know that --

24· · · Q.· ·I think --

25· · · · · · · · Go ahead.



·1· · · A.· ·I know that I -- you know, I thoroughly read

·2· the first offering memorandum before I finally, if you

·3· would, trigger and invested with them.· But I don't

·4· know --

·5· · · Q.· ·Right.

·6· · · A.· ·-- subsequent updates after that.

·7· · · Q.· ·So -- and I think by that answer I think I

·8· know what your answer's going to be, but I need to ask

·9· it.

10· · · · · · · · So in 2013 or later, you never asked

11· Denny Chittick for an updated memorandum?

12· · · A.· ·I do not believe I did.

13· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And you never learned from anyone why

14· there was not an updated memorandum in 2013 or later?

15· · · A.· ·No.

16· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's look at -- the next document

17· in this stack is a previously marked exhibit, which is

18· Exhibit 432, which is the form of the private offering

19· memorandum.· And would this have been a document you

20· would have reviewed in connection with your investment,

21· at least as it related to your investments after 2011?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.· After 2011 that would have been it.

23· This would have been after I made my initial investment

24· in April of 2011.

25· · · Q.· ·Would it -- you indicated that you read the



·1· earlier version of the 2009POM in connection with your

·2· original investment in April of 2011.· Would you have

·3· also carefully read the 2011POM?

·4· · · A.· ·I probably would not have.

·5· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's move on.

·6· · · A.· ·I mean it's like a stock prospectus in a stock

·7· market.· I mean it puts you in a coma.

·8· · · Q.· ·All right.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next exhibit,

10· Tara.

11· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 836.)

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right, Tony, let's first

13· look at the email that starts about halfway down the

14· page from you to Denny Chittick, it's dated August 18,

15· 2011.· And you start out and you say:· Hope all is

16· well.· I am toying with the idea of dipping my toe in

17· the hard money lending business in El Paso.· I plan on

18· making a "test run" with one loan just to see what all

19· is involved, getting all the bugs worked out (or at

20· least most of them).· I have a quick question.

21· · · · · · · · And then you go on and ask some

22· questions.

23· · · · · · · · Did you ever engage in the hard money

24· lending business?

25· · · A.· ·I did not.



·1· · · Q.· ·Was there a reason?

·2· · · A.· ·El Paso is just a totally different market

·3· than Phoenix or Las Vegas.· El Paso doesn't experience

·4· exceptional growth or recessions, it just kind of

·5· trucks along.

·6· · · Q.· ·And I know we'll see in other documents

·7· references to doing business in Las Vegas.· And I take

·8· it from your answer, you never engaged in hard money

·9· lending in Las Vegas, either?

10· · · A.· ·Did not.· Got very close to it but didn't.

11· Didn't actually do it.

12· · · Q.· ·And your son didn't, either?

13· · · A.· ·No, he did not.· He was in real estate, but he

14· wasn't in flipping.

15· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's move on.· I only -- I'm not

16· going to mark this but the next document is an email

17· from Denny Chittick dated September 30th, 2011, to what

18· I think are the investors at the time.· It references a

19· newsletter, photos of properties, those kinds of

20· things.· Do you recall that Denny Chittick was

21· providing investors newsletters on a periodic basis?

22· · · A.· ·Yeah.· The newsletter is what I refer to as

23· the postings on his Website.· Every quarter he would

24· post an update to loans made, number of loans, some

25· pictures of properties involved in those loans.



·1· · · Q.· ·So it was business specific information.

·2· Right?

·3· · · A.· ·Oh, yes.

·4· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark it, Tara.

·5· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 837.)

·6· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, were those newsletters

·7· or the updated information that was on the Website, how

·8· often was it updated, do you recall?

·9· · · A.· ·Every quarter.

10· · · Q.· ·Every quarter?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·And it talked about the volume of loans and

13· what was going on within the company?

14· · · A.· ·Yes.

15· · · Q.· ·If there were a problem or a troubled loan,

16· did it talk about those kinds of things, too?

17· · · A.· ·No.· It gave very broad statistics.

18· · · Q.· ·We now know that there were problems with the

19· Menaged loans starting in 2012.· Do you recall ever

20· learning through looking at the newsletter that DenSco

21· was having challenges with some of its loans to

22· Mr. Menaged or any other borrower?

23· · · A.· ·I don't recall that.

24· · · Q.· ·Did you tend to review this newsletter on a

25· fairly consistent basis so -- to find out what the



·1· updated information was?

·2· · · A.· ·I tried to.· There may have been a couple

·3· months that I -- or a couple quarters that I would

·4· miss, but I tried to look at it.

·5· · · Q.· ·But it would be a way of -- if you weren't

·6· talking to Denny Chittick personally, it would be a way

·7· to apprise yourself of what the status of the company's

·8· business was.· Fair?

·9· · · A.· ·That's correct.· And at some point that's when

10· I saw the big growth explosion in DenSco and started

11· having some concerns there.

12· · · Q.· ·Did you ever express to Denny Chittick that

13· you had concerns about the growth in the company?

14· · · A.· ·I may have communicated with him via email.  I

15· don't know if I've ever -- if I talked to Denny on the

16· phone or not.· I may have once or twice in the whole

17· period of time I knew him.· Usually it would be with

18· email and I would -- I may have asked him about the

19· growth of the company and is he able to -- is he

20· concerned about being able to invest that money.  I

21· think I did that, but I -- if you have the documents in

22· here, it'll refresh my memory again.

23· · · Q.· ·I don't know that I do, but we'll go through

24· what we got here.· But do you remember what his

25· response was to you expressing that concern?



·1· · · A.· ·Pretty much he had it under control.· He was

·2· able to -- he was able to, you know, deploy the

·3· investor money and -- except at some point he ended up

·4· indicating that he was going to start returning money

·5· to some investors, which would have indicated to me

·6· that his market was shrinking on him.

·7· · · Q.· ·Do you know if Denny ever got any help from

·8· anyone with respect to his due diligence or keeping

·9· track of the numbers or anything within DenSco?

10· · · A.· ·I don't think Denny ever relied on anyone else

11· other than maybe Warren in helping him with the

12· offering memorandum and then he had an individual that

13· was supposedly the backup guy, Robert something.  I

14· don't know what his name was.· Koehler or something

15· like that, I don't remember.· But he supposedly was

16· being given information on a monthly basis so that if

17· something were to happen to Denny, he would be able to

18· step in and have some kind of orderly wind down of

19· DenSco.

20· · · Q.· ·I think the individual you're referring to is

21· Robert Koehler, K-O-E-H-L-E-R.

22· · · A.· ·Okay.

23· · · Q.· ·Did you ever meet with that individual?

24· · · A.· ·I never did.

25· · · Q.· ·And never spoke to him or --



·1· · · A.· ·No.

·2· · · Q.· ·-- communicated in writing with him?

·3· · · A.· ·No.

·4· · · Q.· ·All right.· The next document in the stack I

·5· think it's referencing a MOM's meeting.· I don't think

·6· we need to mark it.

·7· · · · · · · · You said you did attend one MOM's

·8· meeting?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·Did you ever meet any of the borrowers or get

11· to know any of the borrowers for DenSco?

12· · · A.· ·I didn't actually meet them.· I -- they -- we

13· had a big conference table and there were various

14· flippers around the table.

15· · · Q.· ·Let's look at the next document.· Let's skip

16· it, it also deals with MOM's meetings.· Forget about

17· that.

18· · · · · · · · The next document references that your

19· son, Jason, is looking at the business.· I just want to

20· raise this as a topic.· I don't want to spend much time

21· on it.· But did you and your son look at the business

22· of hard money lending as a possible pursuit and then

23· decided not to do it?

24· · · A.· ·Yes, that's accurate.

25· · · Q.· ·And that was in 2011?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·Now let's skip the next document.· Let's skip

·3· the next document.· I think that this just references

·4· another investment which we're going to get to in a

·5· moment.· We've got a statement for that.

·6· · · · · · · · Let's skip the next document.

·7· · · · · · · · Let's mark the document which is

·8· 11-29-2011.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· And it's stamped, Tara,

10· 61895.

11· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

12· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's skip that and skip the

13· next document and the document after that is the one

14· I'm -- it's 61895 and it's dated 11-29-2011.

15· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 838.)

16· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Let's look at the first page

17· of this Exhibit 838, Tony.· And -- well, what I want to

18· focus on is the email from you to Denny Chittick.· It's

19· not at the very top of that first page, it's the email

20· right below that where it begins:· Thanks for the offer

21· to share your process.

22· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·It reads:· Thanks for the offer to share your

25· process.· When you told me it took 10 to 15 minutes to



·1· put a package together, I was impressed.· I think that

·2· is one reason you have built up such a loyal group of

·3· builders.· You make their lives easier.· It is a

·4· win-win.· Thanks again.

·5· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·6· · · A.· ·That's correct.

·7· · · Q.· ·So had Denny Chittick shared with you the

·8· process he undertook to make a loan?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·And you're referencing the fact that you're

11· impressed that he can put a package together in 10 or

12· 15 minutes?

13· · · A.· ·Right.

14· · · Q.· ·And earlier in your testimony you observed

15· that it's a real benefit to a borrower who wants to

16· move quickly that Denny can get a decision made quickly

17· and get them funded quickly.· Right?

18· · · A.· ·That's correct.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go to the next document in

20· the stack.· I'm not going to mark this, but this is

21· where you're asking questions of comparing the process

22· in Nevada versus Arizona and that kind of thing

23· regarding foreclosures.· Do you remember having those

24· kinds of communications with Denny Chittick?

25· · · A.· ·Which one are we looking at?· 61975?



·1· · · Q.· ·Yes.

·2· · · A.· ·Okay.· I'm looking at it.

·3· · · Q.· ·It's just that -- at the time you and your son

·4· were perhaps doing business in Las Vegas, you were

·5· comparing and contrasting the laws in Arizona versus

·6· Nevada.· Right?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·All right.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's move on and let's mark

10· the next document which is 62239, Tara.

11· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 839.)

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· I'm sorry, there

13· may have been a document that precedes this, but I

14· don't have it.· The bottom email on this page, Exhibit

15· 839, starts out Denny Chittick:· Thank you, but there

16· is more info in it.

17· · · · · · · · I'm not sure what he's referring to, but

18· then you're saying to him:· Thanks, Denny.· I have my

19· reading squared away for a while.· Are there two or

20· three metrics that you focus on to give you a summary

21· of data that's important to you?

22· · · · · · · · And then the information at the top is

23· his response.· Correct?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·And he writes to you on January 17th, 2012, as



·1· it relates to the metrics you asked about.· It says:

·2· MLS inventory, number of properties in foreclosure.

·3· Those are two I have been watching for years with both

·4· of those numbers changing so drastically in the right

·5· direction is why I've been so optimistic.· It's econ

·6· 101, supply and demand.· We've been on the wrong side

·7· of that for so long, now that it's in the right

·8· direction prices will go up and I can't tell you how

·9· strange that is after five years.

10· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·What did you understand him to be saying when

13· he said that numbers are changing so drastically in the

14· right direction?· What did that mean to you?

15· · · A.· ·It meant that the market that he was investing

16· or lending money to builders on was improving.

17· · · Q.· ·And when it means improving [sic], does that

18· mean that the value of properties are going up?

19· · · A.· ·Well, I would think so plus just an increase

20· in demand for his product that he was putting out

21· there.

22· · · Q.· ·All right then.

23· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next document

24· in that stack if we could, Tara.

25· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 840.)



·1· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Are you there, Tony?

·2· · · A.· ·I've got it.

·3· · · Q.· ·All right.· So the email you send, which

·4· starts about a third of the way down on February 18,

·5· 2012, you start out and you ask:· How do you arrive at

·6· your Estimated Values?

·7· · · · · · · · Estimated values being capitalized,

·8· question mark.

·9· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

10· · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · Q.· ·And then he responds:· I use a combo of

12· knowledge, Google Maps, MLS and NetValueCentral, a

13· subscription service I pay off to give me sales

14· history.

15· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

16· · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · Q.· ·And was this your understanding of the due

18· diligence he would do in connection with determining

19· the value of the property against which he is providing

20· loans?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·And that would then drive whether he was

23· comfortable with the loan-to-value ratios?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·Did he also share with you whether he or



·1· someone on his behalf would drive by the properties to

·2· eyeball the properties?

·3· · · A.· ·I don't know if he had anybody drive by or if

·4· he did it himself or -- I don't know.

·5· · · Q.· ·Did he ever tell you that there were certain

·6· borrowers or flippers who were borrowers that he

·7· trusted so much that he really didn't do much due

·8· diligence on the properties that were being purchased

·9· because he believed that they understood the values?

10· · · A.· ·I don't know specifically, but I would guess

11· at some point in time that probably occurred.· But I

12· don't know that he ever spoke to me specifically about

13· it.

14· · · Q.· ·So you don't remember if he ever spoke to you

15· about that topic that sometimes he just relied on

16· borrowers for value?

17· · · A.· ·I can't answer that.· I don't know.· Don't

18· recall.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.· And you said something like you

20· assumed that he may have, but you don't really know one

21· way or the other?

22· · · A.· ·I don't know.

23· · · Q.· ·All right.· Did he, Denny Chittick, ever

24· mention to you the identity of any repeat borrowers he

25· had that he had established relationships with?



·1· · · A.· ·I know in looking at some of those exhibits

·2· that were sent to me yesterday, when I was opening them

·3· up on my phone, there was a -- some kind of mention

·4· about easy investments that I believe turned out to be

·5· Menaged.· But I'm just -- I'm just kind of -- I read it

·6· very quickly.

·7· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· We'll get to that in a moment.

·8· · · · · · · · But do you recall him ever discussing

·9· with you -- I mean other than sending you that packet

10· of information that had easy investments on it, do you

11· remember him ever talking to you about any specific

12· borrowers?

13· · · A.· ·No.

14· · · Q.· ·And I think that package -- and we'll look at

15· it in a moment -- was really meant to show you the kind

16· of information he gathered in connection with making a

17· loan.· Right?

18· · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.

20· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· I think the next document in

21· the stack is 8547.· Let's skip that and let's go to

22· 8548 and mark that as an exhibit.

23· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 841.)

24· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So, Tony, this would be a

25· statement for April 2012 for your investment at DenSco?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·And this would now show us that the date of

·3· your second investment in DenSco of 100,000 was

·4· December 15, 2011?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes, I see that.

·6· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go to the next document.

·7· We're not going to mark it.· It references a dinner

·8· party.· Skip that.· Let's go to the next document.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· And let's mark it.· And it's

10· 17021.

11· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· That's going to be number

12· 842?

13· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Yes.

14· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 842.)

15· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So, Tony, why don't you look

16· through this document.· I'm not going to ask you about

17· the first page.· Well, I take that back.· Just thumb

18· through it, familiarize yourself with it, I'm going to

19· ask you some questions about it.

20· · · A.· ·Yeah, this is the one I remember seeing

21· yesterday.

22· · · Q.· ·Yeah.· So this document is a reference to or

23· it contains information in connection with a loan to

24· Easy Investments and Scott Menaged.· Right?

25· · · A.· ·That's correct.



·1· · · Q.· ·Let's look at the first page together.· This

·2· document is an email from Denny Chittick to you and

·3· it's dated September 3rd, 2012.· The first paragraph

·4· reads:· I look forward to see you, Jason on Monday.

·5· The example of the deal I have attached is to a guy

·6· that I've worked with for four and a half years, I've

·7· lent him about $10 million.

·8· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·So your understanding from this email when you

11· looked at the attachment is that he, Denny Chittick,

12· was describing a situation where he had a borrower of

13· Scott Menaged through his entity, such as Easy

14· Investments, had borrowed over $10 million over 2012.

15· Right?

16· · · A.· ·Yes.· Over a four-and-a-half-year period.

17· · · Q.· ·Right.· And the rest of this email is talking

18· to you about the elements of the loan that protects the

19· lender.· Correct?

20· · · A.· ·Yes, it looks like it.

21· · · Q.· ·And was this in response to again questions

22· that -- if you look at the second page, these are

23· questions that you and your son -- or your son Jason

24· may have had about hard money lending and how to

25· protect yourself?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.· It's where I asked him if he could give

·2· me a typical transaction, yes.

·3· · · Q.· ·You mentioned earlier in your testimony that

·4· Denny Chittick was a smart guy and good with numbers.

·5· Would you agree that he also knew how to be a good hard

·6· money lender?

·7· · · A.· ·Yeah, I thought so.

·8· · · Q.· ·The aspect of making sure your money is used

·9· appropriately and that you have proper security in the

10· form of a first deed of trust, it's not very

11· complicated, is it?

12· · · A.· ·No.

13· · · Q.· ·Did you say no?

14· · · A.· ·Yes, I said no.· It's not complicated.

15· · · Q.· ·We now know, looking back on it, that at times

16· Denny was careless with his money, particularly as it

17· relates to his loans to Scott Menaged and his entities.

18· Correct?

19· · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · Q.· ·And in your experience and based on your

21· communications with Denny Chittick, it was out of

22· character for him to be careless or to not insist upon

23· making sure that all the elements of sound and prudent

24· hard money lending were followed.· Right?

25· · · A.· ·That's what I -- that's what I thought, yes.



·1· · · Q.· ·Did you ever learn that Denny Chittick was

·2· also careless or less than prudent with respect to any

·3· other borrowers other than Scott Menaged?

·4· · · A.· ·I probably became aware of it after it all

·5· collapsed.· He was fairly loose --

·6· · · Q.· ·Do you know --

·7· · · A.· ·He was fairly loose in his -- I guess over

·8· time he became lax in his processing of a loan.· That's

·9· all I can figure out.

10· · · Q.· ·Were you ever able to arrive at an opinion as

11· to why he became more loose or relaxed or careless

12· about the DenSco moneys and his loans?

13· · · A.· ·I don't know.· I couldn't -- I would hazard to

14· guess, it just was a mistake.

15· · · Q.· ·Have you talked to anyone else who was an

16· investor about this topic of why he, Denny Chittick,

17· became careless with DenSco's money?

18· · · A.· ·Certainly talked to Warren Bush.· We were in

19· pretty constant communication and as soon as Denny's

20· suicide became news.

21· · · Q.· ·Did Warren express to you what he thought

22· about why Denny Chittick became careless with the money

23· he loaned to Scott Menaged and perhaps others?

24· · · A.· ·No.· I think Warren was just as surprised as I

25· was that the procedures and policies that were spelled



·1· out in his memorandum and his Website weren't being

·2· adhered to.· I think he was as shocked as I was.· And

·3· everybody else, I think.· Somebody may have known more

·4· than I did or Warren did, but we were unaware of how

·5· this procedure had deteriorated over time.

·6· · · Q.· ·So let me ask that question.· Are you aware of

·7· any investors having any knowledge of the problems with

·8· Menaged before Denny Chittick's death?

·9· · · A.· ·No.· Never heard of the guy before his death.

10· · · Q.· ·And I think you've answered this, but let me

11· make sure.· No one has expressed to you any sort of

12· opinion as to why Denny Chittick would have become so

13· careless in the use of DenSco moneys either regarding

14· Menaged or anyone else?

15· · · A.· ·No one -- you know, I had my own thoughts.  I

16· guess that he went through a divorce shortly after I

17· had invested with him and I -- that concerned me

18· because people go -- frequently go off the rails during

19· that type of a situation.· Talked to Warren about it

20· and he kind of reassured me that they had been in

21· counseling for quite some time and this wasn't a big

22· shock to Denny, that he had probably prepared himself

23· already and it was moving forward.· That's kind of the

24· impression I got.

25· · · Q.· ·On that issue of the divorce, did you ever



·1· learn what led to the divorce?

·2· · · A.· ·No.

·3· · · Q.· ·Did you ever talk to anyone about the divorce

·4· other than Warren?

·5· · · A.· ·No.

·6· · · Q.· ·Have you talked to anyone about how

·7· Scott Menaged influenced or manipulated Denny Chittick?

·8· · · A.· ·No, not really.· I mean I was unaware that

·9· this whole situation was going on.

10· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's look at this Exhibit 842

11· real quickly and he has -- he's referencing what's in

12· the packet.· If you see about halfway down the email

13· that says page 2, evidence of insurance.· Do you see

14· that?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And that was something you understood that

17· Denny required as a part of every loan, was that the

18· borrower get insurance on the property?

19· · · A.· ·Sure.

20· · · Q.· ·And then he talks about on page 3, he says:  I

21· record on the day that I fund the deal a one-page doc

22· that says exactly what happened.

23· · · · · · · · Did you gain an understanding as to how,

24· for example in connection with a trustee sale, that

25· Denny protected DenSco's first position?



·1· · · A.· ·Hold on one second, please.

·2· · · · · · · · Yes, I read it.

·3· · · Q.· ·But is that a -- did he ever -- that is Denny

·4· Chittick ever explain to you how he protected DenSco's

·5· first position in connection with a trustee sale?

·6· · · A.· ·Other than what he presented to me here, no.

·7· · · Q.· ·All right.· Okay.· And then let's go to --

·8· farther down that page, he references page 4 to 8 is

·9· the deed of trust, once the trustee's deed is recorded

10· (which conveys the property to my borrower) I record

11· this document.

12· · · · · · · · And you understood that that was the

13· security mechanism that was recorded to provide

14· protection in the event there was a default on the

15· loan?

16· · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And, again, that was a primary part of

18· what gave you comfort was that DenSco and Mr. Chittick

19· was telling you, "We always get first position deed of

20· trust"?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·And then page 9 references the note, spells

23· everything out.· And he's referencing a promissory note

24· that's in the package?

25· · · A.· ·Yes.



·1· · · Q.· ·And then page 10 references receipt and

·2· mortgage.· Do you see that?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·Or I'm sorry, the release.

·5· · · · · · · · Any doubt in your mind that

·6· Denny Chittick understood what his loan documents gave

·7· him the power to do at DenSco?

·8· · · A.· ·I didn't have any doubt that it -- he knew

·9· what he was doing.

10· · · Q.· ·Okay.· We're not going to mark the next

11· statement, I don't think we need to because we've

12· already got later statements that have more up-to-date

13· information.

14· · · · · · · · Let's look at the documents after that.

15· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· And let's mark it.· It is

16· 64873.

17· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 843.)

18· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· This is a series of emails,

19· Tony.· And you're a motorcycle enthusiast.· Right?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·And you've taken some extended trips.

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·If you'll look on the second page, the email

24· that you write continues on and I think this looks like

25· an interplay between you and Denny Chittick.· In other



·1· words, you're asking questions and he's responding

·2· within the same email.· Do you read it as that?

·3· · · A.· ·That's right.· I ask a question and then he

·4· responds to it right below that question.

·5· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And the second page references the fact

·6· that you have visited his parents in Coeur d'Alene.· Do

·7· you see that?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes, I see it.

·9· · · Q.· ·So let's -- I want to focus on this inset that

10· is four paragraphs down.· It reads:· I did review your

11· latest quarterly newsletter.· A couple of observations.

12· · · · · · · · Are you there with me?

13· · · A.· ·Yes, I see it.

14· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And then it reads:· Number one,

15· doubling investor money from 21 million to 42 million

16· in two years is stunning.· Congratulations.· This has

17· to have you walking a very fine line in putting that

18· money to work.

19· · · · · · · · What did you mean by that?

20· · · A.· ·Again, we've talked about his rapid growth and

21· how he's, I would think, under a lot of pressure to get

22· that money deployed and invested because he owes it to

23· the investors of DenSco.

24· · · Q.· ·But you're congratulating him because he's

25· been able to grow his investor money?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·And then number 2 reads:· A number of your

·3· long term builders have found cheaper financing for

·4· their rental property.· I don't know how much money

·5· they paid off but that would appear to put further

·6· pressure on you.

·7· · · · · · · · That observation is based on having read

·8· the quarterly newsletter?

·9· · · A.· ·That's interesting.· I don't know where I

10· would have come up with the information to make that

11· statement.· But, yeah, somewhere.· Maybe it was on the

12· quarterly update, maybe he mentioned it, I don't

13· remember.· But somehow some document gave me that

14· information.

15· · · Q.· ·But what you're also expressing is that your

16· understanding is there would be pressure on his ability

17· to find, quote, the room to lend money.· Right?

18· · · A.· ·Yes.· Because he has this money invested by

19· his investors and if he's lost some -- his more

20· longterm builders that means he has less of a market to

21· deploy lenders' money to.

22· · · Q.· ·Let's look at this and go down this email page

23· and there's a paragraph number 2 and it begins:· Yes,

24· it has.

25· · · · · · · · Do you see that paragraph?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·I want to go to the end of that paragraph.

·3· · · · · · · · Three lines up there's a sentence that

·4· begins:· You are to be congratulated for operating one

·5· of the best hard money businesses around.· I've always

·6· been impressed about how you have been able to receive

·7· the investors' money, turn around and put it to work, a

·8· balancing act to be sure.

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·Did I read that correctly?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·And so the balancing act you're referring to

13· is the idea of bringing in money from investors and

14· being able to find loans so that you can put that -- he

15· could put that money to work.· Right?

16· · · A.· ·That's correct.

17· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let me -- then go to the next

18· paragraph.

19· · · · · · · · This would be a paragraph that was

20· written by Denny Chittick.· Right?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·Because it begins, "I don't have any plans."

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·Let me read it:· I don't have any plans to

25· return money at this point.· If I did get to that point



·1· it would be well planned in advance.· In nearly 13

·2· years I've always been able to put all the money I have

·3· to work.· There have been many more times when I could

·4· have put more money to work than I have versus sitting

·5· on excess cash.· Look at this way.· If I can stay

·6· 95 percent invested, I would be sitting on over

·7· $2 million at all times.· That is my normal cash

·8· position.· I'm usually between 500K, 500,000, and 1.2

·9· and that money though sitting in my bank account is

10· committed to deals sitting on my desk.

11· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

12· · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · Q.· ·Do you understand what he's saying there?

14· · · A.· ·Yeah, I think so.

15· · · Q.· ·Is he saying that he's holding money back for

16· future loans or -- I can't understand what -- is he

17· saying he's sitting on $2 million as cash all the time?

18· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection to form.

19· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· I'm just asking what your

20· interpretation is.

21· · · A.· ·Okay.· Hold on one second.

22· · · · · · · · Seems to me like he's saying he never

23· really had a problem with sitting on money and not

24· being able to invest it.· It's been the other way

25· around, that he has more of a demand from his borrowers



·1· than he has funds invested by his investors.

·2· · · Q.· ·All right.

·3· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next document

·4· in the stack and then we're going to break for five

·5· minutes.

·6· · · · · · · · The next document, Tara, is 9884 and I

·7· want you to mark it if you could.

·8· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· That's going to be 844.

·9· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 844.)

10· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So, Tony, this is

11· an email from Denny Chittick to you dated

12· March 29, 2013, and he writes to you:· Investors:

13· Anthony, I've decided not to take on any new investors.

14· I'll continue to accept money from the current

15· investors.· I appreciate all the referral from

16· everyone.· Since I spent exactly zero dollars on

17· marketing, word of mouth has -- was my only way to

18· grow.· Please find attached your monthly statement.

19· · · · · · · · So did this refresh your memory that

20· roughly March of 2013, he decided not to take on any

21· new investors?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·Okay.

24· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's skip the next

25· documents.· Let's skip the next document after that.



·1· · · · · · · · And then we're going to mark the document

·2· which is 10803 and then I'm going to ask you about it

·3· when we get back and we'll take a five-minute break.

·4· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 845.)

·5· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Thank you.· We'll break for

·6· about five minutes, Tony.

·7· · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· Okay.

·8· · · · · · · · (A recess was taken.)

·9· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So, Tony, I'm showing you

10· Exhibit 845.· And I want to look at the first page of

11· this document first.· And it's an email from

12· Denny Chittick to you dated July 31, 2013.· Correct?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·And it says:· Investors:· Anthony.

15· · · · · · · · It says:· Please find attached your

16· monthly statement.

17· · · · · · · · And then it reads:· I thought this would

18· be as good as time as any to tell you that I'm going to

19· have to soon quit accepting money from my current

20· investors.

21· · · · · · · · And then he goes on:· Between the organic

22· growth of the interest that accrues and profits, plus

23· what you are adding to your investments, the law of

24· large numbers are working against me.

25· · · · · · · · Then it reads:· Not to worry, nothing is



·1· wrong, I just need to be able to manage the business in

·2· the confines of time that I've set for myself (grade

·3· school hours) and it's getting harder to do that.

·4· Thus, I believe by the end of the year I'll quit

·5· accepting money.· Those of you that have IRAs, I'll

·6· keep accepting those annual contributions because they

·7· are small.· Thanks, D.C.

·8· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·So does this refresh your memory that around

11· July of 2013 he stopped accepting money from the

12· current investors?

13· · · A.· ·Correct.

14· · · Q.· ·And do you remember receiving this email?

15· · · A.· ·Yeah, I remember receiving it.

16· · · Q.· ·So I guess you -- I'm taking this from some of

17· the things you said earlier.· You took some comfort

18· from the fact that he was concerned about managing the

19· numbers and so he was now choosing to kind of back off

20· to make sure he could manage everything.· Fair?

21· · · A.· ·Yeah, that gave me some comfort.

22· · · Q.· ·And did you generally have the impression with

23· Denny Chittick that he was aware enough in his

24· abilities that he monitored these kinds of things to

25· make sure that he wasn't getting too far out or that he



·1· could properly manage his investors' money?

·2· · · A.· ·Yeah, I think that's accurate.

·3· · · Q.· ·And the second page of this document is the --

·4· or I'm sorry.· Maybe it isn't.

·5· · · · · · · · Do you have a second page to your

·6· document?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·Is it a statement?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

10· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And it's a statement dated July 2013

11· and you see the investment history.· It shows that that

12· third investment you made was in April -- on

13· April 30th, 2013.· Correct?

14· · · A.· ·May 30th.

15· · · Q.· ·Oh, I'm sorry.· Gosh.· May 30th, 2013, was the

16· date of your third investment.· Correct?

17· · · A.· ·Right.

18· · · Q.· ·All right.· And it shows also the interest you

19· earned, which reflects the fact that interest has

20· accrued in your account.

21· · · A.· ·That's right.

22· · · Q.· ·Correct?

23· · · A.· ·Right.

24· · · Q.· ·And this would be the sum total of investments

25· that you made in the company.· Right?



·1· · · A.· ·That's it.

·2· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go to the next document.  I

·3· don't think -- this just -- again, this is dated

·4· December 18 of 2013 and he confirms in the document

·5· that he won't be accepting any more money after the end

·6· of the year.· Do you see that?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·And so would this be consistent with your

·9· memory that as of the end of 2013, he stopped accepting

10· new money?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me ask you to look at the next

13· document in the stack, which is dated June 29, 2014.

14· Do you see that?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And the document has a discussion generally of

17· both what's going on within the company and then also

18· what's going on at the -- he uses the word "macro," at

19· the larger level of the economy.· Do you see that?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·Was this document provided in connection with

22· the MOM's group --

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·-- and the MOM's meeting?

25· · · · · · · · Okay.· And was it your experience, Tony,



·1· that in connection with the MOM's meetings, he would

·2· present or provide some summary of both what was going

·3· on at DenSco and what was going on in the larger

·4· economy?

·5· · · A.· ·Yeah.· Like I said I only attended one, but I

·6· think that would be a fair statement.

·7· · · Q.· ·All right.

·8· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's look at the next

·9· document.

10· · · · · · · · And let's mark it if we could, Tara.

11· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 846.)

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, if I could ask you to

13· look at this briefly, particularly that second

14· paragraph, I just wanted to confirm something.

15· · · · · · · · So in it he says that:· To continue to

16· constrain the size of the portfolio, I'm requesting

17· that everyone that is presently accruing interest to

18· take interest monthly or quarterly.

19· · · · · · · · Did you see that?

20· · · A.· ·With the exception for the IRAs.

21· · · Q.· ·Right.· And you were an IRA.· Right?

22· · · A.· ·That's correct.

23· · · Q.· ·All right.· So as of 12-27-2014, did you have

24· any reaction to his decision to go from accruing

25· interest, at least as to the non-IRA accounts, went



·1· from accruing interest to paying interest monthly or

·2· quarterly?

·3· · · A.· ·You know, I wasn't -- I wasn't surprised

·4· because just looking at my statement, I -- my accrued

·5· interest was getting to be substantial.· And if he had

·6· more investors like me and I know -- I believe he had

·7· quite a few individual retirement accounts, that people

·8· were letting their interest accrue, that that could be

·9· a cash flow problem later on.· In fact I think later

10· on, I even sent him an email saying, you know, my

11· accrued interest is getting large and I'm getting too

12· much of a concentration in DenSco and I think I

13· suggested he pay me the accrued interest at that time.

14· · · Q.· ·All right.· Did you ever talk to him about

15· this decision to pay quarterly or monthly instead of

16· allowing accrual?

17· · · A.· ·I never talked to him about that.· That

18· wasn't --

19· · · Q.· ·All right.

20· · · A.· ·It was of no interest to me.· I didn't need

21· the money then.

22· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's look at the next

23· document.· I'm not going to mark it for now.· There's a

24· reference to an entity called Onaga, O-N-A-G-A.

25· · · A.· ·Yeah.



·1· · · Q.· ·Was that some sort of a clearinghouse or what

·2· was Onaga?

·3· · · A.· ·That's the custodian.· That's the FTCO or

·4· whatever it is.

·5· · · Q.· ·All right.

·6· · · A.· ·First Trust of Onaga.

·7· · · Q.· ·I understand.· So here you are and you're

·8· pointing out if you look at it -- and you may have seen

·9· it previously -- you're pointing out --

10· · · A.· ·What document are you looking at, please?

11· · · Q.· ·I'm looking at a document that's dated

12· April 17, 2015.

13· · · A.· ·Okay.

14· · · Q.· ·67446 on the bottom.

15· · · A.· ·I see it.· Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And I'm just confirming with you that you are

17· identifying a typo in a newsletter for Denny Chittick.

18· · · A.· ·Yeah, it's one of my hang-ups.

19· · · Q.· ·So you're reading the newsletters carefully

20· enough to determine whether there was a typo and you're

21· letting him know about that?

22· · · A.· ·Yeah.· Something big might have gone right

23· over my head, but I guess I catch the little things.

24· · · Q.· ·All right.· It just shows you're being

25· careful.· You're following what he's sending you.



·1· Right?

·2· · · A.· ·Right.· Trying to.

·3· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's -- the next document I'm not

·4· going to mark and it's a September 4, 2015, set of

·5· emails and in it you're discussing the idea of doing a

·6· shorter term loan.

·7· · · · · · · · Do you recall those discussions with

·8· Denny Chittick?

·9· · · A.· ·I sure do.

10· · · Q.· ·And did you end up doing any further

11· investing?

12· · · A.· ·I did not.

13· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's go to the next document.

14· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· And let's mark it, Tara.

15· And it's D128039.

16· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

17· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 847.)

18· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· Tony, would you

19· just confirm that this is a packet of documents in

20· connection with your investments at DenSco.

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·All right.· I'm not going to ask you about it.

23· I think we've got a record of when you invested and

24· those kinds of things.

25· · · A.· ·Uh-huh.



·1· · · Q.· ·We'll skip the next page.

·2· · · · · · · · And then I want to ask you about the

·3· document after that and it is November 12th, 2015, and

·4· it has a stamp 68082 on the bottom.

·5· · · A.· ·68082?

·6· · · Q.· ·Yes.

·7· · · A.· ·Yeah, I got it.

·8· · · Q.· ·All right.· So that's 848, I believe.

·9· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 848.)

10· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

11· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So this is a November 12th,

12· 2015, email from you -- I'm sorry -- from Denny

13· Chittick to you at the very top.· And then it looks

14· like you had sent an earlier email to him so maybe he

15· is putting information in.· It looks like an

16· interactive email between the two of you.

17· · · A.· ·That's right.· Yeah, he inserted his response

18· after I sent him -- when I first researched DenSco back

19· in 2011 and then he's saying -- I asked for an update

20· on current status and that's what he gave me.

21· · · Q.· ·So he's telling you as of November 12, 2015,

22· DenSco has a 257 loans outstanding, the loan amount

23· total in aggregate is 52,200,000, the collateral value

24· is 72 million, the average number of days loans

25· outstanding is 116.· Did I read that correctly?



·1· · · A.· ·That's right.

·2· · · Q.· ·And that's the information Denny Chittick is

·3· providing to you in response to your question.· Right?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·And when it says total collateral value, do

·6· you understand that to be the collateral value of the

·7· properties against which the loans were made?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·So an average you would take as a percentage

10· to show loan-to-value ratio, you would take a loan

11· amount of fifty-two-two million against the total value

12· of the property of 72 million?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·All right.

15· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's go to the next

16· document.· Let's mark it, please, 849, and it is stamp

17· 68083.

18· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 849.)

19· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Do you have it, Tony?

20· · · A.· ·I have it, yes.

21· · · Q.· ·All right.· So I'm showing you Exhibit 849 and

22· it looks like an email dated November 12th and 13th,

23· 2015.· Am I correct?

24· · · A.· ·That's correct.

25· · · Q.· ·And it looks like the -- you know, the



·1· earliest email, which is on the third page, is the one

·2· we just looked at.· And the first two pages look to

·3· be -- they contain questions posed by you of

·4· Denny Chittick and his response to those questions.

·5· · · A.· ·That's right.

·6· · · Q.· ·Is that a fair reading?

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·So could you explain to us are your questions

·9· the bullet points and then the next after that is his

10· response to your bullet points?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·So your first question starts out:· On

13· average, on an annual basis, how much of the investor

14· dollar do you have working as a percent of building

15· loans, 95 percent?

16· · · · · · · · That goes on and that whole paragraph is

17· your question being posed to Denny Chittick.· Right?

18· · · A.· ·That's correct.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.· And then in the following two

20· paragraphs, he responds to your question.· Right?

21· · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · Q.· ·And then you ask the question that's about

23· two-thirds of the way down the page:· Back in 2011,

24· flippers' source of properties was from foreclosure

25· auctions.· Is that still the case?· If not, what is



·1· their source now?

·2· · · · · · · · And then he responds to that question.

·3· Right?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·And then the next page, you ask him:· Have you

·6· had to venture out of your "normal" product (i.e. first

·7· deeds on single family residential) to keep the

·8· investor money working?

·9· · · · · · · · And then he responds to that question.

10· Right?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·And then you ask:· Do you still have your

13· succession plan in effect in 2011?· As I recall, you

14· had an individual that was up to speed on your current

15· portfolio of loans and collateral and could step in if

16· necessary.

17· · · · · · · · Correct?

18· · · A.· ·Correct.

19· · · Q.· ·And then your -- it looks like your final

20· question, the bullet point:· Finally, if there was some

21· major catastrophic event in the Phoenix real estate

22· market where values collapsed and your flippers walked

23· away leaving you with the properties, do you think the

24· annual rentals would be sufficient to maintain

25· investors' principal and accrued interest up to that



·1· point and you could ride it out until the prices

·2· recover?· I know that's a crystal ball question, but

·3· these are the things that keep me up at night.

·4· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · Q.· ·Was there something, Tony, in this time frame,

·7· November of 2015, that concerned you about something

·8· going on at the company or was it just you doing your

·9· due diligence?

10· · · A.· ·I think maybe some notes were getting ready to

11· be rolled over and I wanted to be sure that nothing had

12· materially changed in his investment process and whole

13· business model since I was going to renew my

14· investments.· I think that's what I was saying there.

15· · · Q.· ·Okay.· You know, I'm -- I think I was mistaken

16· in the way I characterized what the -- how this

17· document reads because it looks as though on the bottom

18· of the second page, there's a paragraph that begins "In

19· summary" and I think that's your comment.

20· · · A.· ·It is.

21· · · Q.· ·Could you look at that and see if it's your

22· comment?

23· · · A.· ·Yeah, it is.

24· · · Q.· ·All right.

25· · · A.· ·I should have put a bullet point on it, but I



·1· didn't.

·2· · · Q.· ·Okay.· So it reads:· In summary, I believe

·3· that you are the "go to" guy for the flippers in the

·4· Phoenix market.· You offer them two things, an expert

·5· knowledge of the real estate market and a streamlined

·6· lending process that the banks can't compete with.

·7· When I first invested with you I did my due diligence,

·8· studying your business model and meeting with you and

·9· your parents.· In the final analysis my decision to

10· invest with you was that I trusted you.· I did then and

11· I do now.· Thanks for your time.

12· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

13· · · A.· ·Yep.· Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·And then he responds and he says:  I

15· appreciate that.· I do try to provide a lot of extra

16· value to my borrowers rather than just the funds.  I

17· have a lot of loyal borrowers and we have a good

18· working relationship and communication.· Things are

19· going to go wrong, it's being able to work through

20· those issues and keep the communication open so that we

21· can find a solution.· I've got many, many borrowers

22· that I've lent millions to and completed dozens if not

23· hundreds of deals with them.· Those are the

24· relationships you want to maintain and foster.· The

25· trust is key.



·1· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·2· · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · Q.· ·I'm seeing a theme and I've seen it in other

·4· documents that trust is a big deal with Denny Chittick.

·5· Did you gain that impression with him?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·Did he talk to you about how important it was

·8· that he trust his borrowers?

·9· · · A.· ·Yeah.· I mean I -- you know, at some point via

10· email or maybe a personal meeting I had with him, which

11· there were like one or two, there weren't many, but he

12· could have expressed that.· I would believe that.

13· · · Q.· ·I mean did you view that that was one of his

14· quality traits is he placed value on trust?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·How about loyalty?· Did he ever talk to you

17· about the importance of loyalty with his borrowers or

18· his investors or others?

19· · · A.· ·Not that I recall.

20· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's go to the -- we don't need to

21· look at the next document.· I'm not going to mark it,

22· it's just another financial statement.

23· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next

24· document, Tara, it's stamped 68982.

25· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 850.)



·1· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right, Tony.· This is a

·2· document dated July 5, 2016.· So this would have been

·3· two to three weeks before Denny Chittick passed away

·4· and it's an email from Denny to you.

·5· · · · · · · · Again it looks as though there's kind of

·6· a interaction between the two of you in this email, but

·7· I want you to confirm that.· I want you to go -- in it

·8· you're expressing the concern that you're too heavily

·9· weighted in DenSco.· Do you see that?

10· · · A.· ·Yes, I see that.

11· · · Q.· ·So you as of 2016 determine that as it related

12· to your total asset allocation you needed to reduce the

13· money dedicated to your DenSco investments?

14· · · A.· ·Yes.

15· · · Q.· ·And were you in the process of doing that when

16· he passed away?

17· · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · Q.· ·And in this email you are again identifying

19· when you originally made your investments.· You talk

20· about the accrued interest you've -- you total out.

21· Almost to the end of the email, there is a paragraph

22· that begins, "Thanks."· Do you see that little

23· paragraph?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·It says:· Thanks for your excellent



·1· professional money management.· I guess as they say "no

·2· good deed goes unpunished," but I have to look at my

·3· entire portfolio and becoming too weighted in one asset

·4· is not prudent.

·5· · · · · · · · So you're basically explaining to Denny

·6· why you're choosing to reduce the moneys you have in

·7· your DenSco investment?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·Is the phrase "no good deed goes unpunished,"

10· referring to the fact that he's done so well and your

11· money has grown so much that you're going to have to

12· reduce the amount?

13· · · A.· ·Yes, that's exactly right.

14· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's look at the next

15· document.· I think it's in the stack you have which is

16· a previously marked document.· It's Exhibit 448.

17· · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · Q.· ·But -- all right.· So this is a document that

19· was marked in a previous deposition and I want to go

20· through it very, very quickly.· And I -- have you read

21· this document before?

22· · · A.· ·The actual document itself --

23· · · Q.· ·I apologize.· I cut you off.· Go ahead.

24· · · A.· ·The actual document that's from Denny?

25· · · Q.· ·Yeah.



·1· · · A.· ·I have read that.

·2· · · Q.· ·And the document I'm referring to starts on

·3· the second page and it's a letter to the investors that

·4· he wrote and it was kind of in anticipation of his

·5· suicide, as I read it, and then I think it was provided

·6· to you after his suicide.· Right?

·7· · · A.· ·That's right.· It was -- I don't believe Denny

·8· sent this.· I believe his sister or somebody made the

·9· decision to send this out, but it -- I don't believe it

10· came from Denny directly.

11· · · Q.· ·All right.· I want you to go down about

12· two-thirds of the way.

13· · · · · · · · Now, there are no paragraphs in this

14· document so it's difficult to track things.· But I want

15· you to go down about two-thirds and there is a sentence

16· that begins:· In 2012 I was saying that I would quit

17· accepting money soon.

18· · · · · · · · It's about halfway down, actually.

19· · · A.· ·Yeah, I see it.

20· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let me just read that to you:· In

21· 2012 I was saying I would quit accepting money soon and

22· figured the portfolio would start shrinking.· Going

23· into 2013 I was starting to get larger idle cash

24· positions on a regular basis.· Scott Menaged (gives

25· phone number and address), a long-time borrower, he was



·1· probably one of my largest borrowers by dollars over

·2· the years.· He was also ran a bidding company and sent

·3· me many borrowers over the years.· He at the time had a

·4· few million dollars with me on his rentals and was

·5· still doing flips on a regular basis.· Scott contacted

·6· me and asked if he would -- if would be interested in

·7· funding a bank of rentals to which a hedge fund friend

·8· of his out of New York would buy one-fifth for each, 7

·9· to 10 million.· He would put down 15 to 20 percent, fix

10· them up, rent them then when he acquired the total

11· dollar amount he would sell out to this guy.· That

12· amount of money would take me over me a 10 to

13· 15 percent threshold to any one borrower.· Again, I

14· talked to a few of you investors and got a positive

15· response.· Based on his track record, the down payment,

16· et cetera, the comfort level was there, I agreed.

17· · · · · · · · Now let me stop there.· Did Denny

18· Chittick speak to you about this interaction with

19· Scott Menaged in either 2012 or 2013?

20· · · A.· ·Never.

21· · · Q.· ·And do you know whether he spoke to -- I mean

22· he said he talked to a few of you investors.· Do you

23· know whether he talked to other investors about this

24· relationship with Menaged in this time frame?

25· · · A.· ·I don't -- I don't know of any.· I know it



·1· deviated from his basic business model and when I read

·2· that, I started getting a sick feeling in my stomach

·3· because it -- it just was bad news.

·4· · · Q.· ·So you would have read this letter before you

·5· understood the larger details about what had happened

·6· at DenSco because everyone was still doing an

·7· investigation, David, Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer,

·8· S-H-A-W-N-A, H-E-U-E-R.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection, form.

10· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

11· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Let me just rephrase it and

12· it'll probably be easier for everybody.

13· · · · · · · · So this exhibit that we're looking at,

14· which is Exhibit 448, you would have seen after

15· Denny Chittick's suicide, but before you understood the

16· status of what had happened to DenSco.

17· · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · Q.· ·And do you -- and you recall that the status

19· of what had gone on at DenSco was at least initially

20· determined by efforts by Shawna Heuer, Denny's

21· surviving sister, David Beauchamp, the lawyer, and to

22· some degree Robert Koehler?

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's go down this page.· There

25· is about seven lines up, the sentence begins:· For



·1· efficiency sake.

·2· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·It reads:· For efficiency sake I would

·5· normally wire the funds I'm lending to the bidding

·6· company that would get the check and give it to the

·7· trustee, send me receipt.· Sometimes I would even wire

·8· the full amount and my borrower would bring me their

·9· down payment check and bidding fee because they lived

10· here in the east valley versus running across town.

11· I've operated this way ever since I was given the

12· ability to wire online in 2003.· Many of you knew this

13· and I told you this is how I operated.· Some of you

14· that were also borrowers and investors have experienced

15· this way of doing business and know it's common.

16· · · · · · · · This description that he's giving where

17· in some cases he's giving money directly to the

18· borrower, did he ever share that with you?

19· · · A.· ·No.

20· · · Q.· ·Do you know if he ever shared it with any

21· other investors?

22· · · A.· ·Not that I'm aware of.

23· · · Q.· ·So the comment we looked at earlier and this

24· comment would not be accurate, would they?

25· · · A.· ·No.



·1· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection to form of the

·2· question.

·3· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· In other words, what he's

·4· saying he told a few of the investors, to your

·5· knowledge he never told the investors any such thing.

·6· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Well, I'm going to object

·7· to the form.

·8· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· I'm sorry.· Go ahead.

·9· · · A.· ·Well, I bet you there's no investors that step

10· up to the plate now and say he discussed it with them.

11· I kind of doubt he discussed it with anybody.

12· · · Q.· ·Well, as a business matter, the investors

13· would not be happy with the idea that he would give

14· money directly to the borrower as opposed to making

15· sure that the moneys were protected.· Right?

16· · · A.· ·That's correct.

17· · · Q.· ·All right.· And let's go to the next page.

18· Again, it's hard to track but about -- almost halfway

19· down the page -- and this is Bates stamped 14636 --

20· there's a number 50 million.

21· · · · · · · · Do you see that in the text?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·All right.· Right after that the sentence

24· starts:· It was only going to be for a few more months

25· and he had been spotless with payments of interest and



·1· I checked all the values of the properties, visited

·2· some of them.· Everything seemed to be in order.

·3· · · · · · · · Let me stop there.· Did you understand he

·4· was referring to his lending relationship with

·5· Scott Menaged?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·And then he goes on and he says:· I agreed to

·8· the -- I agreed to the increase.· We talked again in

·9· the fall and he was telling me I would be cashed out of

10· these by year end.· I again spoke with a few of you

11· saying that I might be returning some funds.· The plan

12· was all working out fine, the rest of the business was

13· doing fantastic and I wasn't concerned.· Then in

14· November something came up that made it look like I was

15· in second position on one of the properties I had a

16· loan with Scott.· I called him, he didn't know anything

17· about it and said he would get back to me.

18· · · · · · · · Let me just stop there.· Are you aware of

19· Denny Chittick telling anyone of the investors that he

20· was running into problems with Scott Menaged in 2013?

21· · · A.· ·No.· Never heard of Scott Menaged before.

22· · · Q.· ·It says he's talking about communicating with

23· investors about Menaged, that would be an inaccurate

24· statement.· Right?

25· · · A.· ·I can't speak for other investors, but I know



·1· he didn't speak to me, I know he didn't speak to

·2· Warren.

·3· · · Q.· ·Let me ask you a couple general questions.

·4· Are you familiar with Active Funding Group?

·5· · · A.· ·I've seen it in some of the DenSco

·6· receivership Websites, but couldn't really -- I

·7· couldn't --

·8· · · Q.· ·Okay.

·9· · · A.· ·-- expand upon it.

10· · · Q.· ·All right.· He references -- and I can give

11· you the specifics, but he talks about this fear of

12· disclosing information to his investors and he

13· references that one of his investors had done something

14· through a bidding company when problems occurred.· Do

15· you have any knowledge of any of the investors ever

16· getting sideways with a bidding company or litigating

17· with a bidding company?

18· · · A.· ·I know that there was a -- I believe a lady,

19· her name doesn't come to my mind right now, but if I

20· heard it, I could recognize it.· Coralee something.

21· · · Q.· ·Coralee Thompson?

22· · · A.· ·Yeah, that's her.· She's a pretty tough

23· customer --

24· · · Q.· ·I apologize.· Go ahead.

25· · · A.· ·She's a pretty tough customer.· I think she



·1· kept close tabs on things and so I think she was

·2· shocked as everybody else.

·3· · · Q.· ·So what you're saying is you think that

·4· Coralee Thompson may have gotten sideways with a

·5· bidding company and he may be referring to that?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·And do you know if this bidding company was

·8· this fellow who was on Property Wars?· The name escapes

·9· me, but he was a fellow who Denny Chittick knew?

10· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Object as to form.

11· · · A.· ·I don't know.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· Would it be fair

13· to say as we look at this Exhibit 448 that based on

14· your knowledge to the extent that he is saying that he

15· is keeping any investors apprised of what's going on

16· before his suicide, to your knowledge those are false

17· statements.· Right?

18· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection to form.

19· · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So let's go to

21· the next document.

22· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark it.· It is 9674.

23· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· That'll be 851?

24· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Yeah.

25· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 851.)



·1· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right, Tony, that's

·2· Exhibit 851.· This appears to be an email from

·3· David Beauchamp and then a responding email from you on

·4· August 4, 2016.· Do you see that?

·5· · · A.· ·Yep.· Yes.

·6· · · Q.· ·And let me read in -- your email is at the top

·7· of the first page.· Right?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·And this is after Denny Chittick has committed

10· suicide and you're -- early August 2016, everyone's

11· trying to reconstruct what happened to DenSco?

12· · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · Q.· ·And you say to Mr. Beauchamp:· My name is

14· Anthony Burdett and I am a DenSco investor.· I have a

15· substantial amount invested with DenSco (over 680,000,

16· including accrued interest through June 2016, the last

17· statement I received).· Assuming that I can be

18· protected from my liability issues, I would offer to

19· serve on the advisory board.

20· · · · · · · · Let me stop there.· Do you recall that

21· there was some talk about putting together an advisory

22· board to kind of oversee the investors' efforts to

23· figure out what had gone on?

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·The board was never created ultimately because



·1· the Corporation Commission stepped in at some point.

·2· Right?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·And then your email goes on, it says:· My sole

·5· goal is to maximize the return of my investment but in

·6· doing so will help to maximize the return of all

·7· investors.· If we go the bankruptcy/receivership route

·8· we will receive pennies on the dollar.

·9· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

10· · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · Q.· ·And then the next paragraph reads:· I am a

12· retired CPA with over 40-plus years of experience.  I

13· am also a friend of Eldon and Carlene Chittick and

14· would like to offer them any assistance I can in this

15· very difficult time.· Hopefully we can get the other

16· investors on board and make the best of a bad

17· situation.

18· · · · · · · · And then you give your contact

19· information.· Correct?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let me go back to that first

22· paragraph.

23· · · · · · · · You say "If we go the

24· bankruptcy/receivership route we would receive pennies

25· on the dollar."· What are you saying there?



·1· · · A.· ·Historically I think about 10 or 12 cents on

·2· the dollar is what you get when you go through the

·3· receivership route.· No offense to attorneys, but all

·4· the funds get drained off in -- seriously -- in

·5· attorney's fees.· I mean you-all are doing your job, it

·6· takes time.· But I think you can look at the latest

·7· accounting of DenSco receivership and my prediction has

·8· been pretty much holding up.· It's just the nature of

·9· the beast.

10· · · Q.· ·So you're expressing a concern here that if

11· DenSco were put either in bankruptcy or receivership,

12· the investors would stand to get less money on their

13· investments.

14· · · A.· ·Sure.

15· · · Q.· ·And had you had experience previously with

16· either dealing with a bankruptcy trustee being

17· appointed or a receiver being appointed?

18· · · A.· ·No.· But I had 40 years of accounting

19· experience and I thought a group of people,

20· conscientious, honest people, Warren, myself, some

21· others, we could -- we could look out for the interest

22· of all investors and try to do it in the most

23· cost-effective way possible.· That was the purpose of

24· my email.

25· · · Q.· ·Did you share with the other investors your



·1· concern about the fact that the receivership could be

·2· expensive and reduce the amount of moneys available to

·3· the investors ultimately?

·4· · · A.· ·I know I did with Warren and there was one

·5· other investor in Indiana, some Scoggins or something

·6· like that, he had called me.· He got my phone number

·7· some -- well, I guess somehow they got my contact

·8· information and I think I probably mentioned to him

·9· that this receivership was going to be expensive.

10· · · Q.· ·All right.· And do you know if -- do you

11· recall that David Beauchamp expressed a concern about

12· that, as well, in one of his emails, the idea that a

13· receivership can result in being a large expense and

14· can reduce money to the interest holders?

15· · · A.· ·I don't recall the communication exactly but

16· sure could have done that, communicated that to me.

17· · · Q.· ·And you would have agreed.

18· · · A.· ·Oh, yeah.

19· · · Q.· ·You would have agreed with that sentiment?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's go to -- let me just show

22· you the next -- the next document in that stack is --

23· well, let's mark it.· It's redundant, but I think we

24· might as well have it in the record.

25· · · A.· ·Is that 10 -- 10288?



·1· · · Q.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Would you mark it, Tara.

·3· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 852.)

·4· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So we've just looked -- if

·5· you look about halfway down, it's your email to

·6· David Beauchamp we just went through.

·7· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes.

·9· · · Q.· ·And then his response to you, do you see that

10· he actually received your email and read it and he

11· said:· Thank you for your thoughtful response and your

12· offer to serve on the advisory board.

13· · · · · · · · Do you recall receiving that from him?

14· · · A.· ·Yes.

15· · · Q.· ·All right.· Now let's go to the next document.

16· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark it.· It is 9512.

17· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 853.)

18· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So, Tony, this is a two-page

19· document.· On the cover it's August 7, 2016, email and

20· attached to it looks to be kind of a financial summary.

21· · · · · · · · Did you generate that second page?

22· · · A.· ·Yeah.

23· · · Q.· ·Why'd you do it?

24· · · A.· ·I wanted to show that Menaged loans instead of

25· being a maximum of 10 to 12 percent were 90 percent of



·1· the loan portfolio.

·2· · · Q.· ·So in other words, the -- Denny Chittick had

·3· violated the promise he'd made to the investors to

·4· diversify his loan portfolio so that no one borrower

·5· represented 10 or 15 percent?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's look at the first page.

·8· Again, it's an email to David Beauchamp who's helping

·9· DenSco in this time frame and it says:· Good morning,

10· Mr. Beauchamp.· First I want to thank you for being

11· very professional and forthcoming in your

12· communications with investors.· You have met your

13· deadline to advise the investors as I said you would.

14· Obviously, the news was not what we investors were

15· hoping for.

16· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

17· · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · Q.· ·And you believed that at the time.· Right?

19· · · A.· ·Yeah.· Oh, yeah.

20· · · Q.· ·The next paragraph, it says:· From the "for

21· whatever it's worth department," this Menaged person

22· seems like he's a perfect candidate for investigation

23· by the IRS and FBI.

24· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

25· · · A.· ·Yes.



·1· · · Q.· ·And do you remember there being discussions

·2· among the investors and Mr. Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer

·3· about involving the FBI with respect to Menaged?

·4· · · A.· ·I don't recall that, but there was so much

·5· going on after those initial days, I could have read it

·6· and just don't remember it.

·7· · · Q.· ·You've now learned that ultimately the FBI did

·8· investigate Menaged.· Right?

·9· · · A.· ·I did not know that specifically, but I guess

10· by the time all the charges were levied against him and

11· his sentence was issued, yeah, it probably was one of

12· the factors.

13· · · Q.· ·Right.· So let's go on and read from this

14· email.· It says:· Wouldn't it be reasonable to try and

15· bring them on board and let their vast investigative

16· capabilities be used in lieu of sending DenSco into

17· receivership or bankruptcy?

18· · · · · · · · Do you know whether that topic was

19· discussed among the investors?

20· · · A.· ·I don't know that.

21· · · Q.· ·All right.· And then the next paragraph, it

22· says:· I'm estimating 10 to 12 percent return to

23· investors based on an analysis of your latest letter

24· (I've attached an Excel worksheet detailing my

25· estimate.· Basically I'm just using the cash in first



·1· lien note).

·2· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·3· · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · Q.· ·And then the next paragraph reads:· The court

·5· appointed attorneys will significantly reduce that

·6· percentage.

·7· · · · · · · · And are you referring to there the fact

·8· that if there are attorneys appointed by the court or

·9· there's a receivership, it will reduce the amount of

10· moneys to the investors?

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's skip the next documents.

13· · · · · · · · The document after that is -- let's mark

14· it.

15· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· It is Bates stamp 10111.

16· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 854.)

17· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· So, Tony, these are a series

18· of emails and I'm not going to ask about anything other

19· than the first page of this document.· The email is to

20· Craig Brown, it's dated August 7, 2016.

21· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·And you're one of the cc's as one of the

24· investors of -- and I can't tell you exactly where you

25· are on this list, but I remember looking at it last



·1· night and seeing it.

·2· · · · · · · · Oh, here you are.· You're about four

·3· lines down.

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·You see that?

·6· · · A.· ·Yes.

·7· · · Q.· ·So it reads -- the lawyer David Beauchamp is

·8· communicating to Craig Brown.· It says:· Craig, we have

·9· already interviewed a couple of forensic accountants,

10· but the Director of Enforcement for the ACC Securities

11· Division wants to be involved in the decision

12· concerning who should be hired for this very important

13· position.· That should be discussed as part of the

14· Wednesday meeting.· Regards, David Beauchamp.

15· · · · · · · · The reference here to forensic

16· accountants, do you recall that there were discussions

17· with David Beauchamp about finding a forensic

18· accountant to get to the bottom of what had gone on

19· financially within DenSco?

20· · · A.· ·I don't recall that.· I know that they had a

21· meeting.· Well, no.· I'm sorry.· Maybe it was the

22· receiver who had a meeting.· No, I don't know that

23· there was a search for forensic accountants at that

24· time.

25· · · Q.· ·All right.· Do you remember if there was ever



·1· a time when -- before the receiver was appointed that

·2· there were discussions about getting a forensic

·3· accountant involved?

·4· · · A.· ·I do not know that.

·5· · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's skip the next document.

·6· Let's skip the document after that.· Let's skip the

·7· document after that.· Let's -- so let's go to the

·8· document 9976.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· This is going to be 855.

10· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 855.)

11· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· All right.· So I want to be

12· quick about this.· This is a status email to you and

13· the other investors from David Beauchamp, dated August

14· 8, 2016.· Correct?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And I want to go to the second page, to

17· paragraph 4 of his email to all of you.

18· · · · · · · · Are you there?

19· · · A.· ·Yes, I'm here.

20· · · Q.· ·And I want to use this to see if you recall

21· anything about this.· He says:· We have asked the

22· Securities Division to avail itself of the FBI or any

23· other public investigatory body that has subpoena power

24· to research and uncover the potential fraud in this

25· case.· However, the securities commission is pushing



·1· this matter on its own.· We will have to continue to

·2· push the FBI or other investigatory body to get

·3· involved as this progresses.

·4· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · Q.· ·Does it refresh your memory at all that the

·7· investors and David Beauchamp were urging the

·8· corporation commission to get the FBI or someone else

·9· involved to investigate?

10· · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Objection, form.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Did you say yes?

13· · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Did you have any interaction with

15· Shawna Heuer?

16· · · A.· ·I've never spoken to her.

17· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next

18· exhibit and it's 9228.

19· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 856.)

20· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· I just wanted to confirm for

21· the record, Tony, this is an email exchange dated

22· August 10, 2016, between you and David Beauchamp?

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·And in it you're wanting to confirm that

25· relative to giving credit for your investment that your



·1· accrued interest be included in the amount owed?

·2· · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · Q.· ·Okay.· And then David responds to you.

·4· Correct?

·5· · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · Q.· ·Let me ask --

·7· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Let's mark the next document

·8· in this stack.· It'll be 857 and it's 9825 is the

·9· number.

10· · · A.· ·I've got a 9826.

11· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF) 9825 is what I have.· So it's

12· the August 10, 2016, email to the investors from

13· Tony Smith at the top.

14· · · · · · · · (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 857.)

15· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. DEWULF)· Tony, could you just confirm

16· that this is an email or a series of emails in August

17· of 2016 and the one at the top of the first page is

18· from Tony Smith to the investors, including yourself?

19· · · A.· ·Yes.

20· · · Q.· ·And I want to just go to the fourth paragraph

21· of his email to you and others and it says:· This is to

22· imply that -- this is not to imply that David has not

23· been open and honest and kept us informed to a great

24· extent but as was pointed out by Coralee, David is the

25· attorney for DenSco and Denny.



·1· · · · · · · · Did I read that correctly?

·2· · · A.· ·I wasn't following you.· I just see it right

·3· now.· Yeah, I see that paragraph.

·4· · · Q.· ·And so I earlier asked you you couldn't

·5· remember if you had thought about whether David was the

·6· attorney for DenSco or the investors.· Does this

·7· refresh your memory that the investors are observing

·8· that he is actually counsel for DenSco and it says

·9· Denny here?

10· · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · Q.· ·All right.· So let's skip the next documents.

12· We'll skip the next document after that.· And we're at

13· Exhibit 623 that's already been marked.· It has "Simon

14· Consulting" on the first page.

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And I just want to confirm with you -- let's

17· go to the third page and you're identified, your IRA is

18· identified as claim number 6.

19· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · Q.· ·You've got -- the amount of your claim is

22· $457,765.75?

23· · · A.· ·Yes.

24· · · Q.· ·And so as of today that would be the amount of

25· claim you have against DenSco as an investor and a



·1· claimant against DenSco?

·2· · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · Q.· ·All right.· I think I'm finished.· Let me just

·4· look at my notes real quickly.

·5· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· I have no further questions.

·6· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·8· BY MR. CAMPBELL:

·9· · · Q.· ·Mr. Burdett, I'm Colin Campbell.· I'm the

10· attorney for the receiver in the lawsuit against Clark

11· Hill and I have about I think maybe 20 minutes' worth

12· of questions or 25.· Do you want to go right ahead?

13· · · A.· ·Yeah, let's do it.

14· · · Q.· ·Okay.· The first question is maybe more

15· humorous.· I wanted to know how old you were when UTEP

16· won the UCAA championship?

17· · · A.· ·I was a mere child.· It was in 1962 so I just

18· graduated high school.

19· · · Q.· ·All right.· So you mentioned -- well, let me

20· go back.· This was an investment that you investigated

21· before you made it.· Right?

22· · · A.· ·Oh, yeah.

23· · · Q.· ·And I have the impression that while you were

24· invested, you stayed on top of it.· I wanted to make

25· sure that circumstances hadn't changed.· Is that true?



·1· · · A.· ·That's true.

·2· · · Q.· ·And I think you said at the beginning of your

·3· deposition there were three things that were important

·4· to you when you were doing your investigation.

·5· · · · · · · · Number one was that there was going to be

·6· a first lien on the home.

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·Right?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·If you had been told at any time after you

11· made your investment that DenSco on a significant

12· number of its loans had second liens, not first liens,

13· what would you have done?

14· · · A.· ·I would have tried to terminate my

15· relationship with them.

16· · · Q.· ·The second thing you said was important to you

17· it was loan-to-value ratio on the homes, which if I

18· recall was around 70 percent.· Is that right?

19· · · A.· ·Correct.

20· · · Q.· ·If you had been told at any time after you

21· invested that DenSco was in violation of those

22· loan-to-value ratios, what would you have done?

23· · · A.· ·Again, I would have tried to get out of the

24· investment.

25· · · Q.· ·And the third thing you said that was



·1· important to you was diversification, that no one

·2· borrower would exceed 10 percent.· Right?

·3· · · A.· ·That's correct.

·4· · · Q.· ·If you had been told at any time after your

·5· investment that DenSco was violating that

·6· diversification requirement, what would you have done?

·7· · · A.· ·Again, I would have tried to get out of the

·8· investment.

·9· · · Q.· ·Now, fair to say that you do not know

10· Mr. David Beauchamp.

11· · · A.· ·I don't.

12· · · Q.· ·Never met him.

13· · · A.· ·Never met him.

14· · · Q.· ·In terms of what's -- the receiver in this

15· case has a Website for investors to go and review

16· documents about the case.· Have you been on that

17· Website?

18· · · A.· ·I have -- I've been on it.· Not a lot.· It's

19· really of no interest to me.· The only thing that I

20· looked for is a communication from Sierra Barreta.· She

21· is an assistant to the receiver.· Usually she will

22· indicate via email if there's some significant

23· development on the Website or may be a pending

24· distribution.· That's really about all I tune in on.

25· · · Q.· ·All right.· So Mr. Beauchamp was deposed in



·1· this case and his deposition is on the Website.· Fair

·2· to say you have not read it?

·3· · · A.· ·No, I haven't.· I haven't read these

·4· depositions.· It's just -- like I say it's of no real

·5· interest to me.

·6· · · Q.· ·All right.· Well, fair to say you have no

·7· knowledge, one way or the other, whether Mr. Beauchamp

·8· as a lawyer did anything wrong in this case.· Is that

·9· fair?

10· · · A.· ·I have no knowledge of that.· Right.

11· · · Q.· ·I want to go back to 851.· That's going to be

12· the investor letter.· It's going to be dated August 4th

13· of 2016.· The exhibit is -- starts with an email of

14· August 4th, 2016, Exhibit 851.

15· · · A.· ·Okay.· I've got 851 here.

16· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Actually, that's David's letter.

17· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Are you looking for the

18· investor letter?· That's previously marked.

19· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Hold on.

20· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

21· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL) So it's actually -- it's

22· marked Heuer Exhibit Number 448.· It's an email from

23· Mr. Beauchamp to Shawna Heuer.

24· · · A.· ·I'm not finding it.· I'm looking at

25· Exhibit 848 and I'm looking at Exhibit 849.· Where



·1· would it be in relation to those?

·2· · · Q.· ·Okay.· This one is already marked from a prior

·3· deposition and it's marked 448 in the upper right-hand

·4· corner.

·5· · · A.· ·Let me see.

·6· · · Q.· ·If they're in chronological order, it's

·7· August 2016.

·8· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

·9· · · A.· ·I've got it.

10· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Okay.· So the first page is

11· marked Exhibit 448, it's an email between Mr. Beauchamp

12· and Shawna Heuer.· And if you turn to the second page,

13· that's the investor letter.

14· · · A.· ·Right.

15· · · Q.· ·And I just wanted to drum down a little bit

16· further on when you may have first read the investor

17· letter.· I think it would be fair to say you didn't get

18· it on August 1st, 2016.

19· · · A.· ·Oh, that's correct.

20· · · Q.· ·All right.· When you read the investor letter,

21· did you read it on the receiver's Website?

22· · · A.· ·I don't know.· I don't know if I got it via an

23· email or on the investor's Website.· Could have been

24· either one.

25· · · Q.· ·Okay.· So the receiver was appointed -- well,



·1· let me go back.· Fair to say you didn't read this

·2· before the receiver was appointed?

·3· · · A.· ·Pretty sure that --

·4· · · Q.· ·The receiver was --

·5· · · · · · · · Pardon?

·6· · · A.· ·Pretty sure that would be the case.· The

·7· receiver was appointed sometime in latter part of

·8· August.· Is that right?

·9· · · Q.· ·I think around August 17th or August 18th.

10· · · A.· ·Okay.

11· · · Q.· ·And I'll tell you the receiver did not come

12· into possession of this until months later.

13· · · A.· ·Okay.

14· · · Q.· ·But do you know -- did anyone give you a copy

15· of this or do you have any recollection?

16· · · A.· ·That's what I'm trying to remember where did I

17· get that from.· And I don't remember.· I just --

18· · · Q.· ·Okay.

19· · · A.· ·I just know I looked at it and I just was

20· amazed.

21· · · Q.· ·Okay.· So I want you to just -- if you go to

22· the investor letter, it's Bates stamp 14635 on the

23· first page.

24· · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · Q.· ·And I want you to turn to the third page,



·1· which is Bates stamp 14637.

·2· · · A.· ·Okay.

·3· · · Q.· ·Are we on the same page?

·4· · · · · · · · I want you to look at -- around the

·5· middle of the page, you'll see Mr. Beauchamp's name

·6· with a phone number.

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·Do you see that Mr. Chittick says:· Yes, by

·9· this time I'm talking with my lawyer, David Beauchamp.

10· He is aware of all that I know.· He agreed it would be

11· the worst situation to sue each other and try and

12· figure it out.

13· · · · · · · · Do you remember reading that?

14· · · A.· ·I read through that pretty much the whole

15· letter.· It was kind of a rambling, incoherent at

16· times, but I tried to read through the whole letter.

17· · · Q.· ·Okay.· When you were reading through it, did

18· it occur to you that the lawyer was involved with some

19· of the things that Mr. Denny was doing?

20· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

21· · · A.· ·It would appear that way from what Denny's

22· saying here.

23· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Look down at the bottom of

24· the page, it's about the fourth line up, and you'll see

25· David's name again.



·1· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

·2· · · A.· ·I see that.

·3· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

·4· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· And in the investor letter,

·5· Mr. Chittick says:· Dave blessed this course of action.

·6· We signed this workout agreement and began executing

·7· it.

·8· · · · · · · · Now, do you recall reading that?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·All right.· Do you recall whether it crossed

11· your mind that the lawyer was involved in what

12· Mr. Menaged -- or not Mr. Menaged, the lawyer was

13· involved in what Mr. Chittick was doing?

14· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

15· · · A.· ·It would appear so.

16· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Turn to the next page and

17· this is Bates stamp 14638.

18· · · · · · · · And again if you go about 45 percent of

19· the way up, you're going to see:· Because of what and

20· how we were operating, Dave blessed it.

21· · · · · · · · Do you see that?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·Again, do you recall reading that?

24· · · A.· ·Like I said I'm sure I read the whole letter

25· through, but specifically, you know, any particular



·1· sentence, I don't -- I don't know.· But I read the

·2· whole letter.

·3· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Now, you're not a lawyer.· Right?

·4· · · A.· ·Nope.

·5· · · Q.· ·When you read this, you weren't thinking about

·6· it in terms of what evidence is here and that the

·7· lawyers may be at fault.· True?

·8· · · A.· ·True.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

10· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· I'm sorry.· I didn't hear

11· your answer.

12· · · A.· ·I said "True."

13· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's go back now to Exhibit 851.  I

14· think that's what I was -- sort of started off on.· And

15· this is going to be the email from Mr. Beauchamp to the

16· DenSco investors.

17· · · A.· ·I got it.

18· · · Q.· ·Okay.

19· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· I'm not there yet.

20· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Dated August 4, 2016.

21· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· I'm with you.· Go ahead.

22· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· So, now, Mr. Burdett, I

23· know you may be skeptical and maybe even cynical about

24· lawyers, but do you understand what the receiver's job

25· is when a receiver is appointed to represent the



·1· company?

·2· · · A.· ·Yes, it's to --

·3· · · Q.· ·All right.· And you understand that one of the

·4· things the receiver does is assess whether anyone is at

·5· fault that the company may sue to get a return on the

·6· moneys it has lost.

·7· · · A.· ·Yes.

·8· · · Q.· ·Do you know whether or not -- well, let me

·9· rephrase this.

10· · · · · · · · Were you aware that Mr. Beauchamp knew

11· that he might be someone that the receiver could sue?

12· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

13· · · A.· ·I was not aware of that.

14· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Were you aware that when

15· Mr. Beauchamp sent his email on August 24th, 2016, he

16· had read that investor letter that had made comments

17· about him?

18· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

19· · · A.· ·I was not aware.

20· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· All right.· Did

21· Mr. Beauchamp in any communication with you tell you

22· what his involvement was with respect to Mr. Chittick

23· and Mr. Menaged?

24· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

25· · · A.· ·No.



·1· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell

·2· you that he was involved in working out a forbearance

·3· agreement between DenSco and Mr. Menaged?

·4· · · A.· ·No.

·5· · · Q.· ·Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell you that under the

·6· terms of that forbearance agreement, firstly moneys

·7· would go to other lenders besides DenSco, DenSco would

·8· be in the second position?

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

10· · · A.· ·No.

11· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· That would have been

12· something you would have expected to learn about if it

13· was happening.· True?

14· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

15· · · A.· ·I would want to know that.

16· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Did Mr. Beauchamp ever

17· disclose to you that Mr. Chittick did not want to

18· disclose to investors the problems he was having with

19· Mr. Menaged?

20· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

21· · · A.· ·No.

22· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell

23· you that I knew that Mr. Chittick didn't want to

24· disclose things to investors?

25· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.



·1· · · A.· ·No.

·2· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Would you have wanted the

·3· lawyer for DenSco to tell you that?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

·6· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Mr. Beauchamp has testified

·7· in this case that he terminated his representation of

·8· DenSco because they would not follow his advice.· Is

·9· that something you would have wanted to know?

10· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

11· · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· When Mr. Beauchamp wrote

13· you and said that if a receiver is appointed it would

14· reduce your recovery, would you have liked to know what

15· Mr. Beauchamp's exposure would be if he was being sued

16· by the receiver?

17· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

18· · · A.· ·You'll have to run that by me again.· You lost

19· me.· It's getting late.

20· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Yeah, let me -- we've been

21· going a long time.

22· · · A.· ·Yep.

23· · · Q.· ·You understand that part of a receiver's job

24· is to sue people that may be at fault to recover losses

25· for DenSco.· Right?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·And you understand that my role is to

·3· precisely do that.· We're suing Mr. Beauchamp and Clark

·4· Hill for the recovery of losses we believe they caused

·5· DenSco.

·6· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

·7· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· You understand that?

·8· · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

·9· · · Q.· ·Okay.· Well, maybe I can just shorten it.· You

10· are not aware that Mr. Beauchamp had his own

11· self-interest with respect to saying we shouldn't get a

12· receiver.

13· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

14· · · A.· ·No, I wasn't aware of that.

15· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Are you aware the damages

16· being sought by the receiver in this case against Clark

17· Hill is $29 million?

18· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

19· · · A.· ·I'm not aware of that.

20· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Are you aware that Clark

21· Hill is responsible for all of the second fraud

22· committed by Menaged upon DenSco?

23· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

24· · · A.· ·I'm not aware of that.

25· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Okay.· If they were



·1· responsible and DenSco is collecting money to pay back

·2· to its investors, you'd like to see that.· Right?

·3· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

·4· · · A.· ·Absolutely.

·5· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Mr. Burdett, you've been

·6· very patient.· Thank you very much.

·7· · · · · · · · · · FURTHER EXAMINATION

·8· BY MR. DEWULF:

·9· · · Q.· ·I have a couple questions prompted by Colin's

10· questions of you, but I'll try to be very quick.

11· · · · · · · · Going back I wanted to try to get a sense

12· of when you might have first seen this investor letter

13· we've been talking about, this long letter,

14· Exhibit 448.· When I asked you questions about it, I

15· think you said that when you got to a particular point

16· in the letter, you started feeling sick or started

17· being concerned because it -- I guess it was telling

18· you that there was serious problems within the company.

19· And so when we were trying to pinpoint when you may

20· have read the letter, I thought you were saying that it

21· would have been before you really understood exactly

22· what was going on financially and what the status of

23· the company was.· But do you recall now one way or the

24· other in terms of the sequence, do you think that the

25· letter would have been read in a time frame before you



·1· were getting information from David Beauchamp and

·2· Shawna Heuer and others about the company?

·3· · · A.· ·Like I said before, I'm -- now, I have a

·4· complete big file on DenSco and I may -- sometimes I

·5· write the date that I received something and I may have

·6· done it on this particular letter, but I just don't

·7· know.· I would have to go back and look through my

·8· records.· I just -- I don't know.

·9· · · Q.· ·That's fine.· All right.· Let me switch topics

10· and then we'll wrap up.· My next questions have to do

11· with this topic of you as an investor wanting to know

12· when circumstances might have changed within DenSco.

13· · · · · · · · Do you recall some of that testimony you

14· gave earlier?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And you obviously were careful and you were

17· trying to keep apprised of what was going on in the

18· company.· It would be fair to say that DenSco was

19· periodically providing newsletters to the investors to

20· give them updates on what was going on with the

21· business.· Right?

22· · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · Q.· ·And they were also -- you'd have these MOM's

24· meetings that you could attend where sometimes there

25· was information shared about what DenSco was doing?



·1· · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · Q.· ·And the Website would contain information for

·3· the investors to review?

·4· · · A.· ·Yes.

·5· · · Q.· ·And then we know and we've seen today that on

·6· occasion you might even send an email to

·7· Denny Chittick, asking him to answer questions or to

·8· give you more detail.· Correct?

·9· · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · Q.· ·So you had the ability to get information from

11· Denny Chittick and DenSco about what was going on, but

12· it would rely upon Denny Chittick to be honest and

13· forthright in the information he conveyed to you.

14· Right?

15· · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · Q.· ·And until you learned of his suicide, you

17· believed him to be honest and forthright with respect

18· to giving you information that was accurate and

19· complete?

20· · · A.· ·Yes.

21· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· All right.· No further

22· questions.

23· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Let me just follow up.
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·1· · · · · · · · · · FURTHER EXAMINATION

·2· BY MR. CAMPBELL:

·3· · · Q.· ·David Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned in

·4· January 2013 that DenSco was not in a first loan

·5· position, that they had violated the loan-to-value

·6· ratio and that DenSco had violated the 10 percent

·7· diversification policy.

·8· · · · ·(Discussion off the stenographic record.)

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Objection, form.

10· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· I misspoke.

11· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· It helps me, but I want to

12· make sure you know what you're doing.

13· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Let me rephrase.

14· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· January 2014 is the time

15· frame.· In January 2014, without question, David

16· Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned that DenSco was not in

17· a first lien position on a substantial number of notes,

18· learned that it had violated the loan-to-value ratio

19· and learned that it had exceeded the diversification

20· requirement.· Fair to say that you have no knowledge

21· what advice that Clark Hill gave to Mr. Chittick in

22· January 2014?

23· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

24· · · A.· ·I have no knowledge.

25· · · Q.· ·(BY MR. CAMPBELL)· Fair to say you don't know



·1· whether Clark Hill allowed Mr. Chittick to keep

·2· borrowing money from you without telling you the true

·3· facts.· You have no knowledge about what advice they

·4· gave.

·5· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Object to form.

·6· · · A.· ·I have no knowledge.

·7· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· No further questions.

·8· Thank you, Mr. Burdett.

·9· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· Tony, thanks for the effort.

10· Thanks for coming down.

11· · · · · · · · MR. CAMPBELL:· Is he going to read and

12· sign?

13· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· We're going to circle back

14· to this issue of reading and signing the transcript of

15· the deposition, Tara, before we go off.

16· · · · · · · · Do you want to review the testimony.

17· · · · · · · · THE WITNESS:· I'll sign off.· I'll waive.

18· I'll waive.

19· · · · · · · · MR. DEWULF:· All right.

20· · · · · · · · (Deposition concluded at 1:26 p.m.)
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Message


n
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@vahoo.com]
Sent: 7/30/2010 6:28:45 PM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: book


I received the book back, I've not had anyone send one back to me before.
I also haven't had anyone fill out all the docs then decide not to invest! 
I'm still not sure what your confusion was about the iRA and why that 
would keep you from investing, but that's your decision, thanks for taking the all the time to research it, best of luck on your investments, 
thx 
dc


Densco investment corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f


U
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/
Message


From; Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 4/26/2011 12:39:52 PM
To; Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re; congrats!


You are going to get a stack of docs, however, i have to wait for 


FTCO to send them to me and then i’ll send them on to you. 


thx! 


dc


DenSco Investment Corp 


www.denscoinvestment.com/
602-469-3001 


602-532-7737 f


r
From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Cc: Warren Fay Bush <wbushll20@conficast.net>
Sent: Tue, April 26, 2011 12:22:58 PM 
Subject: Re: congrats!


Thanks Denny. I look forward to a mutually profitable relationship. Thank you Warren for getting Denny and I 
together.
I guess I should have an OM for my files. If you would like to email it to me, I'll get a signed copy back to 
you..


On Tue, Apr 26, 2011 at 12:26 PM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote:
you are an investor now! 


i received your funds today, 


thx 


dc


DenSco Investment Corp 


www.denscoinvestment.com/ 


602-469-3001 


602-532-7737 f
EXHIBIT
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Message


From:
/ Sent:
' To:


Subject:


Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
4/27/2011 8:30:49 AM
WBushll20@comcast.net; Burdett, Anthony [burdett.anthony@gmail.com] 
Re: DenSco


By May 17th we should have the first draft of the new memorandum 


out so that Warren can start red-lining it! 
thx 


do


DenSco Investment Corp 


www.denscoinvestment.com/ 


602-469-3001 


602-532-7737 f


From: "WBushll20@comcast.net" <WBushll20@comcast.net>
\ To: "Burdett, Anthony" <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>


Cc: "Chittick, Denny" <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wed, April 27, 2011 5:27:04 AM 
Subject: DenSco


Tony,


I find it very interesting to be involved with someone in the investment decision process - either way 
it turns out.


DenSco is unique because I find it difficult to decide where to categorize the risk in the overall 
scheme of things. However, once trust is established -- you can move onto the business activity and 
finally decide how much is appropriate for your own situation.


I guess this all started with your attending the Farah reunion and making the effort to contact me - I'm 
glad you did.


Today I driving down to Truth or Consequences and will play in a golf tournament tomorrow at a nice 
course near Elephant Butte.


I hope to see Denny in May -- will fly to PHX on 5/17 and will stay a few days.


Warren


DOC ID 00060636
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Message


o
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 6/30/2011 3:51:58 PM
To: 'burdett.anthony@gmail.com' [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
BCC: 'dcmoney@yahoo.com' [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Subject: DenSco Statement June 2011
Attachments: Statement_4.pdf


Investor: Anthony


Please find attached your monthly statement.


It's the 10 year anniversary of DenSco!


I've completed an updated to my Memorandum; once I get back to AZ I'll print them out and send you new copies. 


Thank you for the trust and support over the last 10 years and here's to anotherl 


Thanks, 


dc


o


o
EXHIBIT


rjy
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n 6132 W. Victoria Place Chandler, AZ 85226 
Cell: 602-469-3001 Home: 480-636-1180 Fax: 602-532-7737 


DenScoInvestment.com dcmoney@yahoo.com


i INVESTOR
I Name Anthony Burdett - IRA


Address 1623 Common Dr


Phone 915 373 1850 iiliiliilM


CURRENT INVESTMENT BALANCE


$204,360.05
iiiilBiaiftMiiiiPii


^ .nvbsxmeM^
lililnvestment Date ’ ^


$200,000.00 > 04/26/11 ‘ '
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INVESTMENTAt- -


sub Total $204,360.05
.'"'lii''-


Interest 
Interest Paid


^?rA' t '-^’^“rest
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, $204,360.05
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2011 $4,360.05
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Thank you for investing with DenSco!
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Message


n
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 7/1/20113:29:59 PM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: End of Quater


you are welcome! we are up in ID enjoying 65 degrees not that 


nutty 117! but we'll be back next week...
You too!


thx
dc


DenSco Investment Corp 


www.denscoinvestment.com/ 


602-469-3001 


602-532-7737 f


From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Fri, July 1, 2011 3:21:34 PM 
Subject: Re: End of Quater


Denny,


Thank you for your expertise and hard work in providing an investment that offers the "little guy" a solid rate of 
return on his investment. Hope you and your family have a great 4th.


Tony


On Thu, Jun 30, 2011 at 1:16 PM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote:


We've come to the end of another quarter!


u


It's also the 10 yr anniversary of DenSco. I would be hard pressed 


to have forecasted the the last 10 years and i certainly won't 


forecast the next!


Thank for your investment and i hope you are satisfied with your


DOCID 00061034


I EXHIBIT







n
investment!


I've updated the newsletter: 


http://denscoinvestment.com/newsletter.html


and the photos of the properties: 


http://denscoinvestment.com/properties.html


Have a great 4th!
thx
dc


DenSco Investment Corp 


www.denscoinvestment.com/ 


602-469-3001 


602-532-7737 f


u
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Message /


n
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 8/18/2011 11:26:37 AM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Hard Money lending


I've never funded repairs, i only lend on the home, they dig in their 
pockets for repairs, that involves too much inspection and checking up on 
them for me to handle, when i was doing some construction loans, i was 
doing draws, and i was constantly running out to see if they had completed 
what they said done.
if that's how it's normally done there, perhaps you need to conform, 
however, i have no experience in doing it that way. 
thx 
dc


o


Densco investment Corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 18,2011 11:07 AM 
Subject: Hard Money iending


Hi Denny,


Hope all is well. I am toying with the idea of dipping my toe in the hard money lending business in El Paso. 1 
plan on making a "test run" with 1 loan just to see what all is involved, getting all the bugs worked out (or at 
least most of them). I have a quick question:


Assume that I plan to loan 65% LTV 
Repaired value of house $100,000 
AS-Is value of $80,000


I would loan $65,000, but would release $52,000 (65% of $80,000) at closing keeping the balance of $ 13,000 in 
an escrow to fund repairs as completed. I don't recall if you used an escrow arrangement or not, and since you 
have a long relationship with your builders, you probably don't feel the need. Until I build relationships here, I 
don't see anyway around the escrow. Your thoughts? Thanks.


Tony


U
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Message


o


o


From; Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 9/30/201111:14:37 AM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]; Arden Nina B Chittick [artnina@hotmail.com]; Bill Swirtz


[wjswirtz@me.com]; Bill & Judy Hughes [jbhok@yahoo.com]; Bill Jean Locke [bjlocke64@cox.net]; Brian Odenthal 
[bjodenthal@frontier.com]; Brian Dawn Imdieke [BJI@cox.net]; Coralee Gary Thompson [thompscg2@cox.net]; 
Craig Samantha Hood [greeraz@gmail.com]; Craig Tomie Brown [trovita@gmail.com]; Dale Kathy Hickman 
[hikthestik@aol.com]; Dave Preston [dave@prestoncpa.biz]; Dave DuBay [davedubay@gmail.com]; David G 
Beauchamp [David.Beauchamp@bryancave.com]; Donald W Kimble [azkimble@gmail.com]; Doris Howze 
[dhowze@cox.net]; GE Siegford [gsiegford@msn.com]; Glen P Davis [glenbo@cox.net]; Gregg Meikle 
[gmeikle@ualberta.ca]; Iggy Goober [bsheuer@msn.com]; Jack Davis [jackdds@myway.com]; James Lesley McCoy 
[jamccoy32@cox.net]; Jeff Cindy Phalen [JphalenOO@aol.com]; Jeff IngerTsai [inger@cheerful.com]; Jemma Leroy 
Kopel [jemmakopel@hotmail.com]; Jim Jan McArdle [JimM@ABDC-AZ.com]; Jimmy Tranior 
[jimmy@flytrapproductions.com]; Judy Gary Siegford [jgsiegford@yahoo.com]; Kaylene Moss 
[kaylenemoss@cox.net]; Kennen Mark Burkhart [kennenl@yahoo.com]; Les Jones [ljones@dakotacom.net]; Manuel 
Lillian Lent [mlminvestor@gmail.com]; Marion Shelly Minchuk [mminchuk@cox.net]; Mark Wenig 
[mark.wenig@gmail.com]; Marlene Pearce [pearces@mailhaven.com]; Marv Pat Miller [patsmiller21@gmail.com]; 
Mary Kent [mbencekent@yahoo.com]; Michael Zones [czj528@hotmail.com]; Mike Diana Gumbert 
[anthjen@yahoo.com]; Mike & Sybil Williams [mwilliams@helenasurgicenter.com]; Mike Carol Wellman 
[mrsbeasley68@comcast.net]; Mo Sam Chittick [quelalively@yahoo.com]; Nihad Hafiz [nihad@yahoo.com]; Paul A 
Kent [paul_a_kent@yahoo.com]; Ralph Kaiser [ralph@kaisertile.net]; Ralph Hey [hey.raplh01@gmail.com]; Rob 
Brinkman [rbrinkman@cox.net]; Robert Koehler [rzkoehler@yahoo.com]; Robert Liz Hahn [hahnaz2@cox.net]; Russ 
Kim Griswold [rgriswold3@stny.rr.com]; Scott D Detota [sdetota99@yahoo.com]; Smalerie Todd J Paxton 
[valeriepaxton@gmail.com]; Stacy Grant [dariosdad@gmail.com]; Stan Grethen Erin Carrick [carricks3@ak.net]; 
Stanley Mary L Schioz [smschloz@msn.com]; Steve Tuttle [Steve@taser.com]; Stewart Sherriff 
[stewart.sherriff@cox.net]; Terry & Lil Lee [terryleeAZ@comcast.net]; Tom Deanna P Smith [tom@taser.com]; Tony 
Saundra Smith [Aztonysmith@aol.com]; Van Mary Butler [butlerv@yahoo.com]; Vince Muscat 
[vince.muscat@cox.net]; Wade Underwood [wadeunderwood@hotmail.com]; Warren Fay Bush 
[wbushll20@comcast.net]; Wayne Ledet [uaflyor767@gmail.com]; William K Alber [wka@caribbeanpoolsaz.com] 


Subject: DenSco investment 3rd Q


One more quarter is over for the year, and unlike the stock market it was 
great one for DenSco!
I've updated the newsletter:
http://denscoinvestment.com/newslette r.html
and the photo's of some of the properties: 
http://denscoinvestment.com/p rope rties.html
I hope you have a great weekend, we are counting the days down to 
Halloween in the house, no matter how many days i tell them, the answer is 
always the same "that's forever!"
thx
dc


DenSco Investment Corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f


U
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Message


n
From: Denny Chittick (dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent; 11/29/2011 10:55:28 AM
To; Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Fw: Additional Investment


KISS principle goes a long ways!
Densco investment Corp www.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f


o


From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday. November 29,2011 11:53 AM 
Subject: Re: Fw: Additional Investment


Thanks for the offer to share your process. When you told me it took 10-15 minutes to put a package together, I 
was impressed; I think that is one reason you have built up such a loyal group of builders. You make their life's 
easier,It's a win-win. Thanks again..


On Tue, Nov 29, 2011 at 11:35 AM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote:
OK no problem, she’s going to start the process on the transfer with out 
my docs, it always takes awhile, once i receive these, i'll forward them 
up there to her, it's not going to slow the process.


I understand investing ira vs non-iRA.


As you go through the process, if you have questions about vegas or least 
the process that i do let me know, i have never lent money up there, and 
i'm not familiar with the process, though i understand it mirrors ours 
here in /^.


thx
dc


U


DenSco investment corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
From: Anthony Burdett <butdett.anthonv@amail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 11:30 AM 
Subject: Re: Fw: Additional Investment


I have attached the docs that I sent to FTCO. The sig page you sent me is in the mail to you. I prefer to 
invest through my IRA as I can defer recognizing income for another 4 years before I am required to 
begin withdrawing. My non IRA money is used for investments that would not be practical via an 
IRA. As a matter of fact, my son Jason and I are talking about starting a foreclosure rehap business in 
Vegas. I would provide the capital and he would do the construction. He has established a number of 
subcontractor contacts in his previous job that he believes would be useful. I am flying out to Vegas in 
the next couple of weeks to meet with a real estate agent to discuss possible properties. Once we come
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n


O


o


up to speed on the legal process, I hope to streamline it like you have done with your Phoenix 
operation.


On Tue, Nov 29, 2011 at 10:45 AM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote:
I was under the impression that this wasn't going to be an IRA. i 
just received an email from ftco asking why i didn't send the rest 
of the docs. Did you send them a transfer request form too?


Attached is my document, sign it and mail it to me, then i'll sign 
it and i'll send it to them, they won't accept fax or scan, they 
need original sigs.


thx
dc


Densco investment corp www.denscoinvestment.com/
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
— Forwarded Message —
From: Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com>
To: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthonv@Qmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 25,2011 4:11 PM 
Subject: Re: Additional Investment


Great glad to hear it. i've been driving houses with dad all
day. let me know when you wire the funds, and i'll send the
docs to you. i hope you had a great holiday, enjoy your
weekend.
thx
dc


DenSco Investment Corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
From: Anthony Burdett <burdett,anthonv@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2011 3:12 PM 
Subject: Additional Investment


Hey Denny,


I hope you and your family had a great Thanksgiving. I have started the process to invest an 
additional $100,000 in DenSco. It will probably take a couple of weeks. I would like to have 
the same terms as the previous investment (i.e., 2 years and let the interest accrue.) Please 
forward any documents that I need to sign as soon as you receive the funds. Thanks.


Tony
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Message


o
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 1/17/2012 6:59:00 AM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Longer version same report


haveMLS inventory, number of properties in foreclosure, those are two i been watching for years, with both of those numbers changing so 
drastically in the right direction is why i've been so optimistic, it's 
econ 101, supply and demand, we’ve been on the wrong side of that for so 
long, now that it’s in the right direction, prices will go up, and i cant’ 
tell you how strange that is after 5 yrs! 
dc


Densco investment Corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 7;53 AM 
Subject: Re: Longer version same report


Thanks Denny. I have my readirig squared away for awhile. Are there 2 or 3 metrics that you focus on to ©ve 
you a summary of data that's important to you?


On Mon, Jan 16, 2012 at 11:38 PM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote:
but there is more info in it.


DenSco investment Corp www.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f


U
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Message


n
From; Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 2/18/2012 3:01:54 PM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Estimated Value


I use a combo of knowledge, google maps, mis, and netvaluecentral, a 
subscription service i pay off to give me sales history, 
i'll give you as much info can you can handle! i know this big AG 
settlement made headlines, but i've yet to see any govt intervention by 
good intentions or shot gun make any real impact.
let me
thx
dc


know when you would like to talk!


DenSco Investment Corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 18,2012 9:37 AM 
Subject: Estimated Value


Hi Denny,


Hovy do you arrive at your Estimated Values? Is it simply based on your knowledge that you have gained over 
11 years or do you get values from multiple sources such as MLS, etc. Also, would you be available for Jason 
and I to take you to lunch some time in the near future to "pick" your brain on your thoughts on our venture 
(i.e., potential problems or simply your years of experience in the business)? We would try to keep the meeting 
to a couple of hours max. Finally, I've included a graph of the result of Nevada's new law AB284. I'm hoping 
that the settlement recently reached by the five major banks and the AG of the states might get the process 
moving again.


Regards,


Tony


O
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o 6132 W. Victoria Place Chandler, AZ 85226 
Cell: 602-469-3001 Home: 480-636-1180 Fax: 602-532-7737 


DenScoInvestment.com dcmoney@yahoo.com


o


u


INVESTOR 
Anthony Burdett - IRA-Name


Address 1623 Common Dr


50Phone 915-373-185©; ....... .
......


CURRENT INVESTMENT BALANCE


$330,390.65


Interest $3,271.19
$330,390,65 1
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Thank you for investing with DenSco!
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Message


n
From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 8/30/2012 5:41:11 PM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Meeting - Monday, September 3,2012
Attachments: ExampleDeal.pdf


o


Tony:
i look forward to see you Jason on Monday.
the example of the deal i have attached is to a guy that i've worked with 
for 41/2 yrs, i've lent him about 10 million dollars.
the first page is a print out of the service that i had mentioned to you, 
that allows me to comp properties, i can't tell you if there is one for 
vegas, i'm sure there is something.
from my scratch notes, you see it s for Easy investments, he's buying it 
for 274k, i'm lending 250k, and we think it's worth 330k. if you go down 
to the bottom of the page, i've marked some things to pay attention to on 
how we arrived at that, you see the sq Ft in a box, 1954, it's 1 story st, 
the comps on the bottom so prices ranging from 300k to 330k, however, you 
can see that 2 of those are cash, those sometimes, not always denote an 
investor, a stress sale etc. rarely do you see a cash price at the high 
end. above those comps you see what is for sale, you see the cheapest is 
listed at 375k, i don't think it will go for that, nor does he. could it 
go for over 330k, sure, but that's what i came to based on the what i've 
seen sell.
)age 2
lis evidence of insurance, lists me as Leinholder, doens't matter how many 
deals i do with a guy, this is priority, i've had houses burn down, 
vandalized, hail damage, you don't have this you are screwed!


page 3


I record on teh day that i fund the deal a 1 pg doc that says exactly what 
happened, it's a combo note and deed, just something to muddy up title, i 
could type a book, but i can speak to that when you get here, here in AZ 
we don't get a trustee's deed to the property for 2 weeks to 6 weeks, i 
have to have something recorded to show i'm owed money!
page 4-8


is the deed of trust, once the trustee's deed is recorded (which conveys 
the property to my borrower) i record this document.


page 9


it's the note, spells everything out 
page 10
it's the release that produce for the Receipt and Mortgage page 3, when i record it. there will be another one of these once the Deed is recorded, i 
have to forward these to the escrow agent once i've been paid off.
hopefully this gets you jump started, email me with questions, we'll see 


( j you monday. 
thx
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Densco investment corp WWW.denscoinvestment.com/ 
602-469-3001 
602-532-7737 f
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From: Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
To: Denny Chittick <dcmoney@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:02 PM 
Subject: Meeting - Monday, Septembers, 2012


Hi Denny,


First, thanks for agreeing to meet with me on Monday. In order to keep your time to a minimum and provide me 
with the most information possible, when we meet, can you give me a couple of recent deals and their related 
documentation (for review only...I don't want any docs for my records). In other words, I tend to grasp things 
better when I see the actual "deal" and it's related timeline, docs, etc. The reason for my meeting is that I am 
trying to help Jason get started in the LV market. It just so happens that the foreclosure market in Vegas has 
stalled with the new NOD requirements, but I would like to be ready when it takes off again. I also realize that 
Neveda real estate laws are different than Arizona, but the basics I believe are the same. Look forward to 
meeting with you Monday at 3 .00 (+ or - 1 hour).


Tony


O
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AMERICAN MODERN SELECT INSURANCE COMPANY 


DWELLING PCitCY DECLARATIONS


DECLARATION PAGE


POLICY NUMBER: 0850047303925


NAMED INSURED: i 
YOMTOV MENACED 
3030 N CENTRAL AVE #803 
PHOENIX AZ 85012 ,


AGENT 302619:
IVANTAGE SELECT AGENCY INC 
PO BOX 5323 
CINCINNATI OH 45201


MAIL TO: N085 302619 0047303925 02 WEB
YOMTOV MENACED
3030 N CENTRAL AVE #603
PHOENIX AZ 85012


BROKER 002357:
SCHUBERT INS & FNCL 
17040 N SCOTTSD/V,E RD STE 10 
SCOTTSDALE AZ 85255 
PHONE; (480) 515-6259


t


INSURED PROPERTY:
20802 N GRAYHAWK DR #1076 
SCOTTSDALE AZ 85255-6402


POUCY PERIOD;
FROM: AUG 21,2012 TO:AUG21,2013 
12:01 A M. STANDARD TIME
AT INSURED PROPERTY ADDRESS
LIENHOLDER 1:
DENSCO INVESTMENT CORP 
SUITE
6132 W VICTORIA PLACE 
CHANDLER AZ 8S083


UNIT OCClip^CY 


1 VACANT
l^PE


FRAME
..;FAMIUK. STORIES,
ONE FAMILY ONE STORY 03 60


o THIS POLiCY PROVIDES ONLY THE FOLLOWING COVERAGES FOR THIS UNIT:


t SECTION ITEM : COVERAGE LIMIT PREMIUM


1
1
1
2
2
2
1


COVERAGE A 
COVERAGE C 
DEDUCTIBLE


SETTLEMENT


DWELLING (DP-1 ),FIRE & EXT. COV. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY,FIRE & EXT.COV 
SUBJECT TO ALL PERILS 
PREMISES LIABILITY - EA. OCC. 
PREMISES MED PAY EA. PERSON 
PREMISES MED PAY EA OCC. 
DWELLING FULL REPAIR COST


$250,000 
$5,000 
$6 000 pBoogo


$25,000


$320.00-
$45.00


MINIMUM WRITTEN AND/OR EARNED MAY APPLY TOTAL PREMIUM $1,146.00


"•“THIS POLICY DOES NOT INCLUDE VANDALISM AND MALICIOUS MISCHIEF COVERAGE.*** 
•***THIS POLICY DOES NOT INCLUDE FLOOD COVERAGE.****
-*THIS POLICY DOES NOT INCLUDE EARTH MOVEMENT AND EARTHQUAKE COVERAGE.**** 
IF YOU CANCEt THIS POLICY EARLY. A MINIMUM EARNED PREMIUM OF $100 MAY APPLY.


u


(CONTINUED ON REVERSE SIDE)


SI®
BtLI. TO INSURED '
DATE PREPARED: AUQ22.Z012 
FORM NO. 01104269(5/92) INSURED'S COPY COUNTERSIGNED
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o When recorded, mail to:


DenSco Investment 
6132 W. Victoria Place 
Chandler, AZ 85226


12-


MORTGAGE


August 20,2012
The undersigned borrower ("Borrower”) acknowledges receipt of the proceeds of a loan from 
DenSco Investment Corporation ("Lender") in the sum of $250,000.00, as evidenced by check 
payable to: Tiffany and Bosco ('Trustee”). The loan was made to Borrower to purchase die Real 
Property legally described as: Lot 1076 Subdivision Avian at Grayhawk Condominium, according to 
Declaration of Condominium recorded in Doc No. 96-0800771, according to Book 427 of Maps, 
Page 31, in the plat record in the Recorder’s Office of Maricopa County, Arizona. Address: 20802 N 
Grayhawk Dr., #1076, Scottsdale, AZ 85255 At a trustee's sale conducted by Trustee, which took 
place on August 17, 2012, Borrower became the successful purchaser with the highest bid, and the 
loan is intended to fund all or part of the purchase price bid by Borrower at such trustee’s sale.


Borrower has promised to pay Lender or assignee the full amount of the loan, with interest at the rate 
of 18% per annum from the date of this Receipt until paid in full, such amounts to be due and 
payable in full based on due date from promissory note.


Borrower hereby grants to Lender or assignee a first, prior and superior equitable lien and mortgage 
against the Real Property to secure payment of the loan. The undersigned principal of Borrower 
(who shall derive benefits from the loan, in order to induce Lender to extend the loan to Borrower) 
hereby itrcvocably and unconditionally guarantees and promises to pay to Lender upon demand the 
full loan amount and all other sums payable or to become payable hereunder if Borrower fails to pay 
any such amounts when due. Borrower further agrees to execute, acknowledge and deliver to Lender 
such further documents as may be necessary to effectuate tfie intent of this transaction. Borrower has 
delivered to Lender a promissory note and deed of trust, and Borrower agrees that die deed of trust 
shall be recorded against the Real Property as a first, prior and superior lien and encumbrance 
simultaneously with Ihe recording of the Trustee's Deed. Borrower further agrees to cause the 
undersigned principal of Borrower to execute, acknowledge and deliver a guaranty of the amounts 
lent by Lender under said promissory note.


Borrower: :Easv Investments^ TJ.r
Name & Borrower: Yomtov Scott Menaped. Managing Mi
Signature: ^ _______________


ember of DLC


u


State of Arizona )
) ss.


County of Maricopa )
Subscribed, sworn to and acknowledged before me thi
By:Yomtov Scott Menaged 
Commission Expires: y *


356655v2 5/2M007
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WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:


DeaSco Investment 
6132 W. Victoria Place 
Chandler, AZ 85226


SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE IS FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY


o


DEED OF TRUST AND ASSIGNMDENT OF RENTS


Date; August 20,2012 


TRUSTOR; Easy Investments, LLC
Address: 3030 N Central Ave Ste # 603, Phoenix, AZ 85012
BENEFICIARY: DenSco Investment Corporation, an Arizona corporation ("Lender")
Address; 6132 W. Victoria Place, Chandler, AZ 85226
TRUSTEE: Tiffany and Bosco
Address; 2525 E Camelback Rd.. Ste#300, Phoenix, AZ 85016
PROPERTY in the County of Maricopa, State of Arizona, described as: Lot 1076, Subdivision Avian at 
Grayhawk Condominium, according to Declaration of Condominium recorded in Doc No. 9600800771, 
according to the Book 427, of Maps, Page 31, in the Recorder’s ofiBce of Maricopa County.


Street address: 20802 N Grayhawk Dr., #1076, Scottsdale. AZ 85255
WITNESSETH THAT Borrower does hereby irrevocably grant, bargain, sell and convey to Trustee, in trust, 
with power of sale, die above-described real property;


TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the Property, and all easements, 
appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the Property, and all rents, issues and profits thereof, 
SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, power and authority hereinafter given to and conferred upon Lender to 
collect and apply such rents, issues and profits. All replacements and additions also shall be covered by this 
Deed of Trust. All of the foregoing is referred to in this Deed of Trust as the "Property."


FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING:
A. Performance of each and eveiy agreement of Borrower herein contained. B. Payment of the principal sum of 
$250,000.00 (U.S. $Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars and No Cents). This debt is evidenced by 
Borrower’s NOTE or NOTES dated the same date as this DEED OF TRUST, and any extension or renewal 
thereof (collectively, if applicable, the "Note"). C. Payment of all additional sums and interest thereon which at 
any time now or hereafter are owed by Borrower to Lender, or its successors or assigns. D. Payment of any 
amounts hereafter advanced by Lender or paid on behalf of Borrower to perform any duties or obligations of 
Borrower hereunder, or otherwise to protect the Property or tfie lien of this Deed of Trust.
TO PROTECT THE SECURITY OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, BORROWER AGREES:


1. Borrower has ftie right to grant and convey the Property and that Property is unencumbered, except for 
encumbrances of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims 
and demands, subject to any encumbrances of record.


356274V3 5/22^007
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20. The Note or a partial interest in the Note (together with this Deed of Trust) may be sold one or more 
times without notice to Borrower. A sale may result in the change of the person wAo collects monthly pa5anent5 
due under the Note and this Deed of Trust


21. Borrower/mortgagor hereby waives, releases and discharges any homestead exemption claimed or 
declared against Property.


22. If any term or provision of this Deed of Trust is held invalid or unenforceable by a court or arbitrator of 
competent jurisdiction, such terms shall be reduced or otherwise modified by such court or arbitrator to the 
minimum extent necessary to make it valid and enforceable. If such term or provision cannot be so modified, it 
shall be severed and the remaining terms and provisions of this Deed of Trust shall be inteq>reted in such a way 
as to give maximum validity and enforceability to this Deed of Trust The remaining terms and provisions 
hereof shall continue in full force and effect.


23. Upon payment of all sums secured by this Deed of Trust, Lender shall release this Deed of Trust 
without charge to Borrower, except that Borrower shall pay any recordation costs.


Upon written request of Lender stating that all sums secured hereby have been paid, and up<m surrender of this 
Deed of Trust and said Note to Trustee for cancellation and retention and upon payment of its fees, Trustee shall 
recotivey, without warranty, the Property then held thereunder. The recitals in any reconveyance executed under 
this Deed of Trust of any matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof Borrower in such 
reconveyance may be described as "the person or persons legally entitled thereto."


Request is hereby made that a copy of any notice of default and a copy of any notice of sale hereunder be mailed 
to Borrower at its/his/hw address hereinbefore set forth.


o
BORROWER; Easy Investments. LLC


SIGNATURE


ig Member of LLC


STATE OF ARIZONA


COUNTY OF MARICOPA )


This Instrument was acknowledged before 
By: Yomtov Scott Menaged
Commission Expires: / 7*^ ^


u 356274v3 5/22/2007
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NOTE SECURED BY DEED OF TRUST


$250,000.00 Phoenix, AZ (Date): August 20,2012


Proper^ Address: 20802 N Grayhawk Dr., #1076, Scottsdale, AZ 85255


For value received. Easy Investments, LLCC’Maker") promises to pay to the order of DenSco Investment 
Corporation or assigns (tiie "Holder"), at 6132 W. Victoria Place, Chandler, AZ 85226 (or at such other place as the 
Holder may designate in virriting), in lawful U.S. money the principal sum of $250,000.00($Two Hundred Fifty 
Thousand Dollars and No Cents) plus interest calculated on the basis of a 360-day year and charged for the actual 
number of days elapsed, from the date hereof until paid on the principal balance from time to time outstanding.


Interest shall accrue on the principal sum outstanding at the rate of ei^teen percent (18%) per annum, and shall be 
payable monthly commencing one month from the date hereof (provided, however, that if there is no comparable date in 
the following month to the date on which this Note is executed, monthly installments of interest hereunder shall be due 
and payable on the last day of each of the five succeeding montte). The entire principal balance, together with all unpaid 
accrued interest, shall be due and payable as a balloon payment on February 20,2013, the date six months from the date 
of funding under this Note, or upon any earlier acceleration (the "Maturity Date"). If any payment becomes past due for 
more than five calendar days. Maker shall pay to Holder, in addition to the amount of the overdue payment, a late charge 
equal to ten percent (10%) of the unpaid accrued interest element of such overdue payment.


In addition to any late charge on past due payments, interest will accrue at the rate of twenty-nine percent (29%) per 
annum ("Default Interest") on the unpaid principal balance upon the occurrence of a "Default" (hereafter defined). A 
"Default" shall occur (i) if any installment of accrued interest is not paid within 5 days of the date such payment was due, 
(ii) if the Note and all outstanding charges are not paid by the Maturity Date (for which no grace period is allowed), (iii) 
if there is a failure to comply with any of the terms of this Note or the Deed of Trust or guaranty which secures this Note, 
(iv) upon any bankruptcy, insolvency, dissolution or fraudulent conveyance by Maker, (v) upon any seizure, attachment 
or levy of Maker's assets, or (vi) upon the occurrence of any default under any other obligation of Maker to Holder. 
Further, at Holder's option after Default, all remaining unpaid {nincipal and accrued interest shall become due and 
payable immediately without notice (other than any declaration prescribed inapplicable secticms of the agreements under 
which such events of default arose), presentment, demand or protest, all of which hereby are waived. TaiE IS OF THE 
ESSENCE.


Maker agrees to an effective rate of interest ttiat is the above rate, plus any additional rate of interest resulting from 
charges or benefits received by Holder which a court or governing agency deems to be in the nature of interest paid. All 
payments on ttiis Note shall be applied fust in payment of any costs, fees or charges incurred in connection with the 
indebtedness evidenced hereby, then to Default Interest accrued, then to interest accrued, and then to reduce principal. 
This Note is secured by a Deed of Trust executed contemporaneously herewith.


Maker waives demand, diligence and presentment for payment, protest, and notice of extension, dishonor, protest and 
nonpayment of this Note. If De&ult occurs. Maker promises to pay all costs of collection, court and foreclosure, including 
reasonable attorneys' fees. No renewal or extension of this Note, delay in enforcing any ri^t of Holder under this Note, 
acceptance of any late payment, or ass ignment by Holder of this Note shall constitute a waiver of Holder's right to exercise any 
of its rights during the continuance of any De&ult or upon a subsequent DefioiH, or otherwise limit the liability of Maker. All 
rights of Holder under this Note are cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or consecutively at Holder's option.


If any one or more of the provisions of this Note are determined to be unenforcrable. In whole or in part, for any reason, the 
remaining provisions shall remain fully opmtive. This Note shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of 
Arizona, irrespective of hs choice of law principles. This Note shall be binding upon Maker and its successors and assigns.


Signed this date;


Borrower; Easy Investments, LLC By:X
Name & Title: Yomtov S Menaged, managing member of LLC


Personally Guaranteed by:


357665VI


Printed Name:


Monthly Installments 6/5/2007
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When recorded, mail to;
Easy Investments, LLC 
3030 N Central Ave Ste # 603 
Phoenix, AZ 85012


DEED OF RELEASE AND RECONVEYANCE (Beneficiary)
(Arizona)


WHEREAS, the indebtedness secured by the Deed of Trust executed 


By Easy Investments, LLC (Trustor)


To Tiffany and Bosco (Trustee)


For the benefit of__^DenSco Investment Corporation(Beneficiary)


Dated August 20,2012 Recorded August 21,2012


In Document No. 20120747722, of Official Records in the office of the County 
Recorder of Maricopa_County, State of Arizona, has been fiilly paid;


Address: 20802 N Grayhawk Dr., #1076, Scottsdale, AZ 85255 
Loan#:3610


NOW THEREFORE, pmsuant to the provisions of Arizona Revised Statutes 33-707A 
which makes it unnecessary for the Trustee to join in this document, the Beneficiary 
imder said Deed of Trust does hereby release and reconvey, without covenant or 
warranty, express or implied, imto the parties legally entitled thereto all right, title and 
interest which was heretofore acquired by said Trustee under said Deed of Trust, for the 
benefit of the Beneficiary.


Dated
BENEFICIA


BY:


_, 201 
DenSco„^!w


STATE OF Arizi^fa )


ly J. Chittick, President


) as.
COUNTY OF _MaricopaJ
This instrument was acknowledged before me this day of


By ___Denny J. Chittick who is known to me, or satisfactorily proved tome to be the


:T2012


person signing for the above named Beneficiary. 


My commission expires otary Public REBEeSA FERNAMBEZ 
NOTARY PUBLIC • ARIZONA 


Maricopa County My Commiaslon Extras 
May 17 2016
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Message


From: Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 1/6/2013 10:07:34 PM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Fwd: MOM's Meeting


Hi Denny,


I hope you and your boys had a great Christmas and New Year, 
we did thx, just got back tonight from a week in ID snowboarding.


I am forwarding the last Mom's meeting that Warren had forwarded to me. Could you please include 
me in the Mom's notes emails? Thanks.


this is the 2nd or 3rd time Warren has said this, i looked in my sent folder, and i did copy you on it, i 
can only guess i'm going to spam, because you are part of a big email list, if you don't get it Jan 18th or 
19th, let me kow, we are having a meeting on the 17th!


I did review your latest quarterly newsletter. A couple of observations:


1. Doubling investor money from $21 to $42 in 2 years is stunning. Congratulations! This has to 
have you walking a very fine line in putting that money to work.


2. A number of your long-term builders have found cheaper financing for their rental properties. I 
don't know how much money they paid off, but that would appear to put further pressure on 
you.


1. i wasn't totally aware i had grown that much until i looked it, it surprised me! iVe had a challenge for 
much of December getting all the money to work, i've turned away about a 1.5 million because of that, 
however, this coming week, i should have it all back to work, and then slowly let a few know that i can 
accept their money, i want to make sure i can before i take it in and sit on it. i'm not sure if it's a short 
term blip or a tipping point.


2. yes it has. it's been about 3-4 million all in the month of Oct and Nov. a few others have slowly paid 
me off over the 2nd half the year, in total probably 6-7 million, thus i've got less money where i just 
collect a check, and more that i have to put to woik on ave. every 90 days, more work, for the same 
amount of money, ill expand my borrower base a little bit and keep it moving, but like i said in my 
newsletter, i'm getting closer and closer to my max capcity.
I guess fm just trying to prepare myself if you have to return some money back to investors. I wouldn't 
like it but would certainly understand. I just ask you to give me as much advanced notice as you can as 
I will have to scramble to find another investment vehicle. You are to be congratulated for operating 
one of the best hard money businesses around, fve always been impressed about how you have been 
able to receive the investor's money, turn around and put it to work....a balancing act to be sure.


I don't have any plans to return money at this point, if i did get to that point it would be well planned in 
advance, in nearly 13 yrs, i've always been able to put all the money i have to work, there have been 
many more times when i could have put more money to work than i have, versus sitting on excess cash, 
look it this way, if i can stay 95% invested, i would be sitting on over 2 million at all times, that is my 
normal cash position, i'm usually between 500k and 1.2 and that money though sitting in my bank


DOCIp_00064873
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account is committed to deals sitting on my desk.


As a side note, I had an opportunity to visit with your Mom and Dad when I was on my motorcycle trip 
across America. They are great people. Also, Coeur d' Alean is a beautiful place.


yes, i'm very fortunate, they said they enjoyed your visit and my mom was bothered taht because of 
their transition between home and motorhome they couldn't be a better host!


thx
dc


Take care. 


Tony


■ Forwarded message —
From; <WBushl 120@comcast net>
Date: Sun, Jan 6, 2013 at 3:52 PM
Subject; Fwd: MOMs Meeting
To; "Burdett, Anthony" <burdett.anthonv@gmail.com>
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Message


o
From: Denny Chittick [dennychittick(5)cox.net]
Sent: 3/29/2013 2:10:27 PM
To: 'burdett.anthony@gmail.com' [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
BCC: 'dcmoney@yahoo.com' [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Subject: DenSco Statement March
Attachments: Statement_6.pdf


Investors: Anthony


I've decided not to take on any new investors.


I'll continue to accept money from the current investors.


I appreciate all the referrals from everyone, since I spent exactly $0 on marketing, word of mouth was my only way to 
grow.


Please find attached your monthly statement.


Thanks,


dc


o


u EXHIBIT
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Message


o
From; Denny Chittick [dennychittick@cox.net]
Sent; 7/31/2013 3;17;36 PM
To; 'burdett.anthony@gmail.com' [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
BCC; 'dcmoney@yahoo.com' [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Subject; DenSco Statement July
Attachments; Statement_6.pdf


Investors; Anthony


Please find attached your monthly statement.


I thought this would be as good as time as any to tell you that I'm going to have to soon quit accepting money from my 
current investors.


Between the organic growth of the interest that accrues, and profits, plus what you are adding to your investments, the 
law of large numbers are working against me.


Not too worry, nothing is wrong. I just need to be able to manage the business in the confines of time that I've set for 
myself (grade school hours) and it's getting harder to do that.


Thus I believe by the end of the year I'll quit accepting money. Those of you that have IRA's, I'll keep accepting those 
annual contributions, because they are small.


Thanks,


dc


u
EXHIBIT
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o 6132 W. Victoria Place Chandler, AZ 85226 
Cell: 602-469-3001 Home: 480-636-1180 Fax: 602-532-7737 


DenScoInvestment.com dcmoney@yahoo.com


o


Name
Address


INVESTOR
Anthony Burdett - IRA 
1623 Common Dr 
El Paso, TX 79936


. ami,, lornPhone M5-373-18M


_ ........... 3....V.,..3...., ......................


Phone
§mm


CURRENT INVESTMENT BALANCE


$485,651.31


r-
lNVESTMENT-n,o 


Investment Date ,
$200,000.00 04/26/11'
$100,000.00 12/15/11 '' , ’


, $100,000.00 ' 05/30/13 ‘‘


.......... ::..V


'‘Hililiiiiiiililt
HllllllllSili .... ..... .
msSBasmsm,. 'vmmmmmimm liliiliil*,


O ' , '


INVESTMENT ACCOUN


Acan.lA«.nn. S«0,M2i8!,,


sub Total $183,651.31
Quarterly Account


■ . Interest
InterestPaid ' ' ' C


"'’Sub Total ~ :
temiyAccun. . .


n*.™, i
'"■■siliiiiii’
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Hi aSiiiiiiililii
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U-. ' ' ' '
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$400,000.00


'iNTTRPSTCinivipn
Year ' En^l


2011 , $17,-'«


i:>-;sisv . - -.-v ■,
2013
2013 »«,26683


327,885 56


iiliiiiil:, ''"iiiiiiiiiil
iSRIiiiWftiiii:,.


iiliili


, - , --B/ii


, ' ................................................................... '■'■ .......... ................................... ..........................................................................................................................
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........1. V.-■’liiiiiitia
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s
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:-T' 'a' etalQh^ S85.651.31


. . ' - <


u Thank you for investing with DenSco!
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Message


o


o


From: Denny Chittick [dennychittick@cox.net]
Sent; 12/27/2014 7:33:52 PM
To: 'burdett.anthony@gmail.com' [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
BCC: 'dcmoney@yahoo.com' [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Subject: DenSco Statement December
Attachments: Statement_10.pdf


Investors: Anthony


Please find attached your monthly statement.


Yes it's a little early, but I'm headed up to ID tomorrow with the boys to go snowboarding. It's easier to do the whole 
end of month process in front of my multiple screens and in the quiet of my office and not with the noise of my boys and 
nephews!


I need to make another change in 2015. As in past years, I've needed to make adjustments. A few years ago I quit taking 
new investors, and then accepting new money in. With the market less stressed, there are fewer opportunities. I'm 
finding it harder to keep all the cash at work all the time. The spring is coming and that will see a pickup in demand, as 
did the month of December. Those are more seasonal times. To continue to constrain the size of the portfolio I'm 
requesting that everyone that is presently accruing interest, to take the interest monthly or quarterly. This will not affect 
IRA's or Roth IRA's. Those of you that have part of your interest paid and part of it accruing, it will all be paid now.


I will need a few things from you.


1. Name of account


2. Checking or savings account?


3. ABA#, Bank name, and Account # - you can find these on the bottom of your check


4. If you want the money paid monthly or quarterly.


As your notes mature I will renew them for the paying monthly or quarterly. You will receive your interest payments 
electronically the last business day of the month.


I appreciate your flexibility with this change.


I've updated the sample list of houses on the website:


http://denscoinvestment.com/properties.html


I've updated the quarterly newsletter:


http://denscoinvestment.com/newsletter.html


u
Thanks,


dc EXHIBIT
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n 6132 W. Victoria Piace Chandler, AZ 85226 
Cell: 602-469-3001 Home: 480-636-1180 Fax: 602-532-7737 


DenScoInvestment.com dcmoney@yahoo.com


(')


Name
Address


INVESTOR
Anthony Burdett - IRA 
1623 Common Dr


Phone 0iS.373.18S0
sSiaw


CURRENT INVESTMENT BALANCE |


$575,159.01


Invl^ant
$200,000.00 04/26/11
$100,000.00 12/15/11


' $100,000.00 ' 05/30/13


iWiiiilKlfe. -
lilfiliiS®


fillll
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leiiiiiiiiiilililiii
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.a^^^lMvestment, $400,000.00


'Ills
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u


INVESTMENT ACC


Accrual Account $569,464,37 . “ , ^
,.«r« ,s,e«.e4


Sub Total $57.5,159.01 ./=uo loia.
Quarterly Account 


■ . interest


:*^nen,e„.
... .....''StiilliiiB‘klBmWkkmkSMM


...„.............................................
^ Interest Paid ' ^


I'
sfitsa


r’
Interest


- ‘A'ri"
'f V rr


--------
KB.,’


. $575,159.01
S8|iilfliiiP '1............................... ............................. :i;ws'X«<«<Wv(w-i<vx««v«^


INTEREST^.,.


2011 ti7tmo.m2^'.S2 '


$52,658■Diiiooeso&i


lliiillliiiijSii IliSi


$64,734.60


-i||i||i|i|ia|i^«»*
llPiiiliisiiP


llliflillsi,
■IpiliSlSia,


■■*11
$175,159.01


' i. ^ .


aiSlitiiiis
KiilslBiisall


'’IS88k


■proiSal 
"Bill


Thank you for investing with DenSco!
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n DENSCO INVESTMENT CORPORATION 


SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT


Ladies and Gentlemen: Investment^ 1 Date: April 26.2015


L Subscription. Hie undersigned investor has received and reviewed the 
Confidential Private OfTering Memorandum dated July 1, 2009 (the “POM”). The undersigned 
certifies that the imdersigned meets the applicable suitability standards as evidenced on file 
attached Purchaser Questionnaire and the undersigned hereby subscribes for and agrees to 
purchase the following Note from OenSco Investment Corporation (the “CompanjO:


□ Accrual Note in the amount of $322.556.3 Ifor M months that will 
bear interest at the rate of 12% per year (1% monthly). The interest 
will be compounded monthly. The principal and accrued interest will 
be paid back to file undersigned investor at the end of the term of the 
Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is $50,000 with additional 
increments in a minimum of at least $10,000).


D Quarterly Payment Note in the amount of $____________ for__


C)


__months fiiat will bear interest at the rate of  ______ % per year ( 
__% monthly). The interest will be compounded monthly. The
principal and any accrued and unpaid interest will be paid back to the 
undersigned investor at the end of the term of the Note. (The 
minimum amount of a Note is $50,000 with additional increments in a 
minimum of at least $10,000).


Monthly Payment Note in the amount of $_
_% per year (_months that will bear interest at the rate of_____


__% monthly). The interest will be paid to the undersigned investor
on a monthly basis, and the principal will be paid to the undersigned 
at the end of the term of the Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is 
$50,000 with additional increments in a minimum of at least 
$10,000).


As a condition of the offer, the undersigned agrees to deliver this executed Subscription 
Agreement to the Company. Such Note vtill be issuable only upon acceptance of this 
Subscription Agreement by the Company and receipt of the consideration set forth in this 
Subscription Agreement.


2. Representations and Warranties. By executing this Subscription Agreement, 
the undersigned represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Company that:


(a) Based on personal knowledge and experience in financial and business 
matters in general, the undersigned understands the nature of this investment, is fully aware of 
and familiar with the proposed business operations of the Company, is able to evaluate the merits 
and risks of an investment in a Note and is capable of protecting the undersigned’s interests in 
investing in the investment. The undersigned has received and carefully reviewed the POM. The 
undersigned has relied solely on the information contained therein, and information otherwise


u 642361.2
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o DATED; April 26.2Q1S


o
Agreed to aiufKcepted by 
Corporationfas’Wthe. *


Name: DennyJ


Title; President


U 642361J


First Trust Company of Qnaca, for the Benefit of
Anthony Burdett


Print Name oflnwstor


Account Number: T2153932 
Address;


_____ I62t Common Drive
El Paso. TX 79936


SSNorEIN: 456-72-9122


TIN Number: J95-Q527466


Onaea. KS 66521
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DENSCO INVESTMENT CORPORATION 


SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT


Ladies and Gentlemen; Investment # 2 Date; December 15.2015


% per year (__ 
The


1. Subscription. The undersigned investor has received and reviewed the 
Confidential Private Oflfering Memorandum dated July 1, 2009 (the “POM”). The undersigned 
certifies that the undersigned meets the applicable suitability standards as evidenced on the 
attached Purchaser Questionnaire and the undersigned hereby subscribes for and agrees to 
purchase the follovring Note from DenSco Investment Corporation (the “Company'”):


□ Accrual Note in the amount of S161.333.46 for 21 months that will 
bear interest at the rate of J2% per year (1% trionthly). The interest 
will be compounded monthly, llie principal and accrued interest will 
be paid back to the undersigned investor at the end of the term of the 
Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is $50,000 with additional 
increments in a minimum of at least $10,000).


□ Quarterly Payment Note in the amount of $for_________________
__months that will bear interest at the rate of___
_% monthly). The interest will be compounded monthly, 
principal and any accrued and unpaid interest will be paid back to the 
undersigned investor at the end of the term of the Note. (The 
minimum runount of a Note is $50,000 with additional increments in a 
minimum of at least $ 10,000).


o Monthly Payment Note in the amount of $_____
mondis that will bear interest at the rate of_____
__% monthly). The interest will be paid to the undersigned investor
on a monthly basis, and the principal will be paid to the undersigned 
at the end of the term of the Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is 
$50,000 with additional increments in a minimum of at least 
$10,000).


As a condition of the otfo*, the undersigned agrees to deliver this executed Subscription 
Agreement to the Company. Such Note will be issuable only upon acceptance of this 
Subscription Agreement by the Company and receipt of the consideration set forth in this 
Subscription Agreement.


2. Representations and Warranties. By executing this Subscription Agreement, 
the undersigned represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Company that:


(a) Based on personal knowledge and experience in financial and business 
matters in general, the undersigned understands the nature of this investment, is fully aware of 
and familiar with the proposed business operations of the Company, is able to evaluate the merits 
and risks of an investment in a Note and is capable of protecting the undersigned’s interests in 
investing in the investment. The undersigned has received and carefully reviewed the POM. The 
undersigned has relied solely on the information contained therein, and information otherwise


M2J61.2
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n DATED: Doccmber 15.2015


Signatured


First Trust Company of Onapa. for the Benefit of
_____ Anthony Burdett
Print Name of Investor


Account Number: T2153932 
Address:


_____ 1623 Common Drive
El Paso. TX 79936


SSN or EIN: 456-72-9122


C;


TIN Number: 05-0527466


FTCO;____
1


Signature By: 0 (Print)


Address: 214 W 9^ Street 
Onaga.KS 66521


Agreed lo^id accepted by DenSco Investment 
Gorponjjfoyas of the 5.


Name: Penny J. Chittick


Title: President


u
642361.2
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DENSCO INVESTMENT CORPORATION 


SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT


Ladies and Gentlemen; Investment # 3 Date: Mav 30.2015


1, Snbscription. The undersigned investor has received and reviewed the 
Confidential Private Offering Memorandum dated July 1, 2009 (the “POM”). The undersigned 
certifies that the undersigned meets the applicable suitability standards as evidenced on the 
attached Purchaser Questionnaire and the tmdersigned hereby subscribes for and agrees to 
purchase the following Note from DenSco Investment Corporation {the “Company”):


□ Accrual Note in the amount of $127.058.10 for 24 months that will 
bear interest at the rate of 12% per year (1% monthly). The interest 
will be compounded monthly. The principal and accrued interest will 
be paid back to the undersigned investor at the end of the term of the 
Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is $50,000 with additional 
increments in a minimum of at least $10,000).


□ Quarterly Payment Note in the amount of $
. months that will bear interest at the rate of 


__% monthly).
% per year C


The interest will be compounded monthly. The
principal and any accrued and unpaid interest will be pmd back to the 
undersigned investor at the end of the term of the Note. (The 
minimum amount of a Note is $50,000 with additional increments in a 
minimum of at least $10,000).


□ Monthly Payment Note in the amount of $
_% per year {.months that will bear interest at the rate of , _


__% monthly). TTte interest will be paid to the undersigned investor
on a monthly basis, and the principal will be paid to the undersigned 
at the end of the term of the Note. (The minimum amount of a Note is 
$50,000 with additional increments in a minimum of at least 
$10,000).


As a condition of the offer, tiie undersigned agrees to deliver this executed Subscription 
Agreement to the Company. Such Note will be issuable only i^jon acceptance of this 
Subscription Agreement by the Company and receipt of die consideration set forth in this 
Subscription Agreement,


2. Representations and Warranti^. By executing this Subscription Agreement, 
the undersigned represents, warrants and acknowledges to the Company that:


(a) Based on personal knowledge and experience in financial and business 
matters in general, the undersigned understands the nature of this investment, is fiilly aware of 
and familiar with the proposed business operations of the Company, is able to evaluate file merits 
and risks of an investment in a Note and is capable of protecting the undersigned’s interests in 
investing in the investment. The undersigned has received and carefully reviewed the POM. The 
undersigned has relied solely on the information contained fiierein, and information otherwise
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o DATED: Mav 30.2015


o


Signature ofnivestoj


First Trust Company of Onapa. for the Benefit of
Anthony Burdett_______________


Print Name of Investor


AccountNumber:T2153932 
Address;


[623 Common Drive______
El Paso. TX 79936


SSN or EIN: 456-72-9122


TIN Numbet 


FTCO; tth/t


Signature ^ fPrinO


Address: 214 W9**'Street 
Onaga-KS 66521


Agreed to OTd accepted byj 
CoiporatmiVas of the,


Name: Penny KChittick


Title: President


U
<42561.J
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Date; >1 INVESTOR NO


DENSCO INVESTMENT CORPORATION 
PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER QUESTIONNAIRE 


(ACCREDITED INVESTORS)


The following information is furnished to DenSco Investment Corporation, an 
Arizona corporation (the “Company”) for the Company to determine whether I am 
qualified to invest in a general obligation, unsecured note (the “Note”) from the Company 
pursuant to Regulation D promulgated under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the 
“Securities Act”), and comparable provisions of applicable state securitira laws, 1, the 
undersigned, understand th^ you will rely upon the following information for purposes 
of such determination, and that the Note will not be registered under the Securities Act in 
reliance upon the exemption from registration provided by Sections 3(b) and 4(2) of the 
Securities Act, Regulation D thereunder, and comparable provisions of applicable state 
securities laws.


This Prospective Purchaser Questionnaire must be completed by each potential 
Investor who has indicated an interest in purchasing a Note from the Company. 
Individual Investors and each Co-Investor (other than a spouse) must complete and sign a 
separate Prospective Purchaser Questionnaire and adult custodians must complete this 
Prospective Questionnaire for individual minor Investors. Shareholders of corporations 
(or members of an LLC, or partners of a partnership or a benefaciary of a trust) 
(collectively, an “Equity Owner”) also may need to furnish additional information as 
applicable.


I further understand that I may be required to supply a balance sheet, prior years’ 
federal income tax returns or other appropriate documentation to verify and substantiate 
my status as an Accredited Investor.


ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER 
QUESTIONNAIRE WILL BE TREATED CONFIDENTIALLY. However, it is agreed 
that you may presem this document to such parties as you deem appropriate if called 
upon to establish that the proposed offer and sale of the Notes is exempt from registration 
under the Securities Act or meets the requirements of applicable state securities laws. 1 
understand that a false statement by me will constitute a violation of my representations 
and warranties under this Investor Questionnaire and the Subscription Agreement 
submitted with this Questioimaire and may also constitute a violation of law, forwhich a 
claim for damages may be made against me. My investment in the Notes will not be 
accepted until Denny Chittick (the “President”), wdio is the President of the Company, 
determines that 1 satisfy all of the suitability standards set forth in the Confidential 
Private Offering Memorandum, dated July 1, 2009 (the “POM”) auid in Rule 501(a) of 
Regulation D under the Securities Act.


644154,3
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Please answer every question. If the an^er to any questions is “None” or “Not 
Applicable” please so state.


The Prospective Purchaser Questionnaire does not constitute an offer by the 
Company or any agent to sell any securities, but is merely a request for information.


Please complete, sign, date and return the Prospective Purchaser Questionnaire to 
the Company. Your invesUnent in the Company will not be accepted until the Company 
determines that you satisfy all of the requisite suitability standards.


For Individual Investors, please ramplete pages 2 to 4 and sign on 
page 4.


For Organizational Investors, please complete pages 4 to 7 and 
sign on page 7.


I, the undersigned Prospective Investor hereby supply you with the following 
information and representations:


PLEASE PRINT


1. INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS


A. GENERAL INFORMATION


Name of Investor* Anthony Burdett


Residence Address 1623 Common Drive


City El Paso State Texas Zip Code 79936-5235.


Home Telephone Number (915) 373-1850 
Email Address; Burdett.anthcmy@gmail.com_ 
Work Number ()-
Cellular Number {_ 
U.S. Citizen


J.
YesX No


Social Security Number (Investor). 456-72-9122


(Co Investor, if any)**. N/A


* ALL INFORMATION REQUESTED IN CONNECTION WITH 
INVESTMENTS UNDER THE UNIFORM GIFT TO MINORS ACT SHOULD BE
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GIVEN ON BEHALF OF THE ADULT CUSTODIAN, NOT THE MINOR 
BENEFICIARY, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.


EACH CO-INVESTOR (OTHER THAN SPOUSE) MUST COMPLETE AND 
SIGN A SEPARATE QUESTIONNAIRE.


Name of Custodian (if investment is pursuant to Uniform Gift to Minors Act)


Name of Beneficiary Eva M. Burdett. Primary or Estate. Contingent


1. Set forth in the space provided below the statc(s) in which you maintain your 
principal residence.
_____ Texas ___________________________________ _


Do you maintain residence in any other states? If yes, in which state(s)? 
No _________________________________


3. In which state, if any, are you registered to vote?
_____ Texas________


4. In which state, if any, do you presently hold a valid driver’s license?
_____ Texas _______________________ _________


5. Are you age 21 or older? Yes X No


B. INDIVIDUAL ACCREDITATION, SOPHISTICATION, AND SUITABILITY


1. Accredited Investor Status. Please complete each of the following 
certifications:


A. I certify that I have an individual net worth (or a joint net worth vrith my spouse) 
in excess of SI ,000,000 {excluding homes, home furnishings and automobiles). 
Note; While the SEC has yet to act on the Wall Street Reform and Investor 
Protection Act, it has indicated that it may require that investors subtract 
from their net worth the amount of indebtedness on any home owned by an 
investor that exceeds the fair market value of the home, provided that the 
lender of such indebtedness has recourse as to such amount.


Yes X


OR


644154J
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B. I certify that 1 had individual income (excluding any income of my spouse) of 
more than $200,000 in each of the previous two calendar years, or joint income 
with my spouse of more than $300,000 in each of those years, and I reasonably 
expect to have an individual income in excess of $200,000, or joint income with 
my spouse in excess of $300,000, in the current year.


Yes N/A No


The above information supplied by me is true and correct in all respects and I 
recognize that the Company is materially relying on the truth and accuracy of such 
information.


Dated this day of ̂ 20


Anthony Burdett
PRINT Name of Investor


PRlNT^ame of CpJnvestor, if any


SignatupbotmvBStor


«//a'
Signature of Co Investor, if any


II.


A.


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.


6.


7.


ORGANIZATIONAL INVESTOR 


GENERAL INFORMATION 


Name of Organization: N/A


Date of Organization_____ N/A


Fiscal Year End _________ N/A


N/AState and Coimtry of Organization___


Taxpayer Identification Number____


Principal Business Address ____________ N/A


N/A


Home Telephone Number () N/A_ 
Work Number () N/A
Cellular Number (_ JN/A
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8. Type of Organization and Business Description N/A


10.


11.


B.


1.


1.1


Send Mail to: N/A


N/ANumber of Equity Owners; __


Has the subscribing Organization t»en formed for the specific purpose of 
purchasing Notes? Yes N/A No


ORGANIZATION ACCREDITATION. SOPHISTICATION AND 
SUITABILITY


Accredited Investor Status. Please complete each of the following 
certifications:


The undersigned Organization certifies that EACH of its Equity Owners meets at 
least ONE of the following conditions:


(i) Such Equity Owner is a natural person whose individual net worth (or joint 
net worth with his or her spouse) exceeds $1,000,000 (excluding homes, home 
furnishings and personal property). fNote; While the SEC has yet to act on the 
Wall Street Reform and Investor Protection Act, it has indicated that it may 
require that equity owners subtract from thdr net worth the aimonnt of 
indebtedness on any home owned by an equity owner that exceeds the fair 
market value of the home, provided that the lender of such indebtedness has 
recourse as to such amount]; or


(ii) Such Equity Owner is a natural person who had an individual income in 
excess of $200,000 in each of the previous two calendar years, or joint net worth 
with his or her spouse of more than $300,000, in each of those years and who 
reasonably expects to have an individual income in excess of $200,000, or joint 
income with his or her spouse in excess of $300,000, for the current calendar 
year; or


(iiij Such Equity Owner of the Investor is a corporation, partnership or revocable 
trust and all of the shareholders, partners or grantors, respectively, of such 
corporation, partnership or revocable trust can answer yes to statement 1.1 (i) or 
].l(ii) above.


Yes N/A No


M4I50
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1.2 The undersigned Organization is a revocable or grantor trust and each person with 
the power to revoke the trust qualifies as an Accredited Investor under l.l(i) or 
l.l(ii)above.


Yes N/A No


1.3 The undersigned Organization is an employee benefit plan within the meaning of 
Title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the 
investnient decision is made by a Plan Fiduciary, as defined in Section 3(21) of 
such Act which is a bank, savings and loan association, insurance company or 
registered investment advisor.


Yes N/A No


1.4 The undersigned Organization is a qualified profit sharing or defined contribution 
Plan, the Plan provides for segregated accounts for each Plan Participant, the 
governing documents of the Plan provide that each participant may direct the 
trustee to invest his or her funds in the investment vehicles of his or her choice 
and the purchase of the note(s) is made pursuant to an exercise by the Plan 
Participant, w'ho is an Accredited Investor under subparagraph l,I(i) or l.l(ii) 
above, of such power to direct the investments of his or her segregated account. 
This Prospective Purchaser Questionnaire and the Subscription Agreement must 
be completed and executed by such Plan Participant,


Yes N/A No


1.5 The undersigned Organization certifies that it is a bank as defined in Section 
3(a)(2) of the Securities Act.


Yes N/A No


1.6 The undersigned Organization certifies that it is a savings and loan association or 
other institution as defined in Section 3(a)(5)(A) of the Securities Act,


Yes N/A No


1.7 The undersigned Oiganization certifies that it is an insurance company as defined 
in Section 2(13) of the Securities Act


Yes N/A No


1.8 The undersigned Organization certifies that it is an investment company 
registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 or a business development 
company as defined in Section 2(a)(48) of the Investment Company Act of 1940.


Yes N/A No


644110
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1.9 The undersigned Organization certifies that it is a Small Business Investment 
Company licensed by the U.S. Small Business Administration under Section 
301(c) or (d) of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958.


Yes N/A No


1.10 The undersigned Organization certifies tiiat it is a private business development 
company as defined in Section 202(a)(22) of the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940.


Yes N/A No


1.11 The undersigned Organization certifies that it has total assets in excess of 
$5,000,000.


Yes N/A No


1.12 The undersigned Organization certifies that it is a broker or dealer registered 
pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.


2.


Yes N/A No


Sophistication. Person(s) making the investment decision on behalf of the 
Organization to purchase a Note;


Name


N/A


Organization Position 


N/A_______ _


The above information supplied by the undersigned is true and correct in all respects and 
the undersigned recognizes that the Company is relying materially on the truth and 
accuracy of such information.


Dated this N/A day o/_ .20


PRINT Name of Organization; N/A


PRINT Name of Individual with authority to make investment decisions on behalf of 
Organization: _____ N/A_____________________________________________


PRINT Title or Capacity in which signing of Individual with authority to make 
investment decisions on behalf of Oiganizalion: N/A


Signature of Individual with authority to make investment decisions on behalf of 


Organization:N/A _________________ _
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_FirstTrust 
CompanVof Onaga
kcrrirrrrCMKlff^ • ^ACTtNO AK CUSTOUaK


IRA Simplifiei^
Individual Ratirement Account Af^flcstion


6/2009


(1) ACCOUNTHOLDER INFORMATION


ACOOUNTHOLDER NAME AND MlDI^


Anthony Burdett Rollover IRA 
1623 Common Drive 
B Paso. TX 79936


(2) CONTRIBUTION INFORMATUm
CONTRIBUTION TYPE


D Regular or Spousal
□ SEP (Sfn^lfied Ehiplflyee Pension) 
0 Transtar
□ RolU>vcr|]rK:&fdnoa0«recfralft»«r 


bom an entf^ofaPa plan)
Q Recharactsfizatton


CONTRIBUTION AMOUNT


$200,000-00


CONTRIBUTION FOR TAX YEAR


N/A


SOCIAl-^CURITY
NUMBER


DATE OF 
BIRTH


HOME PHONE 
NUM^R


456-72-9122 03/16/1945 (915)373-1850


DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER FAX NUMBER


(915)373-1850


ADOT^ burdett.anfhony@gmail.com


0) CUSTODIAH INFORMATION ^ntefnal uae only)
First Trust Company of Onaga
214W9IhSt
PO Box 420
Onaga, KS 66621-0420
765-889-4213


IRA ACCCNJNT NUMBER 
FCr Internal Use Only


(4> DESIGNATIOH OF BENEHOAHYObs) (Please Mtech a eaparme eheM If additional ^Kice la required.)


beneUciBriBs vriii be deemed lo own ecpial share percerdeges in the IHA. Mulhple oonlli^nt benefidahes wiith no $hare pe«»ntsge intScated wS adso be 
deemed to share equally-
II any primary or conlingenii bensiieiBry diee before I do, hSs or her Interest and the hTtereel ol hie or her teSrs shall lenranale completely and the poroeniage 
share of any ramatnlng bene1idaiy(tes) shall be increased on a pm rata baete unless othorwiee desSanated at Ihe time the Bent^danas were named, (f no 
primary benoftdaryfles) survives me, it» owfllr^nl bei»6(tefV(le3) shall acqtriw die da^gnated slwie ol my IRA,


Name and Address


Eva M- Burdett 
1623 Connmon Drive 
El Paso, TX 79936


Estate
1823 Comrrwn Drive 
B Paso, TX 79936


(6) STATEMENT OPTION


OateoISlrtb


11/23/1360


N/A


Sodal Security 
Nundrer


460-29-6925


Relattonshlp


Spouse


Primary or 
ConUngent


Primary


Contingent


Share %


100


100
%


%


0 Bectrontc statement Ofdy D Annual Statement O Quarterly Statenrsn) D Monthly Statement


II no box is marhed, the electronic statement option will be used unH vre receivo further direction from the aooaunUwlder. AddlBonal fees vvlii be assessed for 
paper statementa. Plaase reler to the Acooum bitormalion Brochure for a list of all epplloable lees.


(6) INVOICE OPROT


□ Charge ABoountiDctei*)


O ACH - Dettt Cheeking or Safrings Account
Pteese attach voided check or savings withdrawal slip


BEOUIRED
$2S.oa setup fee and proraletT annual accoum fee to be Induded ««h SlmpBliaf.


'Prorated annual account fee = STS If account is opened in July ttaough SapJember
=$00 if SKoum Is epanod In October ttough Deoentoor 
= $40II aocoum is opened in .iamiBry throi^ March 
° $S0 If eocouM Is opened in Aprf through Jurta


Chock made payable to First Trust Company of Onaga


If no option Is marked, we wtllcharga your account


"mn/tvsmsn Paasiotil
eased A«densus. hC-. BnUnarO. MA;
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YOUR REPRESENTATIVE NAME AND ADDRESS


REPRESENTATIVE
PHONE NUMBER


REraESENTATIVE
FAX NUMBER


E4HAIL
ADDRESS


BROKER DEALER NAME


If my Account RepresentaBw changes fimis or btoker-iJeaSsf aWations, 
my Aooount BepiewnJaftw will conttnua to hwo the sama auihortiy on 
my Aooourt. it (a my Account RopresantaJlwts msponsibaiv *o n^ 
both the Custodian and n^sslf of any change in my Account 
Reprosentatlve'a firm or broker-dealer affiliation. My Account 
RepresentaSve also must provide the Custodian with the necessary 
documents to change Ws/har firm or broher-deelBr aflilialion wWi the 
irwBstoienls In my Aocounl ___________


Plaase eltecK all that Q»p)yt If itelihBr siatamem below is maritod, toe lopresantativo abcne will only be aflowed accesa to accoinit stotema^i trade 
confIrmBtiDfis end other infennaJion as requested tirom lime to Bme. IT addltkinal authorily is gtentsd by ths scooumhefldcr one or both must be cheeked.


____ A, Buy. Ball. daSvor and/or eatlie trades of any assets In accotdonca »ilh your farms and condlSons upon the writlsn dbocllon of iry AoKwnt
ftepnesantaiive, The Custodian has too fight to ori any iwresenteiloos andtor wsiranliBS made by my Account Raprosentathre In connecaan with a sate or 
purchase on behalf of my Account, induiSng but not Smated to, fcpreaerrtafions wWi regard to proWbtted tiansacfioiw and s»itab1lity requlremants.
____ 8. CKsSurae funds to my Aooount Represenialhie upon toe writtan direction d my Account fi^irasontelive.
I agree to accept the daalgnafion of Acoountooldef RepresenteSva tor this aoeoufil arto ail the duties artd teeponsibliHies with that designalloit. The 
eaoouitthofder and I haw received a copy of the btdlvttoial Refiramortf Acoount AppEoafion. S305-A Ran Agreement, Rnandal Disctosure, DSsclaeure 
Slaloment, Summary AccountooWw Besponslbffliles, and Account Information Broeftore. I agree to be bound by the terma of these documents.


(Authorized Rej^tesentathre's Slgnahire)


(8) MARTIAL STATUS (Must con^lete regardless of etatiffii)


CURRENT MAIUTAl. STATUS
□ I Am Not Married -1 understand toet If I become mantod In (ha future, I shoifid rmlew a n««r IRA Oedgnation of Beneficiary term.
S] I Am Married -1 understandthat if I choose to designate a primary benafidary other than nv spouse, my sporree must aign below.


The foaou/ing Consent or spouse rmsi be oampfeledff0iBBDccmntt»^ismanisiiandtioot not namo his orfwspause as the solepiimaqfben^^fUTMs 
wiW ecp^ to re«lcterite c/a/l states, not A® dw eommtmtgr ev’msdWpniperty sfttae Dim to (fra littoortenf taseonsaquenoes of pAdng up one'sRdPwty/nteresf,
I/Ktivlduats sftnmg tote secton efmM oonsuHyaStaewjvs^taxorlegaloiMsor.
CONSENT OF SPOUSE
I am the spouse of the ebowe-named IRA holdor. I edonowladgo that I have received a (sir and raasorwble disctosure of my spouse's property end financial 
obligatloh®. Due to toe importanl tox ctensequenoes of ghring up my interest In this IRA, I have been advisad to see a lax prefesstonal.
I hereby give the IRA holder any IntaresJ I have in the Ainda or pteparty depoaftad In thte IRA. now or hereafter, and oonsant to the barraficiary dasignalloots) 
indicated Ome. I assume Ml tesponssbllily for any adveraa oonsaquences that may resulL No lax or legal advice was given to me by toe Custodian.


(^nature of ^ouk) <Dale)


<B) SIGNATURES


/rrtportanc Rease read before signing.
I underaland the eligibility reqUIremenls tor the type of IRA deposit I am making and I state that I do cprallfy to mate the deposit. I have ratMved a copy of the 
IndMduat Rett/eroanl Aooount AppHcalion, the 5305 tndividuaJ Rottremert Custodial Aooounl Ran Aareemeni, iha Rnandal Kaclosure, too Oisclasure 
Statement, toe Summary of Attoourflholder Respbrtsaalises. and toe Account Intormation Brachure ODccumenttr). i have read and imderstand that the tenrvs 
and conditions of this IRA account ate held within these Document. By signlr^ below, I agree to be botmd by ttra terms and oonditiorte of these Documents. 
Within seven (7) days from Ihe date I open this IRA 1 may levote It wltodut petwlfy by ma^ or dallwrif® a written rwlica to the Custodian,
I assume CDTTiplote respwisIWIty tor
1. determlrbng that! am eligSMa tor an IRA each year I mate a corilributlon;
Z. Insuring that all cortlributions I nrate are within the Bffiits sat forth by the lax laws; and 
a the lax consequences of any conbtbufion (Indudlhg rollover contrlbuliohs) and (Sstrlbuttorns.
I rewtgnixe that the products purchased andtor held witoto my custodisl arseowrt «e:
• not insured by toe FOIC;
• not a daposii or oniwijbbl^lon’^, or guaiahlecd by, Risl Trust Company of Onaga;
• sub|eeltolnveslipdyriB)9;^incSu^gB8fB»tetessoftoeprindpiaaamoimtmw8Sl«i.


^AHoWar) j / (Date)


(Authortzed Signature of custooian) <PalB)


p»t»2tsn 02009 hxaaiB, Brahirt, UM
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o ^1^^ First Trust


o


u


CompjaiiiyofOnaga
AirrtNG AS cunomAJ« *■ ' ■='


Please Print or Type


Transfer/Direct Rollover Request
FgimmdTK 2]4«b>M>Sinf 


tOBn^
00901. ra«521 
80OJi21.»57 
78SJB»,71«9Fai


{-i-jy
Q Full « 0 Vanial


IS TrutiticmallRA 
□ RothIRA


□ SEPIRA
□ SinqdelRA


Q Fall or Q Partial


O 401fc* 
O 403b*
*T«ras»SKiava


r~l Profit SSudogPiaa* 
□ Olljer*________


Kotfliaai tern topnn^ K9»o.


Are ao(F at ttMsr ItBidsftiiascts trosi on labcrtlsd AMUnr? U Y« El No
C&noit Tniste/CUstodiaa OiBiiie sad atUcess) 


Flrstrade SecuriCes. Ina
133-25 37th Avenir________________
Flushing. NY 113S4


AccoaatName


Anthony RurriftW RrikwBr IRA 
Acoomit Number63693061


rwMiaAphanglJiimher f8Q016 
Strial jieenritv Number 456-72-9122


FTCXt sends'Trensfis and RdUdvct Ropitsts by icgiilaT US Postal Service. If you picte ni eqiedUi^ service, jdase indicate tbe
BovicE, die bitlbi^ utimbet and tiUiQg address below.


Provider


Billing Address of Re^xmsUe Patty,
1>pe of Sendee Kmiiber


IfriBTeot Custndifln win jawfehy-far >Pw Mirnihor mf f-nnieiit fnanifeiTi


If CUneiu Ostndiaa wiU process fimds try wire - Wire fimds to First IhiSt Caiegni^ of Oifflga


1 direct the temsfoAoUovcr of die BCQoom to Fiist Trim Oooqaiiy of Ongga, custodian. A c«^y of tiK aoconnt statemoit is onKbed,


Transfrr/Rdlovn^ is to be accoiapUshed as follows:
O t liqnidiilc all assets and tmnsfer die proceeds.


Q Immediuety 0 am awBie of and acknowiedBe the early wifiubawal penal^ for certain assets.)
Q AtMatnii^. Matmity IXde($} _______________ __________________________


2. Avnikblecaidrasnusfced.


B
□ am or ia ^J00.00 Dotim


3 ^rrMer assets as indtCBledbdowsMBvtilable cash -enclose nHStfeoeat statement whoitieosdisnng assets.


4. Specific Instnictioas


fData SigssliinOaaiaiteedirRapiindByCainsdC^


Page lof a
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o
Account Natoe social Seenrity Ninriier


Anthony Btstletl Rotkrver IRA d«6-72-S122


O


u


AppUcatte 1tn$ sectiin most te filled flut if sssjgdi^* finaadd sdrisa to ffiotiial finids bdi^


AdvisH'(mme and address)
A<h-isoi ID Nuniiber _ 
BramdiNaaiber
BnilEtT-Dealer I^uDe


ForQfflelal VseOnfy
First Trust Cloiitpaity of Omsga Acceptance 


First Trust Coiqiaiiy of Qna^ hffi estaMist  ̂a
□ TraditiftaalIRA □ SEP IRA O RotblRA □ Inherited IRA O Mieritod Roth IRA


asindkatedfin^tfaisclttadaria^eestoaccr^tbeassetsofsaidplm Asssteiirikatedaboveshanldbeitgistend 
ddiveed (o:


See Anacbed Delivery lasttiKtKms
First Trust Conquay of Oix^ 
CustodiB&FBO: Accoinit#


214 West 9lh&tct(
PO Box 420 
(te^KS 66521-0420


Tax H) No. 05-0527466


First Trust Cosnpany of (^laga Authorited Signature Date


Revised t-2010 Pagc2af2
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_ PURCHASE AUTHORIZATION
^FirstTrust Company of Onaga


ACTING AS CUSTODIAN


Please Print or IVpe


POBe«420 
Onaga, KS6652i>0420 
K»^21.9897 
785.889.7169FIK


AocoiatfName AnthonyBiinlettFtoitwerIRA 
AssdNaniB Gereral Obl^attoi Note


Aocowit Niffidiar


Urtls/Quan% J_______ _


Grass Cos! $200,000.00 
TfadeDatetifoppecatte)


OUSIPNtnrt>o^(9av8Selbl«).


UwIPrtw ________


B«to _______
SeBle Dote (if ^qAcaUe)


Send Funds bv<a«efcf<tefeiA>
MsSngAOc&ess DenSoo ttwestment CoiporaBon 


6132 W Victoria Race


Q SondFmfcbvWim ($2OpfW»ss«iBfeewBU>e»!»ss«0


BankName ____________________________


telAAddiBSS ------------------:------------------------------
Chandtef.AZ 85226


CDed( betow II OMnugtt denary is nt^joasa 
O OwirtgmDeliwBiy<$ao processing fee aiinb® assessed) 


my owemi^ Account (no tee wffi be assessed^


Company. WC#.


ABARauilrigNmber . 
Baift Asawnt Msnba- 
BasatAcooumNema 


Bank Aooounl Address


ifAppecabte: TWstettomngsisclkinRnntbefSadmaMmptelalyffaisster^alSnanci^eiMserlDmuluafterKisbeingptnchased: B Rskivest
□ Cast)


NanedAduisor^Attirisof IDnfnbSf ____________________ -


Address.


Qty State ZIP


Brand) Number


Kanw of Braker-Oesler.


SOCIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Beyoiid tiBnstemng tee cash as speeded BtKwe ml mantairiing custody otitieBbove^lesciSiedsssds and (tie 
dwwnenb listed below. First Trust CompanydOn^lFTCO),is urrtdrmUM^floritotetoervterttwcBdicm)*^ docementaeon crons transedinn. Tite ordyiiKliuii^crilccurrteiite teat FT03. is te obtain arid tidd (or to record 0 so
oorutKdian «db teis trarisacikin Old tee b^ Boiuited are as


By sigmrn teto term. I Bcimoiidac^ Bed teb eoocum is selFdreeisd and 0»t I cm sdaiy respofEibilo ter the bnesteioil outoarnes worn tee 
acQDini, and lurosraclmawted^ the tetowitii ixDirteions wite lespedte Illy eoo^


anlaway RBQti!mman& -1 bane tied tee onjortuiniy to review teis transacbm wffl) ta*, le^. 6nandd anilior oteer admsors d iiiy el^ 
sebsfiedliiffllinBetaBsuteMayiHptomiitemteOsedbyttohwstmcrteratyamlttetevesIritentissin  ̂ I undastenJ that if
tee westeient te not puttidy baefad, iBdemfdkms <n said tevostmerrt otey ba findted and I have considBred these fectors and IRA leqtiiemBflts 
KJch asrwt«redrnjnSnumtfcbfcut!oite«t«nd8teTTO»n9tessi«BMityofarismye5(ii»ntforiiiyaccoijni litedsi5»»nJteBtFT00dDesndr^_ 
i)iyitet«rncnstionwlteia^wdtowhdheTOwtiteisadionmeeteanyo(teesuitetiBttyiaquttamentsotthec«eitng. BBther.IondastandteatFTOO 
os!» duty to conduct aiv sdtebaity analysis ori rny betratf.
owtogWitodeirstondlhst#i5myr8spoi8aj||#ytoensiiroirMtsiiiBdentftB»d5aioo»iae»a(wteeti»fta)pu»«)aso. dteeimmstm^ contains a 
cMsiontorsubsa(pieidpayrnctns.laclii)o«ledsctl»t5Uichpavmenteatott»tespansani»yo>ii>yaceouiit Prior to arj^^ subswwenl 
lymwrls.FTCOinusniwwvBiiffiltendiWcttteteJmme ofiriydBsgnalBa isprBSBijlative. IftntecragioBtoimJBrraiByFTOOliwnaJlpayn^or 
sessnwnts teal may residt team hoUBig the invBdniara»«ttn my aocoiBit luntterstandteBtFrcOisitodornocbligafiditooittmidciBifiltomy
»unt or oteanwso ifisbuiso payment bevdKItee cash b^®n* d my eocaurt for any pte'meot Of essessmert idatefl to tee tfrwstmant,


Piwetrfl
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FIRST TRUST COMPANT OF ONAOA


Purchase Check 
CUSIP; 24897NT75
Asset Pese: Densco Investment Coip Note 12,000% 05^10/15
Fund Nbr:


264114


5C4«013 
Anthony Burdett 
T2153832


Densco Investment 
6132 W Vlctorte PI 
Chandler AZ 6S226


Amount 
Withholding; 


Check Amount:


Tren Nbr


10(KK)0


1DODOO


M76275
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u


-1 MitwiMitedoe that atv ocwhiflod by FTCO <ws soWy to ddMirtnQ that tt» iMosbmert is sdmirastrabv^y^
■toho«tiyFTCX)l9fniyaooourit lt>rtli»«nlincwto»g6a»aCite%miwtaA»e«B88ncereviBW8fiflmrtn^COtws »y rew^ anywvBS^^
eidvioe.ncirt^FTCOenirassedanycfNnlmdsuihepiufenoeorsiABi^iiytfmekwestnKsil la^tohoMFTCOhwmtessiromwnrMBy 
for any loss. danago.Mity or eqiefise wtMh mav occw » s i«utt tlw eis«»itnn ornts purdMse euUKiizs^


(ncerne /UrSvidefKls, interest artd 8(9 other foni» of inoorrw Hid reJum of prine^frust In sent to FTCO. .payn»nte amsora to FT<» and tf a psyrnert shouw hrwen tobeS^n* *Bcay. t«im,n«arte»yfc^^
(to so J uncteistond that R^CX) treat those payrnsds as a taiiaiite dMitoudon to rne.


MafltefV'aftw-1 acknoaasdgeflwt 8!»»!(«« v8toattanmu!rtt» provide luidwstartoltaif RCOeawolrtte^^
n»rlcetv«lue,RCOnwy«settie»8stl«»nyatoB(rmpartlteasMt iiurthor-tinifctotentlaitoadlowated^tf^
!»«prcwMedwltoma!mi8lrnartMlyB5i»,ncOfiw<Wi«wtetteimiw^^ lundeistBtoBffl»to*W«fis»i1l»t^
rny acociuni inay be sublet to twlffial amt state tocoriw lax and w8l be topfftat as suito to ^Ptarapr  ̂tonng tedtenfies.


r«iabtetooe»T»-twider5tertoBistl»5jrn«slirwritn»ayaen«Bteui»alaitedit(US8ies5teitajtohK)nww'ieTr. ttortherunderstareJttwt »my 
eceoMTtfleneiistesUBTI an trePonnaOP-Tmust tie titel along iiiitopteroaittctttiaaain^irialeamoum of tBK,pa(yi^ town toe Bs^tf my
aa»iiniruitoerstond1J«tRCOd(« not inerttor the an«rt(dUOTtorny awourtaitodoas not prepare
pr^wreorhawpiBparBdthepiopBrWtRtaxtoiinandldrwanlltaFTOOetongaBtheaaioilzaitontopwlhBtwfiwini^axjount lUem 
ieqijiBdto«e8 09O-Ttorm.l«3Sttandth8tlnwauaKeanarnpkv»idanflB^ I i»SI not a^COTs BN « my owi soo^
ssGudynmiber. lunttastBrajfliatliiiuSt€«^farmy otasaurtr\sElMprtortodrtoooniuni6»ina«l»reqgB^inaFroOtop^anyteiwslinayow8
with resard to any U5TI that fl^tdit be tocured.


P>oira»torfr/ansadton-luniderslandfliato«latotiansaeSm&teeproftBltadtort8)MlBteff8dtetli«ngn>giBn9am«te  _
code Seetton 4975. 1 eoieo that the (totemilnalkm of whether ttto teris«l«n ditedtod hweliy is a pioMdM
(gqaiisiaitcesswrpwidgathKptwchaseaito bather understand that FTCO mates iK><^Bnntnatpn as to wtwCwr a transactw 15 a 
transaction. I warrant and reprasentthaittttawBeonaullfld watt such aihteots 851 deem rteoaBMy end SHsUptMte and twdateimlncdto^ttBS
■nestment does not ctmsttoite a mohlittad transaction as defied to tntamai Rmanue Code SecSon 4075, and that the otlrang 89«iy or any 
aItii<ate0«ra(il;tenntB\tiapi^paniim'asd^toSadkto4975(eK2>olthelittern8llW>»O^ I undamtand that shwM my account ensage h a pmfihBed traSn. a taiMBdfattbdBon etfiid to ttto tternilSat wthto
toctared. lhtfO«runae«taitoftalffaii(toadaefnaddisMbuBotttal(esptaooprimteiiiy8a^8ge591/2,«madd^
dstobuttonpendlyin^baimpoGedby lheMefnaiRayanuaSaivtoa Fiatba^,lactotawtodsaOisil^,mort»rtop(^itstoi«esteandintlssole dtectatton. may niTto^to tm (tototon tf courtste saitobHtoiy to ht>P tool toto imtsaetton d^
transaetton.


131 r«)fEs«it that t am (Wt an oKoer w (Snector ot the investment entity {m airy «ili^ iwehtog Kretoerason twtte Biwedr^) andtor boiio^
orariy ^liatetherao(,nva(n treated toarryoRtoerorttoaetor of the tmssbnentardrVBnd/orbaiiowararaityafSSstetoemof. lalsoB^resenf 
that my ownetsbip at IMS aristy (combined «flh erv bmily member m (fiscfdaMed pets^
QI represard and disetese that t arn art omcer or director «r the tovesbneilt erddy (or iny ertdiy reoeMno oanddemtton tor the hwe^rncrA} 
arto/or borrower or Hsatftaate, or lam reteted to an uffiDer or (&Bdor of thsiiwestmont and far borrower of its BfHfato. The nature of tha 
reteborishto arid the cornunad ptecerdape of toe tmestrneril (HHiad by rny Account, any farniy member, or disquaeiBd pemm is as toions;


Typeofitolatiorebto.


PBteantaga Owned .


I recagnizethaltoe asscteptochased andtarbeU in tos aocount ere:
Not reared by toeFDIC
NM a d^»sitmc«h»obl^)M)on of, erguanmtead by FTCO
SufaiBGt to imrebnenl rtsks, Inclutflng pots!^ loss cd piitK  ̂einount invBstod


I dlroct fTOO to execute the purchase ot the 8bovo-nam«l tnvestoiKit tor toe beiwtst ir^ satr-directad BCDoutlL I aoKnowtodgs that S is niy sote 
i^ponstotay, acting (Steetty or baough my authorized lepresentsSve, to (Siecf the tovKtrnent of rny aocotint, and ttat FTOO. aebno as custodian 
of my accoiait, wilt not hawe iespansari%, disorelion. or invcdwmwnt in evatodliQ or seeding any assets or mvesbnent, end shaft have no tieirility 
tor any toss, dMtiaga. lax (imdw£t«| a pntoa^ transadnn tax) that may lasifi bom or be essooialad wito the inareaciton raeptested herein. 
FiBlhermore, I ^jree to indwnnay and hMd FICO hamtiess bom and i^Mnst any and Ml ciaiins. Itabffitiea, lausas <d acbon, tosses and expenses 
(nctoiting. withotd Unnitalion to. eny court oasts, ettomey^ fees end other eNionsaa) eteeried againiri or jneured by FTCO as a residt of, or In any 
«syteiabng.toacttonrcou8^or(firactodbymecrl9iiiyaiaMiri2sdmpreEentotiveiitoathertobKPumireBAutoartzatenora»ieimse. Othor 
hsn rinainteining custody of toe dnyo asset, FTCO shall hate no obspafion to take any action wdh respMd to the ess^ acquired for this aocmint 
tflsuantlDihisPiHcftose Authorizafien. FTOO may concblion any actKm trr any fartoereefemtt may agree to wide«Mto,i4>onltBieoeiil from me, 
1 form satisfectory to it. of written tnstnicfion totindertake such action, tt^dhK srith such toito« agieMneM or undertsKtog rt indenw^cetipn as 
rco may reasonaMy request The purdiese of assets descitbed above or any ecbonreiFiasted or deeded by to8tml«slgned(wh^h» in this 
trehase Adhorization or oiheiwtee} is subject to eO l»nts aid coreSti&ns or toe ^tocoisa A(peement as amended from lime to time.


PjjieZofZ


AcGosmt Sapnscittativa Date


sl2-20U
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n T# FirstTrust pi kchasf. ai i hori/.ation
C-OmpanVnf(:Wv.,u.( ;i i v,--..>! <■"' s;r«r
—* ■ !'< > Hi>\ :;r'


av i f ' jiHj i.ss


Pleasg Print or l ype
Clear Form


uiuw, Ks 
S(i0.'5:i ■SS9' 
-S5.SS9'lf-9 I’.ix


1 Purchase Details


Accouni N*ne AtHhony Burdeli 
A«at Nami^ Ganeral Ctoliqairon Bond


l.tnrts/Quarmty 1 __________________


fiossCosi t00.030.00 ________


Acij jjtil N.ifnte__


ClJStM Numttif (It B«idablel


Itfm r^iCB _______


BnAot


TrBtio Date lii ffl i5'K>iCHWrt I


L Settlement tnstruclions (Chech One)


SenU tirn* in i;ih.k:K


Stoihng AAlrfis? .5?L\S_cpJnv^esjmcnt Co;i»iali(jn 
0132 W. Vicioria Place _ 
Chandief. A7. 85226


1 1 ii'JU • ;;>■ vVnu (ii'G j«v.>rfi.'e *'!il Ui


Nijupu ______ _______ ___


n^ifiK AtKHv^s __ _______ ______________ . _ ,


o


u


C/iecK tKAow d 0e6vi*rY for chc'cKiJ cir
fkflpf3tiw»^ IS leqiitrstc-";!


[ 1 Ovemtp(»t fMlivwv (S2U ptxt*Si.tng li w wii ?■&


I 1 US« my ow^ftiKihl Acriiunt (no tec wii t« assi.rsserf! 


Con^poriv ___ _________ A,-c o ___________


AiiA Nt/nttei


Recei'Afiy A^ «'tyyn 
Receiving .Account Aaoi css 
f^OC^sviisu Accot,iMi Ct!y'‘9latf?. 


Afcount


it A|i(^iez(0te Uitorting soctwn mu»i t*o o,A ci>!Ti4;i«':EtVv.iJ y na.-r*,,-| %t' nii.iiia! li!txjr> betChi H i<ftinvosi
□ (.rtNf!


Marneo) AatffSrjf_____ ________ ____ _______ _ . . Aninsi:;! . ............................. .......... .............. —


Address


City Slate .TlP^


Biaai'P Nuia*>:^ 
Nnn>9' □!


iiPtCIAJ INStRUC!l'..‘NS B-e'vC'ixi iiunsierntK;{ V»*? ca^w’i a*,. yr-.: ni<5mu'trw»u Lu-Ji^ody uJ !Tkj nr'K: -ht)
dfcuments ti’Slod f irsi frusi Cnmjia»Tv <jI Otta'iSii rf:Oj r-. •.dVJiVi ihj VouyRyoD.'v (unhot ‘.ytii ii? Uh< tctryipK-ftOid in
dodunKtntuOon ut UftS ii^ufeaciiuiM T h& ffwl/untemsAX dvH:uuw-n?'j iftf.it f to il uMjicatucl t»oli'Kvi t«t
cormectKXi vrtt?i iftri uaiisr£»on arid tnn nvstTis ocHfV.; rxqtrffcu ttw :i',


1 Suitability of Investment


By signinQ Bits to^m. I acKncwitei^ Uwl ihis acr.txin! li ielt .urtxlea x<0 BWJl •' anvsc»i)y (BiportsiWe kii ttiv iti'.fSlfnont tmicousin wiltm! ttKt 
eccounl, »KJ lufttw adi/iow?«lge ttie todowing i<(Wi'i»3(is aiB* n>jfwc! lo f!iy occijuni


•SifteSiAfy -1 Iviye rmd tte opfiortia'isy to rfjVK» aiis lrtiiiS4ia«:ifi «iiji Uu, liriinciiii a>a'iji <>il:iui t»3yis«5 ct my t:.KK‘i and am
salisfted mat I mee' BD.suilflfciny njquBemems iiittxKeii tty tliO iraestmotil enlity niyi trie mysstiiKni ct Siiil.'iMe lor this af.fi.iiim I imc)(?;sua«l tti*ii il 
the-BwosSment is ty;i; irjM>dy tiaijed reckirtiiilnns o< sa4 inwr-uiyui uuiy I'w tfuiu!,! wn i hstva riBii.i'.Kied tf'fi'S'.i iHWU'iv nod i&yiminarrti 
such as itXiyijed miimiiirn disliajiiiiorE vttniri (iiiliirmiiviv; tiu; .suShI jI/Iv hi B»s invf.sli;«ail ii» «ijy wtcoani 1 uixtetsuiiU tlaa nCO d'Xi h>.'i iiifika 
any dctenminalioo unifs iMpisci to wnailifs lfn> ii;ytt.ariti»i .t«s--Is .yiv ni v/i-- v.stdtiiiitv ll.■qulle!!lt:■•ll■. i>i tto rvhtyinti ! iin?»s I \r’aer%uina tlsri I ICn 
hfly no ot*y in ««xtur; any yysiiljiliiv anuryijs ok mv s.rvjsi


/. f I irMltV-'ifto'wi fr>..u ,i ri n^v KCJttilJt'j !'i :nf*) ..ntfu ..»f .t .i>.. ....iij.t'ri.. r, -i ir^, ii.tti.-»l j m it i'(i;i-;.. U tK»» u»;"»>*:tnvwv <ii n
proviSflDa tO( luivfii&nts. i c<VAK:NA&xy-. ctwj' 5.110*' nur ri^r> r^y^-.^rttcoirtv ;ti ;tfr.ruint RnfK ih iai|y S£.(tytC<jo^nt
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Message


n
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:


Hi Denny,


Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com] 
11/12/2015 12:28:32 PM 
Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com] 
Re: Stats


o


When I first researched DenSco back in 2011, I pulled together some stats that I felt were 
important. I know DenSco has grown substantially since I first invested. Can you give me 
your most current stats for:


• Number of Loans Outstanding 257
• Total Loan Amount 52,200,000
• Total Collateral Value 72m il
• Avg. Number of Days Loans Outstanding 116


Thank you. 
you are welcome 
dc


Tony


U EXHIBIT
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C)


u


From; Denny Chittick [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent; 11/13/2015 9;38;33 AM
To; Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject; Re; Stats


Thanks for the quick response. A few final questions, 


sorry i was volunteering at my sons school this morning.


On average, on an annual basis, how much of the investor dollar do you have working 
as a percent of builder loans....95%? (assuming your investor amount is $55 Mil (the 
9/15/2015 qtrly amount, the last figures I have access to) and you've loaned out $52.2 
Mil = 95%). Does this % remain consistent and at what point do you start returning 
investor money? In other words, the price of Phoenix real estate has increased 
significantly since 2011, and at some point, your flippers are going to find the profit so 
narrowed that they stop doing deals.


yes the balance i have is cash, that moves up and down every day and wildly in a any given 
week, i like to keep cash for deals that pop up that i don't have scheduled, but it's not knowing 
all the time exactly when payoffs are going to come in which is a challenge also, just because 
i gave a payoff statement with a closing date of X, that doesn't mean the money is coming 
back in that day.


i've returned a lot of money this year to investors, by their request, yes phx real estate prices 
have come up, yes margins have shrunk, there have been many people that have quit the 
business, but i have many that remain in the business, this is what they do. there aren't as 
many home runs out there, but lots of singles and doubles, the seasoned flippers will stay and 
continue to do well. 2010-12 were probably the biggest margins and easiest times to flip, 
presently it's a seller’s market, but yes it's harder to find deals.


. Back in 2011, flippers source of properties was from foreclosure auctions, is that still the 
case, if not, what is their source now?


the source over the 15 years that i've done this has continued to ebb and flow as where the 
majority come from 2009-2012 most came from auction and REO, 2008-20010, a lot came 
from short sales, (yes there was a cross over in years) now the majority come from MLS. a 
more typical situation is when bob and mary consumer have a house that is worth 200k. they 
have a loan of 130k. however, they have 3 kids, 2 dogs and a lot of differed maintenance, 
they don’t have the cash nor the wish to put 20k in to their house to make it retail ready to sell 
for 200k. the realtor says, if i can find someone to buy it from you and pay you say 5k over 
what you owe, would you do that? heckyes! most people are cash poor, credit rich, they sell 
their home to my guy and they go put the money down on a new home and both parties are 
happy, my flipper after closing costs buy it for 145k. put hte 20-25k in to it and sell it for 199k. i 
have guys that get properties through probate, we have a lot of older people that one spouse 
dies, or the kids are putting grandma in a home and they are all out of state andjjjgyjggjyj^
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house sold, they won't put money in to it and it looks like it did when they bought it in 82. 
wholesalers have always been a source, i would say now they've picked up again as a 
source, they too get properties from many different sources, yet they can present them with a 
quick close and view inside the home, which doesn't always happen from other sources like 
hte auction, i always say cast a wide net to find the best deals, you can't just look at one 
source and be successful.


• Have you had to venture out of your "normal" product (i.e., first deeds on single family 
residential) to keep the investor money working?


no, i've maintained that strategy of first position, though i've broadened the variety of product 
and borrowing base, i've done more multifamily deals with a few investors, as well as done 
some work with wholesalers, where they have to close today and then sell it over a shorter 
time period to a flipper/buy and hold person.


• Do you still have your succession plan in effect as you did in 2011? As I recall, you had 
an individual that was up to speed on your current portfolio of loans and collateral and 
could step in if necessary.


yes, robert, her still gets a copy of my investor spreadsheet every month and my portfolio on a 
regular basis.


• Finally if there was some major catastrophic event in the Phoenix real estate market 
where values collapse, and your flippers walked away leaving you with the properties, 
do you think the annual rentals would be sufficient to maintain investors principal and 
accrued interest up to that point and you could ride it out until prices recover? I know 
that's a crystal ball question, but these are the things that keep me up at night.


i did it once in 2008-2009, i can't imagine we would see something similar anytime again, the 
causes of that event were singular and are not in affect now. of course there is a possibility of 
some external factor creating something similar, i hope with my experience of 2008-2009 that 
i would be able to weather it again, all i can say is that i would do my best.


In summary, I believe that you are the "go to" guy for the flippers in the Phoenix market. You 
offer them two things, an expert knowledge of the real estate market and a streamlined 
lending process that the banks can't compete with. When I first invested with you, I did my 
due diligence studying your business model and meeting with you and your parents. In the 
final analysis, my decision to invest with you was that I trusted you. I did then and I do 
now. Thanks for your time.


i appreciate that, i do try to provide a lot of extra value to my borrowers rather than just the 
funds, i have a lot of loyal borrowers and we have a good working relationship and 
communication, things are going to go wrong, it's being able to work through those issues and 
keep the communication open so that we can find a solution, i've got many many borrowers 
that i've lent millions to and completed dozens if not 100's of deals with them, those are the 
relationships you want to maintain and foster, the trust is key. 
thx
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Tony


On Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 1;28 PM, Denny Chittick <dcmonev@vahoo.com> wrote;


Hi Denny,


When I first researched DenSco back in 2011, I pulled together some stats that I felt 
were important. I know DenSco has grown substantially since I first invested. Can 
you give me your most current stats for;


• Number of Loans Outstanding 257
• Total Loan Amount 52,200,000
• Total Collateral Value 72mil
• Avg. Number of Days Loans Outstanding 116


Thank you.
you are welcome
dc


Tony


U
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Message


o
From; Demoney [dcmoney@yahoo.com]
Sent: 7/5/2016 3:36:15 PM
To; Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Accrued Interest


o


ok I will plan what u have requested 
Thx


> On 3ul 5, 2016, at 3:19 PM, Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com> wrote;


>
> Hello Denny,


>> I hope you and your boys had a good 4th. I've reviewed my asset allocation and am too heavily weighted 
in DENSCO.
>
> I'm including an Excel worksheet that I use to compare my numbers to yours on a monthly basis. Through 
June, 2016 we are within .04 cents of each other.
>> The $200,000 note originally dated April, 2011 will mature on April 26, 2017 with accrued interest of 
$210,102.26.


>> The $100,000 note originally dated December, 2011 will mature on December 15,2017 with accrued interest 
of $105,869.84.
>> The $100,000 note originally dated May, 2013 will mature on May 30, 2017 with accrued interest of 
$61,330.09.


>
> The accrued interest totals $377,302.19.
>
> I would like to renew the original amounts totaling $400,000 as each note matures and have the accrued 
interest totaling $377,302.19 distributed as a direct asset transfer to the custodian ONAGA as each note 
matures..


>> I'm trying to give you plenty of advance notice to allow you to plan your cash flow accordingly.
>> Thanks for your excellent professional money management. I guess as they say "no good deed goes 
unpunished", but I have to look at my entire portfolio and becoming too weighted in one asset is not 
prudent.
>> Please call or email if you have any questions.
>
> Thank again.
>
> Tony
>
>> <DensCo Investment Corporation.xlsx>
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Beauchamo, David G.


From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:


Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony@gmail.com>
Thursday, August 04, 2016 5:37 AM 
Beauchamp, David G.
Re: Email to Investors of Densco Investment Corporation ("DenSco")


Mr. Beauchamp,


My name is Anthony Burdett and 1 am an DenSco investor. 1 have a substantial amount invested with DenSco (over $680,000 including 
accrued interest through June, 2016, the last statement I received). Assuming that I can be protected from any liability issues, I would offer 
to serve on the Advisory Board. My sole goal is to maximize the return of my investment, but in doing so, will help to maximize the return 
of all investors. If we go the bankruptcy/receivership route, we will receive pennies on the dollar.


I am a retired CPA with over 4(H- years of experience. I am also a friend of Eldon and Carleen Chittick and would like to offer them any 
assistance 1 can in this very difficult time. Hopefully, we can get the other investors on board and make the best of a bad situation.


My contact information is;


Anthony Burdett, CPA 
1623 Common Drive 
El Paso, TX 79936 
915-373-1850
burdett.anthonv@gmail.com


Regards,


Tony Burdett


Si


On Thu, Aug 4, 2016 at 12:34 AM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamp@.clarkhill.com> wrote: 


Dear DenSco Investors:


As a follow up to the email from Denny Chittick’s Family that was distributed on Sunday, I met late Monday 
with Shawna Chittick Heuer (Denny’s sister) to discuss Denny’s unfortunate and untimely passing and the steps 
to resolve the obligations of DenSco to each of you. The intent was to discuss what information we 
collectively had available concerning DenSco and its outstanding loans and to determine the best procedure to 
close down DenSco’s business and to return the capital contributed by DenSco’s Investors. Each of us had 
already talked to a few people in the real estate investment business to discuss how we could obtain a 
preliminary analysis of DenSco’s current loans. Specifically, we wanted to determine what information might 
be in DenSco’s available files and records to indicate the likelihood of being able to collect the monies due 
DenSco so we could proceed with the wind-down of DenSco and the payments to the Investors..


Shawna was able to find someone familiar with certain aspects of the real estate investment business to do a 
very brief and superficial review of the loans to DenSco’s borrowers which paperwork was in DenSco’s 
files. This preliminary review will simply be to determine if DenSco’s records indicate which of DenSco’s 


( j loans seem to be frilly secured and if DenSco’s records show timely payment of the past payments so that we 
can consider these to be “Good Loans.” We also will try to identify the date due as specified in the respective
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n
promissory note for each of these Good Loans to have an indication when each such loan is to be paid off. This 
money will add to DenSco’s money that is anticipated to be returned to the Investors at the end of the wind- 
down process. We have also requested help to identify the “Troubled Loans,” by reviewing the loan files and 
DenSco’s payment records to determine which loans are either unsecured, or the respective borrower is not 
current with its payments of interest or the principal, or if Denny’s records indicate that these loans are owed by 
an entity ciurently in bankruptcy or are guaranteed by someone who is in personal bankruptcy. Unfortunately, 
there are also claims that DenSco has against either Auction.com or Scott Menaged (or some other parties) that 
we need to better understand. We believe that this preliminary review of the Good Loans will be done by 
Friday of this week and we will share that inforaiation with you. At the same time, we are also trying to get a 
good estimate of the balance of the principal amounts owed to Investors and any unpaid and accrued interest 
that is owed.


As part of the plan moving forward, we have filed the Will of Denny J. Chittick (“Denny’s Will”) and the 
necessary filings with the Probate Court to have Shawna designated as the Personal Representative of Denny’s 
Estate, which is what Denny’s Will provides. Shawna is an accountant and she has boA the experience and the 
skill set from her every day position to work with the necessary people to recover proceeds owed to DenSco and 
to return the recovered proceeds to the Investors. The probate filing is necessary so that Shawna could have the 
necessary authority to control DenSco and to have the authority to make decisions on behalf of DenSco, with 
the input of Investors as we propose below. However, if we determine that DenSco’s recoverable proceeds are 
likely to be significantly or materially insufficient to return the Investors’ capital to the Investors, then Shawna 
is unlikely to assume the control of DenSco and we will work with the various state authorities to have a 
Receiver named for DenSco, and such Receiver will be responsible to come up with an acceptable plan to 
collect the proceeds owed to DenSco and to return as much of the Investor’s money as possible.


This problem with DenSco’s Troubled Loans developed over time and it will take some time to understand 
those Troubled Loans, how those loans came into existence as well as how to maximize the return on those 
loans to maximize the return of capital to the Investors. If whoever is in charge of DenSco does not work with 
the Investors, then DenSco will either be put into bankruptcy or have a Receiver appointed, which will incur 
costs on behalf of the Investors and DenSco that will significantly reduce what will be available to return to the 
Investors. For example, one of the recent reports concerning liquidation of companies owing money to 
investors iitdicated that the costs associated with a bankruptcy or a Receiver can reduce the amount to be paid to 
investors by almost half or even a much more significant reduction. Since many of the Troubled Loans stopped 
paying interest last October, DenSco has suffered a severe cash-flow problem. To resolve this cash-flow 
problem, Denny has taken every step available to him to try to enable DenSco to meet its obligations 
to Investors imtil he could find another solution to avoid significant losses to DenSco’s Investors. Specifically, 
Denny previously liquidated or mortgaged all of his personal assets to loan money to DenSco to allow DenSco 
to continue to make its interest payments to its Investors until he had nothing left to put into DenSco.


U


As indicated above, the initial plan that we are trying to follow is intended for us to determine (and share with 
you): what does DenSco own; what is the current balance in DenSco’s bank account; what loans are timely 
paying and when such loans are anticipated to be liquidated with the balance paid to DenSco. Initially, we 
believe that all of the Good Loans should be paid off within 6 months. We hope to have more specific 
information by Friday of this week.
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o
^here are also significant unsecured and secured loans that are subject to the personal bankruptcy of Yomtov 
“Scott” Menaged. These unsecured and secured loans to Scott Menaged need to be analyzed as well as the 
bankruptcy case so that we can determine what is likely to be paid to resolve these loans. In addition, to these 
loans, we also need to determine the status of the life insurance policy and other collateral that were to secure 
certain of the unsecured loans. Unfortunately, this will take more time than a couple days, but this information 
will be provided as soon as we can obtain and confirm it. This information should be available in a couple of 
weeks if third parties involved in the bankruptcy case timely provide the information that we have requested.


We also understand that there is a significant amount of money that is currently tied up with Auction.com that 
involves certain transactions involving Scott Menaged. Given the lack of initial information available 
concerning these transactions in Denny’s office, it will take more time to understand these transactions and to 
determine what can be done to recover this amount of money. We will hopefully be able to have an 
understanding of these transactions, who has the money and what can be done to collect the money owed to 
DenSco. So this will likely take at least 45 days to obtain and confirm this information so that it can be shared 
with you.


In order to maximize the available return to all of the Investors, which is what Denny urged us to do in his last 
instructions, we would like to keep DenSco out of a protracted bankruptcy or a contentious Receivership 
proceeding. As indicated above, various studies have shown that the third party costs and legal and other 
professional fees and costs and the inherent delays in bankruptcy and / or Receivership proceedings can 
consume more than 35% of the available money that should or would otherwise be available to be returned to 
Investors. As we proceed, it may be necessary to have the final distribution and allocation to Investors 
approved by a court to satisfy any fiduciary duties for some Investors and that can be accommodated by a 
judicial review and approval of a settlement plan without a full bankruptcy proceeding. Again, if we determine 
that DenSco’s recoverable proceeds are likely to be significantly or materially insufficient to return the 
Investors’ capital to the Investors, then Shawna is unlikely to assume the control of DenSco and we will work 
with the various state authorities to have a Receiver named for DenSco, which Receiver will come up with an 
acceptable plan to collect the proceeds owed to DenSco and to return as much of the Investor’s money as 
possible.


If we are going to proceed informally to keep costs down, we understand that we need to communicate with you 
on a regular basis and we need to be able to receive communication from you as the Investors. To have good 
and open communication, we would like to create an “Advisory Board” of 5 Investors to meet with and to 
advise DenSco with respect to the information obtained and how that information can best be used to cost- 
effectively help DenSco to recover funds that are owed to DenSco. We intend to structure this as an Advisory 
Board to protect the members of this Advisory Board from any potential liability based upon their role with 
DenSco. Specifically, the Advisory Board would only have an advisory position with DenSco as opposed to a 
full authority position, which is to distinguish this situation from having these Investors appointed to the Board 
of Directors. If you would be interested in participating on this Advisory Board, please let me know by return . 
email and confirm that you would have the availability and willingness to participate in the necessary meetings 
(in person or by phone). Ideally, we would like to have a “cross-section of Investors” on this Advisory Board to 
help DenSco evaluate the information as it becomes available and to assist analyzing various decisions and the 
effect that such decisions would have on the Investors.


U
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\s indicated above, we hope to have a more detailed analysis of the Good Loans by the end of this week.


O
Sincerely, David


David G. Beauchamp
Clark Hillplc
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Scottsdale, Arizona 65254 


dbeauchamo@dar1<hill.eom I www.clarkhill.com


This electronic mail message contains information which is (a) LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, PROPRIETARY IN 
NATURE OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b) intended only for the use 
of the addressee named herein. If you are not the addresses, or the person responsible for delivering this to the 
addressee, you are hereby notified that reading, copying, or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have 
received this message in error, please contact us immediately at the telephone number shown above and take 
immediate steps to delete the message completely from your computer system. Thank you.


) LEGAL NOTICE; This e-mail, along with any attachment(s), is considered confidential and may be legally 
privileged. If you have received it in error, please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this 
message from your system. Please do not copy it or use it for any ptirposes, or disclose its contents to any other 
person. Thank you for your cooperation.


U
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Message


n
From: Beauchamp, David G. [/0=CLARKHILL/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP


(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DBEAUCHAMP]
Sent: 8/4/2016 7:30:23 AM
To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]
Subject: Re: Email to Investors of Densco Investment Corporation ("DenSco")


Mr. Burnett:


Thank you for your thoughtful response and your offer to serve on the Advisory Board.


Best regards, David


Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any typos.


On Aug 4, 2016, at 5:36 AM, Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthonv(S)gmail.com> wrote;
Mr. Beauchamp,


My name is Anthony Burdett and 1 am an DenSco investor. 1 have a substantial amount invested with DenSco (over $680,000 including accrued 
interest through June, 2016, the last statement I received). Assuming that I can be protected from any liability issues, I would offer to serve on the 
Advisory Board. My sole goal is to maximize the return of my investment, but in doing so, will help to maximize the return of all investors. If we go 
the bankruptcy/receivership route, we will receive pennies on the dollar.


o
I am a retired CPA with over 40+ years of experience. I am also a friend of Eldpn and Carleen Chittick and would like to offer them any assistance I 
can in this very difficult time. Hopefully, we can get the other investors on board and make the best of a bad situation.


My contact information is:


Anthony Burdett, CPA 
1623 Common Drive 
El Paso, TX 79936 
915-373-1850
burdett.anthonviaigmail.com


Regards,


Tony Burdett


On Thu, Aug 4, 2016 at 12:34 AM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamp@clarkhill.com> wrote:


Dear DenSco Investors:


U


As a follow up to the email from Denny Chittick's Family that was distributed on Sunday, I met late Monday with Shawna 
Chittick Heuer (Denny's sister) to discuss Denny's unfortunate and untimely passing and the steps to resolve the 
obligations of DenSco to each of you. The intent was to discuss what information we collectively had available 
concerning DenSco and its outstanding loans and to determine the best procedure to close down DenSco's business and 
to return the capital contributed by DenSco's Investors. Each of us had already talked to a few people in the real estate
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investment business to discuss how we could obtain a preliminary analysis of DenSco's current loans. Specifically, we 
wanted to determine what information might be in DenSco's available files and records to indicate the likelihood of 
being able to collect the monies due DenSco so we could proceed with the wind-down of DenSco and the payments to 
the Investors..


Shawna was able to find someone familiar with certain aspects of the real estate investment business to do a very brief 
and superficial review of the loans to DenSco's borrowers which paperwork was in DenSco's files. This preliminary 
review will simply be to determine if DenSco's records indicate which of DenSco's loans seem to be fully secured and if 
DenSco's records show timely payment of the past payments so that we can consider these to be "Good Loans." We 
also will try to identify the date due as specified in the respective promissory note for each of these Good Loans to have 
an indication when each such loan is to be paid off. This money will add to DenSco's money that is anticipated to be 
returned to the Investors at the end of the wind-down process. We have also requested help to identify the 'Troubled 
Loans," by reviewing the loan files and DenSco's payment records to determine which loans are either unsecured, or the 
respective borrower is not current with its payments of interest or the principal, or if Denny's records indicate that these 
loans are owed by an entity currently in bankruptcy or are guaranteed by someone who is in personal 
bankruptcy. Unfortunately, there are also claims that DenSco has against either Auction.com or Scott Menaged (or 
some other parties) that we need to better understand. We believe that this preliminary review of the Good Loans will 
be done by Friday of this week and we will share that information with you. At the same time, we are also trying to get 
a good estimate of the balance of the principal amounts owed to Investors and any unpaid and accrued interest that is 
owed.


o As part of the plan moving forward, we have filed the Will of Denny J. Chittick ("Denny's Will") and the necessary filings 
with the Probate Court to have Shawna designated as the Personal Representative of Denny's Estate, which is what 
Denny's Will provides. Shawna is an accountant and she has both the experience and the skill set from her every day 
position to work with the necessary people to recover proceeds owed to DenSco and to return the recovered proceeds 
to the Investors. The probate filing is necessary so that Shawna could have the necessary authority to control DenSco 
and to have the authority to make decisions on behalf of DenSco, with the input of Investors as we propose 
below. However, if we determine that DenSco's recoverable proceeds are likely to be significantly or materially 
insufficient to return the Investors' capital to the Investors, then Shawna is unlikely to assume the control of DenSco and 
we will work with the various state authorities to have a Receiver named for DenSco, and such Receiver will be 
responsible to come up with an acceptable plan to collect the proceeds owed to DenSco and to return as much of the 
Investor's money as possible.


u


This problem with DenSco's Troubled Loans developed over time and it will take some time to understand those 
Troubled Loans, how those loans came into existence as well as how to maximize the return on those loans to maximize 
the return of capital to the Investors. If whoever is in charge of DenSco does not work with the Investors, then DenSco 
will either be put into bankruptcy or have a Receiver appointed, which will incur costs on behalf of the investors and 
DenSco that will significantly reduce vyhat will be available to return to the Investors. For example, one of the recent 
reports concerning liquidation of companies owing money to investors indicated that the costs associated with a 
bankruptcy or a Receiver can reduce the amount to be paid to investors by almost half or even a much more significant 
reduction. Since many of the Troubled Loans stopped paying interest last October, DenSco has suffered a severe cash-
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flow problem. To resolve this cash-flow problem, Denny has taken every step available to him to try to enable DenSco 
to meet its obligations to Investors until he could find another solution to avoid significant losses to DenSco's 
Investors. Specifically, Denny previously liquidated or mortgaged all of his personal assets to loan money to DenSco to 


' allow DenSco to continue to make its interest payments to its Investors until he had nothing left to put into DenSco.


As indicated above, the initial plan that we are trying to follow is intended for us to determine (and share with 
you): what does DenSco own; what is the current balance in DenSco's bank account; what loans are timely paying and 
when such loans are anticipated to be liquidated with the balance paid to DenSco. Initially, we believe that all of the 
Good Loans should be paid off within 6 months. We hope to have more specific information by Friday of this week.


There are also significant unsecured and secured loans that are subject to the personal bankruptcy of Yomtov "Scott" 
Menaged. These unsecured and secured loans to Scott Managed need to be analyzed as well as the bankruptcy case so 
that we can determine what is likely to be paid to resolve these loans. In addition, to these loans, we also need to 
determine the status of the life insurance policy and other collateral that were to secure certain of the unsecured 
loans. Unfortunately, this will take more time than a couple days, but this information will be provided as soon as we 
can obtain and confirm it. This information should be available in a couple of weeks if third parties involved in the 
bankruptcy case timely provide the information that we have requested.


We also understand that there is a significant amount of money that is currently tied up with Auction.com that involves 
certain transactions involving Scott Menaged. Given the lack of initial information available concerning these 
transactions in Denny's office, it will take more time to understand these transactions and to determine what can be 
done to recover this amount of money. We will hopefully be able to have an understanding of these transactions, who 
has the money and what can be done to collect the money owed to DenSco. So this will likely take at least 45 days to 
obtain and confirm this information so that it can be shared with you.


o


In order to maximize the available return to all of the Investors, which is what Denny urged us to do in his last 
instructions, we would like to keep DenSco out of a protracted bankruptcy or a contentious Receivership proceeding. As 
indicated above, various studies have shown that the third party costs and legal and other professional fees and costs 
and the inherent delays in bankruptcy and / or Receivership proceedings can consume more than 35% of the available 
money that should or would otherwise be available to be returned to Investors. As we proceed, it may be necessary to 
have the final distribution and allocation to Investors approved by a court to satisfy any fiduciary duties for some 
Investors and that can be accommodated by a judicial review and approval of a settlement plan without a full 
bankruptcy proceeding. Again, if we determine that DenSco's recoverable proceeds are likely to be significantly or 
materially insufficient to return the Investors' capital to the Investors, then Shawna is unlikely to assume the control of 
DenSco and we will work with the various state authorities to have a Receiver named for DenSco, which Receiver will 
come up with an acceptable plan to collect the proceeds owed to DenSco and to return as much of the Investor's money 
as possible.
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o
If we are going to proceed informally to keep costs down, we understand that we need to communicate with you on a 
regular basis and we need to be able to receive communication from you as the Investors. To have good and open 
communication, we would like to create an "Advisory Board" of 5 Investors to meet with and to advise DenSco with 
respect to the information obtained and how that information can best be used to cost-effectively help DenSco to 
recover funds that are owed to DenSco. We intend to structure this as an Advisory Board to protect the members of this 
Advisory Board from any potential liability based upon their role with DenSco. Specifically, the Advisory Board would 
only have an advisory position with DenSco as opposed to a full authority position, which is to distinguish this situation 
from having these Investors appointed to the Board of Directors. If you would be interested in participating on this 
Advisory Board, please let me know by return email and confirm that you would have the availability and willingness to 
participate in the necessary meetings (in person or by phone). Ideally, we would like to have a "cross-section of 
Investors" on this Advisory Board to help DenSco evaluate the information as it becomes available and to assist 
analyzing various decisions and the effect that such decisions would have on the Investors.


As indicated above, we hope to have a more detailed analysis of the Good Loans by the end of this week.


Sincerely, David


David G. Beauchamp


Clark Hillplc______
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Scottsdale, Arizona 85254 
480.684.1126 (direct) | 480.684.1166 (fax) | 602.319.5602 (cell) 
dbeauchamD@clarkhill.com | www.darkhill.com


This electronic mail message contains information which is (a) LEGALLY PRIViLEGED, PROPRIETARY IN NATURE OR 
OTHERWISE PROTEaED BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b) intended only for the use of the addressee named 
herein. If you are not the addresses, or the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you are hereby 
notified that reading, copying, or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 
please contact us immediately at the telephone number shown above and take immediate steps to delete the message 
completely from your computer system. Thank you.


LEGAL NOTICE: This e-mail, along with any attachment(s), is considered confidential and may be legally privileged. If you 
have received it in error, please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your system. 
Please do not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your 
cooperation.
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Message


n
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments: Densco Analysis August 6,2016.xlsx


Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com] 
8/7/2016 10:12:12 AM
Beauchamp, David G. [dbeauchamp@clarkhill.com] 
DenSco


(


Good Morning Mr. Beauchamp,


First, I want to thank you for being very professional and forthcoming in your communications with investors. You have 
met your deadlines to advise the investors as you said you would. Obviously, the news was not what we investors were 
hoping for.


From the "whatever it's worth department", this Menaged person seems like he's a perfect candidate for investigation 
by the IRS and FBI. Wouldn't it be reasonable to try and bring them on board and let their vast investigative capabilities 
be used in lieu of sending DenSco into receivership or bankruptcy.


I'm estimating 10%-12% return to investors based on an analysis of your latest letter (I've attached an Excel worksheet 
detailing my estimate. Basically, I'm just using the cash and 1st Deed notes).


The court appointed attorneys will significantly reduce that percentage.


( I
Again, that you for your efforts.


Tony Burdett


O
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Beauchamp, David G.


r-
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc


Subject:


Beauchamp, David G.
Sunday, August 07, 2016 10:01 PM 
Craig Brown
Thomas Byrne; acatejr@gmail.com; amydirks@hotmail.com; anthJen@yahoo.com; 
artnina@hotmail.com; Aztonysmith@aol.com; aztonysmith@gmail.com; 
barryluchtel@gmail.com; bdirks5@cox.net; bji@cox.net; bjlocke64@yahoo.com; 
bjodenthal@frontier.com; brian.wenig@honeywell.com; burdett.anthony@gmail.com; 
butlerv@yahoo.com; carricks3@ak.net; czj528@hotmail.com; dariosdad@gmail.com; 
dave@prestoncpa.biz; davedubay@gmail.com; dhowze@cox.net; don- 
cindy@cableone.net; Doriann@cox.net; eileencohen@me.com; epcarrick@gmail.com; 
glenpdavis@gmail.com; greeraz@gmail.com; gsiegford@msn.com; hahnaz2@cox.net; 
hey.ralph01@gmail.com; hikthestik@aol.com; jackdds@myway.com; jamccoy32 
@gmail.com; jbhok@yahoo.com; jemmakopel@hotmail.com; jgsiegford@yahoo.com; 
jimmy@flytrapproductions.com; jimpatmc44@gmail.com; jkjetto@yahoo.com; 
JphalenOO@aol.com; jwalkerll3@cox.net; kayelll21@cs.com; kaylene.moss@avnet.com; 
kennenl@yahoo.com; landonluchtel@gmail.com; lanka2000@yahoo.com; 
Laurieweiskopf@gmail.com; lkopel22@hotmail.com; mark.wenig@gmail.com; 
mbencekent@yahoo.com; mlminvestor@gmail.com; mrsbeasley68@verizon.net; 
mscroggin@me.com; nihad@yahoo.com; nswirtz@me.com; patsmiller21@gmail.com; 
Paul_a_kent@yahoo.com; pearces@mailhaven.com; Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com; 
pldupper@gmail.com; quelalively@yahoo.com; ralph@kaisertile.net; 
rbrinkman@yahoo.com; rgriswold3@stny.rr.com; robertflawson@gmail.com; 
rzkoehler@yahoo.com; sdetota@yahoo.com; sdetota99@yahoo.com; 
sdtuttle@gmail.com; smschloz@msn.com; steve@bunger.me; 
stewart.sherriff@gmail.com; switchback62@hotmail.com; terryleeAZ@comcast.net; 
thompscg2@cox.net; uaflyor767@gmail.com; valeriepaxton@gmail.com; 
vimuscat@gmail.com; wadeunderwood@hotmail.com; wbushll20@comcast.net; 
wjswirtz@me.com; wka@caribbeanpoolsaz.com; yusuf@comsiscomputer.com 
Re: Additional DenSco Information


Craig:


We have already interviewed a couple of forensic accountants, but the Director of Enforcement for the ACC 
Securities Division wants to be involved in the decision concerning who should be hired for this very important 
position. That should be discussed as part of the Wednesday meeting.


Regards,
David Beauchamp


Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any typos.


On Aug 7, 2016, at 9:12 PM, Craig Brown <trovita@.gmail.com> wrote:


David Beauchamp


U
In speaking to another persons i know who is in the real estate business, he asked if we had 
considered hiring someone to do financial forensic work on this.
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Apparently, experts can tract movement of these home sales and follow the money as to see the 
shell game being played, what entities the money is moving from and to..


I don't know much about it, just conveying the question on to the experts


craig


480 322 8611


On Sun, Aug 7, 2016 at 3:03 PM, Thomeis Byrne <thomasbvmel l@gmail.com> wrote:
David,


Just trying to process this like everyone else - the concentration of dollars out to one related 
person/entity is staggering - but trying to better understand why 83 loan documents (w deeds of 
trust) would not have been filed against those properties? How and why would this occur? 
without those secured claims being recorded, what claims (if any) does DenSco have to the 
properties? And thus does this put DenSco into an unsecured creditor position for that amount as 
well?


On Aug 5,2016, at 8:29 PM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamp@.ClarkHill.com> wrote: 


DenSco Investors:


As I indicated in my email that was sent out to each of you late Wednesday, we 
have been working as fast as possible to go through DenSco’s paper files and 
computer records. We are continuing our efforts to obtain as much information as 
possible concerning DenSco’s outstanding loans to its borrowers and what assets 
might be available to recover on loans in default. Unfortunately, the information 
is not good. Accordingly, we have been in communication with the AZ 
Corporation Commission - Securities Division to work with that office to discuss 
the best plan to maximize the recovery of funds owed to DenSco. We will be 
meeting with the Director of Enforcement next Wednesday to work through the 
necessary steps so that the State of Arizona can lend its oversight, if not its direct 
assistance, in this effort to recover the money that is owed to DenSco and its 
Investors. We will be able to provide more information after that meeting.


In the interim, we have had someone quickly go through the boxes of files and 
other information in DenSco’s office to help determine the exact status. Please 
understand that this is very preliminary information and it will be subject to 
further review and supplemental information that we hope to obtain. The 
following estimates are derived from the information that was found after Denny's 
passing. These estimates were compiled in a very short period of time and all 
information provided will need to be revisited, reviewed and confirmed at a later 
date preferably by a third party, but this is what we now believe to be the 
case. Obviously, further information Will also need to be obtained concerning the 
bankruptcy of Scott Menaged and the various claims that he supposedly owes to 
DenSco.
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DenSco has in excess of one million dollars in its bank accoimts. As additional 
interest is collected on the paying loans, this amount should increase.


There are approximately 138 loans listed in the DenSco portfolio.


50 of these 138 loans appear to be secured by first position deeds of trust and the 
documents indicate that these loans should be available for liquidity within 0-6 
months through normal business or the accelerated sale of notes. These 50 loans 
(secured by first position deeds of trust) represent roughly $4,981,736.00 of 
principal and accmed interest {principal $4,925,614.31 interest $56,121.69) and 
continue to earn interest at the rate of 18% per annum.


An additional 5 of these 138 loans appear to be first position deeds of trust which 
will require collection via foreclosure or collection through bankruptcy coirrt and 
appear to be related to Scott Menaged in some form. (One property with a deed 
of trust to secure one of these loans was supposedly released ftom the protections 
of the automatic stay of the bankruptcy court earlier this week.) These 5 loans 
represent roughly $2,533,000 of principal and interest {principal $1,980,000 and 
estimated collectable accrued interest $553,000).


The 83 remaining loans do not appear to be secured via first position Deed of 
Trust recordings. While they all do appear to have signed promissory notes and 
deeds of trust in each file, there is no evidence of recording and involve Arizona 
Home Foreclosures, LLC and Scott Menaged and represent approximately 
$28,178,600.


Additionally, there appears to be an unsecured note (accounts receivable) from 
Scott Menaged to DenSco in an approximate amount of $ 14,339,339.79.


Sununary:


$4,981,736 notes that are believed to be secured by deeds of trust and should be 
liquidated in the near future;


$2,533,000 notes that are supposedly secured but require collection/involve Scott 
Menaged;


$28,178,600 that involve Scott Menaged but we are unsure of security, will 
require collection via courts;


$14,339,339 supposedly unsecured note from Scott Menaged, will require 
collection via courts, and


$1,000,000 (Estimated in DenSco bank accounts)


$51,032,675.00


U
Last stated investor balance per Denny's spreadsheet as of June 2016 
$51,184,005.27
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(


DenSco has in excess of one million dollars in its bank accounts. As additional 
interest is collected on the paying loans, this amoimt should increase.


There are approximately 138 loans listed in the DenSco portfolio.


50 of these 138 loans appear to be secured by first position deeds of trust and the 
documents indicate that these loans should be available for liquidity within 0-6 
months through normal business or the accelerated sale of notes. These 50 loans 
(secured by first position deeds of trust) represent roughly $4,981,736.00 of 
principal and accrued interest {principal $4,925,614.31 interest $56,121.69') and 
continue to earn interest at the rate of 18% per annum.


An additional 5 of these 138 loans appear to be first position deeds of trust which 
will require collection via foreclosure or collection through bankruptcy court and 
appear to be related to Scott Managed in some form. (One property with a deed 
of trust to secure one of these loans was supposedly released fi-om the protections 
of the automatic stay of the bankruptcy court earlier this week.) These 5 loans 
represent roughly $2,533,000 of principal and interest {principal $1,980,000 and 
estimated collectable accrued interest $553,000).


The 83 remaining loans do not appear to be secured via first position Deed of 
Trust recordings. While they all do appear to have signed promissory notes and 
deeds of trust in each file, there is no evidence of recording and involve Arizona 
Home Foreclosures, LLC and Scott Menaged and represent approximately 
$28,178,600.


Additionally, there appears to be an unsecured note (accounts receivable) from 
Scott Menaged to DenSco in an approximate amount of $14,339,339.79.


Summary:


$4,981,736 notes that are believed to be secured by deeds of trust and should be 
liquidated in the near future;


$2,533,000 notes that are supposedly secured but require collection/involve Scott 
Menaged;


$28,178,600 that involve Scott Menaged but we are unsure of security, will 
require collection via courts;


$14,339,339 supposedly unsecured note from Scott Menaged, will require 
collection via courts, and


$1,000,000 (Estimated in DenSco bank accounts)


$51,032,675.00


Last stated investor balance per Denny's spreadsheet as of June 2016 
$51,184,005.27
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As noted above and in my previous email to each of you, Scott Menaged is in 
personal bankruptcy and he claimed in his bankruptcy filing that he does not have 
any assets. According to third parties involved in Scott’s bankruptcy, we have 
obtained the following information that we believe to be reliable. Scott filed his 
personal bankruptcy in April 2016 (pro per, which means without legal counsel) 
and he failed to provide the necessary schedules of creditors and notices to the 
creditors as the bankruptcy law requires. The US Trustee appointed for this 
bankruptcy case, Jill H. Ford, took action to require that Scott’s bankruptcy estate 
retain legal counsel and comply with the bankruptcy requirements . The 
bankruptcy estate has now retained Cody Jess of Schian Walker, PLC as Debtor’s 
legal counsel. Cody Jess informed me that he was retained in early July and that 
the notice to DenSco was mailed either late last Monday / early Tuesday, so 
Denny likely received the notice on Wednesday, which was Denny’s first notice 
of the bankruptcy filing. Supposedly, Denny talked to Scott on Wednesday and 
Scott confirmed the information in the notice. Unfortunately, that probably led to 
Denny taking his life the next day on Thursday.


Cody Jess also claimed that both of Scott’s other entities that are on the 
$14,000,000 (+) unsecured note (or guaranteed that note) are not in the 
bankruptcy, but Arizona Home Foreclosure has conveyed all of its homes and it 
no longer has any assets. However, that is contrary to the information in 
DenSco’s files. Further, Cody Jess also claimed Aat Furniture King is not in the 
bankruptcy, but it does not matter because it has no value due to the several liens 
already filed against it. Cody said that DenSco never filed a UCC-1 to secure its 
security interest in the assets of Furniture BCing. That UCC-1 was part of the 
forbearance package that we prepared in 2014. That package was supposed to be 
signed in my office, but Scott convinced Denny to not do the signing in my 
office. I gave all of the documents to Denny and told Denny to get them all 
signed (where the stickers were) and to have certan documents notarized and to 
have the UCC-1 filed with the Arizona Secretary of State. Denny subsequently 
told me that the UCC-1 had been filed. However, 1 checked today and that UCC- 
1 was never filed and made of record against Furniture King.


Based upon all of the new information set forth above, please understand that we 
now believe that a different strategy might be more effective with respect to the 
collection of the money owed to DenSco, the liquidation of DenSco and the return 
of funds to DenSco’s Investors. That is why we have reached out to the State of 
Arizona to determine if the Securities Division can lend assistance in the 
collection of the money owed to DenSco.


We will keep you informed as we obtain more information.


U
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Sincerely, David


David G. Beauchamp


Clark Hill plc______
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Scottsdale, Arizona 85254 
480 684.1126 (direct) I 480.684.1166 (fax) | 602.319.5602 (cell) 
dbeauchamD@darl(hill.com I www.darRhill.com


This electronic mail message contains information which is (a) LEGALLY 
PRIVILEGED, PROPRIETARY IN NATURE OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED 
BY LAW FROM DISCLOSURE, and (b) intended only for the use of the 
addressee named herein. If you are not the addresses, or the person responsible 
for delivering this to the addressee, you are hereby notified that reading, copying, 
or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please contact us immediately at the telephone number shown above and 
take immediate steps to delete the message completely from your computer 
system. Thank you.


LEGAL NOTICE: This e-mail, along with any attachment(s), is considered 
confidential and may be legally privileged. If you have received it in error, please 
notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your 
system. Please do not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to 
any other person. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Beauchamp, David G.


From:
Sent:
To:


r)
Subject:


Beauchamp, David G.
Monday, August 08, 2016 8:15 PM
Kennen Burkhardt; Craig and Samantha Hood; acatejr@gmail.com; 
amydirks@hotmail.com; anthjen@yahoo.com; artnina@hotmail.com; 
Aztonysmith@aol.com; aztonysmith@gmail.com; barryluchtel@gmail.com; bdirksS 
@cox.net; bji@cox.net; bjlocke64@yahoo.com; bjodenthal@frontier.com; 
brian.wenig@honeywell.com; burdett.anthony@gmail.com; butlerv@yahoo.com; 
carricks3@ak.net; czj528@hotmail.com; dariosdad@gmail.com; dave@prestoncpa.biz; 
davedubay@gmail.com; dhowze@cox.net; don-cindy@cableone.net; Doriann@cox.net; 
eileencohen@me.com; epcarrick@gmail.com; glenpdavis@gmail.com; 
gsiegford@msn.com; hahnaz2@cox.net; hey.ralph01@gmail.com; hikthestik@aol.com; 
jackdds@myway.com; jamccoy32@gmail.com; jbhok@yahoo.com; 
jemmakopel@hotmail.com; jgsiegford@yahoo.com; jimmy@flytrapproductions.com; 
jimpatmc44@gmail.com; jkjetto@yahoo.com; JphalenOO@aol.com; jwalkerll3@cox.net; 
kayelll21@cs.com; kaylene.moss@avnet.com; landonluchtel@gmail.com; Ianka2000 
@yahoo.com; Laurieweiskopf@gmail.com; lkopel22@hotmail.com; 
mark.wenig@gmail.com; mbencekent@yahoo.com; mlminvestor@gmail.com; 
mrsbeasley68@verizon.net; mscroggin@me.com; nihad@yahoo.com; nswirtz@me.com; 
patsmiller21@gmail.com; Paul_a_kent@yahoo.com; pearces@mailhaven.com; 
Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com; pldupper@gmail.com; quelalively@yahoo.com; 
ralph@kaisertile.nef rbrinkman@yahoo.com; rgriswold3@stny.rr.com; 
robertflawson@gmail.com; rzkoehler@yahoo.com; sdetota@yahoo.com; sdetota99 
@yahoo.com; sdtuttle@gmail.com; smschloz@msn.com; steve@bunger.me; 
stewart.sherriff@gmail.com; switchback62@hotmail.com; terryleeAZ@comcast.net; 
thomasbyrnell@gmail.com; thompscg2@cox.net; trovita@gmail.com; uaflyor767 
@gmail.com; valeriepaxton@gmail.com; vimuscat@gmail.com; 
wadeunderwood@hotmail.com; wbushll20@comcast.net; wjswirtz@me.com; 
wka@caribbeanpoolsaz.com; yusuf@comsiscomputer.com 
RE: Additional DenSco Information


Investors;


I have received over 300 emails from all of the Investors since Saturday. I am sorry, but I cannot answer each and every 
one of them.


1. Based on a quick review of Denny's notes and emails, it appears that Denny did not know that the $28.1 million to 
Auction.com was just an obligation of Scott Managed until the day before he died. He had thought that Scott was 
merely a provider of homes and that DenSco was to receive its money upon the liquidation of the houses by a hedge 
fund. Denn/s files also indicate that Denny did not think that the $14.5 million note from Scott Managed was totally 
unsecured. Denny believed that there were several hundred homes still owned by one of Scott's companies and Denny 
had a first lien on those houses. This obligation was also guaranteed by Scott's furniture company. Furniture King, LLC, 
and the UCC-1 Financing Statement has been found and it should provide some financial protection. We have put a call 
into the attorney for the US Trustee of Scott's bankruptcy to ask for her help to prevent the transfer of any assets to a 
new furniture company that Scott just created.


2. We have received well over 40 self-nominations or nominations of others to serve on the Advisory Board. That large 
of a group will not be practical. The Securities Division has indicated that they do not want an Advisory Committee to be 


/ i appointed at this time. Right now, they want to just focus on information collection. We have been assured that there 
will be Investor involvement, but I am not sure what structure the Securities Division will use for that.


EXHIBIT
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3. The Wednesday meeting is not an official meeting where the open meetings law will apply. It is a meeting to have 
the Securities Division obtain information and to give us direction. No minutes of the meeting will be kept and no final 
decisions will be made. However, we will undoubtedly receive demands from the Securities Division, including what 
information they want and when they want it. Like the subpoena served today that asks for tax records going back to 
the beginning of DenSco, all investor information going back to the start of DenSco and all loans of DenSco from 
inception by Wednesday morning. The AZ Corporate Commission cannot take any official action without a meeting of 
the full AZ Corporation Commission and a public hearing. Unfortunately, the Securities Division has instructed us that 
they do not want any Investor (nor any attorney for an Investor) to attend the Wednesday meeting.


4. We have asked the Securities Division to avail Itself of the FBI or any other public investigatory body that has 
subpoena power to research and uncover the potential fraud in this case. However, the Securities Division is pushing 
this matter on its own. We will have to continue to push for the FBI or other investigatory body to get involved as this 
progresses.


5. Specific questions concerning personal tax issues and IRA issues and other individual Investor questions cannot be 
researched and answered right now. The Securities Divisions has made it clear that I am only to collect information for 
the Securities Division and to keep the Investors informed. They do not want me to be taking any other action for 
DenSco or its Investors right now.


Sincerely, David


David G. Beauchamp


Clark Hillplc_______
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 500 | Phoenix. Arizona 85254 
480.684.1126 (direct) 1480.684.1166 (fax) 1602.319.5602 (cell) 
dbeauchamDlSclarfchill.com | www.darithill.conn


c> From: Kennen Burkhardt [mailto:kennenl@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 7:41 PM
To: Beauchamp, David G.; Craig and Samantha Hood
Cc: Craig Brown; Thomas Byrne; acatejr@gmail.com; amydirks@hotmail.com; anthjen@yahoo.com; 
artnina@hotmail.com; Aztonysmith@aol.com; aztonysmith@gmail.com; barryluchtel@gmail.com; bdirks5@cox.net; 
bji@cox.net; bjlocke64@yahoo.com; bjodenthal@frontier.com; brian.wenig@honeywell.com; 
burdett.anthony@gmail.com; butlerv@yahoo.com; carricks3@ak.net; czj528@hotmail.com; dariosdad@gmail.com; 
dave@prestoncpa.biz; davedubay@gmail.com; dhowze@cox.net; don-cindy@cableone.net; Doriann@cox.net; 
eileencohen@me.com; epcarrick@gmail.com; glenpdavis@gmail.com; gsiegford@msn.com; hahnaz2@cox.net; 
hey.ralph01@gmail.com; hikthestik@aol.com; jackdds@myway.com; jamccoy32@gmail.com; jbhok@yahoo.com; 
jemmakopel@hotmail.com; jgsiegford@yahoo.com; jimmy@fl^rapprodudions.com; jimpatmc44@gmail.com; 
jkjetto@yahoo.com; JphalenOO@aol.com; jwalkerll3@cox.net; kayelll21@cs.com; kaylene.moss@avnet.com; 
landonluchtel@gmail.com; Ianka2000@yahoo.com; Laurieweiskopf@gmail.com; lkopel22@hotmail.com; 
mark.wenig@gmail.com; mbencekent@yahoo.com; mlminvestor@gmail.com; mrsbeasley68@verizon.net; 
mscroggin@me.com; nihad@yahoo.com; nswirtz@me.com; patsmiller21@gmail.com; Paul_a_kent@yahoo.com; 
pearces@mailhaven.com; Peter.Rzonca<@Avnet.com; pldupper@gmail.com; quelalively@yahoo.com; ralph@kaisertile.net; 
rbrinkman@yahoo.com; rgriswold3@stny.rr.com; robertflawson@gmail.com; rzkoehler@yahoo.com; sdetota@yahoo.com; 
sdetota99@yahoo.com; sdtuttle@gmail.com; smschloz@msn.com; steve@bunger.me; stewart.sherriff@gmail.com; 
switchback62@hotmail.com; terryleeAZ@comcast.net; thompscg2@cox.net; uaflyor767@gmail.com; 
valeriepaxton@gmail.com; vimuscat@gmail.com; wadeunderwood@hotmail.com; wbushll20@comcast.net; 
wjswirtz@me.com; wka@caribbeanpoolsaz.com; yusuf@comsiscomputer.com 
Subject: Re: Addibonal DenSco Information


David,
I am having a hard time understanding how a meeting such the one on Wednesday, which financially 


, impacts so many people, does not allow any representatives of those peoples nor does it provide an 
agenda. As mentioned before, I am not versed at all in these matters. Will we be provided a
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’ summary of the outcome and if so, what is the timing of that summary? I apologize if you have 
already outlined what this meeting is trying to accomplish -1 will re-read the email threads.


( ' Thank you
Kennen


('I


From: "Beauchamp, David G." <DBeauchamD@ClarkHill.com>
To: Craig and Samantha Hood <Qreera2@amail.com>
Cc: Craig Brown <trovita@amail.com>: Thomas Byrne <thomasbvrne11 @amail.com>: "acateir@amail.com" 
<acateir@Qmail.com>: "amvdirks@hotmail.com" <amvdirks@hotmail.com>: "anthien@vahoo.com" 
<anthien@vahoo.com>: "artnina@hotmaii.com" <artnina@hotmaii.com>: "Aztonvsmith@aol.com" 
<Aztonvsmith@aoi.com>: "aztonvsmith@amaii.com" <a2t0nvsmith@Qmaii.com>: '‘barrviuchtei@Qmaii.com" 
<barrvluchtei@amail.com>: "bdirks5@cox.net" <bdirks5@cox.net>: "bii@cox.net" <bii@cox.net>: 
"bilocke64@vahoo.com" <biiocke64@vahoo.com>: "biodenthal@frontier.com" <biodenthal@frontier.com>: 
"brian.wenia@honevweii.com" <brian.wenia@honevweil.com>: "burdett.anthonv@amaii.com" 
<burdett.anthonv@Qmaii.com>: "butierv@vahoo.com" <butierv@vahoo.com>: "carricks3@ak.net" <carricks3@ak.net>: 
"czi528@hotmail.com* <czi528@hotmaii.com>: "dariosdad@amaii.com" <dariosdad@amail.com>: 
"dave@DrestoncDa.biz" <dave@DrestoncDa.biz>: "davedubav@amaii.CDm" <davedubav@amaii.cDm>: 
"dhowze@cox.net* <dhow2e@cox.net>: "don-cindv@cabieone.net* <don-cindv@cabieone.net>: "Doriann@cox.net" 
<Doriann@cox.net>: "eiieencohen@me.com* <eiieencohen@me.com>: "eDcarrick@amaii.com" <eDcarrick@amaii.com>: 
"QienDdavis@Qmaii.com" <aienDdavis@amaii.com>: "Qsieaford@msn.com" <QsieQford@msn.com>: "hahnaz2@cox.net" 
<hahnaz2@cox.net>: "hev.raiohQI @amaii.com" <hev.raiDh01@Qmail.com>: "hikthestik@aoi.com" <hikthestik@aoi.com>: 
"iackdds@mvwav.com" <iackdds@mvwav.com>: "iamccov32@Qmaii.com" <iamccov32@Qmaii.com>: 
"ibhok@vahoo.com" <ibhok@vahoo.com>: "iemmakoDel@hotmaii.com" <iemmakoDel@hotmaii.cOm>: 
"iQsieaford@vahoo.com" <iasieaford@vahoo.com>: "iimmv@fivtraDDroductions.com" <iimmv@fivtraDDroductions.com>: 
"iimDatmc44@Qmaii.com" <iimDatmc44@Qmaii.com>: "ikietto@vahoo.com" <ikietto@vahoo.com>: "JDhaienOO@aol.com" 
<jDhaienOO@aoi.com>: "iwalkerl 13@cox.net" <iwaiker113@cox.net>: "kaveii121@cs.com" <kaveil121@cs.com>: 
"kaviene.moss@avnet.com" <kaviene.moss@avnet.com>: "kennenl@vahoo.com" <kenneni@vahoo.com>: 
"iandoniuchtei@amaii.com" <iandoniuchtei@amaii.com>: Tanka2000@vahoo.com" <ianka2000@vahoo.com>: 
"LaurieweiskODf@amaii.com" <LaurieweiskODf@amaii.com>: "ikoDei22@hotmaii.com" <ikoDei22@hotmaii.com>: 
"mark.wenia@Qmaii.com" <mark.weniQ@Qmail.com>: "mbencekent@vahoo.com" <mbencekent@vahoo.com>: 
"mlminvestor@Qmaii.com" <miminvestor@amail.com>: "mrsbeasiev68@veri20n.net" <mrsbeasiev68@.verizon.net>: 
"mscroQQin@me.com" <mscroQQin@me.com>: "nihad@vahoo.com* <nihad@vahQO.com>: "nswirt2@me.com" 
<nswirtz@me.com>: "Datsmilier21@amaii.com" <Datsmiiler21@amaii.com>: "Paui a kent@vahoo.com"
<Paul a kent@vahoo.com>: "Dearces@maiihaven.com" <Dearces@mailhaven.com>: "Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com" 
<Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com>: "DlduDDer@Qmaii.com" <DiduDDer@amaii.com>: "Queiaiiveiv@vahoo.com" 
<Quelaiivelv@vahoo.com>: "raioh@kaisertiie.net" <raioh@kaisertiie.net>: "rbrinkman@vahoo.com* 
<rbrinkman@vahoQ.com>: "rQriswoid3@stnv.rr.com" <rariswoid3@stnv.rr.com>: "robertfiawson@amaii.com" 
<robertfiawson@Qmaii.com>: "rzkoehler@vahoo.com* <r2koehier@vahoo.com>: "sdetota@vahoo.com" 
<sdetota@vahoo.com>: "sdetota99@vahoo.com" <sdetota99@vahoo.com>: "sdtuttie@amaii.com" 
<sdtuttie@Qmaii.com>: “smschioz@msn.com" <smschloz@msn.com>: "steve@bunaer.me" <steve@bunaer.me>: 
"stewart.sherriff@amail.com" <stewart.sherriff@amaii.com>: "switchback62@hotmaii.com" 
<switchback62@hotmaii.com>: “terrvieeAZ@comcast.net" <terrvieeAZ@comcast.net>: "thomDsca2@cox.net" 
<thomDsca2@cox.net>: "uaftvor767@Qmail.com" <uaflvor767@amait.com>: "vaterieDaxton@Qmait.com" 
<valerieDaxton@amait.com>: "vimuscat@amait.com" <vimuscat@amait.com>: "wadeunderwood@hotmail.com" 
<wadeunderwood@hotmait.com>: "wbushi 120@comcast.net" <wbush1120@comcast.net>: "wiswirtz@me.com" 
<wiswirtz@me.com>: "wka@caribbeanDootsaz.com" <wka@caribbeanDOotsaz.com>: "vusuf@comsiscomDuter.com" 
<vusuf@comsiscomDuter.com>
Sent: Monday, Augusts, 2016 7:14 PM 
Subject: RE: Additionat DenSco information


Craig:


The Securities Division has made it dear that they would like to have a Receiver appointed with its own legal 
counsel and they will handle all of the communication with the Investors going forward.


U
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With respect to your question concerning the Wednesday meeting, the Director of Enforcement had someone 
from her office relay a message to me that they do not want any Investors (or attorneys for Investors) at the 
Wednesday meeting. They seem to have a very specific agenda and they want as few people there as 
possible so that they can keep to their agenda. Since they have declined to share their agenda prior to the 
meeting, I am not exactly sure what all is to be covered.


Best regards, David 
David G. Beauchamp
Clark Hill plc
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Phoenix, Arizona 85254 
480.684.1126 (direct) | 480.684.1166 (fax) | 602.319.5602 (ceil) 
dbeauchampiS&dafkhill.com I www.clatXhill.com


c


From: Craig and Samantha Hood fmailto:Qreeraz(a>amail.com1 
Sent: Monday. August 08, 2016 7:04 PM 
To: Beauchamp, David G.
Cc: Craig Brown; Thomas Byrne; acateir@amail.com: amvdirks@hotmail.com: anthien@vahoo.com: 
artnina@hotmail.com: Aztonvsmith@aol.com: aztonvsmith@amail.com: barrvluchtel@amail.com: bdirks5@cox.net: 
bii@cox.net: bilocke64@vahoo.com: biodenthal@frontier.com: brian.wenia@honevwell.com: 
burdett.anthonv@amail.com: butlerv@vahoo.com: carricks3@ak.net: c2i52B@hotmail.com: dariosdad@Qmail.com: 
dave@DrestoncDa.biz: davedubav@Qmail.com: dhowze@cox.net: don-cindv@cab)eone.net: Doriann@cox.net: 
eileencohen@me.com: eDcam'ck@amail.com: alenDdavis@amail.com: asieaford@msn.com: hahnaz2@cox.net: 
hev.ralDh01@Qmail.com: hikthestik@aol.com: iackdds@mvwav.com: iamccov32@amail.com: ibhok@vahoo.com: 
iemmakODel@hotmail.com: iosieoford@vahoo.com: iimmv@flvtraDDroductions.com: iimDatmc44@amail.com: 
ikietto@vahoo.Com: JDhalenOQ@aol.com: iwalkerl 13@cox.net: kavell121@cs.com: kavlene.moss@avnet.com: 
kennenl@vahoo.com: landonluchtel@Qmail.com: Ianka2000@vahoo.com: LaurieweiskoDf@amail.com: 
lkODel22@hotmail.com: mark.weniQ@amail.com: mbencekent@vahon com: mlminvestor@Qmail.com: 
mrsbeaslev68@verizon.net: mscroaain@me.com: nihad@vahoo.com: n.svtfirt7@me.com: Datsmiller21@amail.com:
Paul a kent@vahoo.com: Dearces@mailhaven.com: Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com: DlduDDer@Qmail.com: 
Quelalivelv@vahoo.com: ralDh@kaisertile.net: rbrinkman@vahoo.com: rariswold3@stnv.rr.com:


V robertflawson@amail.com: r2koehler@vahoo.com: sdetota@vahoo.com: sdetota99@vahoo.com: sdtuttle@Qmail.com:
) smschloz@msn.com: steve@bunaer.me: stewart.sherrjff@amail.com: switchback62@hotmail.com: 


terrvleeAZ@comcast.net: thomDSCQ2@cox.net: uaflvor767@Qmail.com: valerieDaxton@amail.com: vimijsr.at@amail.com: 
wadeunderwood@hotmail.com: wbushi 120@comcast.net: wiswirtz@me.com: wka@caribbeanDoolsaz.com: 
vusuf@comsiscomDuter.com 
Subject: Re: Additional DenSco Information


Thanks David. I am anxious to hear how that goes. Will any investors be present at that meeting?


I appreciate your help in this matter. Please understand that my suggestion for this website is to help 
our group focus our voice, our efforts, and provide a private forum to communicate together.


Speaking for myself. I can't simply sit idly by and expect the best outcome. I also know that together 
we are stronger than any one of us individually.


I'm simply offering an online "meeting place" for us all. If you see potential issues with that please let 
us know.


Lastly, I'm open to a less anger-inspired domain name.


Thanks,


Craig Hood


On Aug 8, 2016, at 6:48 PM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamp@ClarkHill.com> wrote;
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■ Craig:


We have already engaged in conversations with forensic accountants to help us track down the money and to 
put together the case against the people who have the money. My understanding is that the appointment of a 
forensic accountant is to be discussed in the meeting with the Director of Enforcement of the AZ Corporation 
Commission, Securities Division and an Assistant Attorney General on Wednesday afternoon. Hopefully, we 
will have more information to share with everyone after that meeting.


Sincerely, David


c


David G. Beauchamp
Clark Hill plc______
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Phoenix. Arizona 85254 
480.684,1126 (direct) 1 480.684.1166 (fax) | 602.319.5602 (cell) 
dbeauchamD@clarkhlll.conn | www.clarkhill.com


From: Craig Brown rmailto:trovita(5)amail.com1 
Sent: Sunday, August 07, 2016 9:12 PM 
To: Thomas Byrne
Cc: Beauchamp, David G.; acateir@Qmail.com: amvdirks@hotmail.com: anthien@vahoo.com: artnina@hotmail.com: 
Aztonvsmith@aol.com: a2tonvsmith@amail.com: barrvluchtel@amail.com: bdirks5@cox.net: bii@cox.net: 
bilocke64@vahoo.com: biodenthal@.frontier.com: brian.wenia@honevwell.com: burdett.anthonv@Qmail.com: 
butlerv@vahoo.com: i
davedubav@amail.com: dhowze@cox.net: don-cindv@cableone.net: Doriann@cox.net: eileencohBn@me.com: 
eDcarrick@amail.com: QlenDdavis@Qmail.com: Qreeraz@amail.com: asieQford@msn.com: hahna72@cox.net: 
hev.ralDh01@amail.com: hikthestik@aol.com: iackdds@mvwav.com: iamccov32@amail.com: ibhok@vahoo.com: 
iemmakoDel@hotmail.com: iasieQford@vahoo.com: iitnmv@flvtraDDroductions.com: iimDatmc44@amail.com: 
ikietto@vahoo.com: JDhalenQO@aol.com: iwalkerl 13@cox.net: kavell121@cs.com: kavlene.moss@avnet.com: 
kennenl@vahoo.com: landonluchtel@Qmail.com: Ianka2000@vahoo.com: LaurieweiskODf@amail.com: 
lkoDel22@hotmail.com: mark.wenia@amail.com: mbencekent@vahoo.com: mlminvestor@amail.com: 
mrsbeaslev68@verizon.net: mscroQQin@me.com: hihad@vahoo.com: nswirtz@me.com: Datsmiller21@amail.com:
Paul a kent@vahoo.com: Dearces@mailhaven.com: Peter.R20nca@Avnet.com: DlduDDer@amail.com: 
auelalivelv@vahoo.com: ralDh@kaisertile.net: rbrinkman@vahoo.com: rQriswold3@stnv.rr com- 
robertflawson@omail.com: rzkoehler@vahoQ.com: sdetota@vahoo.com: sdetota99@vahoo.com: sdtuttle@Qmail.com: 
smschlo7@msn.com: steve@bunaer.me: stewart.sherriff@amail.com: switchback62@hotmail.com: 
terrvleeAZ@comcast.net: thomDSCQ2@cox.net: uaflvor767@amail.com: valerieDaxton@amail.com: vimuscat@amail.com: 
wadeunderwood@hotmail.com: wbushi 120@comcast.net: wiswirt7@me.e0m: wka@.caribbeanDoolsaz.com: 
vusuf@comsiscomDUter.com 
Subject: Re: Additional DenSco Information


David Beauchamp


In speaking to another persons i know who is in the real estate business, he asked if we had 
considered hiring someone to do financial forensic work on this.


Apparently, experts can tract movement of these home sales and follow the money as to see the shell 
game being played, what entities the money is moving from and to..


I don't know much about it, just conveying the question on to the experts


craig


480 322 8611


O
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’ On Sun. Auq 7. 2016 at 3:03 PM. Thomas Bvrne <thomasbvrne11@amail.com> wrote:
David,


Just trying to process this like everyone else - the concentration of dollars out to one related 
person/entity is staggering - but trying to better understand why 83 loan documents (w deeds of trust) 
would not have been filed against those properties? How and why would this occur? without tho^e 
secured claims being recorded, what claims (if any) does DenSco have to the properties? And thus 
does this put DenSco into an unsecured creditor position for that amount as well?


o


u


On Aug 5, 2016, at 8:29 PM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamD@ClarkHill.com> wrote: 


DenSco Investors:


As I indicated in my email that was sent out to each of you late Wednesday, we have 
been working as fast as possible to go through DenSco’s paper files and computer 
records. We are continuing our efforts to obtain as much information as possible 
concerning DenSco’s outstanding loans to its borrowers and what assets might be 
available to recover on loans in default. Unfortunately, the information is not 
good. Accordingly, we have been in communication with the AZ Corporation 
Commission - Securities Division to work with that office to discuss the best plan to 
maximize the recovery of funds owed to DenSco. We will be meeting with the Director 
of Enforcement next Wednesday to work through the necessary steps so that the State 
of Arizona can lend its oversight, if not its direct assistance, in this effort to recover the 
money that is owed to DenSco and its Investors. We will be able to provide more 
information after that meeting.


In the interim, we have had someone quickly go through the boxes of files and other 
information in DenSco’s office to help determine the exact status. Please understand 
that this is very preliminary information and it will be subject to further review and 
supplemental information that we hope to obtain. The following estimates are derived 
from the information that was found after Denny's passing. These estimates were 
compiled in a very short period of time and all information provided will need to be 
revisited, reviewed and confirmed at a later date preferably by a third party, but this is 
what we now believe to be the case. Obviously, further information will also need to be 
obtained concerning the bankruptcy of Scott Managed and the various claims that he 
supposedly owes to DenSco.


DenSco has in excess of one million dollars in its bank accounts. As additional interest 
is collected on the paying loans, this amount should increase.


There are approximately 138 loans listed in the DenSco portfolio.


50 of these 138 loans appear to be secured by first position deeds of trust and the 
documents indicate that these loans should be available for liquidity within 0-6 months 
through normal business or the accelerated sale of notes. These 50 loans (secured by 
first position deeds of trust) represent roughly $4,981,736.00 of principal and accrued 
interest {principal $4,925,614.31 interest $56,121.69) and continue to earn interest at 
the rate of 18% per annum.


An additional 5 of these 138 loans appear to be first position deeds of trust which will 
require collection via foreclosure or collection through bankruptcy court and appear to
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be related to Scott Menaged in some form. (One property with a deed of trust to secure 
one of these loans was supposedly released from the protections of the automatic stay 
of the bankruptcy court earlier this week.) These 5 loans represent roughly $2,533,000 
of principal and interest {principal $1,980,000 and estimated collectable accrued interest 
$553,000).


The 83 remaining loans do not appear to be secured via first position Deed of Trust 
recordings. While they ail do appear to have signed promissory notes and deeds of trust 
in each file, there is no evidence of recording and involve Arizona Home Foreclosures, 
LLC and Scott Menaged and represent approximately $28,178,600.


Additionally, there appears to be an unsecured note (accounts receivable) from Scott 
Menaged to DenSco in an approximate amount of $14,339,339.79.


Summary:
$4,981,736 notes that are believed to be secured by deeds of trust and should be 
liquidated in the near future;
$2,533,000 notes that are supposedly secured but require collection/involve Scott 
Menaged:
$28,178,600 that involve Scott Menaged but we are unsure of security, will require 
collection via courts;
$14,339,339 supposedly unsecured note from Scott Menaged, will require collection via 
courts, and
$1,000,000 (Estimated in DenSco bank accounts)


o
$51,032,675.00


Last stated investor balance per Denny's spreadsheet as of June 2016 
$51,184,005.27


As noted above and in my previous email to each of you, Scott Menaged is in personal 
bankruptcy and he claimed in his bankruptcy filing that he does not have any 
assets. According to third parties involved in Scott’s bankruptcy, we have obtained the 
following information that we believe to be reliable. Scott filed his personal bankruptcy 
in April 2016 (pro per, which means without legal counsel) and he failed to provide the 
necessary schedules of creditors and notices to the creditors as the bankruptcy law 
requires. The US Trustee appointed for this bankruptcy case, Jill H. Ford, took action to 
require that Scott’s bankruptcy estate retain legal counsel and comply with the 
bankruptcy requirements . The bankruptcy estate has now retained Cody Jess of 
Schian Walker, PLC as Debtor’s legal counsel. Cody Jess informed me that he was 
retained in early July and that the notice to DenSco was mailed either late last Monday / 
early Tuesday, so Denny likely received the notice on Wednesday, which was Denny’s 
first notice of the bankruptcy filing. Supposedly, Denny talked to Scott on Wednesday 
and Scott confirmed the information in the notice. Unfortunately, that probably led to 
Denny taking his life the next day on Thursday.


Cody Jess also claimed that both of Scott’s other entities that are on the $14,000,000 
(+) unsecured note (or guaranteed that note) are not in the bankruptcy, but Arizona 
Home Foreclosure has conveyed all of its homes and it no longer has any 
assets. However, that is contrary to the information in DenSco’s files. Further, Cody
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C)


Jess also claimed that Furniture King is not in the bankruptcy, but it does not matter 
because it has no value due to the several liens already filed against it. Cody said that 
DenSco never filed a UCC-1 to secure its security interest in the assets of Furniture 
King. That UCC-1 was part of the forbearance package that we prepared in 2014. That 
package was supposed to be signed in my office, but Scott convinced Denny to not do 
the signing in my office. I gave all of the documents to Denny and told Denny to get 
them ail signed (where the stickers were) and to have certan documents notarized and 
to have the UCC-1 filed with the Arizona Secretary of State. Denny subsequently told 
me that the UCC-1 had been filed. However, I checked today and that UCC-1 was 
never filed and made of record against Furniture King.


Based upon all of the new information set forth above, please understand that we now 
believe that a different strategy might be more effective with respect to the collection of 
the money owed to DenSco, the liquidation of DenSco and the return of funds to 
DenSco’s Investors. That is why we have reached out to the State of Arizona to 
determine if the Securities Division can lend assistance in the collection of the money 
owed to DenSco.


We will keep you informed as we obtain more information.


Sincerely, David 
David G. Beauchamp
Clark Hill plc
14850 N ScxJttsdale Rd | Suite 5001 Scottsdale, Arizona 85254


dbeaut^amoiaclarkhill.coiT) I www.dafkhiil.com


This electronic mail message contains information which is (a) LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, 
PROPRIETARY IN NATURE OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM 
DISCLOSURE, and (b) intended only for the use of the addressee named herein. If you 
are not the addresses, or the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, 
you are hereby notified that reading, copying, or distributing this message is 
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please contact us immediately at 
the telephone number shown above and take immediate steps to delete the message 
completely from your computer system. Thank you.


O


LEGAL NOTICE: This e-mail, along with any attachment(s), is considered confidential 
and may be legally privileged. If you have received it in error, please notify us 
immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your system. Please do 
not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. 
Thank you for your cooperation.
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Message


o
From: Beauchamp, David G. [/0=CLARKHILL/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP


(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DBEAUCHAMP]


Sent: 8/10/2016 6:29:24 AM


To: Anthony Burdett [burdett.anthony@gmail.com]


Subject: Re: Investment Definition


c


Tony:


You are correct. However, the amount invested usually includes any accrued interest, but there might be 
a recapture of some interest for tax purposes. That will allow some investors to file amended tax 
returns and qualify for tax savings if tax had been previously paid on the accrued interest. That will 
depend on how successful the efforts are to capture monies due Densco. The nuances and twists can be 
extensive.


Sincerely,
David Beauchamp


Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse any typos.


> On Aug 10, 2016, at 5:08 AM, Anthony Burdett <burdett.anthony®gmail.com> wrote:
>
> Davi d,
>
> In one of your emails you mention any proceeds available to the investors will be on a pro-rata basis, 
which I entirely agree with. You used the term "the amount you had invested". It should be the amount 
you had invested plus accrued unpaid interest. I invested $400,000 but have never received a nickle of 
interest payments, which total $287,975.01 through the last statement I received, June 30, 2016. So my 
total investment is $687,975.01.
>
> In other words, the amount you previously used as the amount due investors ($51,184,005.27 included 
accrued unpaid interest). Correct?
>
> Thank you.
>
> Tony


u
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Beauchamp, David G.


From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:


Subject:


Tony Smith <aztonysmith@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 10, 2016 11:32 AM 
Stan Schioz
Thomas Byrne; Beauchamp, David G.; acatejr@gmail.com; amydirks@hotmail.com; 
anthJen@yahoo.com; artnina@hotmail.com; barryluchtel@gmail.com; bdirks5@eox.net; 
bJi@cox.net; bjlocke64@yahoo.com; bJodenthal@frontier.com; 
brian.wenig@honeywell.com; burdett.anthony@gmail.com; butlerv@yahoo.com; 
carricks3@ak.net; aJ528@hotmail.com; dariosdad@gmail.com; dave@prestoncpa.biz; 
davedubay@gmail.com; dhowze@cox.net; don-cindy@cableone.net; Doriann@cox.net; 
eileencohen@me.com; epcarrick@gmail.com; glenpdavis@gmail.com; 
greeraz@gmail.com; gsiegford@msn.com; hahnaz2@cox.net; hey.ralph01@gmail.com; 
hikthestik@aol.com; Jackdds@myway.com; Jamccoy32@gmail.com; Jbhok@yahoo.com; 
Jemmakopel@hotmail.com; Jgsiegford@yahoo.com; Jimmy@flytrapproductions.com; 
jimpatmc44@gmail.com; Jkjetto@yahoo.com; JphalenOO@aol.com; Jwalkerll3@coxnet; 
kayelll21@cs.com; kaylene.moss@avnet.com; kennenl@yahoo.com; 
landonluchtel@gmail.com; Ianka2000@yahoo.com; Laurieweiskopf@gmail.com; 
lkopel22@hotmail.com; mark.wenig@gmail.com; mbencekent@yahoo.com; 
mlminvestor@gmail.com; mrsbeasley68@verizon.net; mscroggin@me.com; 
nihad@yahoo.com; nswirtz@me.com; patsmiller21@gmail.com; 
Paul_a_kent@yahoo.com; pearces@mailhaven.com; Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com; 
pldupper@gmail.com; quelalively@yahoo.com; ralph@kaisertile.net; 
rbrinkman@yahoo.com; rgriswold3@stny.rr.com; robertflawson@gmail.com; 
rzkoehler@yahoo.com; sdetota@yahoo.com; sdetota99@yahoo.com; 
sdtuttle@gmail.com; steve@bunger.me; stewart.sherriff@gmail.com; switchback62 
@hotmail.com; terryleeAZ@comcast.net; thompscg2@cox.net; trovita@gmail.com; 
uaflyor767@gmail.com; valeriepaxton@gmail.com; vimuscat@gmail.com; 
wadeunderwood@hotmail.com; wbushll20@comcast.net; wjswirtz@me.com; 
wka@caribbeanpoolsaz.com; yusuf@comsiscomputer.com 
Re: Additional DenSco Information


I think everything will become a little more clear for all of us after the meeting that David attends with the 
Securities Enforcement Division today.


As we all know, David will be reporting in the meeting that basically there is $6 million in cash and recoverable 
loans out of $51 + million (if that hasn't been communicated already). I doubt that the Securities Enforcement 
Division is going to take the position that everything looks good and let DenSco continue running as is.


The most likely scenario today (and I believe what David pointed out in one of his recent emails), the Securities 
Enforcement Division will be stepping in and then a Receiver will be appointed for the company and that the 
Receiver will have their own legal counsel (meaning not David).


This is not to imply that David has not been open and honest and kept us informed to a great extent, but as was 
pointed out by Coralee, David is the attorney for DensCo and Denny.


Of course, if DenSco followed its stated lending practices and fraud was perpetrated on DenSco, then DenSco 
and the investors interest are closely related. If that was the case, then the primary issue that would separate 
investors and DenSco would be the lack of disclosure of the situation to investors. I would not worry to much 


J about this right now as the facts and the details will come out in the near future.
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If the Securities Enforcement Division steps in Jind a Receiver is appointed, we will be dealing with another 
person who is in charge of DenSco and the assets in the near future. At that point in time, as investors, we will 
want to proceed in a unified position and try to effectively and efficiently communicate and work with the 
Receiver.


It is possible that we, as investors, may find it necessary and beneficial to have our own legal representation at 
some point in time. At this point, however, we need to wait and see what actions the Securities Enforcement 
Division take and if a Receiver is appointed. If a Receiver is appointed, then we should meet with the Receiver 
to see if we (investors) are on common ground with the Receiver and are on the same page in a number of 
different areas.


The one thing we can all start thinking about and working towards is a Common Interest Agreement. I believe 
that this agreement wo\ild contain the position on a number of issues that we could present to whomever is 
running DenSco in the future. We may need a lawyer to help us through the completion of this agreement.


Tony Smith


e. On Aug 10, 2016, at 9:12 AM, Stan Schloz <SMSCHLOZ@msn.com> wrote:


I totally agree with Mr. Byrne's analysis. It seems to me we need to come to a group decision on 
the options Thomas outlined ASAP. In that process I hope Densco, the family and the investors 
can come together with a common strategy with David as the attorney. Big order! I have little 
hope of having any funds available other than the good funds identified to date. I would support 
any of the Byrne options. My goal is get what we can as soon as we can. David, would 
appreciate you taking the lead on this. Appreciate your effort and responsiveness.
Stan Schloz


U


From: Thomas Byrne <thomasbvrnell<S)gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 7:59 AM 
To: Beauchamp, David G.
Cc: acateir@gmail.com: amvdirks@hotmail.com: anthien@vahoo.com: artnina@hotmail.com: Aztonvsmith@aol.com: a 
ztonvsmith@gmail.com: barrvluchtel@gmail.com:bdlrks5@cox.net: bii@cox.net: bilocke64@vahoo.com: biodenthal@fr 
ontier.com: brian.wenig@honevwell.com: burdett.anthonv@gmail.com: butlerv@vahoo.com:carricks3@ak.net: czi528 
@hotmail.com: dariosdad@gmail.com: dave@Drestoncoa.biz: davedubav@gmail.com: dhowze@cox.net: don- 
cindv@cableone.net:Doriann@cox.net: eileencohen@me.com: eDcarrick@gmail.com: glenDdavis@gmail.com: greeraz 
@gmail.com: gsiegford@msn.com: hahnaz2@cox.net:hev.ralDh01@gmail.com: hikthestik@aol.com: iackdds@mvwav.c 
om: iamccov32@gmail.com: ibhok@vahoo.com: iemmakoDel@hotmail.com: igsiegford@vahoo.com:iimmv@flvtraDoro 
ductions.com: iimDatmc44@gmail.com: ikietto@vahoo.com: JDhalenOO@aol.com: iwalkerll3@cox.net: kavelll21@cs.c


2
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nm-ltavlene.moss(5)avnet.com: kennenlOvahoo.com: landonluchteliSemail.com: Ianka2000@vahoo.com: Laurieweiskop 
f@gmail.com: lkoDel22@hotmail.com:mark.wenig@email.com: mbencekent@vahoo.com: mlminvestor@email.com: mr 
sbeaslev68@verizon.net: mscroegin@me.com: nihad@vahoo.com: nswirtz@me.com:Datsmiller21@email.com: Paul a 


f ■ kent@vahoo.com: pearces@mailhaven.com: Peter.Rzonca@Avnet.com: pldupper@gmail.com: Quelalivelv@vahoo.com: 
raloh@kaisertile.net: rbrinkman@vahoo.com: rgriswold3@stnv.rr.com: robertflawson@gmail.com: rzkoehler@vahoo.co 
m: sdetota@vahoo.com: sdetota99@vahoo.com:sdtuttle@gmail.com: smschloz@msn.com: steve@buneer.me: Stewart. 
sherriff@gmail.com: switchback62@hotmail.com: terrvleeAZ@comcast.net: thompscg2@cox.net:trovita@gmail.com: u 
aflvor767@email.com: valeriepaxton@gmail.com: vimuscat@email.com: wadeunderwood@hotmail.com: wbushll20@ 
comcast.net:wiswirtz@me.com: wka@caribbeanpooisaz.com: vusuf@comsiscomputer.com 
Subject: Re: Additional DenSco Information


David,


Thanks for the answers. While the path outline above might be acceptable to some investors, it 
will be important that we potentially consider alternative additional options together as a group 
(and/or allow for some individual investor choice).


My biggest challenge with the above path is it seems to allocate 100% of the potentially good 
funds (lets call it $10 million) to the efforts related to recovering what is 
unsecured/uncertain/legally complicated funds. And it also allows hourly-paid lawyers, 
advisors, accountants, etc to consume those funds without an clear / easy way to control.


An alternative path could be to allow investors to take all or some of the good funds in 
exchange for releasing their claim on the unrecovered funds. Thus those that might want to take 
the 20 cents (on the dollar) payment now (on all or a portion of their investment in Densco) 
could do so now and at least have some piece of mind that hourly legal/other bills aren't going 
to take their ultimate recovery to zero.


And if that is too complicated, we could alternatively agree as a group to allocate some amount 
(say $500k) to a legal recovery fund for the benefit of all and distribute the remaining good 
funds (say $9.5 million). Then the legal recovery costs would be quantified.


At this point, I have very little (zero really) clarity and comfort that recovery of additional assets 
will be possible. And thus, if asked to make a decision at this point, I would not personally be 
inclined to put significant existing dollars against a costly 2-3 year complex legal process with 
at vague outcome at best.


And lastly, prior to putting $$’s against a protracted legal pursuit, it is going to paramount to be 
absolutely clear what Densco (and hence us investors) have, if anything, more than an 
unsecured claim. Was any valid security interest or real property lien filing ever done on the 
assets Densco loaned funds against related to Menaged (and related entities)?


thx, Tom


On Tue, Aug 9, 2016 at 8:44 PM, Beauchamp, David G. <DBeauchamD@clarkhill.com> wrote:
3
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DenSco Investors:


Set forth below are some questions that an Investor sent to me (several other Investors had 
similar questions). So I believe the questions and answers should be shared with all of the 


Investors.


Please understand that I am not the financial or bankruptcy expert to evaluate the potential 
recovery from Scott Menaged or the other unsecured claims. I have asked a couple of people 
for help to provide you with some direction, but they were not comfortable to even make an 
educated guess. Despite the fact that I am not an expert in these types of matters and I am not 
qualified to make any projections, please see my preliminary thoughts below. However, please 
understand that these preliminary thoughts could be proven to be completely wrong if we are 
able to obtain better information.


C


We need to know realistically what to expect so we can plan the rest of our lives. **** Until I 
know what the Securities Division plans to do, I do not know what chance DenSco has to go 
after Scott Menaged and to recover the substantial majority of the Investors' money. If I had to 
guess, I believe a Receiver will be appointed, but the Receiver is not to pursue a fraud or 
collection case/action until the Receiver has sufficient evidence for the Receiver to believe that 
the fraud case is more likely than not to be successful and that the defendant has sufficient 
available assets to satisfy any judgment that may be obtained. Since the Menaged bankruptcy 
case was filed as a "no asset" bankruptcy, that does not look promising, but the US Trustee has 
taken actions to bring assets into that case that Scott Menaged had tried to exclude. That sounds 
promising, but I have no idea as to the value of those additional assets. Again, only time and 
investigation can clarify the answers to these questions.


I need you best-guess answer on:


What are the chances of getting any money at all back in the future? **** I do not know how 
much you previously invested, but any return to investors is generally done on a pro-rata basis 
based on the amount you had invested. According to a preliminary review of DenSco's records, 
there is approximately $51+ million invested. So you should receive a percentage of any assets 
recovered and not needed for the costs of the Receivership or its collection efforts, calculated as 
follows: (Available DenSco proceeds) multiplied by the percentage determined by: (the 
amount you invested) divided by ($51 million.)
Will the money from Densco’s bank account and good loans go to pay legal fees in the 
future? **** That will be the decision of the Receiver so long as the Receiver can demonstrate 
that there is a greater likelihood of success in the collection efforts as noted above. Normally, a 
good portion of the initially available funds are applied to investigation costs and the pursuit of 
potential recovery.
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If there is a chance of getting any money back; if so how long in the future would you think it 
would be? **** In these types of matters, they can last two to three years or longer. In this 


j case, I believe that the anticipated problems to collect all of DenSco's assets from Scott 
Menaged and Auction.conL I believe it will be longer than 3 years. If sufficient funds are 
collected and available, there is sometimes (rare but it happens) an interim distribution before 
all of the potential assets are collected.


Do any lawyers, forensic auditors, and anyone else that you hire get paid hourly or on a 
contingency basis? ****in some collection cases, there are modified contingency fees 
negotiated by the Receiver, but fraud actions (with questionable assets for collection) are 
difficult cases to get attorneys to take on a contingency fee basis.


We really appreciate your efforts so far and hopefully the results turn out well.


Thanks again for what you are doing.


^tati^^itiit^*************************************************


David G. Beauchamp
Clark Hill plc
14850 N Scottsdale Rd | Suite 500 | Scottsdale, Arizona 85254 
480.684.1126 (direct) | 480.684.1166 (fax) | 602.319.5602 (cell) 
dbeauchamofSdarKhill.com I www.clartdiill.com


This electronic mail message contains information which is (a) LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, 
PROPRIETARY IN NATLFRE OR OTHERWISE PROTECTED BY LAW FROM 
DISCLOSURE, and (b) intended only for the use of the addressee named herein. If you are not 
the addresses, or the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you are hereby 
notified that reading, copying, or distributing this message is prohibited. If you have received 
this message in error, please contact us immediately at the telephone number shown above and 
take immediate steps to delete the message completely from your computer system. Thank you.


LEGAL NOTICE: This e-mail, along with any attachment(s), is considered confidential and 
may be legally privileged. If you have received it in error, please notify us immediately by reply 
e-mail and then delete this message from your system. Please do not copy it or use it for any 
purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your cooperation.
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 1                MR. DEWULF:  We'll take the regular
 2  transcript, the condensed and the ASCII version.
 3                MR. CAMPBELL:  And I will do the same
 4  thing.
 5                      ANTHONY BURDETT,
 6  sworn by the Certified Court Reporter, testified as
 7  follows:
 8                        EXAMINATION
 9  BY MR. DEWULF:
10      Q.   Could you please state your name for the
11  record.
12      A.   Anthony Burdett, B-U-R-D-E-T-T.
13      Q.   All right.  So you -- off the record you
14  indicated that you'd like to be addressed as Tony.  Is
15  that comfortable for you?
16      A.   That's fine.
17      Q.   Tony, have you been deposed before?
18      A.   Many years ago in the late '70s or early '80s.
19      Q.   All right.  Let me -- let me go through a few
20  things to keep in mind which hopefully will allow
21  things to go more efficiently.  Tara there -- you're
22  under oath to tell the truth.  You understand that.
23  Right?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   And Tara, the court reporter there, will type
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 1  down what you and Mr. Campbell and I say this morning
 2  in the deposition and those -- that testimony will be
 3  then typed into -- will become a transcript that can be
 4  used in court proceedings.  Do you understand that?
 5      A.   Yes, I do.
 6      Q.   The goal here is to find out what you know
 7  with respect to a historical -- your historical
 8  involvement as an investor in DenSco.  Do you
 9  understand that?
10      A.   Yes, I do.
11      Q.   My name is John DeWulf and I represent the
12  defendants.  The lawyer David Beauchamp and his law
13  firm Clark Hill and they've been sued by counsel
14  representing the receiver for DenSco.  And Mr. Campbell
15  is here representing the receiver.
16                There may be times when one of us might
17  object to the other's questions and that's really to
18  preserve the right later on in court in case we want to
19  fight about a question or an answer.  But you should
20  proceed and try to answer the question, if you can.  Do
21  you understand that?
22      A.   I do.
23      Q.   Now, the goal here is to try to ask
24  understandable clear questions, but sometimes we fail
25  at that.  If you do not understand our question, will
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 1  you please let us know.
 2      A.   I will.
 3      Q.   All right.  Now, if you answer the question
 4  that we ask you, we're going to assume you understood
 5  the question we asked you.  Is that fair?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   Now, it's difficult for the court reporter to
 8  take down more than one person speaking at the same
 9  time so we'll need to extend the courtesy to one
10  another to allow the other to complete speaking before
11  the other speaks.  Do you understand that?
12      A.   Yes.
13      Q.   The other thing -- two other things.  One is
14  your responses will need to be audible so that the
15  court reporter and we can hear you and they will need
16  to be -- and they'll need to be verbal in the sense
17  that uh-huh, huh-uh is difficult to understand in the
18  record.
19                Now, as a general procedure, Colin and I
20  have -- we break about every hour or so, get up and
21  stretch and use the restroom or whatever.  But if -- if
22  that doesn't fit you or if you want to do it more
23  frequently, just let us know.  Okay?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   All right.  Now, I tried to do some research
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 1  on your background, but I don't have, unfortunately, a
 2  lot of information so I'm going to ask you some
 3  background questions, if I could.
 4                Could you summarize where you went to
 5  high school, what year and if you attended any post
 6  high school educational institutions?
 7      A.   Yes.  I graduated from Ysleta High School in
 8  1962.  I got a bachelor of arts degree or bachelor of
 9  business administration degree at UTEP in 1973.
10      Q.   And you became a CPA.  Correct?
11      A.   Yes, I am.
12      Q.   When did you become a CPA?
13      A.   January 31st, 1977.
14      Q.   And have you kept your CPA license active
15  since then?
16      A.   I went on retirement status two years ago.  It
17  was active from 1977 through 2016, 2017.
18      Q.   And you reside in El Paso currently?
19      A.   Yes, I do.
20      Q.   How long have you resided in El Paso?
21      A.   My whole life, 74 years.
22      Q.   And you were born in the year 1945 in March?
23      A.   That's correct.
24      Q.   I'd like to go through with you your career
25  background.  We don't need details.  I'm going to ask
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 1  you just a broad narrative question so that I'll just
 2  allow you to educate Mr. Campbell and me.
 3                Starting from your graduation from UTEP
 4  if you could kind of summarize where you worked, what
 5  you did and for what years as a background for us.  We
 6  can always ask more specific questions if we need to.
 7      A.   Okay.  I graduated in May of '73 and went to
 8  work for Farah Manufacturing Company.  It was a -- an
 9  apparel manufacturer in El Paso.  I worked in the
10  international accounting division and that's where I
11  met Warren Bush, he was my supervisor.  I stayed there
12  through '75, went to sit for the CPA exam and passed
13  the two parts of the four-part exam.  I went to work in
14  public accounting in January of 1976; I worked there
15  through 1980.  It was a small public accounting firm,
16  N.C. Binyon and Company.  From there I went to
17  Robert E. McKee, it was a large general contractor that
18  was founded and headquartered in El Paso, and I worked
19  there from 1980 through May of 1985.  I became the
20  chief financial officer, the treasurer, vice president
21  of finance.
22                From that point they relocated their
23  headquarters to Dallas and I chose not to relocate so I
24  started my own CPA firm as a public accountant in
25  January of 1976 through November of 1998, at which time
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 1  I went to work for a local land developer by the name
 2  of Foster and Schwartz Developers.  I retired from
 3  there at the age of 65 in 2010.  I was the vice
 4  president of finance, CFO, and I continue to do
 5  consulting work with the founding family of that
 6  company and still do to this day.  I just don't do
 7  anything -- I don't put out any financial statements or
 8  prepare any tax returns, anything that would require my
 9  license to be active.  So that's what I do today on a
10  very limited basis.
11      Q.   You said the founding family.  Was it the
12  Foster family or the Schwartz family?
13      A.   Foster family.
14      Q.   And you still do that today?
15      A.   I still do that today.
16      Q.   You indicated that you had your own accounting
17  firm from 1976 to 1998?
18      A.   Yes.
19      Q.   What did that firm focus on?  What was its
20  practice?
21      A.   Public accounting, generally.  Financial
22  statement compilations and reviews, tax returns,
23  financial planning and so forth.  But primarily tax
24  work would probably have been about 60 percent of it,
25  compiled and reviewed financial statements, maybe
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 1  30 percent and the other miscellaneous consulting.
 2      Q.   So I tried to send you the documents I was
 3  anticipating we would talk about today and I know you
 4  reviewed some of those documents.
 5      A.   Uh-huh.
 6      Q.   Have you done anything else to prepare for
 7  today's deposition?
 8      A.   No.  I reviewed --
 9      Q.   Did you speak to any --
10      A.   I reviewed --
11      Q.   I'm sorry.  Say again.
12      A.   I reviewed 12 to 15 documents, just pulled
13  them up on my phone yesterday after they were emailed
14  to me.
15      Q.   Did you talk to anyone about it, any other
16  investors or anyone else who may have been deposed in
17  this case?
18      A.   I have not.  I mean warren Bush indicated that
19  he had been deposed, also, but I -- I haven't
20  communicated with Warren or really anybody else.
21      Q.   My records indicate that you became an
22  investor with DenSco in April of 2011.  Is that
23  consistent with your memory?
24      A.   That is correct.
25      Q.   Can you explain to us how you came to know
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 1  about DenSco and become an investor?
 2      A.   Through Warren Bush.
 3      Q.   Okay.
 4      A.   I -- he was my supervisor at Farah
 5  Manufacturing and he was -- we had lost contact over
 6  the years after I left Farah Manufacturing.  And they
 7  had a reunion for Farah Manufacturing in El Paso and I
 8  went to that reunion and Warren wasn't there, but it
 9  kind of got me interested in reconnecting with him and
10  so I did what everybody does, I Googled it and somehow
11  got some contact information and we started
12  communication again and he told me about DenSco.
13      Q.   Do you remember, Tony, what Warren Bush told
14  you about DenSco when you first got introduced to it?
15      A.   Yes.  He said, "Tony, I'd like you to check
16  out this investment that I'm in."  He said, "They've
17  got a Website, why don't you check it out and give me
18  your thoughts."  And I did and I got back with him and
19  I said, "It looks like a Ponzi scheme to me" -- And how
20  prophetic that is -- anyway, he said, "Well, why don't
21  you talk to Denny and," you know, "get any questions
22  answered and so forth."  And just by coincidence Warren
23  Bush was friends with Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon
24  and Carlene Chittick.  So I did, I contacted Denny and
25  got some history on the company.  When I got invested
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 1  in 2011, he had been in business about 10 years.  And I
 2  tried to do my homework, due diligence.  I had him send
 3  me an Excel spreadsheet and I have some Excel skills so
 4  I got that worksheet and I did various sorts on it to
 5  see if it was consistent with what his Website was
 6  saying and they were.
 7                And then at some point, I met
 8  Denny Chittick and -- face-to-face and had him answer
 9  any questions I had.  And I also looked through the
10  entire history on the Website.  When he started in
11  2001, he would post a quarterly, I believe kind of a
12  summary, of the -- that activity for the quarter and I
13  reviewed each and every one of those quarterly
14  statements to look for any inconsistencies in what he
15  presented to me and I didn't find any.  I found his
16  worksheet to be confirmation of what he espoused on his
17  Website, which were the three primary factors I was
18  looking for.  One, first lien deeds of trust; two,
19  loan-to-value ratio of 60 to 7- -- 65, 70 percent and
20  then diversification of his loan portfolio not to
21  exceed 10 percent with any individual builder or a
22  builder and their related companies.  Those were the
23  three things that I thought were crucial.
24                And the homework that I did, the
25  worksheet that he sent to me, going through the various
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 1  sorts, I was able to convince myself that, yeah, it
 2  looks like this is the real deal.  So I did, I made an
 3  initial investment of 200,000 in, I believe it was,
 4  April of 2011.  I made another $100,000 investment, I
 5  believe it was, later that year or maybe the beginning
 6  of 2012, I can't recall for sure.  And then finally I
 7  made another $100,000 investment, bringing my total
 8  principal investment to 400,000, sometime in 2013.
 9      Q.   All right.  Let me ask you a question.  And
10  that's helpful and we'll go through some of those
11  statements and perhaps put a little more precision to
12  the dates and the amounts, but what you just said is
13  consistent with what I've seen.
14                And you would allow the interest on those
15  obligations to accrue over time.  Correct?
16      A.   That is correct.  I did not receive any
17  interest.
18      Q.   And the approach you would follow would be
19  that when the term of the loan, the general loan you
20  were making to DenSco, would come to an end, you would
21  roll it over and enter a new note to replace that?
22      A.   That's correct.
23      Q.   All right.  Let me go back to what you said
24  earlier about Mr. Bush telling you you should check out
25  DenSco and you indicated again what you did in terms of
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 1  due diligence.  But did Mr. Bush tell you anything
 2  about his experience or his knowledge of either DenSco
 3  or the Chittick family?
 4      A.   Well, like I mentioned he knew -- he'd gone to
 5  college at the University of New Mexico with his
 6  parents and I believe I mentioned that I did meet his
 7  parents.  I don't know if I did that or not, but I did
 8  meet his parents and they're very good people.  And --
 9  but after I had indicated my initial doubts about the
10  validity of the company and I did my research and so
11  forth, my main question was -- to Warren was, "Well,
12  who pays 18 percent on their money?"  And he explained
13  to me -- and, again, it made sense -- that if you're a
14  typical flipper, you -- that 18 percent is for a very
15  short period of time, probably two to three months
16  until they buy the house, refurbish it, market it and
17  sell it.  And so in the whole scheme of things, while
18  it's a high percentage rate of 18 percent, yeah, they
19  don't have -- it doesn't come out to a large dollar
20  amount of their total investment in a particular piece
21  of property.  So that's -- that made sense to me.
22                Also, DenSco offered a very
23  streamlined -- maybe too streamlined -- approach to his
24  lenders.  In other words, he could get a deal put
25  together in 15 minutes with his access to electronic
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 1  files and his knowledge of the real estate market in
 2  the two counties that he did business in so he was able
 3  to -- in other words, if you -- if a flipper would have
 4  gone to a commercial bank, they would have had to jump
 5  through a number of hoops to get the financing, whereas
 6  it was more streamlined with Denny and that to me made
 7  it a lot -- another reason it made sense that somebody
 8  would obligate themselves to an 18 percent interest
 9  rate.  So that further --
10      Q.   Well --
11                I'm sorry.  Go ahead.
12      A.   -- that further confirmed my confidence in
13  what my research and due diligence had told me.
14      Q.   We're going to see in documents later where I
15  think you're asking questions about Denny Chittick's
16  business model at DenSco.  One of the things he
17  emphasized was his relationship with his borrowers,
18  that he knew a lot of his borrowers personally and
19  could trust them.  Do you recall him talking to you
20  about that?
21      A.   I believe so.
22      Q.   Yeah.  And that the trust he had with those
23  individuals played a large part in his success.  Do you
24  recall that?
25                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me object as to form.
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 1                And when we have an objection to a
 2  question, the only thing we can do is say we object as
 3  to form, that's something for the judge to consider
 4  later on.  But when we do that, it doesn't mean you
 5  shouldn't answer.  Go ahead and answer.  It's for the
 6  judge for a later time.
 7      A.   Okay.  Repeat the question, please.
 8                MR. DEWULF:  Tara, can you read that
 9  back.
10        (The record was read by the court reporter.)
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Okay.  Let me rephrase that
13  just so I make sure we're clear on the record.
14                So Denny Chittick was relating to you
15  with regard to its business model that a large part of
16  its success was due to the fact that he had a strong
17  relationship with the borrowers and could trust them.
18  Is that right?
19                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.
20      A.   Yes, that's right.
21      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let me go
22  back.  You identified the three elements of what was
23  important to you in connection with your investment
24  decision.
25                Actually, let me go back even further
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 1  than that in your testimony.  You said when you
 2  initially looked at the opportunity, you thought it was
 3  a Ponzi scheme, I think was the term you used.
 4  Correct?
 5      A.   Correct.
 6      Q.   What was it about what you read or -- or
 7  learned that caused you to believe it was a Ponzi
 8  scheme?
 9      A.   Well, the -- the interest rate.  He had
10  various interest rates based on the amount of time that
11  you tied your money up.  But I was -- because this was
12  in a retirement plan and I was in no need for current
13  income, I went ahead and went with the two-year
14  commitment to get a 12 percent return.  And at the time
15  I invested -- I've invested in the stock market many
16  years and I wasn't getting the -- in fact I had
17  suffered through the 2008 meltdown in the stock market,
18  real estate bubble, et cetera, and so 12 percent seemed
19  like a very high return and I thought -- it just
20  concerned me until I was able to get further research
21  done and back it up with some more analysis.
22      Q.   Understand.  Let me just ask as a general
23  background question, you said that you've been involved
24  in the stock market.  Are you a trader or someone
25  who's -- are your accounts self-directed or do you
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 1  generally buy funds and hire investment advisors for
 2  those kinds of things?
 3      A.   They're self-directed, I do my own investing.
 4      Q.   All right.  And so that -- and it sounds to me
 5  like you're a man who does his homework.  So you
 6  research the market in connection with determining when
 7  to buy and sell stocks.
 8      A.   Yeah.  I have done individual purchases of
 9  stock but also options.  In other words, I do stock
10  options or ETF options and I have a conservative
11  approach to those options.  I sell options, I don't buy
12  options.  And it is a pretty conservative way to invest
13  your money.  In other words, if I have a stock like
14  Apple, which I do, I would sell a covered call on that
15  option.  In other words, if Apple's selling for 150, I
16  would sell a call say -- a 30-day call for 175, meaning
17  that I'm obligated if the stock hits 175, they're going
18  to call my stock, they're going to take it.  But I've
19  done my research or I've done my calculations and say,
20  fine, I'll take that obligation on in exchange for a $4
21  per share premium or whatever it might be.
22      Q.   How much time do you think you spend a day
23  working on your investment portfolio?
24      A.   It just really fluctuates a lot.  If I come up
25  with some options maturing or expiring, I'll have some
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 1  money available to invest and I may spend an hour that
 2  day kind of going through some screens that I look at
 3  to see what might be of interest to me.  But if I'm
 4  fully invested, I don't pay too much attention to it.
 5      Q.   So the -- when you went through the three
 6  criteria with respect to your investment in DenSco --
 7  and I'll summarize in an abbreviated fashion -- that
 8  you wanted first lien deeds of trust on the properties
 9  that were securing the loans being made.  Right?
10      A.   Correct.
11      Q.   That you wanted a loan-to-value ratio of 65 to
12  70 percent.  Correct?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   And you wanted a diversification in the loan
15  portfolio such that no one borrower constituted greater
16  than a 10 percent share of the total loan base.
17      A.   That's correct.
18      Q.   Now, were you able to confirm that those three
19  criteria were met with respect to DenSco?
20      A.   Yes.  That's why I ended up investing.
21      Q.   Okay.  And did you do that based on
22  communications with Mr. Chittick?
23      A.   I did that primarily on that Excel worksheet
24  that he had sent me.  It was a fairly detailed and
25  elaborate worksheet and it had enough data points in it
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 1  that I was able to do my various sorts by builder, get
 2  an ascending, descending loan-to-value sort just to see
 3  that it confirmed what was advertised on his Website.
 4      Q.   Do you remember talking at all to Mr. Chittick
 5  about his business practices or procedures before you
 6  made your first investment in DenSco about what DenSco
 7  does?
 8      A.   I did meet with him personally, it wasn't a
 9  real long meeting.  In fact, Warren may have been --
10  Warren had a condo out in Phoenix at that time and
11  Warren may have been with me at that meeting, I can't
12  really remember for sure.  I think he was.  But, yeah,
13  I met with Denny.  He again answered specific questions
14  that I had developed from analyzing his worksheet that
15  he sent me.  Asked kind of off the cuff things like,
16  "Okay, what is your -- what is your standard operating
17  procedure from the time you get a call from a flipper
18  to when you have loaned money on that particular piece
19  of property?"  And he kind of walked me through his
20  procedure and indicated, like I said -- and I was,
21  again, pretty impressed that he could put a loan
22  package together in 15 minutes.  And I'm thinking, wow,
23  okay, then that kind of explains how he can do the
24  volume of lending that he does.  And I had been told by
25  almost everyone I spoke with how knowledgeable he was
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 1  about the particular markets that he was involved in.
 2  I believe it was only two counties.  He didn't venture
 3  out of those particular markets ever and he was kind of
 4  the go-to guy for any of the flippers that were
 5  contemplating buying a piece of property.  "Hey, what's
 6  this thing worth if I was to get it up to
 7  marketability?"  So he was a resource in that regard,
 8  which again gave me a comfort level that, yeah, this
 9  guy knows what he's doing here.
10      Q.   So a moment ago you said that he kind of
11  walked you through his procedures.  Could you walk us
12  through what you understood his procedures were based
13  on what he told you?
14      A.   A builder would come to him via maybe a
15  telephone call or maybe not a personal visit and say,
16  "Look, I'm looking at this piece of property on XYZ
17  street.  I think I'm going to bid 100,000 for it.  What
18  do you think the values -- what would you be willing to
19  loan on it?"  And Denny might say, "Well, it's 150,000,
20  I'll loan you 70 percent of that."  And the builder
21  would make his decision, he'd go to auction, he would
22  buy the -- or bid on the -- at the county court steps
23  or however they do it -- I've never gotten involved in
24  that -- but he would become the successful bidder and
25  then the -- again, the key thing would be if he loaned
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 1  that money, it's secured by a first lien deed of trust,
 2  number one absolute most important thing.  And that's
 3  what I understood the situation to be.
 4      Q.   And what you've just said that the number one
 5  most important thing is the first position deed of
 6  trust, did he tell you that?
 7      A.   Oh, yes, that was --
 8      Q.   All right.
 9      A.   And that was not only verbally communicated to
10  me, but it was on his Website that it was just --
11      Q.   Right.
12      A.   -- this is how I do business and every loan is
13  secured by nothing but a first lien.  There were no
14  second liens, it was all first liens deeds of trust.
15      Q.   You talked about in your answer just a moment
16  ago, Tony, about a borrower making a bid at a trustee
17  sale.  Do you recall that testimony?
18      A.   Yes.
19      Q.   And did Denny Chittick tell you how he
20  safeguarded his funds, that is DenSco's funds, in
21  connection with making those loans when they were made
22  in connection with a purchase at a trustee sale?
23      A.   You know, I -- I was under the impression
24  that -- whether he took me step by step, but I was
25  under the impression that the check for that particular
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 1  piece of property would be made out to the trustee.
 2  Not to the builder, but to the trustee.
 3      Q.   When you say you had that impression, was that
 4  based on what he told you?
 5                MR. CAMPBELL:  I'm going to object as to
 6  form.
 7      A.   You know, I don't know.  I -- I may have just
 8  gone by his Website saying, "Hey, I get a first lien
 9  deed of trust.  Well, how do you do that?"  Well -- I
10  don't know if he specifically said, "Yeah, I write the
11  check."  I probably -- in fact, I probably didn't get
12  that piece of information from him, but I would have
13  assumed --
14      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) Well, had he --
15      A.   Go ahead.
16      Q.   I apologize, I cut you off.  I thought you
17  were finished.  Did you finish what you were trying to
18  say?
19      A.   Yes.  Yeah, I don't know if he -- if I
20  specifically asked him down to that level of detail as,
21  "Okay, how do you -- how are you certain that you have
22  that first lien deed of trust?"  I mean the guy had
23  been in business 10 years, he had had no issues that I
24  was aware of with -- I think they -- I think he did
25  have some -- you know, some stressful times during 2008
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 1  with the real estate doing -- bubble doing what it did,
 2  but he was able never to miss an interest payment to
 3  any of his investors, was my understanding.  He had
 4  survived that crisis and in fact the person that he got
 5  his education from, a guy by the name of Scott, I
 6  believe, DenSco, that's how they got the name, Denny
 7  and then Scott, had had some issues and was not able to
 8  meet all his obligations and DenSco was.  And that was
 9  I believe communicated to me by Denny and I believe
10  also confirmed by -- by Warren.
11                MR. DEWULF:  Could you read that back,
12  Tara.
13        (The record was read by the court reporter.)
14      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So let me go back to this
15  issue of how you're -- how the DenSco moneys were
16  safeguarded in connection with a trustee sale.  Would
17  it be true or fair to say that either Mr. Chittick
18  communicated to you about this or you assumed as a
19  careful and prudent lender that the moneys that he was
20  lending were provided to the trustee in connection with
21  the trustee sale as opposed to being provided to a
22  borrower?
23                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.
24      A.   That's correct.  I -- like I said I don't know
25  if Denny particularly told that -- told me that or I
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 1  just had assumed that you would make the check out to
 2  the trustee, because that is how you secure your first
 3  lien deed of trust.  If you go through the builder, bad
 4  things can happen and did.
 5      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Right.  It's pretty
 6  fundamental as a lender that you would want to make
 7  sure that the moneys were used for the purpose they're
 8  intended and that is to buy the property and get a
 9  first lien.  True?
10      A.   True.
11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  And as you mentioned and now
13  we know, there are lots of problems and issues that can
14  occur if DenSco were to loan money directly to the
15  borrower as opposed to a third party like a trustee, an
16  escrow agent, a title company, that sort of thing.
17  Right?
18      A.   Yes.
19      Q.   Did it strike you when you learned later that
20  Denny Chittick had actually for DenSco lent money and
21  gave the money directly to the borrower, did that
22  surprise you?  Did it seem inconsistent with what you
23  understood to be his business model?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   All right.  You mentioned a moment ago this
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 1  individual Scott who was the initial partner of Denny
 2  Chittick in DenSco.  Do you recall that testimony?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   Do you think that individual's name was
 5  Scott Gould?
 6      A.   That sounds right, but I can't say for sure.
 7  I just know it was Scott because of the DenSco name.
 8      Q.   And -- but at some point there was a parting
 9  of the ways between this individual, Scott, and Denny
10  Chittick?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   And what did you learn from Denny Chittick as
13  to the reason for that parting of the ways?
14      A.   I didn't -- I didn't inquire, didn't know.
15  All I knew was Denny was -- represented the company,
16  DenSco, even though there might have been another
17  person involved in it, but he -- at the time I
18  invested, he was the sole turned out to be shareholder
19  of DenSco.
20      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,
21  that you reviewed Excel spreadsheets that were
22  generated on a quarterly basis back to the beginning of
23  the company.  Right?
24      A.   Well, not the Excel worksheets.  I reviewed
25  every Web posting on a quarterly basis since he started
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 1  in 2001.  That Excel worksheet that I was talking about
 2  was a document that he gave me before I made my final
 3  decision to invest and that would have been sometime in
 4  2000- -- latter part of 2010 or early part of 2011.
 5  But what would happen on these quarterly postings to
 6  the Website is he'd say, "Hey, I have this amount of
 7  money from investors.  This is the amount I've loaned
 8  out on X number of properties" and just kind of a -- a
 9  rolling, quarterly report and that's what I did a lot
10  of detailed looking at to be sure that I didn't come
11  across something where he said something one quarter
12  and contradicted it the next quarter.
13      Q.   Did the Excel spreadsheet that Denny Chittick
14  provided to you prior to your investment, did it go
15  back to the beginning of the business or was it simply
16  a snapshot as of that point in time?
17      A.   It was a snapshot.
18      Q.   All right.  But you said you did various sorts
19  on that Excel spreadsheet to check his calculations.
20  Right?
21      A.   Yes.  To check his representation about -- I
22  couldn't check the first deeds of trust representation,
23  but I was able to check concentration of loans and
24  builders and also loan to value.
25      Q.   Did you come away after reviewing the
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 1  spreadsheet and the other information that you could
 2  research that Denny Chittick was good at tracking the
 3  numbers in his business?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   And you're an accountant, a CPA and someone
 6  who pays attention to those kinds of things.  That
 7  played a role in your decision to invest.  Right?
 8      A.   Yes.
 9      Q.   Now, kind of related to that issue is his
10  ability to keep records through his computer, how adept
11  he is, how computer savvy he is, did you gain an
12  impression before your investment as to how well Denny
13  could utilize computers and computer programs to track
14  what was going on at DenSco?
15                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.
16      A.   You know, I didn't know the type of detail in
17  his business, his subchapter S.  It was actually the
18  company of DenSco.  In fact that was one thing that
19  kind of bothered me a little bit was he did not open up
20  those books of the DenSco corporation to anyone.  So --
21  but I felt very comfortable that as far as the real
22  estate lending part of his operation, yeah, he was
23  fully up to speed and was able -- now, what kind of
24  level within his accounting system, I don't know, but
25  he was able to give me that worksheet that had all this
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 1  detail in it that backed up everything that he had
 2  advertised and I knew he was good at that.  Denny was
 3  an intelligent person.
 4      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) How were you able to gain that
 5  opinion that he was an intelligent person?
 6      A.   Doing what he was doing.  I mean, you know,
 7  that's a fairly involved business model to run where
 8  you're taking in money from investors, loaning it out
 9  to builders, monitoring that, going through the
10  necessary steps to be sure that it is a collateralized
11  obligation.  So there's a lot of moving parts in it
12  that takes a fairly intelligent person to pull it off.
13      Q.   Did you gain the impression that his being
14  smart was important to him?  In other words, that he
15  prided himself in being smart and good with numbers?
16      A.   Denny and I were really -- we didn't
17  communicate that much.  He would -- if I had a
18  question, I would email it to him and he would give me
19  a very short terse response and that was it.  I
20  certainly wouldn't say we were -- we were friends with
21  one another.  We had a business arrangement and he just
22  seemed kind of a standoffish kind of guy.
23      Q.   Do you recall, Tony, that the market as it
24  related to hard money lending was getting better and
25  better in early 2011, that that post recession, that
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 1  things had bottomed out in the Phoenix marketplace and
 2  it was coming back?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   And do you recall when you made your
 5  investment in April 2011 that DenSco was increasing its
 6  volume of loans being made as a function of the
 7  marketplace getting better?
 8      A.   That was my understanding, yes.
 9      Q.   Did you ever have concerns in that first part
10  of 2011 relative to historical activities of DenSco,
11  that it was taking on too many loans or it was -- Denny
12  wouldn't be able to manage what DenSco was doing?
13      A.   I don't know how soon I started to get a
14  little worried about his growth.  It seemed to be
15  growing very rapidly and I have a son who works on
16  Wall Street and he said, "Dad, I just don't know where
17  all the market is for this type of loans he's making."
18  So that -- and I assured him that I was watching it
19  very closely.  But I was concerned that the business
20  appeared to be growing very, very quickly.  And so that
21  brings up your concern where, you know, are you going
22  to get so much money in that you might start relaxing
23  your lending standards just to get the money working?
24  Because he's obligated to pay 12 percent to his --
25  assuming they have that time of investment of two
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 1  years, he's obligated to either pay the interest to
 2  them or let accrue the interest.  So it's -- I would
 3  think be very imperative for him to get his money
 4  working for him as quickly as he can.  And that kind of
 5  bothered me, that maybe the growth would -- maybe you
 6  would lose some control over your procedures if it grew
 7  that fast.
 8      Q.   Let me ask -- time to pinpoint perhaps the
 9  time where you had that concern.  If you made your
10  first investment in April of 2011 and of course we know
11  that Denny Chittick died in July of 2016, when in that
12  span of time do you think you began growing more
13  concerned about the volume of investments he was taking
14  in in the form of loans and the volume of loans he was
15  making?
16      A.   I would guess probably 2013, 2014.  I'm just
17  pulling that number kind of off the top of my head.
18  But there was a time that -- I mean I think when I
19  started investing in 2011, there was like $10 million
20  loan portfolio and then it grew to 60-plus million
21  dollars.  So that's an enormous amount of growth in a
22  fairly short period of time, from 2011 to when it all
23  blew up in 2016.
24      Q.   Do you think using the dates of your
25  investments as a point of reference -- points of
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 1  reference, if you invested in April of 2011 and then in
 2  2012 you did two additional investments, do you believe
 3  that it was after you made your investments you became
 4  concerned about the level of growth and the volume of
 5  activities he was involved in?
 6      A.   Yeah.  I mean I wouldn't have made the
 7  additional investments if -- and I believe it was in
 8  2013 that I made that last $100,000 investment.  But I
 9  wouldn't have made them if I started having my
10  concerns.  So the growth just wasn't that dramatic at
11  that time, as I recall.
12      Q.   So you weren't troubled by the growth of
13  DenSco either in terms of the investment growth or the
14  loan growth when you initially made your investment in
15  2011 or when you made your second and third investments
16  in 2012, 2013.  It would have been after that?
17      A.   It would have been after that, yes.
18      Q.   All right.  So you mentioned a moment ago,
19  Tony, this idea of getting the money working.  Did --
20  and that's this concept I think you're expressing which
21  is that investors were providing general notes to
22  DenSco, with DenSco having an obligation to pay those
23  investors 12 percent on their money.  Right?
24      A.   Yeah.  12 percent or -- depending on -- he had
25  certain time windows that it would -- two years would
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 1  be 12 percent, six months may be eight percent, a year
 2  may be 10 percent.  He had a kind of sliding scale like
 3  that.
 4      Q.   I understand.
 5      A.   But he was obligated to either pay the
 6  interest out on a monthly basis, if that's what people
 7  chose, or to accrue the interest.  And you would get a
 8  monthly printout from Denny every month, what your
 9  balance was and that's what I looked at on a monthly
10  basis.
11      Q.   So this idea of he would collect this money
12  from investors that was being provided through the form
13  of notes and then he would need to take that money --
14  as the term you used get the money working, he would
15  have to -- he would have to loan that money at a higher
16  interest rate so he'd have to establish relationships
17  with borrowers where they would borrow the money from
18  DenSco, he'd have to do the analysis that you talked
19  about earlier in terms of determining whether it's a
20  good loan situation.  But he didn't want money sitting
21  around in DenSco.  Right?  He needed to move it into
22  the form of a loan so he could collect money on it.
23      A.   Absolutely.
24      Q.   Did he ever express -- "he" being Denny
25  Chittick -- did he ever express to you that he was
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 1  having problems getting the money working or that he
 2  couldn't find enough good opportunities to make loans?
 3      A.   I remember that there was some email
 4  communication where he just said he was -- he was going
 5  to be returning some money to investors because he -- I
 6  would assume he just couldn't find good investments to
 7  put it into.  I do remember that.
 8      Q.   All right.
 9      A.   Which made me feel comfortable.  It said,
10  "Hey, you're still doing your analysis, you're saying
11  if you don't see the market there, you're going to
12  return the money back to the investors."  That's the
13  way you would do it, I would think.
14      Q.   And we'll look at some documents in a moment
15  which put some timing to that in terms of when he chose
16  not to take any new money from outsiders, take any new
17  investors, and then he later decided not to take any
18  new money from present investors and then he decided
19  that he would go from allowing interest to accrue to
20  paying it out on a periodic basis.  Do you recall that?
21      A.   Yes, except in my particular case where I had
22  it in a tax deferred sheltered IRA, he would not be --
23  I would be excluded from that requirement to receive
24  monthly interest payments.  It would continue to
25  accrue.
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 1      Q.   All right.  Let me circle back and then we're
 2  going to take a break because it's been a little
 3  over -- it's been in an hour or so, but I want to
 4  follow up on a couple of comments as it relates to the
 5  type of person Denny Chittick was.
 6                You indicated -- you used the word
 7  standoffish and that your -- you had a business
 8  relationship with him, but you -- you did not develop a
 9  relationship beyond that.  Is that fair?
10      A.   That's fair.
11      Q.   Did any other investors or anyone else share
12  with you that they also felt he was a standoffish
13  fellow?
14      A.   I didn't really deal with any other investors
15  other than Warren Bush and Warren Bush had kind of a
16  unique relationship because of his relationship with
17  the parents, Eldon and Carlene.
18      Q.   Did Warren ever share with you his view of
19  Denny Chittick's personality or qualities, traits,
20  characteristics?  Did he ever share with you his view
21  of that?
22      A.   I remember when I met Denny -- and Warren was
23  there for that meeting and it was in Denny's house --
24  and Warren later made the comment that, "Wow, this guy
25  with all this money and his house is just like not
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 1  extravagantly decorated."  In other words, he didn't
 2  appear to be flamboyant or extravagant in his spending
 3  habits, I'll put it that way.  He had a nice home, but,
 4  you know, it's kind of like not top-end furniture.  He
 5  drove an older Lexus.  In other words, he wasn't one of
 6  these guys that would worry me by driving the Maserati
 7  or the Ferraris and being the big shot.  He didn't come
 8  across that way to me and it was pretty much confirmed
 9  by Warren's comments about him.
10      Q.   Warren in his testimony a couple of days ago
11  described Denny Chittick as being frugal.  Would you
12  agree with that?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   I asked him -- I asked Warren about why he
15  felt Denny Chittick grew the company as large as he did
16  and he said something -- and, again, the record will
17  speak for itself -- but he said something about, well,
18  he wanted to succeed and this was a way that -- to keep
19  score or something like that.  Did you ever gain an
20  impression that Denny Chittick was looking maybe in a
21  competitive sense to grow DenSco or anything like that?
22                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.
23      A.   Well, I believe he -- I believe he did keep
24  score on his -- the way he handled the business, its
25  rate of growth and so forth.  It looked like it was
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 1  confirmation to him that, yeah, I'm the smartest guy in
 2  the room here.
 3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  What about the idea of the
 4  importance of money, accumulating wealth?  I know we
 5  talked about him being frugal, but did you ever gain an
 6  impression of Denny Chittick that having money was
 7  important or he deemed that to be some reflection of
 8  self-worth or anything like that?
 9      A.   Not really.  I just think he --
10      Q.   All right.
11      A.   -- had a competitive nature that he was able
12  to provide his investors with above average rate of a
13  return and he was able to grow his business.  But I
14  don't think he was counting his money in terms of that
15  being a goal of his.  I think he was a pretty average
16  guy when it came to his spending habits.
17      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,
18  that you had met Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon and
19  Carlene.  Do you recall that testimony?
20      A.   Yes, I do.
21      Q.   On how many occasions did you meet them?
22      A.   I met them I think twice, once was in Phoenix,
23  before I invested.  And it was with Warren because
24  Warren and his wife Fay were good friends with Denny's
25  parents.  So I met them there.  And then I also met
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 1  them up in Idaho when I was on a motorcycle trip.  I
 2  had traveled -- I take extensive motorcycle trips and I
 3  happened to be up in the Idaho area and I went to
 4  Coeur d'Alene and met up with them and spent a couple
 5  hours with them up there.
 6      Q.   Other than those two occasions, did you ever
 7  communicate with them?
 8      A.   No, I don't believe I did.
 9      Q.   And I think you're answering this, but I want
10  to make sure.  After Denny Chittick's death, in July of
11  2016, have you spoken to them about that?
12      A.   I have not.
13      Q.   Did you get to know any of the other Chittick
14  family members?
15      A.   I did not.  I don't know anyone other than
16  Denny and his parents, Eldon and Carlene.  That's the
17  only three Chitticks I knew.
18      Q.   Did you ever meet his wife, Ranasha, while
19  they were married?
20      A.   I never did.
21      Q.   Did you spend any time socially with
22  Denny Chittick, other than perhaps a MOM's meeting or
23  an investor meeting?
24      A.   I went to one MOM's meeting.  I was invited to
25  an annual get-together up in Idaho and I never attended
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 1  any of those, it just didn't appeal to me, but I did
 2  want to go to one of these MOM's meeting to see the
 3  interaction between -- you had builders there, you had
 4  investors there and in fact I took my other son, Jason,
 5  to one of these meetings.
 6                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  So why don't we
 7  break now.  Five minutes.
 8                (A recess was taken.)
 9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, if you could look at
10  the stack of documents, I'm going to use some of these
11  just to prompt your memory in terms of timing and those
12  kinds of things, but we may on occasion ask Tara to
13  mark them because they could be used later in court
14  proceedings.
15                But let's look at the top document which
16  is an email June 29, 2010, and at the top you'll see
17  from Denny Chittick to you and it says re memorandum.
18      A.   Yes.
19      Q.   You see that?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   So I'm understanding this to be that you were
22  provided the private offering memorandum in connection
23  with your investment in 2011.  Is that right?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   And it probably would have been the 2009
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 1  private offering memorandum since the communication
 2  begins in 2010.  You would have reviewed that document
 3  before you invested?
 4      A.   Oh, yes.
 5      Q.   And then I -- and I'm not going to mark that.
 6                Let's look at the next document.  It
 7  looks like you're wanting to talk to Denny about some
 8  questions you have and this is in July of 2010.  Do you
 9  see that?
10      A.   July 13th.
11      Q.   Yes.  July 12th, I think.
12      A.   Oh, July 12th.
13                Yeah, I have that.
14      Q.   Yeah.  And then the document after that is
15  July 13th, 2010, and in it Denny Chittick is sending to
16  you, "I've attached a partial balance sheet and a
17  spreadsheet."  In that second paragraph, "The
18  spreadsheet has a list of properties on it and the
19  second tab has an abbreviated cash flow on it."
20                Do you see that?
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   So this would have been the spreadsheet you
23  would have reviewed and perhaps done sorts on to
24  determine the numbers of DenSco's business.  Correct?
25      A.   Yes.  I believe that would be that worksheet I
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 1  was talking about.
 2      Q.   All right.  You indicated earlier that Denny
 3  wouldn't share his books with anyone.  Do you recall
 4  that testimony?
 5      A.   Yes.  I mean his corporate books.
 6      Q.   And by books -- yeah.
 7                And by "books," what do you mean?  What
 8  are the corporate books?  What is it you would be
 9  looking at if you got to see the corporate books?
10      A.   Well, I'd be looking at a balance sheet, I'd
11  be looking at a P&L, I'd be looking at a cash flow
12  statement.
13      Q.   Did you ask to see that information?
14      A.   I did not because Warren indicated that he did
15  not -- he did not share that with anyone.
16      Q.   So was Warren telling you that he had asked to
17  see that information and Denny had declined?
18      A.   I don't know if he actually told me that, but
19  basically somewhere along the discussion I said, "Well,
20  I would like to see them, but if that's -- if that's
21  not part of the deal, then I'll try to satisfy myself
22  through other means that this is an appropriate
23  investment."
24      Q.   Did you ever learn why Denny Chittick was
25  unwilling to show anyone his corporate books and
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 1  records which would include the balance sheet, profit
 2  and loss, other financial statements?
 3      A.   No, not really, other than he was a fairly
 4  private guy and as long as I was able to satisfy myself
 5  through other means about the loan portfolio and the
 6  collateral and loan-to-value ratios and things like
 7  that and his business model operating like he said it
 8  would, I didn't absolutely have to see his internal
 9  books, his complete DenSco corporation books.  He was a
10  sole shareholder.
11      Q.   Did you ever meet an individual named
12  David Preston?
13      A.   I did not.  I understand, though, that he's
14  a -- was a CPA over the years for DenSco, but I never
15  met him, no.
16      Q.   Did you ever learn what David Preston did for
17  DenSco?
18      A.   I would -- I believe he prepared his 1120S
19  corporate tax return.  That's what he did.  I think
20  that was his primary function.  I don't believe he
21  prepared any financial statements or anything like that
22  for DenSco because I don't believe Denny borrowed any
23  money where he would need to present a financial
24  statement to a banker.
25      Q.   So sitting here today as far as you know,
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 1  Denny Chittick would have created his own internal
 2  financial statements, balance sheets, profit and loss
 3  statements, but he wasn't sharing those with anyone.
 4      A.   That's right.
 5      Q.   All right.  Let's go back and look at -- let's
 6  turn to the next document in this stack, which is dated
 7  July 24, 2010.
 8                There are two emails on that page.  Do
 9  you see that?
10      A.   I see July the 24th email.  Okay.
11      Q.   Right.  And at the top Denny Chittick is
12  saying to you, "Thanks for your consideration."  Do you
13  see that?
14      A.   Yes.
15      Q.   Okay.  If you go down and you look at your
16  email to him, you're saying that you became concerned
17  about an interpretation of a portion of the OM -- which
18  I think is referring to the offering memorandum --
19      A.   Right.
20      Q.   -- that you thought was different than the
21  explanation he had provided about the business.  Do you
22  remember today what the discrepancy was you thought
23  existed or where the differences were?
24      A.   Let me read it real quickly.
25                MR. CAMPBELL:  While he's reading it, I
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 1  just have this book I have which is 1 through 50.
 2         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
 3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) The email -- the document
 4  we're referring to is this July 24th set of emails and
 5  you're expressing some concern about language in the OM
 6  as it relates to what you understood about DenSco.
 7  Does it refresh your memory, Tony, one way or the other
 8  about what it was you thought was different.
 9      A.   Yeah.  Yeah.  In fact I'm looking at the date,
10  July of 2010, and there was something in that offering
11  memorandum that said that he would reimburse the
12  custodian directly up to one percent of the principal
13  amount of the notes.  And then when I had verbally
14  discussed it, DenSco, I understood that, well, no
15  that's not correct, he's not going to -- in other
16  words, there's custodian fees associated with your IRA.
17  And I understood the offering memorandum to say that he
18  was to reimburse me up to one percent of the principal
19  note amount, which I thought, well, that's real
20  generous, that's very good.  But it turned out that
21  either I misunderstood that or what.  And I was a
22  little turned off by that so I said, "Okay, well I
23  appreciate you clarifying that for me and I think I'll
24  pass on the investment."
25      Q.   So because of what you viewed to be a
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 1  discrepancy between what Denny Chittick told you about
 2  how DenSco was going to treat the fees on an IRA
 3  investment versus what the private offering memorandum
 4  said, you chose to forego investing at least at that
 5  time.
 6      A.   At that time I did.  I'm fairly frugal myself
 7  and if somebody's going to reimburse me for something
 8  that's -- that would be what I want.
 9      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next
10  document.
11                MR. DEWULF:  And, Tara, could you mark it
12  as an exhibit.  And I believe, based on where we were,
13  I think this will be 831.
14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 831.)
15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So, Tony, I'm
16  looking at this 831 with you.  You're there, I'm here.
17  It's an email from Denny Chittick to you dated
18  July 30th, 2010.  He says:  I received the book back,
19  I've not had anyone send one back to me before.  I also
20  haven't had anyone fill out all the docs then decide
21  not to invest!
22                (Reading)  I'm still not sure what your
23  confusion was about the IRA and why that would keep you
24  from investing, but that's your decision.  Thanks for
25  taking the -- all the time to research it.  Best of
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 1  luck on your investments, thanks, DC.
 2                Did I read that correctly?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   Okay.  So you decided, as you said a moment
 5  ago, not to invest because of what you viewed to be
 6  some inconsistency or at least some ambiguity between
 7  the OM and what the -- the private offering memorandum
 8  you read and what Denny Chittick was telling you.
 9  Correct?
10      A.   Yes.
11      Q.   You later decided to become an investor.
12  Right?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   Were you able to reconcile the discrepancy or
15  why did you go ahead with the investment after first
16  being concerned?
17      A.   Well, during this period of time, from July of
18  2010 until April of 2011, I continued to monitor his
19  Website, continued to talk to Warren Bush, just general
20  questions and discussions that made me feel better.
21  And it was a very immaterial thing about that offering
22  memorandum, but sometimes I get -- I get upset if I
23  read something in a document and it turns out that I
24  either totally misunderstood it or -- in other words,
25  it didn't turn out to be that way, then that's what
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 1  turned me off.  But by the same token, I continued to
 2  look at DenSco going forward, not making any decisions
 3  until April of 2011.
 4                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  So let's mark
 5  the next document in that stack if we could, Tara, and
 6  that's Bates stamp 60632.
 7                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 832.)
 8      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, I'm showing you 832 and
 9  it is -- there are two emails here.  There's one on
10  the -- about halfway down the first page from you to
11  Denny Chittick dated April 26, 2011.  I'm sorry.
12  Actually, there's a preceding email from Denny Chittick
13  to you, also April 26, 2011, where he says:  You are an
14  investor now.  I received your funds today.
15                Do you see that?
16      A.   I'm looking at the top of the Exhibit 832 and
17  I see an email from Denny dated April the 26th saying:
18  You are going to get a stack of docs.  However, I have
19  to wait for First Trust of Onaga -- or whatever it
20  was -- to, send them to me and then I'll send them on
21  to you.  Thanks.
22                That's what I see at the top part of that
23  exhibit.
24      Q.   That's right.  We're looking at the same
25  document and I want you to go down that first page --
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 1      A.   Okay.
 2      Q.   -- to the original Denny Chittick email which
 3  says:  You are an investor now.  I received your funds
 4  today.
 5                Do you see that?
 6      A.   Oh, yes, I see that.
 7      Q.   All right.  So do you know whether you
 8  received the 2011 private offering memorandum before
 9  you invested in 2011 or was it finished yet?
10      A.   I don't think it was finished.
11      Q.   All right.  So the FTCO, is that a party that
12  is holding your retirement fund?
13      A.   Yes, it's the custodian.  They are the First
14  Trust of Onaga company, I think, and they were either
15  merged with a company called Main Trust but same
16  organization that I've always dealt with.  I still deal
17  with them.
18      Q.   All right.  And he says at the top of that
19  page, Denny Chittick, says:  You're going to receive a
20  stack of documents.
21                And in connection with your investment
22  you would have gotten at least a subscription agreement
23  to sign and an investor questionnaire to establish
24  you're an accredited investor.  Right?
25      A.   Correct.
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 1      Q.   Do you remember any other documents that you
 2  obtained from him in connection with initially becoming
 3  an investor?
 4      A.   I don't know if I got an actual copy of the
 5  promissory note or not.  I probably did.
 6      Q.   Yeah.  I think --
 7      A.   The subscription agreement, promissory note,
 8  questionnaire.
 9      Q.   Right.  Let's look at the next page.  I'm not
10  going to mark it yet, but it's -- it's dated April 27,
11  2011.
12                MR. DEWULF:  Actually, let's mark this.
13  There's enough here that I think it's worth marking if
14  you could, Tara.
15                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 833.)
16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So let's focus halfway down
17  the page, if we could, Tony.  The email from Warren
18  Bush to you, with a copy to Denny Chittick.  Do you see
19  that?  It's dated April 27.
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   He says to you:  I find it very interesting to
22  be involved with someone in the investment decision
23  process -- either way it turns out.
24                And then it goes on:  DenSco is unique
25  because I find it difficult to decide where to
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 1  categorize the risk in the overall scheme of things.
 2  However, once trust is established, you can move on to
 3  the business activity and finally decide how much is
 4  appropriate for your own fashion.
 5                Did I read that correctly?
 6      A.   (Reading)  For your own situation.
 7      Q.   Your own situation.  Right.  How that finished
 8  is "your own situation."  I'm sorry if I misread.
 9                All right.  So it says, "once trust is
10  established."  Were you understanding Warren to be
11  saying once you and he have established trust with
12  Denny Chittick and DenSco, then you can move on from
13  there?  Is that what he's saying?
14      A.   Yes.
15      Q.   So when you did choose to invest, you had
16  gained a level of trust in his ability.  Correct?
17      A.   Oh, yes.
18      Q.   And you trusted his character, as well?
19      A.   Yes.
20      Q.   How were you able to conclude as of April when
21  you became an investor that he was a man of good
22  character?
23      A.   The meeting that I had with his parents, Eldon
24  and Carlene, they were just good salt-of-the-earth
25  people.  Very, very good people.  Still have that
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 1  feeling about them.
 2      Q.   And were you gaining that impression also from
 3  your direct communications with Denny Chittick?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   All right.  So let's go to the next document.
 6                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it as an exhibit.
 7  It is 6527 is the stamp, Tara.
 8                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 834.)
 9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, do you have it?
10      A.   I have it.
11      Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the second page.  This is a
12  statement as of June of 2011 and it shows that you've
13  made -- in the investment history category, you've made
14  an investment of $200,000 as of April 26, 2011.
15  Correct?
16      A.   Correct.
17      Q.   And in the two months intervening, you've
18  already made some interest on the investment.  Right?
19      A.   Correct.
20      Q.   And would you receive documents such as this
21  on a monthly basis from DenSco?
22      A.   Every month.
23      Q.   Let's go to the next document.
24                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark this.
25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 835.)
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 1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let's focus on the middle of
 2  the page, Tony, it's an email from you to Denny
 3  Chittick dated July 1, 2011, and I think it must be
 4  referring to the end of the quarter.  Is that a fair
 5  reading of what the reference is?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   And in it you say to Denny:  Thank you for
 8  your expertise and hard work in providing an investment
 9  that offering the "little guy" a solid rate of return
10  on his investment.  Hope you and your family have a
11  great 4th.
12                Did I read that correctly?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   Did you at that time feel that you were a
15  little guy, in your definition?
16      A.   Oh, yeah.  Still am.
17      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.
18  I'm only asking this for reference purposes, we don't
19  need to mark it.  Actually, it's already a depo
20  exhibit.
21                There's a reference here to a
22  David Beauchamp in the second or third paragraph --
23  third paragraph.  Do you see that?
24      A.   Yeah.  Give me a minute to read it.
25      Q.   Yeah.  And I'm not going to ask about the
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 1  contents of it, I just wanted to show you that there's
 2  a reference to Beauchamp as being a securities
 3  attorney.  But read it if you want.
 4                MR. CAMPBELL:  Just for the record, John,
 5  this is the exhibit previously marked as Exhibit 633.
 6      A.   Yes, I read it.
 7      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let me first
 8  ask about David Beauchamp.  Did you ever have any
 9  personal contact with David Beauchamp?
10      A.   I had contact with him via email after DenSco
11  collapsed.
12      Q.   Right.  You were one of the investors with
13  whom he was communicating regarding the status of what
14  was going on at DenSco?
15      A.   That's correct.
16      Q.   Before that, before Denny Chittick's death,
17  did you ever have any contact with David Beauchamp?
18      A.   No, I didn't.
19      Q.   And did Denny Chittick ever reference or say
20  anything about David Beauchamp to you?
21      A.   Not that I recall.  He may have causally
22  mentioned something, but I don't recall.
23      Q.   Sitting here today do you have any complaints
24  about David Beauchamp, anything he did with respect to
25  his serving as counsel to DenSco?
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 1      A.   I have no -- I have no complaint about him.  I
 2  mean I don't -- I had no interaction with him other
 3  than I think I sent him an email after Denny -- after
 4  DenSco collapsed thanking him for answering some of my
 5  questions I had.
 6      Q.   In connection with the work that
 7  David Beauchamp did after Denny Chittick's death, did
 8  you understand that he was counsel to DenSco and not
 9  counsel to the investors?
10                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.
11      A.   I didn't make that distinction, no.
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Did it matter to you?
13                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.
14      A.   At that time, no, it didn't have any -- didn't
15  matter.  The deal was done.
16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  What mattered was -- I'm
17  sorry.  I think I maybe -- did you complete your
18  answer?
19      A.   I said, "The deal was done" by that time.  The
20  damage had been done.
21      Q.   So the main goal after Denny Chittick's death
22  was to try to gather information and process what had
23  happened and figure out how to maximize whatever was
24  left for the investors.  Is that fair?
25      A.   That's fair.  That's accurate.
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 1      Q.   All right.  So in this paragraph we're looking
 2  at under Exhibit 633, there is a reference to your
 3  friend, Warren Bush, who volunteered to review the
 4  private offering memorandum.  Do you see that?
 5      A.   Yes.
 6      Q.   Were you aware that Warren was doing that?
 7      A.   Yes, I was.
 8      Q.   Did you involve yourself at all in that
 9  process?
10      A.   Not at all.
11      Q.   Did you ever talk to him about what he was
12  doing?
13      A.   To Warren?
14      Q.   Yes.
15      A.   I just know that Warren mentioned that Denny
16  was not real good with writing skills and Warren would
17  kind of assist him in this fairly laborious task of
18  updating that offering memorandum.
19      Q.   Do you recall on that topic of private
20  offering memorandum -- memoranda, do you recall that
21  there was ever a 2013 private offering memoranda for
22  DenSco?
23      A.   I don't recall.  I know that --
24      Q.   I think --
25                Go ahead.
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 1      A.   I know that I -- you know, I thoroughly read
 2  the first offering memorandum before I finally, if you
 3  would, trigger and invested with them.  But I don't
 4  know --
 5      Q.   Right.
 6      A.   -- subsequent updates after that.
 7      Q.   So -- and I think by that answer I think I
 8  know what your answer's going to be, but I need to ask
 9  it.
10                So in 2013 or later, you never asked
11  Denny Chittick for an updated memorandum?
12      A.   I do not believe I did.
13      Q.   Okay.  And you never learned from anyone why
14  there was not an updated memorandum in 2013 or later?
15      A.   No.
16      Q.   All right.  Let's look at -- the next document
17  in this stack is a previously marked exhibit, which is
18  Exhibit 432, which is the form of the private offering
19  memorandum.  And would this have been a document you
20  would have reviewed in connection with your investment,
21  at least as it related to your investments after 2011?
22      A.   Yes.  After 2011 that would have been it.
23  This would have been after I made my initial investment
24  in April of 2011.
25      Q.   Would it -- you indicated that you read the
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 1  earlier version of the 2009POM in connection with your
 2  original investment in April of 2011.  Would you have
 3  also carefully read the 2011POM?
 4      A.   I probably would not have.
 5      Q.   All right.  So let's move on.
 6      A.   I mean it's like a stock prospectus in a stock
 7  market.  I mean it puts you in a coma.
 8      Q.   All right.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next exhibit,
10  Tara.
11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 836.)
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony, let's first
13  look at the email that starts about halfway down the
14  page from you to Denny Chittick, it's dated August 18,
15  2011.  And you start out and you say:  Hope all is
16  well.  I am toying with the idea of dipping my toe in
17  the hard money lending business in El Paso.  I plan on
18  making a "test run" with one loan just to see what all
19  is involved, getting all the bugs worked out (or at
20  least most of them).  I have a quick question.
21                And then you go on and ask some
22  questions.
23                Did you ever engage in the hard money
24  lending business?
25      A.   I did not.
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 1      Q.   Was there a reason?
 2      A.   El Paso is just a totally different market
 3  than Phoenix or Las Vegas.  El Paso doesn't experience
 4  exceptional growth or recessions, it just kind of
 5  trucks along.
 6      Q.   And I know we'll see in other documents
 7  references to doing business in Las Vegas.  And I take
 8  it from your answer, you never engaged in hard money
 9  lending in Las Vegas, either?
10      A.   Did not.  Got very close to it but didn't.
11  Didn't actually do it.
12      Q.   And your son didn't, either?
13      A.   No, he did not.  He was in real estate, but he
14  wasn't in flipping.
15      Q.   All right.  Let's move on.  I only -- I'm not
16  going to mark this but the next document is an email
17  from Denny Chittick dated September 30th, 2011, to what
18  I think are the investors at the time.  It references a
19  newsletter, photos of properties, those kinds of
20  things.  Do you recall that Denny Chittick was
21  providing investors newsletters on a periodic basis?
22      A.   Yeah.  The newsletter is what I refer to as
23  the postings on his Website.  Every quarter he would
24  post an update to loans made, number of loans, some
25  pictures of properties involved in those loans.
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 1      Q.   So it was business specific information.
 2  Right?
 3      A.   Oh, yes.
 4                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it, Tara.
 5                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 837.)
 6      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, were those newsletters
 7  or the updated information that was on the Website, how
 8  often was it updated, do you recall?
 9      A.   Every quarter.
10      Q.   Every quarter?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   And it talked about the volume of loans and
13  what was going on within the company?
14      A.   Yes.
15      Q.   If there were a problem or a troubled loan,
16  did it talk about those kinds of things, too?
17      A.   No.  It gave very broad statistics.
18      Q.   We now know that there were problems with the
19  Menaged loans starting in 2012.  Do you recall ever
20  learning through looking at the newsletter that DenSco
21  was having challenges with some of its loans to
22  Mr. Menaged or any other borrower?
23      A.   I don't recall that.
24      Q.   Did you tend to review this newsletter on a
25  fairly consistent basis so -- to find out what the
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 1  updated information was?
 2      A.   I tried to.  There may have been a couple
 3  months that I -- or a couple quarters that I would
 4  miss, but I tried to look at it.
 5      Q.   But it would be a way of -- if you weren't
 6  talking to Denny Chittick personally, it would be a way
 7  to apprise yourself of what the status of the company's
 8  business was.  Fair?
 9      A.   That's correct.  And at some point that's when
10  I saw the big growth explosion in DenSco and started
11  having some concerns there.
12      Q.   Did you ever express to Denny Chittick that
13  you had concerns about the growth in the company?
14      A.   I may have communicated with him via email.  I
15  don't know if I've ever -- if I talked to Denny on the
16  phone or not.  I may have once or twice in the whole
17  period of time I knew him.  Usually it would be with
18  email and I would -- I may have asked him about the
19  growth of the company and is he able to -- is he
20  concerned about being able to invest that money.  I
21  think I did that, but I -- if you have the documents in
22  here, it'll refresh my memory again.
23      Q.   I don't know that I do, but we'll go through
24  what we got here.  But do you remember what his
25  response was to you expressing that concern?
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 1      A.   Pretty much he had it under control.  He was
 2  able to -- he was able to, you know, deploy the
 3  investor money and -- except at some point he ended up
 4  indicating that he was going to start returning money
 5  to some investors, which would have indicated to me
 6  that his market was shrinking on him.
 7      Q.   Do you know if Denny ever got any help from
 8  anyone with respect to his due diligence or keeping
 9  track of the numbers or anything within DenSco?
10      A.   I don't think Denny ever relied on anyone else
11  other than maybe Warren in helping him with the
12  offering memorandum and then he had an individual that
13  was supposedly the backup guy, Robert something.  I
14  don't know what his name was.  Koehler or something
15  like that, I don't remember.  But he supposedly was
16  being given information on a monthly basis so that if
17  something were to happen to Denny, he would be able to
18  step in and have some kind of orderly wind down of
19  DenSco.
20      Q.   I think the individual you're referring to is
21  Robert Koehler, K-O-E-H-L-E-R.
22      A.   Okay.
23      Q.   Did you ever meet with that individual?
24      A.   I never did.
25      Q.   And never spoke to him or --
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 1      A.   No.
 2      Q.   -- communicated in writing with him?
 3      A.   No.
 4      Q.   All right.  The next document in the stack I
 5  think it's referencing a MOM's meeting.  I don't think
 6  we need to mark it.
 7                You said you did attend one MOM's
 8  meeting?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   Did you ever meet any of the borrowers or get
11  to know any of the borrowers for DenSco?
12      A.   I didn't actually meet them.  I -- they -- we
13  had a big conference table and there were various
14  flippers around the table.
15      Q.   Let's look at the next document.  Let's skip
16  it, it also deals with MOM's meetings.  Forget about
17  that.
18                The next document references that your
19  son, Jason, is looking at the business.  I just want to
20  raise this as a topic.  I don't want to spend much time
21  on it.  But did you and your son look at the business
22  of hard money lending as a possible pursuit and then
23  decided not to do it?
24      A.   Yes, that's accurate.
25      Q.   And that was in 2011?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   Now let's skip the next document.  Let's skip
 3  the next document.  I think that this just references
 4  another investment which we're going to get to in a
 5  moment.  We've got a statement for that.
 6                Let's skip the next document.
 7                Let's mark the document which is
 8  11-29-2011.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  And it's stamped, Tara,
10  61895.
11         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
12                MR. DEWULF:  Let's skip that and skip the
13  next document and the document after that is the one
14  I'm -- it's 61895 and it's dated 11-29-2011.
15                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 838.)
16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let's look at the first page
17  of this Exhibit 838, Tony.  And -- well, what I want to
18  focus on is the email from you to Denny Chittick.  It's
19  not at the very top of that first page, it's the email
20  right below that where it begins:  Thanks for the offer
21  to share your process.
22                Do you see that?
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   It reads:  Thanks for the offer to share your
25  process.  When you told me it took 10 to 15 minutes to
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 1  put a package together, I was impressed.  I think that
 2  is one reason you have built up such a loyal group of
 3  builders.  You make their lives easier.  It is a
 4  win-win.  Thanks again.
 5                Did I read that correctly?
 6      A.   That's correct.
 7      Q.   So had Denny Chittick shared with you the
 8  process he undertook to make a loan?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   And you're referencing the fact that you're
11  impressed that he can put a package together in 10 or
12  15 minutes?
13      A.   Right.
14      Q.   And earlier in your testimony you observed
15  that it's a real benefit to a borrower who wants to
16  move quickly that Denny can get a decision made quickly
17  and get them funded quickly.  Right?
18      A.   That's correct.
19      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document in
20  the stack.  I'm not going to mark this, but this is
21  where you're asking questions of comparing the process
22  in Nevada versus Arizona and that kind of thing
23  regarding foreclosures.  Do you remember having those
24  kinds of communications with Denny Chittick?
25      A.   Which one are we looking at?  61975?
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 1      Q.   Yes.
 2      A.   Okay.  I'm looking at it.
 3      Q.   It's just that -- at the time you and your son
 4  were perhaps doing business in Las Vegas, you were
 5  comparing and contrasting the laws in Arizona versus
 6  Nevada.  Right?
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   All right.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Let's move on and let's mark
10  the next document which is 62239, Tara.
11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 839.)
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  I'm sorry, there
13  may have been a document that precedes this, but I
14  don't have it.  The bottom email on this page, Exhibit
15  839, starts out Denny Chittick:  Thank you, but there
16  is more info in it.
17                I'm not sure what he's referring to, but
18  then you're saying to him:  Thanks, Denny.  I have my
19  reading squared away for a while.  Are there two or
20  three metrics that you focus on to give you a summary
21  of data that's important to you?
22                And then the information at the top is
23  his response.  Correct?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   And he writes to you on January 17th, 2012, as
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 1  it relates to the metrics you asked about.  It says:
 2  MLS inventory, number of properties in foreclosure.
 3  Those are two I have been watching for years with both
 4  of those numbers changing so drastically in the right
 5  direction is why I've been so optimistic.  It's econ
 6  101, supply and demand.  We've been on the wrong side
 7  of that for so long, now that it's in the right
 8  direction prices will go up and I can't tell you how
 9  strange that is after five years.
10                Did I read that correctly?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   What did you understand him to be saying when
13  he said that numbers are changing so drastically in the
14  right direction?  What did that mean to you?
15      A.   It meant that the market that he was investing
16  or lending money to builders on was improving.
17      Q.   And when it means improving [sic], does that
18  mean that the value of properties are going up?
19      A.   Well, I would think so plus just an increase
20  in demand for his product that he was putting out
21  there.
22      Q.   All right then.
23                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document
24  in that stack if we could, Tara.
25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 840.)
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 1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Are you there, Tony?
 2      A.   I've got it.
 3      Q.   All right.  So the email you send, which
 4  starts about a third of the way down on February 18,
 5  2012, you start out and you ask:  How do you arrive at
 6  your Estimated Values?
 7                Estimated values being capitalized,
 8  question mark.
 9                Did I read that correctly?
10      A.   Yes.
11      Q.   And then he responds:  I use a combo of
12  knowledge, Google Maps, MLS and NetValueCentral, a
13  subscription service I pay off to give me sales
14  history.
15                Did I read that correctly?
16      A.   Yes.
17      Q.   And was this your understanding of the due
18  diligence he would do in connection with determining
19  the value of the property against which he is providing
20  loans?
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   And that would then drive whether he was
23  comfortable with the loan-to-value ratios?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   Did he also share with you whether he or
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 1  someone on his behalf would drive by the properties to
 2  eyeball the properties?
 3      A.   I don't know if he had anybody drive by or if
 4  he did it himself or -- I don't know.
 5      Q.   Did he ever tell you that there were certain
 6  borrowers or flippers who were borrowers that he
 7  trusted so much that he really didn't do much due
 8  diligence on the properties that were being purchased
 9  because he believed that they understood the values?
10      A.   I don't know specifically, but I would guess
11  at some point in time that probably occurred.  But I
12  don't know that he ever spoke to me specifically about
13  it.
14      Q.   So you don't remember if he ever spoke to you
15  about that topic that sometimes he just relied on
16  borrowers for value?
17      A.   I can't answer that.  I don't know.  Don't
18  recall.
19      Q.   All right.  And you said something like you
20  assumed that he may have, but you don't really know one
21  way or the other?
22      A.   I don't know.
23      Q.   All right.  Did he, Denny Chittick, ever
24  mention to you the identity of any repeat borrowers he
25  had that he had established relationships with?
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 1      A.   I know in looking at some of those exhibits
 2  that were sent to me yesterday, when I was opening them
 3  up on my phone, there was a -- some kind of mention
 4  about easy investments that I believe turned out to be
 5  Menaged.  But I'm just -- I'm just kind of -- I read it
 6  very quickly.
 7      Q.   Yeah.  We'll get to that in a moment.
 8                But do you recall him ever discussing
 9  with you -- I mean other than sending you that packet
10  of information that had easy investments on it, do you
11  remember him ever talking to you about any specific
12  borrowers?
13      A.   No.
14      Q.   And I think that package -- and we'll look at
15  it in a moment -- was really meant to show you the kind
16  of information he gathered in connection with making a
17  loan.  Right?
18      A.   Yes.
19      Q.   All right.
20                MR. DEWULF:  I think the next document in
21  the stack is 8547.  Let's skip that and let's go to
22  8548 and mark that as an exhibit.
23                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 841.)
24      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, this would be a
25  statement for April 2012 for your investment at DenSco?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   And this would now show us that the date of
 3  your second investment in DenSco of 100,000 was
 4  December 15, 2011?
 5      A.   Yes, I see that.
 6      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.
 7  We're not going to mark it.  It references a dinner
 8  party.  Skip that.  Let's go to the next document.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it.  And it's
10  17021.
11                MR. CAMPBELL:  That's going to be number
12  842?
13                MR. DEWULF:  Yes.
14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 842.)
15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, why don't you look
16  through this document.  I'm not going to ask you about
17  the first page.  Well, I take that back.  Just thumb
18  through it, familiarize yourself with it, I'm going to
19  ask you some questions about it.
20      A.   Yeah, this is the one I remember seeing
21  yesterday.
22      Q.   Yeah.  So this document is a reference to or
23  it contains information in connection with a loan to
24  Easy Investments and Scott Menaged.  Right?
25      A.   That's correct.
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 1      Q.   Let's look at the first page together.  This
 2  document is an email from Denny Chittick to you and
 3  it's dated September 3rd, 2012.  The first paragraph
 4  reads:  I look forward to see you, Jason on Monday.
 5  The example of the deal I have attached is to a guy
 6  that I've worked with for four and a half years, I've
 7  lent him about $10 million.
 8                Did I read that correctly?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   So your understanding from this email when you
11  looked at the attachment is that he, Denny Chittick,
12  was describing a situation where he had a borrower of
13  Scott Menaged through his entity, such as Easy
14  Investments, had borrowed over $10 million over 2012.
15  Right?
16      A.   Yes.  Over a four-and-a-half-year period.
17      Q.   Right.  And the rest of this email is talking
18  to you about the elements of the loan that protects the
19  lender.  Correct?
20      A.   Yes, it looks like it.
21      Q.   And was this in response to again questions
22  that -- if you look at the second page, these are
23  questions that you and your son -- or your son Jason
24  may have had about hard money lending and how to
25  protect yourself?
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 1      A.   Yes.  It's where I asked him if he could give
 2  me a typical transaction, yes.
 3      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony that
 4  Denny Chittick was a smart guy and good with numbers.
 5  Would you agree that he also knew how to be a good hard
 6  money lender?
 7      A.   Yeah, I thought so.
 8      Q.   The aspect of making sure your money is used
 9  appropriately and that you have proper security in the
10  form of a first deed of trust, it's not very
11  complicated, is it?
12      A.   No.
13      Q.   Did you say no?
14      A.   Yes, I said no.  It's not complicated.
15      Q.   We now know, looking back on it, that at times
16  Denny was careless with his money, particularly as it
17  relates to his loans to Scott Menaged and his entities.
18  Correct?
19      A.   Yes.
20      Q.   And in your experience and based on your
21  communications with Denny Chittick, it was out of
22  character for him to be careless or to not insist upon
23  making sure that all the elements of sound and prudent
24  hard money lending were followed.  Right?
25      A.   That's what I -- that's what I thought, yes.
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 1      Q.   Did you ever learn that Denny Chittick was
 2  also careless or less than prudent with respect to any
 3  other borrowers other than Scott Menaged?
 4      A.   I probably became aware of it after it all
 5  collapsed.  He was fairly loose --
 6      Q.   Do you know --
 7      A.   He was fairly loose in his -- I guess over
 8  time he became lax in his processing of a loan.  That's
 9  all I can figure out.
10      Q.   Were you ever able to arrive at an opinion as
11  to why he became more loose or relaxed or careless
12  about the DenSco moneys and his loans?
13      A.   I don't know.  I couldn't -- I would hazard to
14  guess, it just was a mistake.
15      Q.   Have you talked to anyone else who was an
16  investor about this topic of why he, Denny Chittick,
17  became careless with DenSco's money?
18      A.   Certainly talked to Warren Bush.  We were in
19  pretty constant communication and as soon as Denny's
20  suicide became news.
21      Q.   Did Warren express to you what he thought
22  about why Denny Chittick became careless with the money
23  he loaned to Scott Menaged and perhaps others?
24      A.   No.  I think Warren was just as surprised as I
25  was that the procedures and policies that were spelled
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 1  out in his memorandum and his Website weren't being
 2  adhered to.  I think he was as shocked as I was.  And
 3  everybody else, I think.  Somebody may have known more
 4  than I did or Warren did, but we were unaware of how
 5  this procedure had deteriorated over time.
 6      Q.   So let me ask that question.  Are you aware of
 7  any investors having any knowledge of the problems with
 8  Menaged before Denny Chittick's death?
 9      A.   No.  Never heard of the guy before his death.
10      Q.   And I think you've answered this, but let me
11  make sure.  No one has expressed to you any sort of
12  opinion as to why Denny Chittick would have become so
13  careless in the use of DenSco moneys either regarding
14  Menaged or anyone else?
15      A.   No one -- you know, I had my own thoughts.  I
16  guess that he went through a divorce shortly after I
17  had invested with him and I -- that concerned me
18  because people go -- frequently go off the rails during
19  that type of a situation.  Talked to Warren about it
20  and he kind of reassured me that they had been in
21  counseling for quite some time and this wasn't a big
22  shock to Denny, that he had probably prepared himself
23  already and it was moving forward.  That's kind of the
24  impression I got.
25      Q.   On that issue of the divorce, did you ever
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 1  learn what led to the divorce?
 2      A.   No.
 3      Q.   Did you ever talk to anyone about the divorce
 4  other than Warren?
 5      A.   No.
 6      Q.   Have you talked to anyone about how
 7  Scott Menaged influenced or manipulated Denny Chittick?
 8      A.   No, not really.  I mean I was unaware that
 9  this whole situation was going on.
10      Q.   All right.  So let's look at this Exhibit 842
11  real quickly and he has -- he's referencing what's in
12  the packet.  If you see about halfway down the email
13  that says page 2, evidence of insurance.  Do you see
14  that?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And that was something you understood that
17  Denny required as a part of every loan, was that the
18  borrower get insurance on the property?
19      A.   Sure.
20      Q.   And then he talks about on page 3, he says:  I
21  record on the day that I fund the deal a one-page doc
22  that says exactly what happened.
23                Did you gain an understanding as to how,
24  for example in connection with a trustee sale, that
25  Denny protected DenSco's first position?
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 1      A.   Hold on one second, please.
 2                Yes, I read it.
 3      Q.   But is that a -- did he ever -- that is Denny
 4  Chittick ever explain to you how he protected DenSco's
 5  first position in connection with a trustee sale?
 6      A.   Other than what he presented to me here, no.
 7      Q.   All right.  Okay.  And then let's go to --
 8  farther down that page, he references page 4 to 8 is
 9  the deed of trust, once the trustee's deed is recorded
10  (which conveys the property to my borrower) I record
11  this document.
12                And you understood that that was the
13  security mechanism that was recorded to provide
14  protection in the event there was a default on the
15  loan?
16      A.   Yes.
17      Q.   Okay.  And, again, that was a primary part of
18  what gave you comfort was that DenSco and Mr. Chittick
19  was telling you, "We always get first position deed of
20  trust"?
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   And then page 9 references the note, spells
23  everything out.  And he's referencing a promissory note
24  that's in the package?
25      A.   Yes.
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 1      Q.   And then page 10 references receipt and
 2  mortgage.  Do you see that?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   Or I'm sorry, the release.
 5                Any doubt in your mind that
 6  Denny Chittick understood what his loan documents gave
 7  him the power to do at DenSco?
 8      A.   I didn't have any doubt that it -- he knew
 9  what he was doing.
10      Q.   Okay.  We're not going to mark the next
11  statement, I don't think we need to because we've
12  already got later statements that have more up-to-date
13  information.
14                Let's look at the documents after that.
15                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it.  It is
16  64873.
17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 843.)
18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  This is a series of emails,
19  Tony.  And you're a motorcycle enthusiast.  Right?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   And you've taken some extended trips.
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   If you'll look on the second page, the email
24  that you write continues on and I think this looks like
25  an interplay between you and Denny Chittick.  In other
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 1  words, you're asking questions and he's responding
 2  within the same email.  Do you read it as that?
 3      A.   That's right.  I ask a question and then he
 4  responds to it right below that question.
 5      Q.   Okay.  And the second page references the fact
 6  that you have visited his parents in Coeur d'Alene.  Do
 7  you see that?
 8      A.   Yes, I see it.
 9      Q.   So let's -- I want to focus on this inset that
10  is four paragraphs down.  It reads:  I did review your
11  latest quarterly newsletter.  A couple of observations.
12                Are you there with me?
13      A.   Yes, I see it.
14      Q.   Okay.  And then it reads:  Number one,
15  doubling investor money from 21 million to 42 million
16  in two years is stunning.  Congratulations.  This has
17  to have you walking a very fine line in putting that
18  money to work.
19                What did you mean by that?
20      A.   Again, we've talked about his rapid growth and
21  how he's, I would think, under a lot of pressure to get
22  that money deployed and invested because he owes it to
23  the investors of DenSco.
24      Q.   But you're congratulating him because he's
25  been able to grow his investor money?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   And then number 2 reads:  A number of your
 3  long term builders have found cheaper financing for
 4  their rental property.  I don't know how much money
 5  they paid off but that would appear to put further
 6  pressure on you.
 7                That observation is based on having read
 8  the quarterly newsletter?
 9      A.   That's interesting.  I don't know where I
10  would have come up with the information to make that
11  statement.  But, yeah, somewhere.  Maybe it was on the
12  quarterly update, maybe he mentioned it, I don't
13  remember.  But somehow some document gave me that
14  information.
15      Q.   But what you're also expressing is that your
16  understanding is there would be pressure on his ability
17  to find, quote, the room to lend money.  Right?
18      A.   Yes.  Because he has this money invested by
19  his investors and if he's lost some -- his more
20  longterm builders that means he has less of a market to
21  deploy lenders' money to.
22      Q.   Let's look at this and go down this email page
23  and there's a paragraph number 2 and it begins:  Yes,
24  it has.
25                Do you see that paragraph?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   I want to go to the end of that paragraph.
 3                Three lines up there's a sentence that
 4  begins:  You are to be congratulated for operating one
 5  of the best hard money businesses around.  I've always
 6  been impressed about how you have been able to receive
 7  the investors' money, turn around and put it to work, a
 8  balancing act to be sure.
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   Did I read that correctly?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   And so the balancing act you're referring to
13  is the idea of bringing in money from investors and
14  being able to find loans so that you can put that -- he
15  could put that money to work.  Right?
16      A.   That's correct.
17      Q.   Okay.  Let me -- then go to the next
18  paragraph.
19                This would be a paragraph that was
20  written by Denny Chittick.  Right?
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   Because it begins, "I don't have any plans."
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   Let me read it:  I don't have any plans to
25  return money at this point.  If I did get to that point
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 1  it would be well planned in advance.  In nearly 13
 2  years I've always been able to put all the money I have
 3  to work.  There have been many more times when I could
 4  have put more money to work than I have versus sitting
 5  on excess cash.  Look at this way.  If I can stay
 6  95 percent invested, I would be sitting on over
 7  $2 million at all times.  That is my normal cash
 8  position.  I'm usually between 500K, 500,000, and 1.2
 9  and that money though sitting in my bank account is
10  committed to deals sitting on my desk.
11                Did I read that correctly?
12      A.   Yes.
13      Q.   Do you understand what he's saying there?
14      A.   Yeah, I think so.
15      Q.   Is he saying that he's holding money back for
16  future loans or -- I can't understand what -- is he
17  saying he's sitting on $2 million as cash all the time?
18                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form.
19      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I'm just asking what your
20  interpretation is.
21      A.   Okay.  Hold on one second.
22                Seems to me like he's saying he never
23  really had a problem with sitting on money and not
24  being able to invest it.  It's been the other way
25  around, that he has more of a demand from his borrowers
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 1  than he has funds invested by his investors.
 2      Q.   All right.
 3                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document
 4  in the stack and then we're going to break for five
 5  minutes.
 6                The next document, Tara, is 9884 and I
 7  want you to mark it if you could.
 8                MR. CAMPBELL:  That's going to be 844.
 9                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 844.)
10      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So, Tony, this is
11  an email from Denny Chittick to you dated
12  March 29, 2013, and he writes to you:  Investors:
13  Anthony, I've decided not to take on any new investors.
14  I'll continue to accept money from the current
15  investors.  I appreciate all the referral from
16  everyone.  Since I spent exactly zero dollars on
17  marketing, word of mouth has -- was my only way to
18  grow.  Please find attached your monthly statement.
19                So did this refresh your memory that
20  roughly March of 2013, he decided not to take on any
21  new investors?
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   Okay.
24                MR. DEWULF:  Let's skip the next
25  documents.  Let's skip the next document after that.
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 1                And then we're going to mark the document
 2  which is 10803 and then I'm going to ask you about it
 3  when we get back and we'll take a five-minute break.
 4                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 845.)
 5                MR. DEWULF:  Thank you.  We'll break for
 6  about five minutes, Tony.
 7                THE WITNESS:  Okay.
 8                (A recess was taken.)
 9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, I'm showing you
10  Exhibit 845.  And I want to look at the first page of
11  this document first.  And it's an email from
12  Denny Chittick to you dated July 31, 2013.  Correct?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   And it says:  Investors:  Anthony.
15                It says:  Please find attached your
16  monthly statement.
17                And then it reads:  I thought this would
18  be as good as time as any to tell you that I'm going to
19  have to soon quit accepting money from my current
20  investors.
21                And then he goes on:  Between the organic
22  growth of the interest that accrues and profits, plus
23  what you are adding to your investments, the law of
24  large numbers are working against me.
25                Then it reads:  Not to worry, nothing is
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 1  wrong, I just need to be able to manage the business in
 2  the confines of time that I've set for myself (grade
 3  school hours) and it's getting harder to do that.
 4  Thus, I believe by the end of the year I'll quit
 5  accepting money.  Those of you that have IRAs, I'll
 6  keep accepting those annual contributions because they
 7  are small.  Thanks, D.C.
 8                Did I read that correctly?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   So does this refresh your memory that around
11  July of 2013 he stopped accepting money from the
12  current investors?
13      A.   Correct.
14      Q.   And do you remember receiving this email?
15      A.   Yeah, I remember receiving it.
16      Q.   So I guess you -- I'm taking this from some of
17  the things you said earlier.  You took some comfort
18  from the fact that he was concerned about managing the
19  numbers and so he was now choosing to kind of back off
20  to make sure he could manage everything.  Fair?
21      A.   Yeah, that gave me some comfort.
22      Q.   And did you generally have the impression with
23  Denny Chittick that he was aware enough in his
24  abilities that he monitored these kinds of things to
25  make sure that he wasn't getting too far out or that he
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 1  could properly manage his investors' money?
 2      A.   Yeah, I think that's accurate.
 3      Q.   And the second page of this document is the --
 4  or I'm sorry.  Maybe it isn't.
 5                Do you have a second page to your
 6  document?
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   Is it a statement?
 9      A.   Yes, I do.
10      Q.   Okay.  And it's a statement dated July 2013
11  and you see the investment history.  It shows that that
12  third investment you made was in April -- on
13  April 30th, 2013.  Correct?
14      A.   May 30th.
15      Q.   Oh, I'm sorry.  Gosh.  May 30th, 2013, was the
16  date of your third investment.  Correct?
17      A.   Right.
18      Q.   All right.  And it shows also the interest you
19  earned, which reflects the fact that interest has
20  accrued in your account.
21      A.   That's right.
22      Q.   Correct?
23      A.   Right.
24      Q.   And this would be the sum total of investments
25  that you made in the company.  Right?
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 1      A.   That's it.
 2      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.  I
 3  don't think -- this just -- again, this is dated
 4  December 18 of 2013 and he confirms in the document
 5  that he won't be accepting any more money after the end
 6  of the year.  Do you see that?
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   And so would this be consistent with your
 9  memory that as of the end of 2013, he stopped accepting
10  new money?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   All right.  Let me ask you to look at the next
13  document in the stack, which is dated June 29, 2014.
14  Do you see that?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And the document has a discussion generally of
17  both what's going on within the company and then also
18  what's going on at the -- he uses the word "macro," at
19  the larger level of the economy.  Do you see that?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   Was this document provided in connection with
22  the MOM's group --
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   -- and the MOM's meeting?
25                Okay.  And was it your experience, Tony,
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 1  that in connection with the MOM's meetings, he would
 2  present or provide some summary of both what was going
 3  on at DenSco and what was going on in the larger
 4  economy?
 5      A.   Yeah.  Like I said I only attended one, but I
 6  think that would be a fair statement.
 7      Q.   All right.
 8                MR. DEWULF:  Let's look at the next
 9  document.
10                And let's mark it if we could, Tara.
11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 846.)
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, if I could ask you to
13  look at this briefly, particularly that second
14  paragraph, I just wanted to confirm something.
15                So in it he says that:  To continue to
16  constrain the size of the portfolio, I'm requesting
17  that everyone that is presently accruing interest to
18  take interest monthly or quarterly.
19                Did you see that?
20      A.   With the exception for the IRAs.
21      Q.   Right.  And you were an IRA.  Right?
22      A.   That's correct.
23      Q.   All right.  So as of 12-27-2014, did you have
24  any reaction to his decision to go from accruing
25  interest, at least as to the non-IRA accounts, went
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 1  from accruing interest to paying interest monthly or
 2  quarterly?
 3      A.   You know, I wasn't -- I wasn't surprised
 4  because just looking at my statement, I -- my accrued
 5  interest was getting to be substantial.  And if he had
 6  more investors like me and I know -- I believe he had
 7  quite a few individual retirement accounts, that people
 8  were letting their interest accrue, that that could be
 9  a cash flow problem later on.  In fact I think later
10  on, I even sent him an email saying, you know, my
11  accrued interest is getting large and I'm getting too
12  much of a concentration in DenSco and I think I
13  suggested he pay me the accrued interest at that time.
14      Q.   All right.  Did you ever talk to him about
15  this decision to pay quarterly or monthly instead of
16  allowing accrual?
17      A.   I never talked to him about that.  That
18  wasn't --
19      Q.   All right.
20      A.   It was of no interest to me.  I didn't need
21  the money then.
22      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next
23  document.  I'm not going to mark it for now.  There's a
24  reference to an entity called Onaga, O-N-A-G-A.
25      A.   Yeah.
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 1      Q.   Was that some sort of a clearinghouse or what
 2  was Onaga?
 3      A.   That's the custodian.  That's the FTCO or
 4  whatever it is.
 5      Q.   All right.
 6      A.   First Trust of Onaga.
 7      Q.   I understand.  So here you are and you're
 8  pointing out if you look at it -- and you may have seen
 9  it previously -- you're pointing out --
10      A.   What document are you looking at, please?
11      Q.   I'm looking at a document that's dated
12  April 17, 2015.
13      A.   Okay.
14      Q.   67446 on the bottom.
15      A.   I see it.  Yes.
16      Q.   And I'm just confirming with you that you are
17  identifying a typo in a newsletter for Denny Chittick.
18      A.   Yeah, it's one of my hang-ups.
19      Q.   So you're reading the newsletters carefully
20  enough to determine whether there was a typo and you're
21  letting him know about that?
22      A.   Yeah.  Something big might have gone right
23  over my head, but I guess I catch the little things.
24      Q.   All right.  It just shows you're being
25  careful.  You're following what he's sending you.
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 1  Right?
 2      A.   Right.  Trying to.
 3      Q.   All right.  Let's -- the next document I'm not
 4  going to mark and it's a September 4, 2015, set of
 5  emails and in it you're discussing the idea of doing a
 6  shorter term loan.
 7                Do you recall those discussions with
 8  Denny Chittick?
 9      A.   I sure do.
10      Q.   And did you end up doing any further
11  investing?
12      A.   I did not.
13      Q.   All right.  So let's go to the next document.
14                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it, Tara.
15  And it's D128039.
16         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 847.)
18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  Tony, would you
19  just confirm that this is a packet of documents in
20  connection with your investments at DenSco.
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   All right.  I'm not going to ask you about it.
23  I think we've got a record of when you invested and
24  those kinds of things.
25      A.   Uh-huh.
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 1      Q.   We'll skip the next page.
 2                And then I want to ask you about the
 3  document after that and it is November 12th, 2015, and
 4  it has a stamp 68082 on the bottom.
 5      A.   68082?
 6      Q.   Yes.
 7      A.   Yeah, I got it.
 8      Q.   All right.  So that's 848, I believe.
 9                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 848.)
10         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So this is a November 12th,
12  2015, email from you -- I'm sorry -- from Denny
13  Chittick to you at the very top.  And then it looks
14  like you had sent an earlier email to him so maybe he
15  is putting information in.  It looks like an
16  interactive email between the two of you.
17      A.   That's right.  Yeah, he inserted his response
18  after I sent him -- when I first researched DenSco back
19  in 2011 and then he's saying -- I asked for an update
20  on current status and that's what he gave me.
21      Q.   So he's telling you as of November 12, 2015,
22  DenSco has a 257 loans outstanding, the loan amount
23  total in aggregate is 52,200,000, the collateral value
24  is 72 million, the average number of days loans
25  outstanding is 116.  Did I read that correctly?
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 1      A.   That's right.
 2      Q.   And that's the information Denny Chittick is
 3  providing to you in response to your question.  Right?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   And when it says total collateral value, do
 6  you understand that to be the collateral value of the
 7  properties against which the loans were made?
 8      A.   Yes.
 9      Q.   So an average you would take as a percentage
10  to show loan-to-value ratio, you would take a loan
11  amount of fifty-two-two million against the total value
12  of the property of 72 million?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   All right.
15                MR. DEWULF:  Let's go to the next
16  document.  Let's mark it, please, 849, and it is stamp
17  68083.
18                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 849.)
19      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Do you have it, Tony?
20      A.   I have it, yes.
21      Q.   All right.  So I'm showing you Exhibit 849 and
22  it looks like an email dated November 12th and 13th,
23  2015.  Am I correct?
24      A.   That's correct.
25      Q.   And it looks like the -- you know, the
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 1  earliest email, which is on the third page, is the one
 2  we just looked at.  And the first two pages look to
 3  be -- they contain questions posed by you of
 4  Denny Chittick and his response to those questions.
 5      A.   That's right.
 6      Q.   Is that a fair reading?
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   So could you explain to us are your questions
 9  the bullet points and then the next after that is his
10  response to your bullet points?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   So your first question starts out:  On
13  average, on an annual basis, how much of the investor
14  dollar do you have working as a percent of building
15  loans, 95 percent?
16                That goes on and that whole paragraph is
17  your question being posed to Denny Chittick.  Right?
18      A.   That's correct.
19      Q.   All right.  And then in the following two
20  paragraphs, he responds to your question.  Right?
21      A.   Yes.
22      Q.   And then you ask the question that's about
23  two-thirds of the way down the page:  Back in 2011,
24  flippers' source of properties was from foreclosure
25  auctions.  Is that still the case?  If not, what is
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 1  their source now?
 2                And then he responds to that question.
 3  Right?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   And then the next page, you ask him:  Have you
 6  had to venture out of your "normal" product (i.e. first
 7  deeds on single family residential) to keep the
 8  investor money working?
 9                And then he responds to that question.
10  Right?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   And then you ask:  Do you still have your
13  succession plan in effect in 2011?  As I recall, you
14  had an individual that was up to speed on your current
15  portfolio of loans and collateral and could step in if
16  necessary.
17                Correct?
18      A.   Correct.
19      Q.   And then your -- it looks like your final
20  question, the bullet point:  Finally, if there was some
21  major catastrophic event in the Phoenix real estate
22  market where values collapsed and your flippers walked
23  away leaving you with the properties, do you think the
24  annual rentals would be sufficient to maintain
25  investors' principal and accrued interest up to that
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 1  point and you could ride it out until the prices
 2  recover?  I know that's a crystal ball question, but
 3  these are the things that keep me up at night.
 4                Did I read that correctly?
 5      A.   Yes.
 6      Q.   Was there something, Tony, in this time frame,
 7  November of 2015, that concerned you about something
 8  going on at the company or was it just you doing your
 9  due diligence?
10      A.   I think maybe some notes were getting ready to
11  be rolled over and I wanted to be sure that nothing had
12  materially changed in his investment process and whole
13  business model since I was going to renew my
14  investments.  I think that's what I was saying there.
15      Q.   Okay.  You know, I'm -- I think I was mistaken
16  in the way I characterized what the -- how this
17  document reads because it looks as though on the bottom
18  of the second page, there's a paragraph that begins "In
19  summary" and I think that's your comment.
20      A.   It is.
21      Q.   Could you look at that and see if it's your
22  comment?
23      A.   Yeah, it is.
24      Q.   All right.
25      A.   I should have put a bullet point on it, but I
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 1  didn't.
 2      Q.   Okay.  So it reads:  In summary, I believe
 3  that you are the "go to" guy for the flippers in the
 4  Phoenix market.  You offer them two things, an expert
 5  knowledge of the real estate market and a streamlined
 6  lending process that the banks can't compete with.
 7  When I first invested with you I did my due diligence,
 8  studying your business model and meeting with you and
 9  your parents.  In the final analysis my decision to
10  invest with you was that I trusted you.  I did then and
11  I do now.  Thanks for your time.
12                Did I read that correctly?
13      A.   Yep.  Yes.
14      Q.   And then he responds and he says:  I
15  appreciate that.  I do try to provide a lot of extra
16  value to my borrowers rather than just the funds.  I
17  have a lot of loyal borrowers and we have a good
18  working relationship and communication.  Things are
19  going to go wrong, it's being able to work through
20  those issues and keep the communication open so that we
21  can find a solution.  I've got many, many borrowers
22  that I've lent millions to and completed dozens if not
23  hundreds of deals with them.  Those are the
24  relationships you want to maintain and foster.  The
25  trust is key.
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 1                Did I read that correctly?
 2      A.   Yes.
 3      Q.   I'm seeing a theme and I've seen it in other
 4  documents that trust is a big deal with Denny Chittick.
 5  Did you gain that impression with him?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   Did he talk to you about how important it was
 8  that he trust his borrowers?
 9      A.   Yeah.  I mean I -- you know, at some point via
10  email or maybe a personal meeting I had with him, which
11  there were like one or two, there weren't many, but he
12  could have expressed that.  I would believe that.
13      Q.   I mean did you view that that was one of his
14  quality traits is he placed value on trust?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   How about loyalty?  Did he ever talk to you
17  about the importance of loyalty with his borrowers or
18  his investors or others?
19      A.   Not that I recall.
20      Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the -- we don't need to
21  look at the next document.  I'm not going to mark it,
22  it's just another financial statement.
23                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next
24  document, Tara, it's stamped 68982.
25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 850.)
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 1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony.  This is a
 2  document dated July 5, 2016.  So this would have been
 3  two to three weeks before Denny Chittick passed away
 4  and it's an email from Denny to you.
 5                Again it looks as though there's kind of
 6  a interaction between the two of you in this email, but
 7  I want you to confirm that.  I want you to go -- in it
 8  you're expressing the concern that you're too heavily
 9  weighted in DenSco.  Do you see that?
10      A.   Yes, I see that.
11      Q.   So you as of 2016 determine that as it related
12  to your total asset allocation you needed to reduce the
13  money dedicated to your DenSco investments?
14      A.   Yes.
15      Q.   And were you in the process of doing that when
16  he passed away?
17      A.   Yes.
18      Q.   And in this email you are again identifying
19  when you originally made your investments.  You talk
20  about the accrued interest you've -- you total out.
21  Almost to the end of the email, there is a paragraph
22  that begins, "Thanks."  Do you see that little
23  paragraph?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   It says:  Thanks for your excellent
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 1  professional money management.  I guess as they say "no
 2  good deed goes unpunished," but I have to look at my
 3  entire portfolio and becoming too weighted in one asset
 4  is not prudent.
 5                So you're basically explaining to Denny
 6  why you're choosing to reduce the moneys you have in
 7  your DenSco investment?
 8      A.   Yes.
 9      Q.   Is the phrase "no good deed goes unpunished,"
10  referring to the fact that he's done so well and your
11  money has grown so much that you're going to have to
12  reduce the amount?
13      A.   Yes, that's exactly right.
14      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next
15  document.  I think it's in the stack you have which is
16  a previously marked document.  It's Exhibit 448.
17      A.   Yes.
18      Q.   But -- all right.  So this is a document that
19  was marked in a previous deposition and I want to go
20  through it very, very quickly.  And I -- have you read
21  this document before?
22      A.   The actual document itself --
23      Q.   I apologize.  I cut you off.  Go ahead.
24      A.   The actual document that's from Denny?
25      Q.   Yeah.
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 1      A.   I have read that.
 2      Q.   And the document I'm referring to starts on
 3  the second page and it's a letter to the investors that
 4  he wrote and it was kind of in anticipation of his
 5  suicide, as I read it, and then I think it was provided
 6  to you after his suicide.  Right?
 7      A.   That's right.  It was -- I don't believe Denny
 8  sent this.  I believe his sister or somebody made the
 9  decision to send this out, but it -- I don't believe it
10  came from Denny directly.
11      Q.   All right.  I want you to go down about
12  two-thirds of the way.
13                Now, there are no paragraphs in this
14  document so it's difficult to track things.  But I want
15  you to go down about two-thirds and there is a sentence
16  that begins:  In 2012 I was saying that I would quit
17  accepting money soon.
18                It's about halfway down, actually.
19      A.   Yeah, I see it.
20      Q.   All right.  Let me just read that to you:  In
21  2012 I was saying I would quit accepting money soon and
22  figured the portfolio would start shrinking.  Going
23  into 2013 I was starting to get larger idle cash
24  positions on a regular basis.  Scott Menaged (gives
25  phone number and address), a long-time borrower, he was
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 1  probably one of my largest borrowers by dollars over
 2  the years.  He was also ran a bidding company and sent
 3  me many borrowers over the years.  He at the time had a
 4  few million dollars with me on his rentals and was
 5  still doing flips on a regular basis.  Scott contacted
 6  me and asked if he would -- if would be interested in
 7  funding a bank of rentals to which a hedge fund friend
 8  of his out of New York would buy one-fifth for each, 7
 9  to 10 million.  He would put down 15 to 20 percent, fix
10  them up, rent them then when he acquired the total
11  dollar amount he would sell out to this guy.  That
12  amount of money would take me over me a 10 to
13  15 percent threshold to any one borrower.  Again, I
14  talked to a few of you investors and got a positive
15  response.  Based on his track record, the down payment,
16  et cetera, the comfort level was there, I agreed.
17                Now let me stop there.  Did Denny
18  Chittick speak to you about this interaction with
19  Scott Menaged in either 2012 or 2013?
20      A.   Never.
21      Q.   And do you know whether he spoke to -- I mean
22  he said he talked to a few of you investors.  Do you
23  know whether he talked to other investors about this
24  relationship with Menaged in this time frame?
25      A.   I don't -- I don't know of any.  I know it
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 1  deviated from his basic business model and when I read
 2  that, I started getting a sick feeling in my stomach
 3  because it -- it just was bad news.
 4      Q.   So you would have read this letter before you
 5  understood the larger details about what had happened
 6  at DenSco because everyone was still doing an
 7  investigation, David, Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer,
 8  S-H-A-W-N-A, H-E-U-E-R.
 9                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.
10         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let me just rephrase it and
12  it'll probably be easier for everybody.
13                So this exhibit that we're looking at,
14  which is Exhibit 448, you would have seen after
15  Denny Chittick's suicide, but before you understood the
16  status of what had happened to DenSco.
17      A.   Yes.
18      Q.   And do you -- and you recall that the status
19  of what had gone on at DenSco was at least initially
20  determined by efforts by Shawna Heuer, Denny's
21  surviving sister, David Beauchamp, the lawyer, and to
22  some degree Robert Koehler?
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   All right.  So let's go down this page.  There
25  is about seven lines up, the sentence begins:  For
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 1  efficiency sake.
 2                Do you see that?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   It reads:  For efficiency sake I would
 5  normally wire the funds I'm lending to the bidding
 6  company that would get the check and give it to the
 7  trustee, send me receipt.  Sometimes I would even wire
 8  the full amount and my borrower would bring me their
 9  down payment check and bidding fee because they lived
10  here in the east valley versus running across town.
11  I've operated this way ever since I was given the
12  ability to wire online in 2003.  Many of you knew this
13  and I told you this is how I operated.  Some of you
14  that were also borrowers and investors have experienced
15  this way of doing business and know it's common.
16                This description that he's giving where
17  in some cases he's giving money directly to the
18  borrower, did he ever share that with you?
19      A.   No.
20      Q.   Do you know if he ever shared it with any
21  other investors?
22      A.   Not that I'm aware of.
23      Q.   So the comment we looked at earlier and this
24  comment would not be accurate, would they?
25      A.   No.
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 1                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form of the
 2  question.
 3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  In other words, what he's
 4  saying he told a few of the investors, to your
 5  knowledge he never told the investors any such thing.
 6                MR. CAMPBELL:  Well, I'm going to object
 7  to the form.
 8      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I'm sorry.  Go ahead.
 9      A.   Well, I bet you there's no investors that step
10  up to the plate now and say he discussed it with them.
11  I kind of doubt he discussed it with anybody.
12      Q.   Well, as a business matter, the investors
13  would not be happy with the idea that he would give
14  money directly to the borrower as opposed to making
15  sure that the moneys were protected.  Right?
16      A.   That's correct.
17      Q.   All right.  And let's go to the next page.
18  Again, it's hard to track but about -- almost halfway
19  down the page -- and this is Bates stamped 14636 --
20  there's a number 50 million.
21                Do you see that in the text?
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   All right.  Right after that the sentence
24  starts:  It was only going to be for a few more months
25  and he had been spotless with payments of interest and
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 1  I checked all the values of the properties, visited
 2  some of them.  Everything seemed to be in order.
 3                Let me stop there.  Did you understand he
 4  was referring to his lending relationship with
 5  Scott Menaged?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   And then he goes on and he says:  I agreed to
 8  the -- I agreed to the increase.  We talked again in
 9  the fall and he was telling me I would be cashed out of
10  these by year end.  I again spoke with a few of you
11  saying that I might be returning some funds.  The plan
12  was all working out fine, the rest of the business was
13  doing fantastic and I wasn't concerned.  Then in
14  November something came up that made it look like I was
15  in second position on one of the properties I had a
16  loan with Scott.  I called him, he didn't know anything
17  about it and said he would get back to me.
18                Let me just stop there.  Are you aware of
19  Denny Chittick telling anyone of the investors that he
20  was running into problems with Scott Menaged in 2013?
21      A.   No.  Never heard of Scott Menaged before.
22      Q.   It says he's talking about communicating with
23  investors about Menaged, that would be an inaccurate
24  statement.  Right?
25      A.   I can't speak for other investors, but I know
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 1  he didn't speak to me, I know he didn't speak to
 2  Warren.
 3      Q.   Let me ask you a couple general questions.
 4  Are you familiar with Active Funding Group?
 5      A.   I've seen it in some of the DenSco
 6  receivership Websites, but couldn't really -- I
 7  couldn't --
 8      Q.   Okay.
 9      A.   -- expand upon it.
10      Q.   All right.  He references -- and I can give
11  you the specifics, but he talks about this fear of
12  disclosing information to his investors and he
13  references that one of his investors had done something
14  through a bidding company when problems occurred.  Do
15  you have any knowledge of any of the investors ever
16  getting sideways with a bidding company or litigating
17  with a bidding company?
18      A.   I know that there was a -- I believe a lady,
19  her name doesn't come to my mind right now, but if I
20  heard it, I could recognize it.  Coralee something.
21      Q.   Coralee Thompson?
22      A.   Yeah, that's her.  She's a pretty tough
23  customer --
24      Q.   I apologize.  Go ahead.
25      A.   She's a pretty tough customer.  I think she
0107
 1  kept close tabs on things and so I think she was
 2  shocked as everybody else.
 3      Q.   So what you're saying is you think that
 4  Coralee Thompson may have gotten sideways with a
 5  bidding company and he may be referring to that?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   And do you know if this bidding company was
 8  this fellow who was on Property Wars?  The name escapes
 9  me, but he was a fellow who Denny Chittick knew?
10                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object as to form.
11      A.   I don't know.
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  Would it be fair
13  to say as we look at this Exhibit 448 that based on
14  your knowledge to the extent that he is saying that he
15  is keeping any investors apprised of what's going on
16  before his suicide, to your knowledge those are false
17  statements.  Right?
18                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form.
19      A.   Yes.
20      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let's go to
21  the next document.
22                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it.  It is 9674.
23                MR. CAMPBELL:  That'll be 851?
24                MR. DEWULF:  Yeah.
25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 851.)
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 1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony, that's
 2  Exhibit 851.  This appears to be an email from
 3  David Beauchamp and then a responding email from you on
 4  August 4, 2016.  Do you see that?
 5      A.   Yep.  Yes.
 6      Q.   And let me read in -- your email is at the top
 7  of the first page.  Right?
 8      A.   Yes.
 9      Q.   And this is after Denny Chittick has committed
10  suicide and you're -- early August 2016, everyone's
11  trying to reconstruct what happened to DenSco?
12      A.   Yes.
13      Q.   And you say to Mr. Beauchamp:  My name is
14  Anthony Burdett and I am a DenSco investor.  I have a
15  substantial amount invested with DenSco (over 680,000,
16  including accrued interest through June 2016, the last
17  statement I received).  Assuming that I can be
18  protected from my liability issues, I would offer to
19  serve on the advisory board.
20                Let me stop there.  Do you recall that
21  there was some talk about putting together an advisory
22  board to kind of oversee the investors' efforts to
23  figure out what had gone on?
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   The board was never created ultimately because
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 1  the Corporation Commission stepped in at some point.
 2  Right?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   And then your email goes on, it says:  My sole
 5  goal is to maximize the return of my investment but in
 6  doing so will help to maximize the return of all
 7  investors.  If we go the bankruptcy/receivership route
 8  we will receive pennies on the dollar.
 9                Did I read that correctly?
10      A.   Yes.
11      Q.   And then the next paragraph reads:  I am a
12  retired CPA with over 40-plus years of experience.  I
13  am also a friend of Eldon and Carlene Chittick and
14  would like to offer them any assistance I can in this
15  very difficult time.  Hopefully we can get the other
16  investors on board and make the best of a bad
17  situation.
18                And then you give your contact
19  information.  Correct?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   All right.  So let me go back to that first
22  paragraph.
23                You say "If we go the
24  bankruptcy/receivership route we would receive pennies
25  on the dollar."  What are you saying there?
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 1      A.   Historically I think about 10 or 12 cents on
 2  the dollar is what you get when you go through the
 3  receivership route.  No offense to attorneys, but all
 4  the funds get drained off in -- seriously -- in
 5  attorney's fees.  I mean you-all are doing your job, it
 6  takes time.  But I think you can look at the latest
 7  accounting of DenSco receivership and my prediction has
 8  been pretty much holding up.  It's just the nature of
 9  the beast.
10      Q.   So you're expressing a concern here that if
11  DenSco were put either in bankruptcy or receivership,
12  the investors would stand to get less money on their
13  investments.
14      A.   Sure.
15      Q.   And had you had experience previously with
16  either dealing with a bankruptcy trustee being
17  appointed or a receiver being appointed?
18      A.   No.  But I had 40 years of accounting
19  experience and I thought a group of people,
20  conscientious, honest people, Warren, myself, some
21  others, we could -- we could look out for the interest
22  of all investors and try to do it in the most
23  cost-effective way possible.  That was the purpose of
24  my email.
25      Q.   Did you share with the other investors your
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 1  concern about the fact that the receivership could be
 2  expensive and reduce the amount of moneys available to
 3  the investors ultimately?
 4      A.   I know I did with Warren and there was one
 5  other investor in Indiana, some Scoggins or something
 6  like that, he had called me.  He got my phone number
 7  some -- well, I guess somehow they got my contact
 8  information and I think I probably mentioned to him
 9  that this receivership was going to be expensive.
10      Q.   All right.  And do you know if -- do you
11  recall that David Beauchamp expressed a concern about
12  that, as well, in one of his emails, the idea that a
13  receivership can result in being a large expense and
14  can reduce money to the interest holders?
15      A.   I don't recall the communication exactly but
16  sure could have done that, communicated that to me.
17      Q.   And you would have agreed.
18      A.   Oh, yeah.
19      Q.   You would have agreed with that sentiment?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   All right.  Let's go to -- let me just show
22  you the next -- the next document in that stack is --
23  well, let's mark it.  It's redundant, but I think we
24  might as well have it in the record.
25      A.   Is that 10 -- 10288?
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 1      Q.   Yes.
 2                MR. DEWULF:  Would you mark it, Tara.
 3                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 852.)
 4      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So we've just looked -- if
 5  you look about halfway down, it's your email to
 6  David Beauchamp we just went through.
 7                Do you see that?
 8      A.   Yes.
 9      Q.   And then his response to you, do you see that
10  he actually received your email and read it and he
11  said:  Thank you for your thoughtful response and your
12  offer to serve on the advisory board.
13                Do you recall receiving that from him?
14      A.   Yes.
15      Q.   All right.  Now let's go to the next document.
16                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it.  It is 9512.
17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 853.)
18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, this is a two-page
19  document.  On the cover it's August 7, 2016, email and
20  attached to it looks to be kind of a financial summary.
21                Did you generate that second page?
22      A.   Yeah.
23      Q.   Why'd you do it?
24      A.   I wanted to show that Menaged loans instead of
25  being a maximum of 10 to 12 percent were 90 percent of
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 1  the loan portfolio.
 2      Q.   So in other words, the -- Denny Chittick had
 3  violated the promise he'd made to the investors to
 4  diversify his loan portfolio so that no one borrower
 5  represented 10 or 15 percent?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the first page.
 8  Again, it's an email to David Beauchamp who's helping
 9  DenSco in this time frame and it says:  Good morning,
10  Mr. Beauchamp.  First I want to thank you for being
11  very professional and forthcoming in your
12  communications with investors.  You have met your
13  deadline to advise the investors as I said you would.
14  Obviously, the news was not what we investors were
15  hoping for.
16                Did I read that correctly?
17      A.   Yes.
18      Q.   And you believed that at the time.  Right?
19      A.   Yeah.  Oh, yeah.
20      Q.   The next paragraph, it says:  From the "for
21  whatever it's worth department," this Menaged person
22  seems like he's a perfect candidate for investigation
23  by the IRS and FBI.
24                Did I read that correctly?
25      A.   Yes.
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 1      Q.   And do you remember there being discussions
 2  among the investors and Mr. Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer
 3  about involving the FBI with respect to Menaged?
 4      A.   I don't recall that, but there was so much
 5  going on after those initial days, I could have read it
 6  and just don't remember it.
 7      Q.   You've now learned that ultimately the FBI did
 8  investigate Menaged.  Right?
 9      A.   I did not know that specifically, but I guess
10  by the time all the charges were levied against him and
11  his sentence was issued, yeah, it probably was one of
12  the factors.
13      Q.   Right.  So let's go on and read from this
14  email.  It says:  Wouldn't it be reasonable to try and
15  bring them on board and let their vast investigative
16  capabilities be used in lieu of sending DenSco into
17  receivership or bankruptcy?
18                Do you know whether that topic was
19  discussed among the investors?
20      A.   I don't know that.
21      Q.   All right.  And then the next paragraph, it
22  says:  I'm estimating 10 to 12 percent return to
23  investors based on an analysis of your latest letter
24  (I've attached an Excel worksheet detailing my
25  estimate.  Basically I'm just using the cash in first
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 1  lien note).
 2                Did I read that correctly?
 3      A.   Yes.
 4      Q.   And then the next paragraph reads:  The court
 5  appointed attorneys will significantly reduce that
 6  percentage.
 7                And are you referring to there the fact
 8  that if there are attorneys appointed by the court or
 9  there's a receivership, it will reduce the amount of
10  moneys to the investors?
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   All right.  So let's skip the next documents.
13                The document after that is -- let's mark
14  it.
15                MR. DEWULF:  It is Bates stamp 10111.
16                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 854.)
17      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, these are a series
18  of emails and I'm not going to ask about anything other
19  than the first page of this document.  The email is to
20  Craig Brown, it's dated August 7, 2016.
21                Do you see that?
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   And you're one of the cc's as one of the
24  investors of -- and I can't tell you exactly where you
25  are on this list, but I remember looking at it last
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 1  night and seeing it.
 2                Oh, here you are.  You're about four
 3  lines down.
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   You see that?
 6      A.   Yes.
 7      Q.   So it reads -- the lawyer David Beauchamp is
 8  communicating to Craig Brown.  It says:  Craig, we have
 9  already interviewed a couple of forensic accountants,
10  but the Director of Enforcement for the ACC Securities
11  Division wants to be involved in the decision
12  concerning who should be hired for this very important
13  position.  That should be discussed as part of the
14  Wednesday meeting.  Regards, David Beauchamp.
15                The reference here to forensic
16  accountants, do you recall that there were discussions
17  with David Beauchamp about finding a forensic
18  accountant to get to the bottom of what had gone on
19  financially within DenSco?
20      A.   I don't recall that.  I know that they had a
21  meeting.  Well, no.  I'm sorry.  Maybe it was the
22  receiver who had a meeting.  No, I don't know that
23  there was a search for forensic accountants at that
24  time.
25      Q.   All right.  Do you remember if there was ever
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 1  a time when -- before the receiver was appointed that
 2  there were discussions about getting a forensic
 3  accountant involved?
 4      A.   I do not know that.
 5      Q.   All right.  Let's skip the next document.
 6  Let's skip the document after that.  Let's skip the
 7  document after that.  Let's -- so let's go to the
 8  document 9976.
 9                MR. CAMPBELL:  This is going to be 855.
10                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 855.)
11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So I want to be
12  quick about this.  This is a status email to you and
13  the other investors from David Beauchamp, dated August
14  8, 2016.  Correct?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And I want to go to the second page, to
17  paragraph 4 of his email to all of you.
18                Are you there?
19      A.   Yes, I'm here.
20      Q.   And I want to use this to see if you recall
21  anything about this.  He says:  We have asked the
22  Securities Division to avail itself of the FBI or any
23  other public investigatory body that has subpoena power
24  to research and uncover the potential fraud in this
25  case.  However, the securities commission is pushing
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 1  this matter on its own.  We will have to continue to
 2  push the FBI or other investigatory body to get
 3  involved as this progresses.
 4                Did I read that correctly?
 5      A.   Yes.
 6      Q.   Does it refresh your memory at all that the
 7  investors and David Beauchamp were urging the
 8  corporation commission to get the FBI or someone else
 9  involved to investigate?
10      A.   Yes.
11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.
12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Did you say yes?
13      A.   Yes.
14      Q.   Okay.  Did you have any interaction with
15  Shawna Heuer?
16      A.   I've never spoken to her.
17                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next
18  exhibit and it's 9228.
19                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 856.)
20      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I just wanted to confirm for
21  the record, Tony, this is an email exchange dated
22  August 10, 2016, between you and David Beauchamp?
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   And in it you're wanting to confirm that
25  relative to giving credit for your investment that your
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 1  accrued interest be included in the amount owed?
 2      A.   Yes.
 3      Q.   Okay.  And then David responds to you.
 4  Correct?
 5      A.   Yes.
 6      Q.   Let me ask --
 7                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document
 8  in this stack.  It'll be 857 and it's 9825 is the
 9  number.
10      A.   I've got a 9826.
11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) 9825 is what I have.  So it's
12  the August 10, 2016, email to the investors from
13  Tony Smith at the top.
14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 857.)
15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, could you just confirm
16  that this is an email or a series of emails in August
17  of 2016 and the one at the top of the first page is
18  from Tony Smith to the investors, including yourself?
19      A.   Yes.
20      Q.   And I want to just go to the fourth paragraph
21  of his email to you and others and it says:  This is to
22  imply that -- this is not to imply that David has not
23  been open and honest and kept us informed to a great
24  extent but as was pointed out by Coralee, David is the
25  attorney for DenSco and Denny.
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 1                Did I read that correctly?
 2      A.   I wasn't following you.  I just see it right
 3  now.  Yeah, I see that paragraph.
 4      Q.   And so I earlier asked you you couldn't
 5  remember if you had thought about whether David was the
 6  attorney for DenSco or the investors.  Does this
 7  refresh your memory that the investors are observing
 8  that he is actually counsel for DenSco and it says
 9  Denny here?
10      A.   Yes.
11      Q.   All right.  So let's skip the next documents.
12  We'll skip the next document after that.  And we're at
13  Exhibit 623 that's already been marked.  It has "Simon
14  Consulting" on the first page.
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And I just want to confirm with you -- let's
17  go to the third page and you're identified, your IRA is
18  identified as claim number 6.
19                Do you see that?
20      A.   Yes.
21      Q.   You've got -- the amount of your claim is
22  $457,765.75?
23      A.   Yes.
24      Q.   And so as of today that would be the amount of
25  claim you have against DenSco as an investor and a
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 1  claimant against DenSco?
 2      A.   Yes.
 3      Q.   All right.  I think I'm finished.  Let me just
 4  look at my notes real quickly.
 5                MR. DEWULF:  I have no further questions.
 6  Thank you.
 7                        EXAMINATION
 8  BY MR. CAMPBELL:
 9      Q.   Mr. Burdett, I'm Colin Campbell.  I'm the
10  attorney for the receiver in the lawsuit against Clark
11  Hill and I have about I think maybe 20 minutes' worth
12  of questions or 25.  Do you want to go right ahead?
13      A.   Yeah, let's do it.
14      Q.   Okay.  The first question is maybe more
15  humorous.  I wanted to know how old you were when UTEP
16  won the UCAA championship?
17      A.   I was a mere child.  It was in 1962 so I just
18  graduated high school.
19      Q.   All right.  So you mentioned -- well, let me
20  go back.  This was an investment that you investigated
21  before you made it.  Right?
22      A.   Oh, yeah.
23      Q.   And I have the impression that while you were
24  invested, you stayed on top of it.  I wanted to make
25  sure that circumstances hadn't changed.  Is that true?
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 1      A.   That's true.
 2      Q.   And I think you said at the beginning of your
 3  deposition there were three things that were important
 4  to you when you were doing your investigation.
 5                Number one was that there was going to be
 6  a first lien on the home.
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   Right?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   If you had been told at any time after you
11  made your investment that DenSco on a significant
12  number of its loans had second liens, not first liens,
13  what would you have done?
14      A.   I would have tried to terminate my
15  relationship with them.
16      Q.   The second thing you said was important to you
17  it was loan-to-value ratio on the homes, which if I
18  recall was around 70 percent.  Is that right?
19      A.   Correct.
20      Q.   If you had been told at any time after you
21  invested that DenSco was in violation of those
22  loan-to-value ratios, what would you have done?
23      A.   Again, I would have tried to get out of the
24  investment.
25      Q.   And the third thing you said that was
0123
 1  important to you was diversification, that no one
 2  borrower would exceed 10 percent.  Right?
 3      A.   That's correct.
 4      Q.   If you had been told at any time after your
 5  investment that DenSco was violating that
 6  diversification requirement, what would you have done?
 7      A.   Again, I would have tried to get out of the
 8  investment.
 9      Q.   Now, fair to say that you do not know
10  Mr. David Beauchamp.
11      A.   I don't.
12      Q.   Never met him.
13      A.   Never met him.
14      Q.   In terms of what's -- the receiver in this
15  case has a Website for investors to go and review
16  documents about the case.  Have you been on that
17  Website?
18      A.   I have -- I've been on it.  Not a lot.  It's
19  really of no interest to me.  The only thing that I
20  looked for is a communication from Sierra Barreta.  She
21  is an assistant to the receiver.  Usually she will
22  indicate via email if there's some significant
23  development on the Website or may be a pending
24  distribution.  That's really about all I tune in on.
25      Q.   All right.  So Mr. Beauchamp was deposed in
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 1  this case and his deposition is on the Website.  Fair
 2  to say you have not read it?
 3      A.   No, I haven't.  I haven't read these
 4  depositions.  It's just -- like I say it's of no real
 5  interest to me.
 6      Q.   All right.  Well, fair to say you have no
 7  knowledge, one way or the other, whether Mr. Beauchamp
 8  as a lawyer did anything wrong in this case.  Is that
 9  fair?
10      A.   I have no knowledge of that.  Right.
11      Q.   I want to go back to 851.  That's going to be
12  the investor letter.  It's going to be dated August 4th
13  of 2016.  The exhibit is -- starts with an email of
14  August 4th, 2016, Exhibit 851.
15      A.   Okay.  I've got 851 here.
16      Q.   Okay.  Actually, that's David's letter.
17                MR. DEWULF:  Are you looking for the
18  investor letter?  That's previously marked.
19      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Hold on.
20         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
21      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL) So it's actually -- it's
22  marked Heuer Exhibit Number 448.  It's an email from
23  Mr. Beauchamp to Shawna Heuer.
24      A.   I'm not finding it.  I'm looking at
25  Exhibit 848 and I'm looking at Exhibit 849.  Where
0125
 1  would it be in relation to those?
 2      Q.   Okay.  This one is already marked from a prior
 3  deposition and it's marked 448 in the upper right-hand
 4  corner.
 5      A.   Let me see.
 6      Q.   If they're in chronological order, it's
 7  August 2016.
 8         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
 9      A.   I've got it.
10      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Okay.  So the first page is
11  marked Exhibit 448, it's an email between Mr. Beauchamp
12  and Shawna Heuer.  And if you turn to the second page,
13  that's the investor letter.
14      A.   Right.
15      Q.   And I just wanted to drum down a little bit
16  further on when you may have first read the investor
17  letter.  I think it would be fair to say you didn't get
18  it on August 1st, 2016.
19      A.   Oh, that's correct.
20      Q.   All right.  When you read the investor letter,
21  did you read it on the receiver's Website?
22      A.   I don't know.  I don't know if I got it via an
23  email or on the investor's Website.  Could have been
24  either one.
25      Q.   Okay.  So the receiver was appointed -- well,
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 1  let me go back.  Fair to say you didn't read this
 2  before the receiver was appointed?
 3      A.   Pretty sure that --
 4      Q.   The receiver was --
 5                Pardon?
 6      A.   Pretty sure that would be the case.  The
 7  receiver was appointed sometime in latter part of
 8  August.  Is that right?
 9      Q.   I think around August 17th or August 18th.
10      A.   Okay.
11      Q.   And I'll tell you the receiver did not come
12  into possession of this until months later.
13      A.   Okay.
14      Q.   But do you know -- did anyone give you a copy
15  of this or do you have any recollection?
16      A.   That's what I'm trying to remember where did I
17  get that from.  And I don't remember.  I just --
18      Q.   Okay.
19      A.   I just know I looked at it and I just was
20  amazed.
21      Q.   Okay.  So I want you to just -- if you go to
22  the investor letter, it's Bates stamp 14635 on the
23  first page.
24      A.   Yes.
25      Q.   And I want you to turn to the third page,
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 1  which is Bates stamp 14637.
 2      A.   Okay.
 3      Q.   Are we on the same page?
 4                I want you to look at -- around the
 5  middle of the page, you'll see Mr. Beauchamp's name
 6  with a phone number.
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   Do you see that Mr. Chittick says:  Yes, by
 9  this time I'm talking with my lawyer, David Beauchamp.
10  He is aware of all that I know.  He agreed it would be
11  the worst situation to sue each other and try and
12  figure it out.
13                Do you remember reading that?
14      A.   I read through that pretty much the whole
15  letter.  It was kind of a rambling, incoherent at
16  times, but I tried to read through the whole letter.
17      Q.   Okay.  When you were reading through it, did
18  it occur to you that the lawyer was involved with some
19  of the things that Mr. Denny was doing?
20                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
21      A.   It would appear that way from what Denny's
22  saying here.
23      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Look down at the bottom of
24  the page, it's about the fourth line up, and you'll see
25  David's name again.
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 1                Do you see that?
 2      A.   I see that.
 3                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
 4      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  And in the investor letter,
 5  Mr. Chittick says:  Dave blessed this course of action.
 6  We signed this workout agreement and began executing
 7  it.
 8                Now, do you recall reading that?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   All right.  Do you recall whether it crossed
11  your mind that the lawyer was involved in what
12  Mr. Menaged -- or not Mr. Menaged, the lawyer was
13  involved in what Mr. Chittick was doing?
14                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
15      A.   It would appear so.
16      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Turn to the next page and
17  this is Bates stamp 14638.
18                And again if you go about 45 percent of
19  the way up, you're going to see:  Because of what and
20  how we were operating, Dave blessed it.
21                Do you see that?
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   Again, do you recall reading that?
24      A.   Like I said I'm sure I read the whole letter
25  through, but specifically, you know, any particular
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 1  sentence, I don't -- I don't know.  But I read the
 2  whole letter.
 3      Q.   Okay.  Now, you're not a lawyer.  Right?
 4      A.   Nope.
 5      Q.   When you read this, you weren't thinking about
 6  it in terms of what evidence is here and that the
 7  lawyers may be at fault.  True?
 8      A.   True.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
10      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear
11  your answer.
12      A.   I said "True."
13      Q.   Okay.  Let's go back now to Exhibit 851.  I
14  think that's what I was -- sort of started off on.  And
15  this is going to be the email from Mr. Beauchamp to the
16  DenSco investors.
17      A.   I got it.
18      Q.   Okay.
19                MR. DEWULF:  I'm not there yet.
20                MR. CAMPBELL:  Dated August 4, 2016.
21                MR. DEWULF:  I'm with you.  Go ahead.
22      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  So, now, Mr. Burdett, I
23  know you may be skeptical and maybe even cynical about
24  lawyers, but do you understand what the receiver's job
25  is when a receiver is appointed to represent the
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 1  company?
 2      A.   Yes, it's to --
 3      Q.   All right.  And you understand that one of the
 4  things the receiver does is assess whether anyone is at
 5  fault that the company may sue to get a return on the
 6  moneys it has lost.
 7      A.   Yes.
 8      Q.   Do you know whether or not -- well, let me
 9  rephrase this.
10                Were you aware that Mr. Beauchamp knew
11  that he might be someone that the receiver could sue?
12                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
13      A.   I was not aware of that.
14      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Were you aware that when
15  Mr. Beauchamp sent his email on August 24th, 2016, he
16  had read that investor letter that had made comments
17  about him?
18                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
19      A.   I was not aware.
20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  All right.  Did
21  Mr. Beauchamp in any communication with you tell you
22  what his involvement was with respect to Mr. Chittick
23  and Mr. Menaged?
24                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
25      A.   No.
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 1      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell
 2  you that he was involved in working out a forbearance
 3  agreement between DenSco and Mr. Menaged?
 4      A.   No.
 5      Q.   Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell you that under the
 6  terms of that forbearance agreement, firstly moneys
 7  would go to other lenders besides DenSco, DenSco would
 8  be in the second position?
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
10      A.   No.
11      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  That would have been
12  something you would have expected to learn about if it
13  was happening.  True?
14                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
15      A.   I would want to know that.
16      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever
17  disclose to you that Mr. Chittick did not want to
18  disclose to investors the problems he was having with
19  Mr. Menaged?
20                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
21      A.   No.
22      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell
23  you that I knew that Mr. Chittick didn't want to
24  disclose things to investors?
25                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
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 1      A.   No.
 2      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Would you have wanted the
 3  lawyer for DenSco to tell you that?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
 6      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Mr. Beauchamp has testified
 7  in this case that he terminated his representation of
 8  DenSco because they would not follow his advice.  Is
 9  that something you would have wanted to know?
10                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
11      A.   Yes.
12      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  When Mr. Beauchamp wrote
13  you and said that if a receiver is appointed it would
14  reduce your recovery, would you have liked to know what
15  Mr. Beauchamp's exposure would be if he was being sued
16  by the receiver?
17                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
18      A.   You'll have to run that by me again.  You lost
19  me.  It's getting late.
20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Yeah, let me -- we've been
21  going a long time.
22      A.   Yep.
23      Q.   You understand that part of a receiver's job
24  is to sue people that may be at fault to recover losses
25  for DenSco.  Right?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   And you understand that my role is to
 3  precisely do that.  We're suing Mr. Beauchamp and Clark
 4  Hill for the recovery of losses we believe they caused
 5  DenSco.
 6                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
 7      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  You understand that?
 8      A.   Yes, I do.
 9      Q.   Okay.  Well, maybe I can just shorten it.  You
10  are not aware that Mr. Beauchamp had his own
11  self-interest with respect to saying we shouldn't get a
12  receiver.
13                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
14      A.   No, I wasn't aware of that.
15      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Are you aware the damages
16  being sought by the receiver in this case against Clark
17  Hill is $29 million?
18                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
19      A.   I'm not aware of that.
20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Are you aware that Clark
21  Hill is responsible for all of the second fraud
22  committed by Menaged upon DenSco?
23                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
24      A.   I'm not aware of that.
25      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Okay.  If they were
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 1  responsible and DenSco is collecting money to pay back
 2  to its investors, you'd like to see that.  Right?
 3                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
 4      A.   Absolutely.
 5                MR. CAMPBELL:  Mr. Burdett, you've been
 6  very patient.  Thank you very much.
 7                    FURTHER EXAMINATION
 8  BY MR. DEWULF:
 9      Q.   I have a couple questions prompted by Colin's
10  questions of you, but I'll try to be very quick.
11                Going back I wanted to try to get a sense
12  of when you might have first seen this investor letter
13  we've been talking about, this long letter,
14  Exhibit 448.  When I asked you questions about it, I
15  think you said that when you got to a particular point
16  in the letter, you started feeling sick or started
17  being concerned because it -- I guess it was telling
18  you that there was serious problems within the company.
19  And so when we were trying to pinpoint when you may
20  have read the letter, I thought you were saying that it
21  would have been before you really understood exactly
22  what was going on financially and what the status of
23  the company was.  But do you recall now one way or the
24  other in terms of the sequence, do you think that the
25  letter would have been read in a time frame before you
0135
 1  were getting information from David Beauchamp and
 2  Shawna Heuer and others about the company?
 3      A.   Like I said before, I'm -- now, I have a
 4  complete big file on DenSco and I may -- sometimes I
 5  write the date that I received something and I may have
 6  done it on this particular letter, but I just don't
 7  know.  I would have to go back and look through my
 8  records.  I just -- I don't know.
 9      Q.   That's fine.  All right.  Let me switch topics
10  and then we'll wrap up.  My next questions have to do
11  with this topic of you as an investor wanting to know
12  when circumstances might have changed within DenSco.
13                Do you recall some of that testimony you
14  gave earlier?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And you obviously were careful and you were
17  trying to keep apprised of what was going on in the
18  company.  It would be fair to say that DenSco was
19  periodically providing newsletters to the investors to
20  give them updates on what was going on with the
21  business.  Right?
22      A.   Yes.
23      Q.   And they were also -- you'd have these MOM's
24  meetings that you could attend where sometimes there
25  was information shared about what DenSco was doing?
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 1      A.   Yes.
 2      Q.   And the Website would contain information for
 3  the investors to review?
 4      A.   Yes.
 5      Q.   And then we know and we've seen today that on
 6  occasion you might even send an email to
 7  Denny Chittick, asking him to answer questions or to
 8  give you more detail.  Correct?
 9      A.   Yes.
10      Q.   So you had the ability to get information from
11  Denny Chittick and DenSco about what was going on, but
12  it would rely upon Denny Chittick to be honest and
13  forthright in the information he conveyed to you.
14  Right?
15      A.   Yes.
16      Q.   And until you learned of his suicide, you
17  believed him to be honest and forthright with respect
18  to giving you information that was accurate and
19  complete?
20      A.   Yes.
21                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  No further
22  questions.
23                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me just follow up.
24
25
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 1                    FURTHER EXAMINATION
 2  BY MR. CAMPBELL:
 3      Q.   David Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned in
 4  January 2013 that DenSco was not in a first loan
 5  position, that they had violated the loan-to-value
 6  ratio and that DenSco had violated the 10 percent
 7  diversification policy.
 8         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Objection, form.
10                MR. CAMPBELL:  I misspoke.
11                MR. DEWULF:  It helps me, but I want to
12  make sure you know what you're doing.
13                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me rephrase.
14      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  January 2014 is the time
15  frame.  In January 2014, without question, David
16  Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned that DenSco was not in
17  a first lien position on a substantial number of notes,
18  learned that it had violated the loan-to-value ratio
19  and learned that it had exceeded the diversification
20  requirement.  Fair to say that you have no knowledge
21  what advice that Clark Hill gave to Mr. Chittick in
22  January 2014?
23                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
24      A.   I have no knowledge.
25      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Fair to say you don't know
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 1  whether Clark Hill allowed Mr. Chittick to keep
 2  borrowing money from you without telling you the true
 3  facts.  You have no knowledge about what advice they
 4  gave.
 5                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
 6      A.   I have no knowledge.
 7                MR. CAMPBELL:  No further questions.
 8  Thank you, Mr. Burdett.
 9                MR. DEWULF:  Tony, thanks for the effort.
10  Thanks for coming down.
11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Is he going to read and
12  sign?
13                MR. DEWULF:  We're going to circle back
14  to this issue of reading and signing the transcript of
15  the deposition, Tara, before we go off.
16                Do you want to review the testimony.
17                THE WITNESS:  I'll sign off.  I'll waive.
18  I'll waive.
19                MR. DEWULF:  All right.
20                (Deposition concluded at 1:26 p.m.)
21
22
23
24
25
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09:44    1                MR. DEWULF:  We'll take the regular

         2  transcript, the condensed and the ASCII version.

         3                MR. CAMPBELL:  And I will do the same

         4  thing.

09:44    5                      ANTHONY BURDETT,

         6  sworn by the Certified Court Reporter, testified as

         7  follows:

         8                        EXAMINATION

         9  BY MR. DEWULF:

09:44   10      Q.   Could you please state your name for the

        11  record.

        12      A.   Anthony Burdett, B-U-R-D-E-T-T.

        13      Q.   All right.  So you -- off the record you

        14  indicated that you'd like to be addressed as Tony.  Is

09:45   15  that comfortable for you?

        16      A.   That's fine.

        17      Q.   Tony, have you been deposed before?

        18      A.   Many years ago in the late '70s or early '80s.

        19      Q.   All right.  Let me -- let me go through a few

09:45   20  things to keep in mind which hopefully will allow

        21  things to go more efficiently.  Tara there -- you're

        22  under oath to tell the truth.  You understand that.

        23  Right?

        24      A.   Yes.

09:45   25      Q.   And Tara, the court reporter there, will type
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09:45    1  down what you and Mr. Campbell and I say this morning

         2  in the deposition and those -- that testimony will be

         3  then typed into -- will become a transcript that can be

         4  used in court proceedings.  Do you understand that?

09:45    5      A.   Yes, I do.

         6      Q.   The goal here is to find out what you know

         7  with respect to a historical -- your historical

         8  involvement as an investor in DenSco.  Do you

         9  understand that?

09:46   10      A.   Yes, I do.

        11      Q.   My name is John DeWulf and I represent the

        12  defendants.  The lawyer David Beauchamp and his law

        13  firm Clark Hill and they've been sued by counsel

        14  representing the receiver for DenSco.  And Mr. Campbell

09:46   15  is here representing the receiver.

        16                There may be times when one of us might

        17  object to the other's questions and that's really to

        18  preserve the right later on in court in case we want to

        19  fight about a question or an answer.  But you should

09:46   20  proceed and try to answer the question, if you can.  Do

        21  you understand that?

        22      A.   I do.

        23      Q.   Now, the goal here is to try to ask

        24  understandable clear questions, but sometimes we fail

09:47   25  at that.  If you do not understand our question, will
�
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09:47    1  you please let us know.

         2      A.   I will.

         3      Q.   All right.  Now, if you answer the question

         4  that we ask you, we're going to assume you understood

09:47    5  the question we asked you.  Is that fair?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   Now, it's difficult for the court reporter to

         8  take down more than one person speaking at the same

         9  time so we'll need to extend the courtesy to one

09:47   10  another to allow the other to complete speaking before

        11  the other speaks.  Do you understand that?

        12      A.   Yes.

        13      Q.   The other thing -- two other things.  One is

        14  your responses will need to be audible so that the

09:47   15  court reporter and we can hear you and they will need

        16  to be -- and they'll need to be verbal in the sense

        17  that uh-huh, huh-uh is difficult to understand in the

        18  record.

        19                Now, as a general procedure, Colin and I

09:48   20  have -- we break about every hour or so, get up and

        21  stretch and use the restroom or whatever.  But if -- if

        22  that doesn't fit you or if you want to do it more

        23  frequently, just let us know.  Okay?

        24      A.   Yes.

09:48   25      Q.   All right.  Now, I tried to do some research
�
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09:48    1  on your background, but I don't have, unfortunately, a

         2  lot of information so I'm going to ask you some

         3  background questions, if I could.

         4                Could you summarize where you went to

09:48    5  high school, what year and if you attended any post

         6  high school educational institutions?

         7      A.   Yes.  I graduated from Ysleta High School in

         8  1962.  I got a bachelor of arts degree or bachelor of

         9  business administration degree at UTEP in 1973.

09:49   10      Q.   And you became a CPA.  Correct?

        11      A.   Yes, I am.

        12      Q.   When did you become a CPA?

        13      A.   January 31st, 1977.

        14      Q.   And have you kept your CPA license active

09:49   15  since then?

        16      A.   I went on retirement status two years ago.  It

        17  was active from 1977 through 2016, 2017.

        18      Q.   And you reside in El Paso currently?

        19      A.   Yes, I do.

09:49   20      Q.   How long have you resided in El Paso?

        21      A.   My whole life, 74 years.

        22      Q.   And you were born in the year 1945 in March?

        23      A.   That's correct.

        24      Q.   I'd like to go through with you your career

09:50   25  background.  We don't need details.  I'm going to ask
�
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09:50    1  you just a broad narrative question so that I'll just

         2  allow you to educate Mr. Campbell and me.

         3                Starting from your graduation from UTEP

         4  if you could kind of summarize where you worked, what

09:50    5  you did and for what years as a background for us.  We

         6  can always ask more specific questions if we need to.

         7      A.   Okay.  I graduated in May of '73 and went to

         8  work for Farah Manufacturing Company.  It was a -- an

         9  apparel manufacturer in El Paso.  I worked in the

09:50   10  international accounting division and that's where I

        11  met Warren Bush, he was my supervisor.  I stayed there

        12  through '75, went to sit for the CPA exam and passed

        13  the two parts of the four-part exam.  I went to work in

        14  public accounting in January of 1976; I worked there

09:51   15  through 1980.  It was a small public accounting firm,

        16  N.C. Binyon and Company.  From there I went to

        17  Robert E. McKee, it was a large general contractor that

        18  was founded and headquartered in El Paso, and I worked

        19  there from 1980 through May of 1985.  I became the

09:51   20  chief financial officer, the treasurer, vice president

        21  of finance.

        22                From that point they relocated their

        23  headquarters to Dallas and I chose not to relocate so I

        24  started my own CPA firm as a public accountant in

09:52   25  January of 1976 through November of 1998, at which time
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09:52    1  I went to work for a local land developer by the name

         2  of Foster and Schwartz Developers.  I retired from

         3  there at the age of 65 in 2010.  I was the vice

         4  president of finance, CFO, and I continue to do

09:52    5  consulting work with the founding family of that

         6  company and still do to this day.  I just don't do

         7  anything -- I don't put out any financial statements or

         8  prepare any tax returns, anything that would require my

         9  license to be active.  So that's what I do today on a

09:53   10  very limited basis.

        11      Q.   You said the founding family.  Was it the

        12  Foster family or the Schwartz family?

        13      A.   Foster family.

        14      Q.   And you still do that today?

09:53   15      A.   I still do that today.

        16      Q.   You indicated that you had your own accounting

        17  firm from 1976 to 1998?

        18      A.   Yes.

        19      Q.   What did that firm focus on?  What was its

09:53   20  practice?

        21      A.   Public accounting, generally.  Financial

        22  statement compilations and reviews, tax returns,

        23  financial planning and so forth.  But primarily tax

        24  work would probably have been about 60 percent of it,

09:53   25  compiled and reviewed financial statements, maybe
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09:54    1  30 percent and the other miscellaneous consulting.

         2      Q.   So I tried to send you the documents I was

         3  anticipating we would talk about today and I know you

         4  reviewed some of those documents.

09:54    5      A.   Uh-huh.

         6      Q.   Have you done anything else to prepare for

         7  today's deposition?

         8      A.   No.  I reviewed --

         9      Q.   Did you speak to any --

09:54   10      A.   I reviewed --

        11      Q.   I'm sorry.  Say again.

        12      A.   I reviewed 12 to 15 documents, just pulled

        13  them up on my phone yesterday after they were emailed

        14  to me.

09:54   15      Q.   Did you talk to anyone about it, any other

        16  investors or anyone else who may have been deposed in

        17  this case?

        18      A.   I have not.  I mean warren Bush indicated that

        19  he had been deposed, also, but I -- I haven't

09:54   20  communicated with Warren or really anybody else.

        21      Q.   My records indicate that you became an

        22  investor with DenSco in April of 2011.  Is that

        23  consistent with your memory?

        24      A.   That is correct.

09:55   25      Q.   Can you explain to us how you came to know
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09:55    1  about DenSco and become an investor?

         2      A.   Through Warren Bush.

         3      Q.   Okay.

         4      A.   I -- he was my supervisor at Farah

09:55    5  Manufacturing and he was -- we had lost contact over

         6  the years after I left Farah Manufacturing.  And they

         7  had a reunion for Farah Manufacturing in El Paso and I

         8  went to that reunion and Warren wasn't there, but it

         9  kind of got me interested in reconnecting with him and

09:55   10  so I did what everybody does, I Googled it and somehow

        11  got some contact information and we started

        12  communication again and he told me about DenSco.

        13      Q.   Do you remember, Tony, what Warren Bush told

        14  you about DenSco when you first got introduced to it?

09:56   15      A.   Yes.  He said, "Tony, I'd like you to check

        16  out this investment that I'm in."  He said, "They've

        17  got a Website, why don't you check it out and give me

        18  your thoughts."  And I did and I got back with him and

        19  I said, "It looks like a Ponzi scheme to me" -- And how

09:56   20  prophetic that is -- anyway, he said, "Well, why don't

        21  you talk to Denny and," you know, "get any questions

        22  answered and so forth."  And just by coincidence Warren

        23  Bush was friends with Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon

        24  and Carlene Chittick.  So I did, I contacted Denny and

09:57   25  got some history on the company.  When I got invested
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09:57    1  in 2011, he had been in business about 10 years.  And I

         2  tried to do my homework, due diligence.  I had him send

         3  me an Excel spreadsheet and I have some Excel skills so

         4  I got that worksheet and I did various sorts on it to

09:57    5  see if it was consistent with what his Website was

         6  saying and they were.

         7                And then at some point, I met

         8  Denny Chittick and -- face-to-face and had him answer

         9  any questions I had.  And I also looked through the

09:58   10  entire history on the Website.  When he started in

        11  2001, he would post a quarterly, I believe kind of a

        12  summary, of the -- that activity for the quarter and I

        13  reviewed each and every one of those quarterly

        14  statements to look for any inconsistencies in what he

09:58   15  presented to me and I didn't find any.  I found his

        16  worksheet to be confirmation of what he espoused on his

        17  Website, which were the three primary factors I was

        18  looking for.  One, first lien deeds of trust; two,

        19  loan-to-value ratio of 60 to 7- -- 65, 70 percent and

09:59   20  then diversification of his loan portfolio not to

        21  exceed 10 percent with any individual builder or a

        22  builder and their related companies.  Those were the

        23  three things that I thought were crucial.

        24                And the homework that I did, the

09:59   25  worksheet that he sent to me, going through the various
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09:59    1  sorts, I was able to convince myself that, yeah, it

         2  looks like this is the real deal.  So I did, I made an

         3  initial investment of 200,000 in, I believe it was,

         4  April of 2011.  I made another $100,000 investment, I

09:59    5  believe it was, later that year or maybe the beginning

         6  of 2012, I can't recall for sure.  And then finally I

         7  made another $100,000 investment, bringing my total

         8  principal investment to 400,000, sometime in 2013.

         9      Q.   All right.  Let me ask you a question.  And

10:00   10  that's helpful and we'll go through some of those

        11  statements and perhaps put a little more precision to

        12  the dates and the amounts, but what you just said is

        13  consistent with what I've seen.

        14                And you would allow the interest on those

10:00   15  obligations to accrue over time.  Correct?

        16      A.   That is correct.  I did not receive any

        17  interest.

        18      Q.   And the approach you would follow would be

        19  that when the term of the loan, the general loan you

10:00   20  were making to DenSco, would come to an end, you would

        21  roll it over and enter a new note to replace that?

        22      A.   That's correct.

        23      Q.   All right.  Let me go back to what you said

        24  earlier about Mr. Bush telling you you should check out

10:01   25  DenSco and you indicated again what you did in terms of
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10:01    1  due diligence.  But did Mr. Bush tell you anything

         2  about his experience or his knowledge of either DenSco

         3  or the Chittick family?

         4      A.   Well, like I mentioned he knew -- he'd gone to

10:01    5  college at the University of New Mexico with his

         6  parents and I believe I mentioned that I did meet his

         7  parents.  I don't know if I did that or not, but I did

         8  meet his parents and they're very good people.  And --

         9  but after I had indicated my initial doubts about the

10:01   10  validity of the company and I did my research and so

        11  forth, my main question was -- to Warren was, "Well,

        12  who pays 18 percent on their money?"  And he explained

        13  to me -- and, again, it made sense -- that if you're a

        14  typical flipper, you -- that 18 percent is for a very

10:02   15  short period of time, probably two to three months

        16  until they buy the house, refurbish it, market it and

        17  sell it.  And so in the whole scheme of things, while

        18  it's a high percentage rate of 18 percent, yeah, they

        19  don't have -- it doesn't come out to a large dollar

10:02   20  amount of their total investment in a particular piece

        21  of property.  So that's -- that made sense to me.

        22                Also, DenSco offered a very

        23  streamlined -- maybe too streamlined -- approach to his

        24  lenders.  In other words, he could get a deal put

10:02   25  together in 15 minutes with his access to electronic
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10:02    1  files and his knowledge of the real estate market in

         2  the two counties that he did business in so he was able

         3  to -- in other words, if you -- if a flipper would have

         4  gone to a commercial bank, they would have had to jump

10:03    5  through a number of hoops to get the financing, whereas

         6  it was more streamlined with Denny and that to me made

         7  it a lot -- another reason it made sense that somebody

         8  would obligate themselves to an 18 percent interest

         9  rate.  So that further --

10:03   10      Q.   Well --

        11                I'm sorry.  Go ahead.

        12      A.   -- that further confirmed my confidence in

        13  what my research and due diligence had told me.

        14      Q.   We're going to see in documents later where I

10:03   15  think you're asking questions about Denny Chittick's

        16  business model at DenSco.  One of the things he

        17  emphasized was his relationship with his borrowers,

        18  that he knew a lot of his borrowers personally and

        19  could trust them.  Do you recall him talking to you

10:04   20  about that?

        21      A.   I believe so.

        22      Q.   Yeah.  And that the trust he had with those

        23  individuals played a large part in his success.  Do you

        24  recall that?

10:04   25                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me object as to form.
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10:04    1                And when we have an objection to a

         2  question, the only thing we can do is say we object as

         3  to form, that's something for the judge to consider

         4  later on.  But when we do that, it doesn't mean you

10:04    5  shouldn't answer.  Go ahead and answer.  It's for the

         6  judge for a later time.

         7      A.   Okay.  Repeat the question, please.

         8                MR. DEWULF:  Tara, can you read that

         9  back.

10:04   10        (The record was read by the court reporter.)

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Okay.  Let me rephrase that

        13  just so I make sure we're clear on the record.

        14                So Denny Chittick was relating to you

10:05   15  with regard to its business model that a large part of

        16  its success was due to the fact that he had a strong

        17  relationship with the borrowers and could trust them.

        18  Is that right?

        19                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.

10:05   20      A.   Yes, that's right.

        21      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let me go

        22  back.  You identified the three elements of what was

        23  important to you in connection with your investment

        24  decision.

10:05   25                Actually, let me go back even further
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10:05    1  than that in your testimony.  You said when you

         2  initially looked at the opportunity, you thought it was

         3  a Ponzi scheme, I think was the term you used.

         4  Correct?

10:05    5      A.   Correct.

         6      Q.   What was it about what you read or -- or

         7  learned that caused you to believe it was a Ponzi

         8  scheme?

         9      A.   Well, the -- the interest rate.  He had

10:05   10  various interest rates based on the amount of time that

        11  you tied your money up.  But I was -- because this was

        12  in a retirement plan and I was in no need for current

        13  income, I went ahead and went with the two-year

        14  commitment to get a 12 percent return.  And at the time

10:06   15  I invested -- I've invested in the stock market many

        16  years and I wasn't getting the -- in fact I had

        17  suffered through the 2008 meltdown in the stock market,

        18  real estate bubble, et cetera, and so 12 percent seemed

        19  like a very high return and I thought -- it just

10:06   20  concerned me until I was able to get further research

        21  done and back it up with some more analysis.

        22      Q.   Understand.  Let me just ask as a general

        23  background question, you said that you've been involved

        24  in the stock market.  Are you a trader or someone

10:06   25  who's -- are your accounts self-directed or do you
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10:07    1  generally buy funds and hire investment advisors for

         2  those kinds of things?

         3      A.   They're self-directed, I do my own investing.

         4      Q.   All right.  And so that -- and it sounds to me

10:07    5  like you're a man who does his homework.  So you

         6  research the market in connection with determining when

         7  to buy and sell stocks.

         8      A.   Yeah.  I have done individual purchases of

         9  stock but also options.  In other words, I do stock

10:07   10  options or ETF options and I have a conservative

        11  approach to those options.  I sell options, I don't buy

        12  options.  And it is a pretty conservative way to invest

        13  your money.  In other words, if I have a stock like

        14  Apple, which I do, I would sell a covered call on that

10:07   15  option.  In other words, if Apple's selling for 150, I

        16  would sell a call say -- a 30-day call for 175, meaning

        17  that I'm obligated if the stock hits 175, they're going

        18  to call my stock, they're going to take it.  But I've

        19  done my research or I've done my calculations and say,

10:08   20  fine, I'll take that obligation on in exchange for a $4

        21  per share premium or whatever it might be.

        22      Q.   How much time do you think you spend a day

        23  working on your investment portfolio?

        24      A.   It just really fluctuates a lot.  If I come up

10:08   25  with some options maturing or expiring, I'll have some
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10:08    1  money available to invest and I may spend an hour that

         2  day kind of going through some screens that I look at

         3  to see what might be of interest to me.  But if I'm

         4  fully invested, I don't pay too much attention to it.

10:09    5      Q.   So the -- when you went through the three

         6  criteria with respect to your investment in DenSco --

         7  and I'll summarize in an abbreviated fashion -- that

         8  you wanted first lien deeds of trust on the properties

         9  that were securing the loans being made.  Right?

10:09   10      A.   Correct.

        11      Q.   That you wanted a loan-to-value ratio of 65 to

        12  70 percent.  Correct?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   And you wanted a diversification in the loan

10:09   15  portfolio such that no one borrower constituted greater

        16  than a 10 percent share of the total loan base.

        17      A.   That's correct.

        18      Q.   Now, were you able to confirm that those three

        19  criteria were met with respect to DenSco?

10:09   20      A.   Yes.  That's why I ended up investing.

        21      Q.   Okay.  And did you do that based on

        22  communications with Mr. Chittick?

        23      A.   I did that primarily on that Excel worksheet

        24  that he had sent me.  It was a fairly detailed and

10:10   25  elaborate worksheet and it had enough data points in it
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10:10    1  that I was able to do my various sorts by builder, get

         2  an ascending, descending loan-to-value sort just to see

         3  that it confirmed what was advertised on his Website.

         4      Q.   Do you remember talking at all to Mr. Chittick

10:10    5  about his business practices or procedures before you

         6  made your first investment in DenSco about what DenSco

         7  does?

         8      A.   I did meet with him personally, it wasn't a

         9  real long meeting.  In fact, Warren may have been --

10:11   10  Warren had a condo out in Phoenix at that time and

        11  Warren may have been with me at that meeting, I can't

        12  really remember for sure.  I think he was.  But, yeah,

        13  I met with Denny.  He again answered specific questions

        14  that I had developed from analyzing his worksheet that

10:11   15  he sent me.  Asked kind of off the cuff things like,

        16  "Okay, what is your -- what is your standard operating

        17  procedure from the time you get a call from a flipper

        18  to when you have loaned money on that particular piece

        19  of property?"  And he kind of walked me through his

10:11   20  procedure and indicated, like I said -- and I was,

        21  again, pretty impressed that he could put a loan

        22  package together in 15 minutes.  And I'm thinking, wow,

        23  okay, then that kind of explains how he can do the

        24  volume of lending that he does.  And I had been told by

10:12   25  almost everyone I spoke with how knowledgeable he was
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10:12    1  about the particular markets that he was involved in.

         2  I believe it was only two counties.  He didn't venture

         3  out of those particular markets ever and he was kind of

         4  the go-to guy for any of the flippers that were

10:12    5  contemplating buying a piece of property.  "Hey, what's

         6  this thing worth if I was to get it up to

         7  marketability?"  So he was a resource in that regard,

         8  which again gave me a comfort level that, yeah, this

         9  guy knows what he's doing here.

10:12   10      Q.   So a moment ago you said that he kind of

        11  walked you through his procedures.  Could you walk us

        12  through what you understood his procedures were based

        13  on what he told you?

        14      A.   A builder would come to him via maybe a

10:13   15  telephone call or maybe not a personal visit and say,

        16  "Look, I'm looking at this piece of property on XYZ

        17  street.  I think I'm going to bid 100,000 for it.  What

        18  do you think the values -- what would you be willing to

        19  loan on it?"  And Denny might say, "Well, it's 150,000,

10:13   20  I'll loan you 70 percent of that."  And the builder

        21  would make his decision, he'd go to auction, he would

        22  buy the -- or bid on the -- at the county court steps

        23  or however they do it -- I've never gotten involved in

        24  that -- but he would become the successful bidder and

10:13   25  then the -- again, the key thing would be if he loaned
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10:14    1  that money, it's secured by a first lien deed of trust,

         2  number one absolute most important thing.  And that's

         3  what I understood the situation to be.

         4      Q.   And what you've just said that the number one

10:14    5  most important thing is the first position deed of

         6  trust, did he tell you that?

         7      A.   Oh, yes, that was --

         8      Q.   All right.

         9      A.   And that was not only verbally communicated to

10:14   10  me, but it was on his Website that it was just --

        11      Q.   Right.

        12      A.   -- this is how I do business and every loan is

        13  secured by nothing but a first lien.  There were no

        14  second liens, it was all first liens deeds of trust.

10:14   15      Q.   You talked about in your answer just a moment

        16  ago, Tony, about a borrower making a bid at a trustee

        17  sale.  Do you recall that testimony?

        18      A.   Yes.

        19      Q.   And did Denny Chittick tell you how he

10:15   20  safeguarded his funds, that is DenSco's funds, in

        21  connection with making those loans when they were made

        22  in connection with a purchase at a trustee sale?

        23      A.   You know, I -- I was under the impression

        24  that -- whether he took me step by step, but I was

10:15   25  under the impression that the check for that particular
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10:15    1  piece of property would be made out to the trustee.

         2  Not to the builder, but to the trustee.

         3      Q.   When you say you had that impression, was that

         4  based on what he told you?

10:15    5                MR. CAMPBELL:  I'm going to object as to

         6  form.

         7      A.   You know, I don't know.  I -- I may have just

         8  gone by his Website saying, "Hey, I get a first lien

         9  deed of trust.  Well, how do you do that?"  Well -- I

10:16   10  don't know if he specifically said, "Yeah, I write the

        11  check."  I probably -- in fact, I probably didn't get

        12  that piece of information from him, but I would have

        13  assumed --

        14      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) Well, had he --

10:16   15      A.   Go ahead.

        16      Q.   I apologize, I cut you off.  I thought you

        17  were finished.  Did you finish what you were trying to

        18  say?

        19      A.   Yes.  Yeah, I don't know if he -- if I

10:16   20  specifically asked him down to that level of detail as,

        21  "Okay, how do you -- how are you certain that you have

        22  that first lien deed of trust?"  I mean the guy had

        23  been in business 10 years, he had had no issues that I

        24  was aware of with -- I think they -- I think he did

10:16   25  have some -- you know, some stressful times during 2008
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10:17    1  with the real estate doing -- bubble doing what it did,

         2  but he was able never to miss an interest payment to

         3  any of his investors, was my understanding.  He had

         4  survived that crisis and in fact the person that he got

10:17    5  his education from, a guy by the name of Scott, I

         6  believe, DenSco, that's how they got the name, Denny

         7  and then Scott, had had some issues and was not able to

         8  meet all his obligations and DenSco was.  And that was

         9  I believe communicated to me by Denny and I believe

10:17   10  also confirmed by -- by Warren.

        11                MR. DEWULF:  Could you read that back,

        12  Tara.

        13        (The record was read by the court reporter.)

        14      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So let me go back to this

10:18   15  issue of how you're -- how the DenSco moneys were

        16  safeguarded in connection with a trustee sale.  Would

        17  it be true or fair to say that either Mr. Chittick

        18  communicated to you about this or you assumed as a

        19  careful and prudent lender that the moneys that he was

10:19   20  lending were provided to the trustee in connection with

        21  the trustee sale as opposed to being provided to a

        22  borrower?

        23                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.

        24      A.   That's correct.  I -- like I said I don't know

10:19   25  if Denny particularly told that -- told me that or I
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10:19    1  just had assumed that you would make the check out to

         2  the trustee, because that is how you secure your first

         3  lien deed of trust.  If you go through the builder, bad

         4  things can happen and did.

10:19    5      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Right.  It's pretty

         6  fundamental as a lender that you would want to make

         7  sure that the moneys were used for the purpose they're

         8  intended and that is to buy the property and get a

         9  first lien.  True?

10:20   10      A.   True.

        11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  And as you mentioned and now

        13  we know, there are lots of problems and issues that can

        14  occur if DenSco were to loan money directly to the

10:20   15  borrower as opposed to a third party like a trustee, an

        16  escrow agent, a title company, that sort of thing.

        17  Right?

        18      A.   Yes.

        19      Q.   Did it strike you when you learned later that

10:20   20  Denny Chittick had actually for DenSco lent money and

        21  gave the money directly to the borrower, did that

        22  surprise you?  Did it seem inconsistent with what you

        23  understood to be his business model?

        24      A.   Yes.

10:20   25      Q.   All right.  You mentioned a moment ago this
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10:21    1  individual Scott who was the initial partner of Denny

         2  Chittick in DenSco.  Do you recall that testimony?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   Do you think that individual's name was

10:21    5  Scott Gould?

         6      A.   That sounds right, but I can't say for sure.

         7  I just know it was Scott because of the DenSco name.

         8      Q.   And -- but at some point there was a parting

         9  of the ways between this individual, Scott, and Denny

10:21   10  Chittick?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   And what did you learn from Denny Chittick as

        13  to the reason for that parting of the ways?

        14      A.   I didn't -- I didn't inquire, didn't know.

10:21   15  All I knew was Denny was -- represented the company,

        16  DenSco, even though there might have been another

        17  person involved in it, but he -- at the time I

        18  invested, he was the sole turned out to be shareholder

        19  of DenSco.

10:21   20      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,

        21  that you reviewed Excel spreadsheets that were

        22  generated on a quarterly basis back to the beginning of

        23  the company.  Right?

        24      A.   Well, not the Excel worksheets.  I reviewed

10:22   25  every Web posting on a quarterly basis since he started
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10:22    1  in 2001.  That Excel worksheet that I was talking about

         2  was a document that he gave me before I made my final

         3  decision to invest and that would have been sometime in

         4  2000- -- latter part of 2010 or early part of 2011.

10:22    5  But what would happen on these quarterly postings to

         6  the Website is he'd say, "Hey, I have this amount of

         7  money from investors.  This is the amount I've loaned

         8  out on X number of properties" and just kind of a -- a

         9  rolling, quarterly report and that's what I did a lot

10:23   10  of detailed looking at to be sure that I didn't come

        11  across something where he said something one quarter

        12  and contradicted it the next quarter.

        13      Q.   Did the Excel spreadsheet that Denny Chittick

        14  provided to you prior to your investment, did it go

10:23   15  back to the beginning of the business or was it simply

        16  a snapshot as of that point in time?

        17      A.   It was a snapshot.

        18      Q.   All right.  But you said you did various sorts

        19  on that Excel spreadsheet to check his calculations.

10:23   20  Right?

        21      A.   Yes.  To check his representation about -- I

        22  couldn't check the first deeds of trust representation,

        23  but I was able to check concentration of loans and

        24  builders and also loan to value.

10:23   25      Q.   Did you come away after reviewing the
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10:23    1  spreadsheet and the other information that you could

         2  research that Denny Chittick was good at tracking the

         3  numbers in his business?

         4      A.   Yes.

10:24    5      Q.   And you're an accountant, a CPA and someone

         6  who pays attention to those kinds of things.  That

         7  played a role in your decision to invest.  Right?

         8      A.   Yes.

         9      Q.   Now, kind of related to that issue is his

10:24   10  ability to keep records through his computer, how adept

        11  he is, how computer savvy he is, did you gain an

        12  impression before your investment as to how well Denny

        13  could utilize computers and computer programs to track

        14  what was going on at DenSco?

10:24   15                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.

        16      A.   You know, I didn't know the type of detail in

        17  his business, his subchapter S.  It was actually the

        18  company of DenSco.  In fact that was one thing that

        19  kind of bothered me a little bit was he did not open up

10:25   20  those books of the DenSco corporation to anyone.  So --

        21  but I felt very comfortable that as far as the real

        22  estate lending part of his operation, yeah, he was

        23  fully up to speed and was able -- now, what kind of

        24  level within his accounting system, I don't know, but

10:25   25  he was able to give me that worksheet that had all this
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10:25    1  detail in it that backed up everything that he had

         2  advertised and I knew he was good at that.  Denny was

         3  an intelligent person.

         4      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) How were you able to gain that

10:25    5  opinion that he was an intelligent person?

         6      A.   Doing what he was doing.  I mean, you know,

         7  that's a fairly involved business model to run where

         8  you're taking in money from investors, loaning it out

         9  to builders, monitoring that, going through the

10:26   10  necessary steps to be sure that it is a collateralized

        11  obligation.  So there's a lot of moving parts in it

        12  that takes a fairly intelligent person to pull it off.

        13      Q.   Did you gain the impression that his being

        14  smart was important to him?  In other words, that he

10:26   15  prided himself in being smart and good with numbers?

        16      A.   Denny and I were really -- we didn't

        17  communicate that much.  He would -- if I had a

        18  question, I would email it to him and he would give me

        19  a very short terse response and that was it.  I

10:27   20  certainly wouldn't say we were -- we were friends with

        21  one another.  We had a business arrangement and he just

        22  seemed kind of a standoffish kind of guy.

        23      Q.   Do you recall, Tony, that the market as it

        24  related to hard money lending was getting better and

10:27   25  better in early 2011, that that post recession, that
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10:27    1  things had bottomed out in the Phoenix marketplace and

         2  it was coming back?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   And do you recall when you made your

10:27    5  investment in April 2011 that DenSco was increasing its

         6  volume of loans being made as a function of the

         7  marketplace getting better?

         8      A.   That was my understanding, yes.

         9      Q.   Did you ever have concerns in that first part

10:28   10  of 2011 relative to historical activities of DenSco,

        11  that it was taking on too many loans or it was -- Denny

        12  wouldn't be able to manage what DenSco was doing?

        13      A.   I don't know how soon I started to get a

        14  little worried about his growth.  It seemed to be

10:28   15  growing very rapidly and I have a son who works on

        16  Wall Street and he said, "Dad, I just don't know where

        17  all the market is for this type of loans he's making."

        18  So that -- and I assured him that I was watching it

        19  very closely.  But I was concerned that the business

10:29   20  appeared to be growing very, very quickly.  And so that

        21  brings up your concern where, you know, are you going

        22  to get so much money in that you might start relaxing

        23  your lending standards just to get the money working?

        24  Because he's obligated to pay 12 percent to his --

10:29   25  assuming they have that time of investment of two
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10:29    1  years, he's obligated to either pay the interest to

         2  them or let accrue the interest.  So it's -- I would

         3  think be very imperative for him to get his money

         4  working for him as quickly as he can.  And that kind of

10:29    5  bothered me, that maybe the growth would -- maybe you

         6  would lose some control over your procedures if it grew

         7  that fast.

         8      Q.   Let me ask -- time to pinpoint perhaps the

         9  time where you had that concern.  If you made your

10:29   10  first investment in April of 2011 and of course we know

        11  that Denny Chittick died in July of 2016, when in that

        12  span of time do you think you began growing more

        13  concerned about the volume of investments he was taking

        14  in in the form of loans and the volume of loans he was

10:30   15  making?

        16      A.   I would guess probably 2013, 2014.  I'm just

        17  pulling that number kind of off the top of my head.

        18  But there was a time that -- I mean I think when I

        19  started investing in 2011, there was like $10 million

10:30   20  loan portfolio and then it grew to 60-plus million

        21  dollars.  So that's an enormous amount of growth in a

        22  fairly short period of time, from 2011 to when it all

        23  blew up in 2016.

        24      Q.   Do you think using the dates of your

10:31   25  investments as a point of reference -- points of
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10:31    1  reference, if you invested in April of 2011 and then in

         2  2012 you did two additional investments, do you believe

         3  that it was after you made your investments you became

         4  concerned about the level of growth and the volume of

10:31    5  activities he was involved in?

         6      A.   Yeah.  I mean I wouldn't have made the

         7  additional investments if -- and I believe it was in

         8  2013 that I made that last $100,000 investment.  But I

         9  wouldn't have made them if I started having my

10:31   10  concerns.  So the growth just wasn't that dramatic at

        11  that time, as I recall.

        12      Q.   So you weren't troubled by the growth of

        13  DenSco either in terms of the investment growth or the

        14  loan growth when you initially made your investment in

10:32   15  2011 or when you made your second and third investments

        16  in 2012, 2013.  It would have been after that?

        17      A.   It would have been after that, yes.

        18      Q.   All right.  So you mentioned a moment ago,

        19  Tony, this idea of getting the money working.  Did --

10:32   20  and that's this concept I think you're expressing which

        21  is that investors were providing general notes to

        22  DenSco, with DenSco having an obligation to pay those

        23  investors 12 percent on their money.  Right?

        24      A.   Yeah.  12 percent or -- depending on -- he had

10:32   25  certain time windows that it would -- two years would
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10:32    1  be 12 percent, six months may be eight percent, a year

         2  may be 10 percent.  He had a kind of sliding scale like

         3  that.

         4      Q.   I understand.

10:33    5      A.   But he was obligated to either pay the

         6  interest out on a monthly basis, if that's what people

         7  chose, or to accrue the interest.  And you would get a

         8  monthly printout from Denny every month, what your

         9  balance was and that's what I looked at on a monthly

10:33   10  basis.

        11      Q.   So this idea of he would collect this money

        12  from investors that was being provided through the form

        13  of notes and then he would need to take that money --

        14  as the term you used get the money working, he would

10:33   15  have to -- he would have to loan that money at a higher

        16  interest rate so he'd have to establish relationships

        17  with borrowers where they would borrow the money from

        18  DenSco, he'd have to do the analysis that you talked

        19  about earlier in terms of determining whether it's a

10:33   20  good loan situation.  But he didn't want money sitting

        21  around in DenSco.  Right?  He needed to move it into

        22  the form of a loan so he could collect money on it.

        23      A.   Absolutely.

        24      Q.   Did he ever express -- "he" being Denny

10:34   25  Chittick -- did he ever express to you that he was
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10:34    1  having problems getting the money working or that he

         2  couldn't find enough good opportunities to make loans?

         3      A.   I remember that there was some email

         4  communication where he just said he was -- he was going

10:34    5  to be returning some money to investors because he -- I

         6  would assume he just couldn't find good investments to

         7  put it into.  I do remember that.

         8      Q.   All right.

         9      A.   Which made me feel comfortable.  It said,

10:34   10  "Hey, you're still doing your analysis, you're saying

        11  if you don't see the market there, you're going to

        12  return the money back to the investors."  That's the

        13  way you would do it, I would think.

        14      Q.   And we'll look at some documents in a moment

10:35   15  which put some timing to that in terms of when he chose

        16  not to take any new money from outsiders, take any new

        17  investors, and then he later decided not to take any

        18  new money from present investors and then he decided

        19  that he would go from allowing interest to accrue to

10:35   20  paying it out on a periodic basis.  Do you recall that?

        21      A.   Yes, except in my particular case where I had

        22  it in a tax deferred sheltered IRA, he would not be --

        23  I would be excluded from that requirement to receive

        24  monthly interest payments.  It would continue to

10:35   25  accrue.
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10:35    1      Q.   All right.  Let me circle back and then we're

         2  going to take a break because it's been a little

         3  over -- it's been in an hour or so, but I want to

         4  follow up on a couple of comments as it relates to the

10:35    5  type of person Denny Chittick was.

         6                You indicated -- you used the word

         7  standoffish and that your -- you had a business

         8  relationship with him, but you -- you did not develop a

         9  relationship beyond that.  Is that fair?

10:36   10      A.   That's fair.

        11      Q.   Did any other investors or anyone else share

        12  with you that they also felt he was a standoffish

        13  fellow?

        14      A.   I didn't really deal with any other investors

10:36   15  other than Warren Bush and Warren Bush had kind of a

        16  unique relationship because of his relationship with

        17  the parents, Eldon and Carlene.

        18      Q.   Did Warren ever share with you his view of

        19  Denny Chittick's personality or qualities, traits,

10:36   20  characteristics?  Did he ever share with you his view

        21  of that?

        22      A.   I remember when I met Denny -- and Warren was

        23  there for that meeting and it was in Denny's house --

        24  and Warren later made the comment that, "Wow, this guy

10:37   25  with all this money and his house is just like not
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10:37    1  extravagantly decorated."  In other words, he didn't

         2  appear to be flamboyant or extravagant in his spending

         3  habits, I'll put it that way.  He had a nice home, but,

         4  you know, it's kind of like not top-end furniture.  He

10:37    5  drove an older Lexus.  In other words, he wasn't one of

         6  these guys that would worry me by driving the Maserati

         7  or the Ferraris and being the big shot.  He didn't come

         8  across that way to me and it was pretty much confirmed

         9  by Warren's comments about him.

10:37   10      Q.   Warren in his testimony a couple of days ago

        11  described Denny Chittick as being frugal.  Would you

        12  agree with that?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   I asked him -- I asked Warren about why he

10:38   15  felt Denny Chittick grew the company as large as he did

        16  and he said something -- and, again, the record will

        17  speak for itself -- but he said something about, well,

        18  he wanted to succeed and this was a way that -- to keep

        19  score or something like that.  Did you ever gain an

10:38   20  impression that Denny Chittick was looking maybe in a

        21  competitive sense to grow DenSco or anything like that?

        22                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.

        23      A.   Well, I believe he -- I believe he did keep

        24  score on his -- the way he handled the business, its

10:38   25  rate of growth and so forth.  It looked like it was
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10:38    1  confirmation to him that, yeah, I'm the smartest guy in

         2  the room here.

         3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  What about the idea of the

         4  importance of money, accumulating wealth?  I know we

10:39    5  talked about him being frugal, but did you ever gain an

         6  impression of Denny Chittick that having money was

         7  important or he deemed that to be some reflection of

         8  self-worth or anything like that?

         9      A.   Not really.  I just think he --

10:39   10      Q.   All right.

        11      A.   -- had a competitive nature that he was able

        12  to provide his investors with above average rate of a

        13  return and he was able to grow his business.  But I

        14  don't think he was counting his money in terms of that

10:39   15  being a goal of his.  I think he was a pretty average

        16  guy when it came to his spending habits.

        17      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony, Tony,

        18  that you had met Denny Chittick's parents, Eldon and

        19  Carlene.  Do you recall that testimony?

10:40   20      A.   Yes, I do.

        21      Q.   On how many occasions did you meet them?

        22      A.   I met them I think twice, once was in Phoenix,

        23  before I invested.  And it was with Warren because

        24  Warren and his wife Fay were good friends with Denny's

10:40   25  parents.  So I met them there.  And then I also met
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10:40    1  them up in Idaho when I was on a motorcycle trip.  I

         2  had traveled -- I take extensive motorcycle trips and I

         3  happened to be up in the Idaho area and I went to

         4  Coeur d'Alene and met up with them and spent a couple

10:40    5  hours with them up there.

         6      Q.   Other than those two occasions, did you ever

         7  communicate with them?

         8      A.   No, I don't believe I did.

         9      Q.   And I think you're answering this, but I want

10:41   10  to make sure.  After Denny Chittick's death, in July of

        11  2016, have you spoken to them about that?

        12      A.   I have not.

        13      Q.   Did you get to know any of the other Chittick

        14  family members?

10:41   15      A.   I did not.  I don't know anyone other than

        16  Denny and his parents, Eldon and Carlene.  That's the

        17  only three Chitticks I knew.

        18      Q.   Did you ever meet his wife, Ranasha, while

        19  they were married?

10:41   20      A.   I never did.

        21      Q.   Did you spend any time socially with

        22  Denny Chittick, other than perhaps a MOM's meeting or

        23  an investor meeting?

        24      A.   I went to one MOM's meeting.  I was invited to

10:41   25  an annual get-together up in Idaho and I never attended
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10:41    1  any of those, it just didn't appeal to me, but I did

         2  want to go to one of these MOM's meeting to see the

         3  interaction between -- you had builders there, you had

         4  investors there and in fact I took my other son, Jason,

10:42    5  to one of these meetings.

         6                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  So why don't we

         7  break now.  Five minutes.

         8                (A recess was taken.)

         9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, if you could look at

10:48   10  the stack of documents, I'm going to use some of these

        11  just to prompt your memory in terms of timing and those

        12  kinds of things, but we may on occasion ask Tara to

        13  mark them because they could be used later in court

        14  proceedings.

10:49   15                But let's look at the top document which

        16  is an email June 29, 2010, and at the top you'll see

        17  from Denny Chittick to you and it says re memorandum.

        18      A.   Yes.

        19      Q.   You see that?

10:49   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   So I'm understanding this to be that you were

        22  provided the private offering memorandum in connection

        23  with your investment in 2011.  Is that right?

        24      A.   Yes.

10:49   25      Q.   And it probably would have been the 2009
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10:49    1  private offering memorandum since the communication

         2  begins in 2010.  You would have reviewed that document

         3  before you invested?

         4      A.   Oh, yes.

10:49    5      Q.   And then I -- and I'm not going to mark that.

         6                Let's look at the next document.  It

         7  looks like you're wanting to talk to Denny about some

         8  questions you have and this is in July of 2010.  Do you

         9  see that?

10:49   10      A.   July 13th.

        11      Q.   Yes.  July 12th, I think.

        12      A.   Oh, July 12th.

        13                Yeah, I have that.

        14      Q.   Yeah.  And then the document after that is

10:50   15  July 13th, 2010, and in it Denny Chittick is sending to

        16  you, "I've attached a partial balance sheet and a

        17  spreadsheet."  In that second paragraph, "The

        18  spreadsheet has a list of properties on it and the

        19  second tab has an abbreviated cash flow on it."

10:50   20                Do you see that?

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   So this would have been the spreadsheet you

        23  would have reviewed and perhaps done sorts on to

        24  determine the numbers of DenSco's business.  Correct?

10:50   25      A.   Yes.  I believe that would be that worksheet I
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10:50    1  was talking about.

         2      Q.   All right.  You indicated earlier that Denny

         3  wouldn't share his books with anyone.  Do you recall

         4  that testimony?

10:50    5      A.   Yes.  I mean his corporate books.

         6      Q.   And by books -- yeah.

         7                And by "books," what do you mean?  What

         8  are the corporate books?  What is it you would be

         9  looking at if you got to see the corporate books?

10:51   10      A.   Well, I'd be looking at a balance sheet, I'd

        11  be looking at a P&L, I'd be looking at a cash flow

        12  statement.

        13      Q.   Did you ask to see that information?

        14      A.   I did not because Warren indicated that he did

10:51   15  not -- he did not share that with anyone.

        16      Q.   So was Warren telling you that he had asked to

        17  see that information and Denny had declined?

        18      A.   I don't know if he actually told me that, but

        19  basically somewhere along the discussion I said, "Well,

10:51   20  I would like to see them, but if that's -- if that's

        21  not part of the deal, then I'll try to satisfy myself

        22  through other means that this is an appropriate

        23  investment."

        24      Q.   Did you ever learn why Denny Chittick was

10:52   25  unwilling to show anyone his corporate books and
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10:52    1  records which would include the balance sheet, profit

         2  and loss, other financial statements?

         3      A.   No, not really, other than he was a fairly

         4  private guy and as long as I was able to satisfy myself

10:52    5  through other means about the loan portfolio and the

         6  collateral and loan-to-value ratios and things like

         7  that and his business model operating like he said it

         8  would, I didn't absolutely have to see his internal

         9  books, his complete DenSco corporation books.  He was a

10:52   10  sole shareholder.

        11      Q.   Did you ever meet an individual named

        12  David Preston?

        13      A.   I did not.  I understand, though, that he's

        14  a -- was a CPA over the years for DenSco, but I never

10:53   15  met him, no.

        16      Q.   Did you ever learn what David Preston did for

        17  DenSco?

        18      A.   I would -- I believe he prepared his 1120S

        19  corporate tax return.  That's what he did.  I think

10:53   20  that was his primary function.  I don't believe he

        21  prepared any financial statements or anything like that

        22  for DenSco because I don't believe Denny borrowed any

        23  money where he would need to present a financial

        24  statement to a banker.

10:53   25      Q.   So sitting here today as far as you know,
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10:53    1  Denny Chittick would have created his own internal

         2  financial statements, balance sheets, profit and loss

         3  statements, but he wasn't sharing those with anyone.

         4      A.   That's right.

10:53    5      Q.   All right.  Let's go back and look at -- let's

         6  turn to the next document in this stack, which is dated

         7  July 24, 2010.

         8                There are two emails on that page.  Do

         9  you see that?

10:54   10      A.   I see July the 24th email.  Okay.

        11      Q.   Right.  And at the top Denny Chittick is

        12  saying to you, "Thanks for your consideration."  Do you

        13  see that?

        14      A.   Yes.

10:54   15      Q.   Okay.  If you go down and you look at your

        16  email to him, you're saying that you became concerned

        17  about an interpretation of a portion of the OM -- which

        18  I think is referring to the offering memorandum --

        19      A.   Right.

10:54   20      Q.   -- that you thought was different than the

        21  explanation he had provided about the business.  Do you

        22  remember today what the discrepancy was you thought

        23  existed or where the differences were?

        24      A.   Let me read it real quickly.

10:54   25                MR. CAMPBELL:  While he's reading it, I
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10:54    1  just have this book I have which is 1 through 50.

         2         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

         3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) The email -- the document

         4  we're referring to is this July 24th set of emails and

10:56    5  you're expressing some concern about language in the OM

         6  as it relates to what you understood about DenSco.

         7  Does it refresh your memory, Tony, one way or the other

         8  about what it was you thought was different.

         9      A.   Yeah.  Yeah.  In fact I'm looking at the date,

10:56   10  July of 2010, and there was something in that offering

        11  memorandum that said that he would reimburse the

        12  custodian directly up to one percent of the principal

        13  amount of the notes.  And then when I had verbally

        14  discussed it, DenSco, I understood that, well, no

10:57   15  that's not correct, he's not going to -- in other

        16  words, there's custodian fees associated with your IRA.

        17  And I understood the offering memorandum to say that he

        18  was to reimburse me up to one percent of the principal

        19  note amount, which I thought, well, that's real

10:57   20  generous, that's very good.  But it turned out that

        21  either I misunderstood that or what.  And I was a

        22  little turned off by that so I said, "Okay, well I

        23  appreciate you clarifying that for me and I think I'll

        24  pass on the investment."

10:57   25      Q.   So because of what you viewed to be a
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10:57    1  discrepancy between what Denny Chittick told you about

         2  how DenSco was going to treat the fees on an IRA

         3  investment versus what the private offering memorandum

         4  said, you chose to forego investing at least at that

10:58    5  time.

         6      A.   At that time I did.  I'm fairly frugal myself

         7  and if somebody's going to reimburse me for something

         8  that's -- that would be what I want.

         9      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next

10:58   10  document.

        11                MR. DEWULF:  And, Tara, could you mark it

        12  as an exhibit.  And I believe, based on where we were,

        13  I think this will be 831.

        14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 831.)

10:59   15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So, Tony, I'm

        16  looking at this 831 with you.  You're there, I'm here.

        17  It's an email from Denny Chittick to you dated

        18  July 30th, 2010.  He says:  I received the book back,

        19  I've not had anyone send one back to me before.  I also

10:59   20  haven't had anyone fill out all the docs then decide

        21  not to invest!

        22                (Reading)  I'm still not sure what your

        23  confusion was about the IRA and why that would keep you

        24  from investing, but that's your decision.  Thanks for

10:59   25  taking the -- all the time to research it.  Best of
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11:00    1  luck on your investments, thanks, DC.

         2                Did I read that correctly?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   Okay.  So you decided, as you said a moment

11:00    5  ago, not to invest because of what you viewed to be

         6  some inconsistency or at least some ambiguity between

         7  the OM and what the -- the private offering memorandum

         8  you read and what Denny Chittick was telling you.

         9  Correct?

11:00   10      A.   Yes.

        11      Q.   You later decided to become an investor.

        12  Right?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   Were you able to reconcile the discrepancy or

11:00   15  why did you go ahead with the investment after first

        16  being concerned?

        17      A.   Well, during this period of time, from July of

        18  2010 until April of 2011, I continued to monitor his

        19  Website, continued to talk to Warren Bush, just general

11:00   20  questions and discussions that made me feel better.

        21  And it was a very immaterial thing about that offering

        22  memorandum, but sometimes I get -- I get upset if I

        23  read something in a document and it turns out that I

        24  either totally misunderstood it or -- in other words,

11:01   25  it didn't turn out to be that way, then that's what
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11:01    1  turned me off.  But by the same token, I continued to

         2  look at DenSco going forward, not making any decisions

         3  until April of 2011.

         4                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  So let's mark

11:01    5  the next document in that stack if we could, Tara, and

         6  that's Bates stamp 60632.

         7                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 832.)

         8      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, I'm showing you 832 and

         9  it is -- there are two emails here.  There's one on

11:02   10  the -- about halfway down the first page from you to

        11  Denny Chittick dated April 26, 2011.  I'm sorry.

        12  Actually, there's a preceding email from Denny Chittick

        13  to you, also April 26, 2011, where he says:  You are an

        14  investor now.  I received your funds today.

11:02   15                Do you see that?

        16      A.   I'm looking at the top of the Exhibit 832 and

        17  I see an email from Denny dated April the 26th saying:

        18  You are going to get a stack of docs.  However, I have

        19  to wait for First Trust of Onaga -- or whatever it

11:02   20  was -- to, send them to me and then I'll send them on

        21  to you.  Thanks.

        22                That's what I see at the top part of that

        23  exhibit.

        24      Q.   That's right.  We're looking at the same

11:03   25  document and I want you to go down that first page --
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11:03    1      A.   Okay.

         2      Q.   -- to the original Denny Chittick email which

         3  says:  You are an investor now.  I received your funds

         4  today.

11:03    5                Do you see that?

         6      A.   Oh, yes, I see that.

         7      Q.   All right.  So do you know whether you

         8  received the 2011 private offering memorandum before

         9  you invested in 2011 or was it finished yet?

11:03   10      A.   I don't think it was finished.

        11      Q.   All right.  So the FTCO, is that a party that

        12  is holding your retirement fund?

        13      A.   Yes, it's the custodian.  They are the First

        14  Trust of Onaga company, I think, and they were either

11:03   15  merged with a company called Main Trust but same

        16  organization that I've always dealt with.  I still deal

        17  with them.

        18      Q.   All right.  And he says at the top of that

        19  page, Denny Chittick, says:  You're going to receive a

11:04   20  stack of documents.

        21                And in connection with your investment

        22  you would have gotten at least a subscription agreement

        23  to sign and an investor questionnaire to establish

        24  you're an accredited investor.  Right?

11:04   25      A.   Correct.
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11:04    1      Q.   Do you remember any other documents that you

         2  obtained from him in connection with initially becoming

         3  an investor?

         4      A.   I don't know if I got an actual copy of the

11:04    5  promissory note or not.  I probably did.

         6      Q.   Yeah.  I think --

         7      A.   The subscription agreement, promissory note,

         8  questionnaire.

         9      Q.   Right.  Let's look at the next page.  I'm not

11:04   10  going to mark it yet, but it's -- it's dated April 27,

        11  2011.

        12                MR. DEWULF:  Actually, let's mark this.

        13  There's enough here that I think it's worth marking if

        14  you could, Tara.

11:05   15                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 833.)

        16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So let's focus halfway down

        17  the page, if we could, Tony.  The email from Warren

        18  Bush to you, with a copy to Denny Chittick.  Do you see

        19  that?  It's dated April 27.

11:05   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   He says to you:  I find it very interesting to

        22  be involved with someone in the investment decision

        23  process -- either way it turns out.

        24                And then it goes on:  DenSco is unique

11:05   25  because I find it difficult to decide where to
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11:05    1  categorize the risk in the overall scheme of things.

         2  However, once trust is established, you can move on to

         3  the business activity and finally decide how much is

         4  appropriate for your own fashion.

11:06    5                Did I read that correctly?

         6      A.   (Reading)  For your own situation.

         7      Q.   Your own situation.  Right.  How that finished

         8  is "your own situation."  I'm sorry if I misread.

         9                All right.  So it says, "once trust is

11:06   10  established."  Were you understanding Warren to be

        11  saying once you and he have established trust with

        12  Denny Chittick and DenSco, then you can move on from

        13  there?  Is that what he's saying?

        14      A.   Yes.

11:06   15      Q.   So when you did choose to invest, you had

        16  gained a level of trust in his ability.  Correct?

        17      A.   Oh, yes.

        18      Q.   And you trusted his character, as well?

        19      A.   Yes.

11:06   20      Q.   How were you able to conclude as of April when

        21  you became an investor that he was a man of good

        22  character?

        23      A.   The meeting that I had with his parents, Eldon

        24  and Carlene, they were just good salt-of-the-earth

11:07   25  people.  Very, very good people.  Still have that
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11:07    1  feeling about them.

         2      Q.   And were you gaining that impression also from

         3  your direct communications with Denny Chittick?

         4      A.   Yes.

11:07    5      Q.   All right.  So let's go to the next document.

         6                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it as an exhibit.

         7  It is 6527 is the stamp, Tara.

         8                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 834.)

         9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, do you have it?

11:07   10      A.   I have it.

        11      Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the second page.  This is a

        12  statement as of June of 2011 and it shows that you've

        13  made -- in the investment history category, you've made

        14  an investment of $200,000 as of April 26, 2011.

11:08   15  Correct?

        16      A.   Correct.

        17      Q.   And in the two months intervening, you've

        18  already made some interest on the investment.  Right?

        19      A.   Correct.

11:08   20      Q.   And would you receive documents such as this

        21  on a monthly basis from DenSco?

        22      A.   Every month.

        23      Q.   Let's go to the next document.

        24                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark this.

11:09   25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 835.)
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11:09    1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let's focus on the middle of

         2  the page, Tony, it's an email from you to Denny

         3  Chittick dated July 1, 2011, and I think it must be

         4  referring to the end of the quarter.  Is that a fair

11:09    5  reading of what the reference is?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   And in it you say to Denny:  Thank you for

         8  your expertise and hard work in providing an investment

         9  that offering the "little guy" a solid rate of return

11:09   10  on his investment.  Hope you and your family have a

        11  great 4th.

        12                Did I read that correctly?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   Did you at that time feel that you were a

11:09   15  little guy, in your definition?

        16      A.   Oh, yeah.  Still am.

        17      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.

        18  I'm only asking this for reference purposes, we don't

        19  need to mark it.  Actually, it's already a depo

11:10   20  exhibit.

        21                There's a reference here to a

        22  David Beauchamp in the second or third paragraph --

        23  third paragraph.  Do you see that?

        24      A.   Yeah.  Give me a minute to read it.

11:10   25      Q.   Yeah.  And I'm not going to ask about the
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11:10    1  contents of it, I just wanted to show you that there's

         2  a reference to Beauchamp as being a securities

         3  attorney.  But read it if you want.

         4                MR. CAMPBELL:  Just for the record, John,

11:10    5  this is the exhibit previously marked as Exhibit 633.

         6      A.   Yes, I read it.

         7      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let me first

         8  ask about David Beauchamp.  Did you ever have any

         9  personal contact with David Beauchamp?

11:11   10      A.   I had contact with him via email after DenSco

        11  collapsed.

        12      Q.   Right.  You were one of the investors with

        13  whom he was communicating regarding the status of what

        14  was going on at DenSco?

11:11   15      A.   That's correct.

        16      Q.   Before that, before Denny Chittick's death,

        17  did you ever have any contact with David Beauchamp?

        18      A.   No, I didn't.

        19      Q.   And did Denny Chittick ever reference or say

11:11   20  anything about David Beauchamp to you?

        21      A.   Not that I recall.  He may have causally

        22  mentioned something, but I don't recall.

        23      Q.   Sitting here today do you have any complaints

        24  about David Beauchamp, anything he did with respect to

11:11   25  his serving as counsel to DenSco?
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11:11    1      A.   I have no -- I have no complaint about him.  I

         2  mean I don't -- I had no interaction with him other

         3  than I think I sent him an email after Denny -- after

         4  DenSco collapsed thanking him for answering some of my

11:12    5  questions I had.

         6      Q.   In connection with the work that

         7  David Beauchamp did after Denny Chittick's death, did

         8  you understand that he was counsel to DenSco and not

         9  counsel to the investors?

11:12   10                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.

        11      A.   I didn't make that distinction, no.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Did it matter to you?

        13                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object to form.

        14      A.   At that time, no, it didn't have any -- didn't

11:12   15  matter.  The deal was done.

        16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  What mattered was -- I'm

        17  sorry.  I think I maybe -- did you complete your

        18  answer?

        19      A.   I said, "The deal was done" by that time.  The

11:12   20  damage had been done.

        21      Q.   So the main goal after Denny Chittick's death

        22  was to try to gather information and process what had

        23  happened and figure out how to maximize whatever was

        24  left for the investors.  Is that fair?

11:13   25      A.   That's fair.  That's accurate.
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11:13    1      Q.   All right.  So in this paragraph we're looking

         2  at under Exhibit 633, there is a reference to your

         3  friend, Warren Bush, who volunteered to review the

         4  private offering memorandum.  Do you see that?

11:13    5      A.   Yes.

         6      Q.   Were you aware that Warren was doing that?

         7      A.   Yes, I was.

         8      Q.   Did you involve yourself at all in that

         9  process?

11:13   10      A.   Not at all.

        11      Q.   Did you ever talk to him about what he was

        12  doing?

        13      A.   To Warren?

        14      Q.   Yes.

11:13   15      A.   I just know that Warren mentioned that Denny

        16  was not real good with writing skills and Warren would

        17  kind of assist him in this fairly laborious task of

        18  updating that offering memorandum.

        19      Q.   Do you recall on that topic of private

11:14   20  offering memorandum -- memoranda, do you recall that

        21  there was ever a 2013 private offering memoranda for

        22  DenSco?

        23      A.   I don't recall.  I know that --

        24      Q.   I think --

11:14   25                Go ahead.
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11:14    1      A.   I know that I -- you know, I thoroughly read

         2  the first offering memorandum before I finally, if you

         3  would, trigger and invested with them.  But I don't

         4  know --

11:14    5      Q.   Right.

         6      A.   -- subsequent updates after that.

         7      Q.   So -- and I think by that answer I think I

         8  know what your answer's going to be, but I need to ask

         9  it.

11:14   10                So in 2013 or later, you never asked

        11  Denny Chittick for an updated memorandum?

        12      A.   I do not believe I did.

        13      Q.   Okay.  And you never learned from anyone why

        14  there was not an updated memorandum in 2013 or later?

11:15   15      A.   No.

        16      Q.   All right.  Let's look at -- the next document

        17  in this stack is a previously marked exhibit, which is

        18  Exhibit 432, which is the form of the private offering

        19  memorandum.  And would this have been a document you

11:15   20  would have reviewed in connection with your investment,

        21  at least as it related to your investments after 2011?

        22      A.   Yes.  After 2011 that would have been it.

        23  This would have been after I made my initial investment

        24  in April of 2011.

11:15   25      Q.   Would it -- you indicated that you read the
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11:15    1  earlier version of the 2009POM in connection with your

         2  original investment in April of 2011.  Would you have

         3  also carefully read the 2011POM?

         4      A.   I probably would not have.

11:16    5      Q.   All right.  So let's move on.

         6      A.   I mean it's like a stock prospectus in a stock

         7  market.  I mean it puts you in a coma.

         8      Q.   All right.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next exhibit,

11:16   10  Tara.

        11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 836.)

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony, let's first

        13  look at the email that starts about halfway down the

        14  page from you to Denny Chittick, it's dated August 18,

11:17   15  2011.  And you start out and you say:  Hope all is

        16  well.  I am toying with the idea of dipping my toe in

        17  the hard money lending business in El Paso.  I plan on

        18  making a "test run" with one loan just to see what all

        19  is involved, getting all the bugs worked out (or at

11:17   20  least most of them).  I have a quick question.

        21                And then you go on and ask some

        22  questions.

        23                Did you ever engage in the hard money

        24  lending business?

11:17   25      A.   I did not.
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11:17    1      Q.   Was there a reason?

         2      A.   El Paso is just a totally different market

         3  than Phoenix or Las Vegas.  El Paso doesn't experience

         4  exceptional growth or recessions, it just kind of

11:18    5  trucks along.

         6      Q.   And I know we'll see in other documents

         7  references to doing business in Las Vegas.  And I take

         8  it from your answer, you never engaged in hard money

         9  lending in Las Vegas, either?

11:18   10      A.   Did not.  Got very close to it but didn't.

        11  Didn't actually do it.

        12      Q.   And your son didn't, either?

        13      A.   No, he did not.  He was in real estate, but he

        14  wasn't in flipping.

11:18   15      Q.   All right.  Let's move on.  I only -- I'm not

        16  going to mark this but the next document is an email

        17  from Denny Chittick dated September 30th, 2011, to what

        18  I think are the investors at the time.  It references a

        19  newsletter, photos of properties, those kinds of

11:19   20  things.  Do you recall that Denny Chittick was

        21  providing investors newsletters on a periodic basis?

        22      A.   Yeah.  The newsletter is what I refer to as

        23  the postings on his Website.  Every quarter he would

        24  post an update to loans made, number of loans, some

11:19   25  pictures of properties involved in those loans.
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11:19    1      Q.   So it was business specific information.

         2  Right?

         3      A.   Oh, yes.

         4                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it, Tara.

11:20    5                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 837.)

         6      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, were those newsletters

         7  or the updated information that was on the Website, how

         8  often was it updated, do you recall?

         9      A.   Every quarter.

11:20   10      Q.   Every quarter?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   And it talked about the volume of loans and

        13  what was going on within the company?

        14      A.   Yes.

11:20   15      Q.   If there were a problem or a troubled loan,

        16  did it talk about those kinds of things, too?

        17      A.   No.  It gave very broad statistics.

        18      Q.   We now know that there were problems with the

        19  Menaged loans starting in 2012.  Do you recall ever

11:20   20  learning through looking at the newsletter that DenSco

        21  was having challenges with some of its loans to

        22  Mr. Menaged or any other borrower?

        23      A.   I don't recall that.

        24      Q.   Did you tend to review this newsletter on a

11:21   25  fairly consistent basis so -- to find out what the
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11:21    1  updated information was?

         2      A.   I tried to.  There may have been a couple

         3  months that I -- or a couple quarters that I would

         4  miss, but I tried to look at it.

11:21    5      Q.   But it would be a way of -- if you weren't

         6  talking to Denny Chittick personally, it would be a way

         7  to apprise yourself of what the status of the company's

         8  business was.  Fair?

         9      A.   That's correct.  And at some point that's when

11:21   10  I saw the big growth explosion in DenSco and started

        11  having some concerns there.

        12      Q.   Did you ever express to Denny Chittick that

        13  you had concerns about the growth in the company?

        14      A.   I may have communicated with him via email.  I

11:22   15  don't know if I've ever -- if I talked to Denny on the

        16  phone or not.  I may have once or twice in the whole

        17  period of time I knew him.  Usually it would be with

        18  email and I would -- I may have asked him about the

        19  growth of the company and is he able to -- is he

11:22   20  concerned about being able to invest that money.  I

        21  think I did that, but I -- if you have the documents in

        22  here, it'll refresh my memory again.

        23      Q.   I don't know that I do, but we'll go through

        24  what we got here.  But do you remember what his

11:22   25  response was to you expressing that concern?
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11:22    1      A.   Pretty much he had it under control.  He was

         2  able to -- he was able to, you know, deploy the

         3  investor money and -- except at some point he ended up

         4  indicating that he was going to start returning money

11:23    5  to some investors, which would have indicated to me

         6  that his market was shrinking on him.

         7      Q.   Do you know if Denny ever got any help from

         8  anyone with respect to his due diligence or keeping

         9  track of the numbers or anything within DenSco?

11:23   10      A.   I don't think Denny ever relied on anyone else

        11  other than maybe Warren in helping him with the

        12  offering memorandum and then he had an individual that

        13  was supposedly the backup guy, Robert something.  I

        14  don't know what his name was.  Koehler or something

11:24   15  like that, I don't remember.  But he supposedly was

        16  being given information on a monthly basis so that if

        17  something were to happen to Denny, he would be able to

        18  step in and have some kind of orderly wind down of

        19  DenSco.

11:24   20      Q.   I think the individual you're referring to is

        21  Robert Koehler, K-O-E-H-L-E-R.

        22      A.   Okay.

        23      Q.   Did you ever meet with that individual?

        24      A.   I never did.

11:24   25      Q.   And never spoke to him or --
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11:24    1      A.   No.

         2      Q.   -- communicated in writing with him?

         3      A.   No.

         4      Q.   All right.  The next document in the stack I

11:24    5  think it's referencing a MOM's meeting.  I don't think

         6  we need to mark it.

         7                You said you did attend one MOM's

         8  meeting?

         9      A.   Yes.

11:24   10      Q.   Did you ever meet any of the borrowers or get

        11  to know any of the borrowers for DenSco?

        12      A.   I didn't actually meet them.  I -- they -- we

        13  had a big conference table and there were various

        14  flippers around the table.

11:25   15      Q.   Let's look at the next document.  Let's skip

        16  it, it also deals with MOM's meetings.  Forget about

        17  that.

        18                The next document references that your

        19  son, Jason, is looking at the business.  I just want to

11:25   20  raise this as a topic.  I don't want to spend much time

        21  on it.  But did you and your son look at the business

        22  of hard money lending as a possible pursuit and then

        23  decided not to do it?

        24      A.   Yes, that's accurate.

11:25   25      Q.   And that was in 2011?
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11:25    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   Now let's skip the next document.  Let's skip

         3  the next document.  I think that this just references

         4  another investment which we're going to get to in a

11:26    5  moment.  We've got a statement for that.

         6                Let's skip the next document.

         7                Let's mark the document which is

         8  11-29-2011.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  And it's stamped, Tara,

11:26   10  61895.

        11         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

        12                MR. DEWULF:  Let's skip that and skip the

        13  next document and the document after that is the one

        14  I'm -- it's 61895 and it's dated 11-29-2011.

11:27   15                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 838.)

        16      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let's look at the first page

        17  of this Exhibit 838, Tony.  And -- well, what I want to

        18  focus on is the email from you to Denny Chittick.  It's

        19  not at the very top of that first page, it's the email

11:28   20  right below that where it begins:  Thanks for the offer

        21  to share your process.

        22                Do you see that?

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   It reads:  Thanks for the offer to share your

11:28   25  process.  When you told me it took 10 to 15 minutes to
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11:28    1  put a package together, I was impressed.  I think that

         2  is one reason you have built up such a loyal group of

         3  builders.  You make their lives easier.  It is a

         4  win-win.  Thanks again.

11:28    5                Did I read that correctly?

         6      A.   That's correct.

         7      Q.   So had Denny Chittick shared with you the

         8  process he undertook to make a loan?

         9      A.   Yes.

11:28   10      Q.   And you're referencing the fact that you're

        11  impressed that he can put a package together in 10 or

        12  15 minutes?

        13      A.   Right.

        14      Q.   And earlier in your testimony you observed

11:29   15  that it's a real benefit to a borrower who wants to

        16  move quickly that Denny can get a decision made quickly

        17  and get them funded quickly.  Right?

        18      A.   That's correct.

        19      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document in

11:29   20  the stack.  I'm not going to mark this, but this is

        21  where you're asking questions of comparing the process

        22  in Nevada versus Arizona and that kind of thing

        23  regarding foreclosures.  Do you remember having those

        24  kinds of communications with Denny Chittick?

11:29   25      A.   Which one are we looking at?  61975?
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11:29    1      Q.   Yes.

         2      A.   Okay.  I'm looking at it.

         3      Q.   It's just that -- at the time you and your son

         4  were perhaps doing business in Las Vegas, you were

11:29    5  comparing and contrasting the laws in Arizona versus

         6  Nevada.  Right?

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   All right.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Let's move on and let's mark

11:30   10  the next document which is 62239, Tara.

        11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 839.)

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  I'm sorry, there

        13  may have been a document that precedes this, but I

        14  don't have it.  The bottom email on this page, Exhibit

11:30   15  839, starts out Denny Chittick:  Thank you, but there

        16  is more info in it.

        17                I'm not sure what he's referring to, but

        18  then you're saying to him:  Thanks, Denny.  I have my

        19  reading squared away for a while.  Are there two or

11:30   20  three metrics that you focus on to give you a summary

        21  of data that's important to you?

        22                And then the information at the top is

        23  his response.  Correct?

        24      A.   Yes.

11:31   25      Q.   And he writes to you on January 17th, 2012, as
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11:31    1  it relates to the metrics you asked about.  It says:

         2  MLS inventory, number of properties in foreclosure.

         3  Those are two I have been watching for years with both

         4  of those numbers changing so drastically in the right

11:31    5  direction is why I've been so optimistic.  It's econ

         6  101, supply and demand.  We've been on the wrong side

         7  of that for so long, now that it's in the right

         8  direction prices will go up and I can't tell you how

         9  strange that is after five years.

11:31   10                Did I read that correctly?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   What did you understand him to be saying when

        13  he said that numbers are changing so drastically in the

        14  right direction?  What did that mean to you?

11:31   15      A.   It meant that the market that he was investing

        16  or lending money to builders on was improving.

        17      Q.   And when it means improving [sic], does that

        18  mean that the value of properties are going up?

        19      A.   Well, I would think so plus just an increase

11:32   20  in demand for his product that he was putting out

        21  there.

        22      Q.   All right then.

        23                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document

        24  in that stack if we could, Tara.

11:32   25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 840.)
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11:32    1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Are you there, Tony?

         2      A.   I've got it.

         3      Q.   All right.  So the email you send, which

         4  starts about a third of the way down on February 18,

11:33    5  2012, you start out and you ask:  How do you arrive at

         6  your Estimated Values?

         7                Estimated values being capitalized,

         8  question mark.

         9                Did I read that correctly?

11:33   10      A.   Yes.

        11      Q.   And then he responds:  I use a combo of

        12  knowledge, Google Maps, MLS and NetValueCentral, a

        13  subscription service I pay off to give me sales

        14  history.

11:33   15                Did I read that correctly?

        16      A.   Yes.

        17      Q.   And was this your understanding of the due

        18  diligence he would do in connection with determining

        19  the value of the property against which he is providing

11:33   20  loans?

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   And that would then drive whether he was

        23  comfortable with the loan-to-value ratios?

        24      A.   Yes.

11:33   25      Q.   Did he also share with you whether he or
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11:33    1  someone on his behalf would drive by the properties to

         2  eyeball the properties?

         3      A.   I don't know if he had anybody drive by or if

         4  he did it himself or -- I don't know.

11:34    5      Q.   Did he ever tell you that there were certain

         6  borrowers or flippers who were borrowers that he

         7  trusted so much that he really didn't do much due

         8  diligence on the properties that were being purchased

         9  because he believed that they understood the values?

11:34   10      A.   I don't know specifically, but I would guess

        11  at some point in time that probably occurred.  But I

        12  don't know that he ever spoke to me specifically about

        13  it.

        14      Q.   So you don't remember if he ever spoke to you

11:34   15  about that topic that sometimes he just relied on

        16  borrowers for value?

        17      A.   I can't answer that.  I don't know.  Don't

        18  recall.

        19      Q.   All right.  And you said something like you

11:35   20  assumed that he may have, but you don't really know one

        21  way or the other?

        22      A.   I don't know.

        23      Q.   All right.  Did he, Denny Chittick, ever

        24  mention to you the identity of any repeat borrowers he

11:35   25  had that he had established relationships with?
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11:35    1      A.   I know in looking at some of those exhibits

         2  that were sent to me yesterday, when I was opening them

         3  up on my phone, there was a -- some kind of mention

         4  about easy investments that I believe turned out to be

11:35    5  Menaged.  But I'm just -- I'm just kind of -- I read it

         6  very quickly.

         7      Q.   Yeah.  We'll get to that in a moment.

         8                But do you recall him ever discussing

         9  with you -- I mean other than sending you that packet

11:36   10  of information that had easy investments on it, do you

        11  remember him ever talking to you about any specific

        12  borrowers?

        13      A.   No.

        14      Q.   And I think that package -- and we'll look at

11:36   15  it in a moment -- was really meant to show you the kind

        16  of information he gathered in connection with making a

        17  loan.  Right?

        18      A.   Yes.

        19      Q.   All right.

11:36   20                MR. DEWULF:  I think the next document in

        21  the stack is 8547.  Let's skip that and let's go to

        22  8548 and mark that as an exhibit.

        23                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 841.)

        24      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, this would be a

11:37   25  statement for April 2012 for your investment at DenSco?
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11:37    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   And this would now show us that the date of

         3  your second investment in DenSco of 100,000 was

         4  December 15, 2011?

11:37    5      A.   Yes, I see that.

         6      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.

         7  We're not going to mark it.  It references a dinner

         8  party.  Skip that.  Let's go to the next document.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it.  And it's

11:37   10  17021.

        11                MR. CAMPBELL:  That's going to be number

        12  842?

        13                MR. DEWULF:  Yes.

        14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 842.)

11:38   15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, why don't you look

        16  through this document.  I'm not going to ask you about

        17  the first page.  Well, I take that back.  Just thumb

        18  through it, familiarize yourself with it, I'm going to

        19  ask you some questions about it.

11:38   20      A.   Yeah, this is the one I remember seeing

        21  yesterday.

        22      Q.   Yeah.  So this document is a reference to or

        23  it contains information in connection with a loan to

        24  Easy Investments and Scott Menaged.  Right?

11:38   25      A.   That's correct.
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11:38    1      Q.   Let's look at the first page together.  This

         2  document is an email from Denny Chittick to you and

         3  it's dated September 3rd, 2012.  The first paragraph

         4  reads:  I look forward to see you, Jason on Monday.

11:39    5  The example of the deal I have attached is to a guy

         6  that I've worked with for four and a half years, I've

         7  lent him about $10 million.

         8                Did I read that correctly?

         9      A.   Yes.

11:39   10      Q.   So your understanding from this email when you

        11  looked at the attachment is that he, Denny Chittick,

        12  was describing a situation where he had a borrower of

        13  Scott Menaged through his entity, such as Easy

        14  Investments, had borrowed over $10 million over 2012.

11:39   15  Right?

        16      A.   Yes.  Over a four-and-a-half-year period.

        17      Q.   Right.  And the rest of this email is talking

        18  to you about the elements of the loan that protects the

        19  lender.  Correct?

11:39   20      A.   Yes, it looks like it.

        21      Q.   And was this in response to again questions

        22  that -- if you look at the second page, these are

        23  questions that you and your son -- or your son Jason

        24  may have had about hard money lending and how to

11:40   25  protect yourself?
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11:40    1      A.   Yes.  It's where I asked him if he could give

         2  me a typical transaction, yes.

         3      Q.   You mentioned earlier in your testimony that

         4  Denny Chittick was a smart guy and good with numbers.

11:40    5  Would you agree that he also knew how to be a good hard

         6  money lender?

         7      A.   Yeah, I thought so.

         8      Q.   The aspect of making sure your money is used

         9  appropriately and that you have proper security in the

11:41   10  form of a first deed of trust, it's not very

        11  complicated, is it?

        12      A.   No.

        13      Q.   Did you say no?

        14      A.   Yes, I said no.  It's not complicated.

11:41   15      Q.   We now know, looking back on it, that at times

        16  Denny was careless with his money, particularly as it

        17  relates to his loans to Scott Menaged and his entities.

        18  Correct?

        19      A.   Yes.

11:41   20      Q.   And in your experience and based on your

        21  communications with Denny Chittick, it was out of

        22  character for him to be careless or to not insist upon

        23  making sure that all the elements of sound and prudent

        24  hard money lending were followed.  Right?

11:41   25      A.   That's what I -- that's what I thought, yes.
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11:41    1      Q.   Did you ever learn that Denny Chittick was

         2  also careless or less than prudent with respect to any

         3  other borrowers other than Scott Menaged?

         4      A.   I probably became aware of it after it all

11:42    5  collapsed.  He was fairly loose --

         6      Q.   Do you know --

         7      A.   He was fairly loose in his -- I guess over

         8  time he became lax in his processing of a loan.  That's

         9  all I can figure out.

11:42   10      Q.   Were you ever able to arrive at an opinion as

        11  to why he became more loose or relaxed or careless

        12  about the DenSco moneys and his loans?

        13      A.   I don't know.  I couldn't -- I would hazard to

        14  guess, it just was a mistake.

11:42   15      Q.   Have you talked to anyone else who was an

        16  investor about this topic of why he, Denny Chittick,

        17  became careless with DenSco's money?

        18      A.   Certainly talked to Warren Bush.  We were in

        19  pretty constant communication and as soon as Denny's

11:43   20  suicide became news.

        21      Q.   Did Warren express to you what he thought

        22  about why Denny Chittick became careless with the money

        23  he loaned to Scott Menaged and perhaps others?

        24      A.   No.  I think Warren was just as surprised as I

11:43   25  was that the procedures and policies that were spelled
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11:43    1  out in his memorandum and his Website weren't being

         2  adhered to.  I think he was as shocked as I was.  And

         3  everybody else, I think.  Somebody may have known more

         4  than I did or Warren did, but we were unaware of how

11:43    5  this procedure had deteriorated over time.

         6      Q.   So let me ask that question.  Are you aware of

         7  any investors having any knowledge of the problems with

         8  Menaged before Denny Chittick's death?

         9      A.   No.  Never heard of the guy before his death.

11:44   10      Q.   And I think you've answered this, but let me

        11  make sure.  No one has expressed to you any sort of

        12  opinion as to why Denny Chittick would have become so

        13  careless in the use of DenSco moneys either regarding

        14  Menaged or anyone else?

11:44   15      A.   No one -- you know, I had my own thoughts.  I

        16  guess that he went through a divorce shortly after I

        17  had invested with him and I -- that concerned me

        18  because people go -- frequently go off the rails during

        19  that type of a situation.  Talked to Warren about it

11:44   20  and he kind of reassured me that they had been in

        21  counseling for quite some time and this wasn't a big

        22  shock to Denny, that he had probably prepared himself

        23  already and it was moving forward.  That's kind of the

        24  impression I got.

11:45   25      Q.   On that issue of the divorce, did you ever
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11:45    1  learn what led to the divorce?

         2      A.   No.

         3      Q.   Did you ever talk to anyone about the divorce

         4  other than Warren?

11:45    5      A.   No.

         6      Q.   Have you talked to anyone about how

         7  Scott Menaged influenced or manipulated Denny Chittick?

         8      A.   No, not really.  I mean I was unaware that

         9  this whole situation was going on.

11:46   10      Q.   All right.  So let's look at this Exhibit 842

        11  real quickly and he has -- he's referencing what's in

        12  the packet.  If you see about halfway down the email

        13  that says page 2, evidence of insurance.  Do you see

        14  that?

11:46   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And that was something you understood that

        17  Denny required as a part of every loan, was that the

        18  borrower get insurance on the property?

        19      A.   Sure.

11:46   20      Q.   And then he talks about on page 3, he says:  I

        21  record on the day that I fund the deal a one-page doc

        22  that says exactly what happened.

        23                Did you gain an understanding as to how,

        24  for example in connection with a trustee sale, that

11:46   25  Denny protected DenSco's first position?
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11:46    1      A.   Hold on one second, please.

         2                Yes, I read it.

         3      Q.   But is that a -- did he ever -- that is Denny

         4  Chittick ever explain to you how he protected DenSco's

11:47    5  first position in connection with a trustee sale?

         6      A.   Other than what he presented to me here, no.

         7      Q.   All right.  Okay.  And then let's go to --

         8  farther down that page, he references page 4 to 8 is

         9  the deed of trust, once the trustee's deed is recorded

11:47   10  (which conveys the property to my borrower) I record

        11  this document.

        12                And you understood that that was the

        13  security mechanism that was recorded to provide

        14  protection in the event there was a default on the

11:48   15  loan?

        16      A.   Yes.

        17      Q.   Okay.  And, again, that was a primary part of

        18  what gave you comfort was that DenSco and Mr. Chittick

        19  was telling you, "We always get first position deed of

11:48   20  trust"?

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   And then page 9 references the note, spells

        23  everything out.  And he's referencing a promissory note

        24  that's in the package?

11:48   25      A.   Yes.
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11:48    1      Q.   And then page 10 references receipt and

         2  mortgage.  Do you see that?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   Or I'm sorry, the release.

11:48    5                Any doubt in your mind that

         6  Denny Chittick understood what his loan documents gave

         7  him the power to do at DenSco?

         8      A.   I didn't have any doubt that it -- he knew

         9  what he was doing.

11:49   10      Q.   Okay.  We're not going to mark the next

        11  statement, I don't think we need to because we've

        12  already got later statements that have more up-to-date

        13  information.

        14                Let's look at the documents after that.

11:49   15                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it.  It is

        16  64873.

        17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 843.)

        18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  This is a series of emails,

        19  Tony.  And you're a motorcycle enthusiast.  Right?

11:50   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   And you've taken some extended trips.

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   If you'll look on the second page, the email

        24  that you write continues on and I think this looks like

11:50   25  an interplay between you and Denny Chittick.  In other
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11:50    1  words, you're asking questions and he's responding

         2  within the same email.  Do you read it as that?

         3      A.   That's right.  I ask a question and then he

         4  responds to it right below that question.

11:50    5      Q.   Okay.  And the second page references the fact

         6  that you have visited his parents in Coeur d'Alene.  Do

         7  you see that?

         8      A.   Yes, I see it.

         9      Q.   So let's -- I want to focus on this inset that

11:50   10  is four paragraphs down.  It reads:  I did review your

        11  latest quarterly newsletter.  A couple of observations.

        12                Are you there with me?

        13      A.   Yes, I see it.

        14      Q.   Okay.  And then it reads:  Number one,

11:51   15  doubling investor money from 21 million to 42 million

        16  in two years is stunning.  Congratulations.  This has

        17  to have you walking a very fine line in putting that

        18  money to work.

        19                What did you mean by that?

11:51   20      A.   Again, we've talked about his rapid growth and

        21  how he's, I would think, under a lot of pressure to get

        22  that money deployed and invested because he owes it to

        23  the investors of DenSco.

        24      Q.   But you're congratulating him because he's

11:51   25  been able to grow his investor money?
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11:51    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   And then number 2 reads:  A number of your

         3  long term builders have found cheaper financing for

         4  their rental property.  I don't know how much money

11:51    5  they paid off but that would appear to put further

         6  pressure on you.

         7                That observation is based on having read

         8  the quarterly newsletter?

         9      A.   That's interesting.  I don't know where I

11:52   10  would have come up with the information to make that

        11  statement.  But, yeah, somewhere.  Maybe it was on the

        12  quarterly update, maybe he mentioned it, I don't

        13  remember.  But somehow some document gave me that

        14  information.

11:52   15      Q.   But what you're also expressing is that your

        16  understanding is there would be pressure on his ability

        17  to find, quote, the room to lend money.  Right?

        18      A.   Yes.  Because he has this money invested by

        19  his investors and if he's lost some -- his more

11:52   20  longterm builders that means he has less of a market to

        21  deploy lenders' money to.

        22      Q.   Let's look at this and go down this email page

        23  and there's a paragraph number 2 and it begins:  Yes,

        24  it has.

11:53   25                Do you see that paragraph?
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11:53    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   I want to go to the end of that paragraph.

         3                Three lines up there's a sentence that

         4  begins:  You are to be congratulated for operating one

11:53    5  of the best hard money businesses around.  I've always

         6  been impressed about how you have been able to receive

         7  the investors' money, turn around and put it to work, a

         8  balancing act to be sure.

         9      A.   Yes.

11:53   10      Q.   Did I read that correctly?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   And so the balancing act you're referring to

        13  is the idea of bringing in money from investors and

        14  being able to find loans so that you can put that -- he

11:53   15  could put that money to work.  Right?

        16      A.   That's correct.

        17      Q.   Okay.  Let me -- then go to the next

        18  paragraph.

        19                This would be a paragraph that was

11:54   20  written by Denny Chittick.  Right?

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   Because it begins, "I don't have any plans."

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   Let me read it:  I don't have any plans to

11:54   25  return money at this point.  If I did get to that point
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11:54    1  it would be well planned in advance.  In nearly 13

         2  years I've always been able to put all the money I have

         3  to work.  There have been many more times when I could

         4  have put more money to work than I have versus sitting

11:54    5  on excess cash.  Look at this way.  If I can stay

         6  95 percent invested, I would be sitting on over

         7  $2 million at all times.  That is my normal cash

         8  position.  I'm usually between 500K, 500,000, and 1.2

         9  and that money though sitting in my bank account is

11:54   10  committed to deals sitting on my desk.

        11                Did I read that correctly?

        12      A.   Yes.

        13      Q.   Do you understand what he's saying there?

        14      A.   Yeah, I think so.

11:55   15      Q.   Is he saying that he's holding money back for

        16  future loans or -- I can't understand what -- is he

        17  saying he's sitting on $2 million as cash all the time?

        18                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form.

        19      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I'm just asking what your

11:55   20  interpretation is.

        21      A.   Okay.  Hold on one second.

        22                Seems to me like he's saying he never

        23  really had a problem with sitting on money and not

        24  being able to invest it.  It's been the other way

11:55   25  around, that he has more of a demand from his borrowers
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11:55    1  than he has funds invested by his investors.

         2      Q.   All right.

         3                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document

         4  in the stack and then we're going to break for five

11:55    5  minutes.

         6                The next document, Tara, is 9884 and I

         7  want you to mark it if you could.

         8                MR. CAMPBELL:  That's going to be 844.

         9                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 844.)

11:56   10      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So, Tony, this is

        11  an email from Denny Chittick to you dated

        12  March 29, 2013, and he writes to you:  Investors:

        13  Anthony, I've decided not to take on any new investors.

        14  I'll continue to accept money from the current

11:56   15  investors.  I appreciate all the referral from

        16  everyone.  Since I spent exactly zero dollars on

        17  marketing, word of mouth has -- was my only way to

        18  grow.  Please find attached your monthly statement.

        19                So did this refresh your memory that

11:56   20  roughly March of 2013, he decided not to take on any

        21  new investors?

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   Okay.

        24                MR. DEWULF:  Let's skip the next

11:56   25  documents.  Let's skip the next document after that.
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11:57    1                And then we're going to mark the document

         2  which is 10803 and then I'm going to ask you about it

         3  when we get back and we'll take a five-minute break.

         4                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 845.)

11:57    5                MR. DEWULF:  Thank you.  We'll break for

         6  about five minutes, Tony.

         7                THE WITNESS:  Okay.

         8                (A recess was taken.)

         9      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, I'm showing you

12:04   10  Exhibit 845.  And I want to look at the first page of

        11  this document first.  And it's an email from

        12  Denny Chittick to you dated July 31, 2013.  Correct?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   And it says:  Investors:  Anthony.

12:04   15                It says:  Please find attached your

        16  monthly statement.

        17                And then it reads:  I thought this would

        18  be as good as time as any to tell you that I'm going to

        19  have to soon quit accepting money from my current

12:04   20  investors.

        21                And then he goes on:  Between the organic

        22  growth of the interest that accrues and profits, plus

        23  what you are adding to your investments, the law of

        24  large numbers are working against me.

12:05   25                Then it reads:  Not to worry, nothing is
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12:05    1  wrong, I just need to be able to manage the business in

         2  the confines of time that I've set for myself (grade

         3  school hours) and it's getting harder to do that.

         4  Thus, I believe by the end of the year I'll quit

12:05    5  accepting money.  Those of you that have IRAs, I'll

         6  keep accepting those annual contributions because they

         7  are small.  Thanks, D.C.

         8                Did I read that correctly?

         9      A.   Yes.

12:05   10      Q.   So does this refresh your memory that around

        11  July of 2013 he stopped accepting money from the

        12  current investors?

        13      A.   Correct.

        14      Q.   And do you remember receiving this email?

12:05   15      A.   Yeah, I remember receiving it.

        16      Q.   So I guess you -- I'm taking this from some of

        17  the things you said earlier.  You took some comfort

        18  from the fact that he was concerned about managing the

        19  numbers and so he was now choosing to kind of back off

12:06   20  to make sure he could manage everything.  Fair?

        21      A.   Yeah, that gave me some comfort.

        22      Q.   And did you generally have the impression with

        23  Denny Chittick that he was aware enough in his

        24  abilities that he monitored these kinds of things to

12:06   25  make sure that he wasn't getting too far out or that he
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12:06    1  could properly manage his investors' money?

         2      A.   Yeah, I think that's accurate.

         3      Q.   And the second page of this document is the --

         4  or I'm sorry.  Maybe it isn't.

12:06    5                Do you have a second page to your

         6  document?

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   Is it a statement?

         9      A.   Yes, I do.

12:06   10      Q.   Okay.  And it's a statement dated July 2013

        11  and you see the investment history.  It shows that that

        12  third investment you made was in April -- on

        13  April 30th, 2013.  Correct?

        14      A.   May 30th.

12:07   15      Q.   Oh, I'm sorry.  Gosh.  May 30th, 2013, was the

        16  date of your third investment.  Correct?

        17      A.   Right.

        18      Q.   All right.  And it shows also the interest you

        19  earned, which reflects the fact that interest has

12:07   20  accrued in your account.

        21      A.   That's right.

        22      Q.   Correct?

        23      A.   Right.

        24      Q.   And this would be the sum total of investments

12:07   25  that you made in the company.  Right?
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12:07    1      A.   That's it.

         2      Q.   All right.  Let's go to the next document.  I

         3  don't think -- this just -- again, this is dated

         4  December 18 of 2013 and he confirms in the document

12:07    5  that he won't be accepting any more money after the end

         6  of the year.  Do you see that?

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   And so would this be consistent with your

         9  memory that as of the end of 2013, he stopped accepting

12:08   10  new money?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   All right.  Let me ask you to look at the next

        13  document in the stack, which is dated June 29, 2014.

        14  Do you see that?

12:08   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And the document has a discussion generally of

        17  both what's going on within the company and then also

        18  what's going on at the -- he uses the word "macro," at

        19  the larger level of the economy.  Do you see that?

12:08   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   Was this document provided in connection with

        22  the MOM's group --

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   -- and the MOM's meeting?

12:08   25                Okay.  And was it your experience, Tony,
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12:08    1  that in connection with the MOM's meetings, he would

         2  present or provide some summary of both what was going

         3  on at DenSco and what was going on in the larger

         4  economy?

12:09    5      A.   Yeah.  Like I said I only attended one, but I

         6  think that would be a fair statement.

         7      Q.   All right.

         8                MR. DEWULF:  Let's look at the next

         9  document.

12:09   10                And let's mark it if we could, Tara.

        11                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 846.)

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, if I could ask you to

        13  look at this briefly, particularly that second

        14  paragraph, I just wanted to confirm something.

12:10   15                So in it he says that:  To continue to

        16  constrain the size of the portfolio, I'm requesting

        17  that everyone that is presently accruing interest to

        18  take interest monthly or quarterly.

        19                Did you see that?

12:10   20      A.   With the exception for the IRAs.

        21      Q.   Right.  And you were an IRA.  Right?

        22      A.   That's correct.

        23      Q.   All right.  So as of 12-27-2014, did you have

        24  any reaction to his decision to go from accruing

12:10   25  interest, at least as to the non-IRA accounts, went
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12:10    1  from accruing interest to paying interest monthly or

         2  quarterly?

         3      A.   You know, I wasn't -- I wasn't surprised

         4  because just looking at my statement, I -- my accrued

12:11    5  interest was getting to be substantial.  And if he had

         6  more investors like me and I know -- I believe he had

         7  quite a few individual retirement accounts, that people

         8  were letting their interest accrue, that that could be

         9  a cash flow problem later on.  In fact I think later

12:11   10  on, I even sent him an email saying, you know, my

        11  accrued interest is getting large and I'm getting too

        12  much of a concentration in DenSco and I think I

        13  suggested he pay me the accrued interest at that time.

        14      Q.   All right.  Did you ever talk to him about

12:11   15  this decision to pay quarterly or monthly instead of

        16  allowing accrual?

        17      A.   I never talked to him about that.  That

        18  wasn't --

        19      Q.   All right.

12:11   20      A.   It was of no interest to me.  I didn't need

        21  the money then.

        22      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next

        23  document.  I'm not going to mark it for now.  There's a

        24  reference to an entity called Onaga, O-N-A-G-A.

12:12   25      A.   Yeah.
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12:12    1      Q.   Was that some sort of a clearinghouse or what

         2  was Onaga?

         3      A.   That's the custodian.  That's the FTCO or

         4  whatever it is.

12:12    5      Q.   All right.

         6      A.   First Trust of Onaga.

         7      Q.   I understand.  So here you are and you're

         8  pointing out if you look at it -- and you may have seen

         9  it previously -- you're pointing out --

12:12   10      A.   What document are you looking at, please?

        11      Q.   I'm looking at a document that's dated

        12  April 17, 2015.

        13      A.   Okay.

        14      Q.   67446 on the bottom.

12:12   15      A.   I see it.  Yes.

        16      Q.   And I'm just confirming with you that you are

        17  identifying a typo in a newsletter for Denny Chittick.

        18      A.   Yeah, it's one of my hang-ups.

        19      Q.   So you're reading the newsletters carefully

12:13   20  enough to determine whether there was a typo and you're

        21  letting him know about that?

        22      A.   Yeah.  Something big might have gone right

        23  over my head, but I guess I catch the little things.

        24      Q.   All right.  It just shows you're being

12:13   25  careful.  You're following what he's sending you.
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12:13    1  Right?

         2      A.   Right.  Trying to.

         3      Q.   All right.  Let's -- the next document I'm not

         4  going to mark and it's a September 4, 2015, set of

12:13    5  emails and in it you're discussing the idea of doing a

         6  shorter term loan.

         7                Do you recall those discussions with

         8  Denny Chittick?

         9      A.   I sure do.

12:13   10      Q.   And did you end up doing any further

        11  investing?

        12      A.   I did not.

        13      Q.   All right.  So let's go to the next document.

        14                MR. DEWULF:  And let's mark it, Tara.

12:13   15  And it's D128039.

        16         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

        17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 847.)

        18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  Tony, would you

        19  just confirm that this is a packet of documents in

12:16   20  connection with your investments at DenSco.

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   All right.  I'm not going to ask you about it.

        23  I think we've got a record of when you invested and

        24  those kinds of things.

12:17   25      A.   Uh-huh.
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12:17    1      Q.   We'll skip the next page.

         2                And then I want to ask you about the

         3  document after that and it is November 12th, 2015, and

         4  it has a stamp 68082 on the bottom.

12:17    5      A.   68082?

         6      Q.   Yes.

         7      A.   Yeah, I got it.

         8      Q.   All right.  So that's 848, I believe.

         9                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 848.)

12:17   10         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

        11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So this is a November 12th,

        12  2015, email from you -- I'm sorry -- from Denny

        13  Chittick to you at the very top.  And then it looks

        14  like you had sent an earlier email to him so maybe he

12:18   15  is putting information in.  It looks like an

        16  interactive email between the two of you.

        17      A.   That's right.  Yeah, he inserted his response

        18  after I sent him -- when I first researched DenSco back

        19  in 2011 and then he's saying -- I asked for an update

12:18   20  on current status and that's what he gave me.

        21      Q.   So he's telling you as of November 12, 2015,

        22  DenSco has a 257 loans outstanding, the loan amount

        23  total in aggregate is 52,200,000, the collateral value

        24  is 72 million, the average number of days loans

12:19   25  outstanding is 116.  Did I read that correctly?
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12:19    1      A.   That's right.

         2      Q.   And that's the information Denny Chittick is

         3  providing to you in response to your question.  Right?

         4      A.   Yes.

12:19    5      Q.   And when it says total collateral value, do

         6  you understand that to be the collateral value of the

         7  properties against which the loans were made?

         8      A.   Yes.

         9      Q.   So an average you would take as a percentage

12:19   10  to show loan-to-value ratio, you would take a loan

        11  amount of fifty-two-two million against the total value

        12  of the property of 72 million?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   All right.

12:19   15                MR. DEWULF:  Let's go to the next

        16  document.  Let's mark it, please, 849, and it is stamp

        17  68083.

        18                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 849.)

        19      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Do you have it, Tony?

12:20   20      A.   I have it, yes.

        21      Q.   All right.  So I'm showing you Exhibit 849 and

        22  it looks like an email dated November 12th and 13th,

        23  2015.  Am I correct?

        24      A.   That's correct.

12:20   25      Q.   And it looks like the -- you know, the
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12:20    1  earliest email, which is on the third page, is the one

         2  we just looked at.  And the first two pages look to

         3  be -- they contain questions posed by you of

         4  Denny Chittick and his response to those questions.

12:21    5      A.   That's right.

         6      Q.   Is that a fair reading?

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   So could you explain to us are your questions

         9  the bullet points and then the next after that is his

12:21   10  response to your bullet points?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   So your first question starts out:  On

        13  average, on an annual basis, how much of the investor

        14  dollar do you have working as a percent of building

12:21   15  loans, 95 percent?

        16                That goes on and that whole paragraph is

        17  your question being posed to Denny Chittick.  Right?

        18      A.   That's correct.

        19      Q.   All right.  And then in the following two

12:21   20  paragraphs, he responds to your question.  Right?

        21      A.   Yes.

        22      Q.   And then you ask the question that's about

        23  two-thirds of the way down the page:  Back in 2011,

        24  flippers' source of properties was from foreclosure

12:21   25  auctions.  Is that still the case?  If not, what is
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12:22    1  their source now?

         2                And then he responds to that question.

         3  Right?

         4      A.   Yes.

12:22    5      Q.   And then the next page, you ask him:  Have you

         6  had to venture out of your "normal" product (i.e. first

         7  deeds on single family residential) to keep the

         8  investor money working?

         9                And then he responds to that question.

12:22   10  Right?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   And then you ask:  Do you still have your

        13  succession plan in effect in 2011?  As I recall, you

        14  had an individual that was up to speed on your current

12:22   15  portfolio of loans and collateral and could step in if

        16  necessary.

        17                Correct?

        18      A.   Correct.

        19      Q.   And then your -- it looks like your final

12:22   20  question, the bullet point:  Finally, if there was some

        21  major catastrophic event in the Phoenix real estate

        22  market where values collapsed and your flippers walked

        23  away leaving you with the properties, do you think the

        24  annual rentals would be sufficient to maintain

12:23   25  investors' principal and accrued interest up to that
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12:23    1  point and you could ride it out until the prices

         2  recover?  I know that's a crystal ball question, but

         3  these are the things that keep me up at night.

         4                Did I read that correctly?

12:23    5      A.   Yes.

         6      Q.   Was there something, Tony, in this time frame,

         7  November of 2015, that concerned you about something

         8  going on at the company or was it just you doing your

         9  due diligence?

12:23   10      A.   I think maybe some notes were getting ready to

        11  be rolled over and I wanted to be sure that nothing had

        12  materially changed in his investment process and whole

        13  business model since I was going to renew my

        14  investments.  I think that's what I was saying there.

12:23   15      Q.   Okay.  You know, I'm -- I think I was mistaken

        16  in the way I characterized what the -- how this

        17  document reads because it looks as though on the bottom

        18  of the second page, there's a paragraph that begins "In

        19  summary" and I think that's your comment.

12:24   20      A.   It is.

        21      Q.   Could you look at that and see if it's your

        22  comment?

        23      A.   Yeah, it is.

        24      Q.   All right.

12:24   25      A.   I should have put a bullet point on it, but I
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12:24    1  didn't.

         2      Q.   Okay.  So it reads:  In summary, I believe

         3  that you are the "go to" guy for the flippers in the

         4  Phoenix market.  You offer them two things, an expert

12:24    5  knowledge of the real estate market and a streamlined

         6  lending process that the banks can't compete with.

         7  When I first invested with you I did my due diligence,

         8  studying your business model and meeting with you and

         9  your parents.  In the final analysis my decision to

12:24   10  invest with you was that I trusted you.  I did then and

        11  I do now.  Thanks for your time.

        12                Did I read that correctly?

        13      A.   Yep.  Yes.

        14      Q.   And then he responds and he says:  I

12:25   15  appreciate that.  I do try to provide a lot of extra

        16  value to my borrowers rather than just the funds.  I

        17  have a lot of loyal borrowers and we have a good

        18  working relationship and communication.  Things are

        19  going to go wrong, it's being able to work through

12:25   20  those issues and keep the communication open so that we

        21  can find a solution.  I've got many, many borrowers

        22  that I've lent millions to and completed dozens if not

        23  hundreds of deals with them.  Those are the

        24  relationships you want to maintain and foster.  The

12:25   25  trust is key.
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12:25    1                Did I read that correctly?

         2      A.   Yes.

         3      Q.   I'm seeing a theme and I've seen it in other

         4  documents that trust is a big deal with Denny Chittick.

12:25    5  Did you gain that impression with him?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   Did he talk to you about how important it was

         8  that he trust his borrowers?

         9      A.   Yeah.  I mean I -- you know, at some point via

12:26   10  email or maybe a personal meeting I had with him, which

        11  there were like one or two, there weren't many, but he

        12  could have expressed that.  I would believe that.

        13      Q.   I mean did you view that that was one of his

        14  quality traits is he placed value on trust?

12:26   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   How about loyalty?  Did he ever talk to you

        17  about the importance of loyalty with his borrowers or

        18  his investors or others?

        19      A.   Not that I recall.

12:26   20      Q.   Okay.  Let's go to the -- we don't need to

        21  look at the next document.  I'm not going to mark it,

        22  it's just another financial statement.

        23                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next

        24  document, Tara, it's stamped 68982.

12:27   25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 850.)
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12:27    1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony.  This is a

         2  document dated July 5, 2016.  So this would have been

         3  two to three weeks before Denny Chittick passed away

         4  and it's an email from Denny to you.

12:27    5                Again it looks as though there's kind of

         6  a interaction between the two of you in this email, but

         7  I want you to confirm that.  I want you to go -- in it

         8  you're expressing the concern that you're too heavily

         9  weighted in DenSco.  Do you see that?

12:27   10      A.   Yes, I see that.

        11      Q.   So you as of 2016 determine that as it related

        12  to your total asset allocation you needed to reduce the

        13  money dedicated to your DenSco investments?

        14      A.   Yes.

12:28   15      Q.   And were you in the process of doing that when

        16  he passed away?

        17      A.   Yes.

        18      Q.   And in this email you are again identifying

        19  when you originally made your investments.  You talk

12:28   20  about the accrued interest you've -- you total out.

        21  Almost to the end of the email, there is a paragraph

        22  that begins, "Thanks."  Do you see that little

        23  paragraph?

        24      A.   Yes.

12:28   25      Q.   It says:  Thanks for your excellent
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12:28    1  professional money management.  I guess as they say "no

         2  good deed goes unpunished," but I have to look at my

         3  entire portfolio and becoming too weighted in one asset

         4  is not prudent.

12:29    5                So you're basically explaining to Denny

         6  why you're choosing to reduce the moneys you have in

         7  your DenSco investment?

         8      A.   Yes.

         9      Q.   Is the phrase "no good deed goes unpunished,"

12:29   10  referring to the fact that he's done so well and your

        11  money has grown so much that you're going to have to

        12  reduce the amount?

        13      A.   Yes, that's exactly right.

        14      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the next

12:29   15  document.  I think it's in the stack you have which is

        16  a previously marked document.  It's Exhibit 448.

        17      A.   Yes.

        18      Q.   But -- all right.  So this is a document that

        19  was marked in a previous deposition and I want to go

12:29   20  through it very, very quickly.  And I -- have you read

        21  this document before?

        22      A.   The actual document itself --

        23      Q.   I apologize.  I cut you off.  Go ahead.

        24      A.   The actual document that's from Denny?

12:29   25      Q.   Yeah.
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12:30    1      A.   I have read that.

         2      Q.   And the document I'm referring to starts on

         3  the second page and it's a letter to the investors that

         4  he wrote and it was kind of in anticipation of his

12:30    5  suicide, as I read it, and then I think it was provided

         6  to you after his suicide.  Right?

         7      A.   That's right.  It was -- I don't believe Denny

         8  sent this.  I believe his sister or somebody made the

         9  decision to send this out, but it -- I don't believe it

12:30   10  came from Denny directly.

        11      Q.   All right.  I want you to go down about

        12  two-thirds of the way.

        13                Now, there are no paragraphs in this

        14  document so it's difficult to track things.  But I want

12:30   15  you to go down about two-thirds and there is a sentence

        16  that begins:  In 2012 I was saying that I would quit

        17  accepting money soon.

        18                It's about halfway down, actually.

        19      A.   Yeah, I see it.

12:31   20      Q.   All right.  Let me just read that to you:  In

        21  2012 I was saying I would quit accepting money soon and

        22  figured the portfolio would start shrinking.  Going

        23  into 2013 I was starting to get larger idle cash

        24  positions on a regular basis.  Scott Menaged (gives

12:31   25  phone number and address), a long-time borrower, he was
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12:31    1  probably one of my largest borrowers by dollars over

         2  the years.  He was also ran a bidding company and sent

         3  me many borrowers over the years.  He at the time had a

         4  few million dollars with me on his rentals and was

12:31    5  still doing flips on a regular basis.  Scott contacted

         6  me and asked if he would -- if would be interested in

         7  funding a bank of rentals to which a hedge fund friend

         8  of his out of New York would buy one-fifth for each, 7

         9  to 10 million.  He would put down 15 to 20 percent, fix

12:32   10  them up, rent them then when he acquired the total

        11  dollar amount he would sell out to this guy.  That

        12  amount of money would take me over me a 10 to

        13  15 percent threshold to any one borrower.  Again, I

        14  talked to a few of you investors and got a positive

12:32   15  response.  Based on his track record, the down payment,

        16  et cetera, the comfort level was there, I agreed.

        17                Now let me stop there.  Did Denny

        18  Chittick speak to you about this interaction with

        19  Scott Menaged in either 2012 or 2013?

12:32   20      A.   Never.

        21      Q.   And do you know whether he spoke to -- I mean

        22  he said he talked to a few of you investors.  Do you

        23  know whether he talked to other investors about this

        24  relationship with Menaged in this time frame?

12:33   25      A.   I don't -- I don't know of any.  I know it
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12:33    1  deviated from his basic business model and when I read

         2  that, I started getting a sick feeling in my stomach

         3  because it -- it just was bad news.

         4      Q.   So you would have read this letter before you

12:33    5  understood the larger details about what had happened

         6  at DenSco because everyone was still doing an

         7  investigation, David, Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer,

         8  S-H-A-W-N-A, H-E-U-E-R.

         9                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.

12:34   10         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

        11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Let me just rephrase it and

        12  it'll probably be easier for everybody.

        13                So this exhibit that we're looking at,

        14  which is Exhibit 448, you would have seen after

12:34   15  Denny Chittick's suicide, but before you understood the

        16  status of what had happened to DenSco.

        17      A.   Yes.

        18      Q.   And do you -- and you recall that the status

        19  of what had gone on at DenSco was at least initially

12:34   20  determined by efforts by Shawna Heuer, Denny's

        21  surviving sister, David Beauchamp, the lawyer, and to

        22  some degree Robert Koehler?

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   All right.  So let's go down this page.  There

12:35   25  is about seven lines up, the sentence begins:  For
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12:35    1  efficiency sake.

         2                Do you see that?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   It reads:  For efficiency sake I would

12:35    5  normally wire the funds I'm lending to the bidding

         6  company that would get the check and give it to the

         7  trustee, send me receipt.  Sometimes I would even wire

         8  the full amount and my borrower would bring me their

         9  down payment check and bidding fee because they lived

12:35   10  here in the east valley versus running across town.

        11  I've operated this way ever since I was given the

        12  ability to wire online in 2003.  Many of you knew this

        13  and I told you this is how I operated.  Some of you

        14  that were also borrowers and investors have experienced

12:35   15  this way of doing business and know it's common.

        16                This description that he's giving where

        17  in some cases he's giving money directly to the

        18  borrower, did he ever share that with you?

        19      A.   No.

12:36   20      Q.   Do you know if he ever shared it with any

        21  other investors?

        22      A.   Not that I'm aware of.

        23      Q.   So the comment we looked at earlier and this

        24  comment would not be accurate, would they?

12:36   25      A.   No.
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12:36    1                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form of the

         2  question.

         3      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  In other words, what he's

         4  saying he told a few of the investors, to your

12:36    5  knowledge he never told the investors any such thing.

         6                MR. CAMPBELL:  Well, I'm going to object

         7  to the form.

         8      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I'm sorry.  Go ahead.

         9      A.   Well, I bet you there's no investors that step

12:36   10  up to the plate now and say he discussed it with them.

        11  I kind of doubt he discussed it with anybody.

        12      Q.   Well, as a business matter, the investors

        13  would not be happy with the idea that he would give

        14  money directly to the borrower as opposed to making

12:36   15  sure that the moneys were protected.  Right?

        16      A.   That's correct.

        17      Q.   All right.  And let's go to the next page.

        18  Again, it's hard to track but about -- almost halfway

        19  down the page -- and this is Bates stamped 14636 --

12:37   20  there's a number 50 million.

        21                Do you see that in the text?

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   All right.  Right after that the sentence

        24  starts:  It was only going to be for a few more months

12:37   25  and he had been spotless with payments of interest and
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12:37    1  I checked all the values of the properties, visited

         2  some of them.  Everything seemed to be in order.

         3                Let me stop there.  Did you understand he

         4  was referring to his lending relationship with

12:37    5  Scott Menaged?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   And then he goes on and he says:  I agreed to

         8  the -- I agreed to the increase.  We talked again in

         9  the fall and he was telling me I would be cashed out of

12:38   10  these by year end.  I again spoke with a few of you

        11  saying that I might be returning some funds.  The plan

        12  was all working out fine, the rest of the business was

        13  doing fantastic and I wasn't concerned.  Then in

        14  November something came up that made it look like I was

12:38   15  in second position on one of the properties I had a

        16  loan with Scott.  I called him, he didn't know anything

        17  about it and said he would get back to me.

        18                Let me just stop there.  Are you aware of

        19  Denny Chittick telling anyone of the investors that he

12:38   20  was running into problems with Scott Menaged in 2013?

        21      A.   No.  Never heard of Scott Menaged before.

        22      Q.   It says he's talking about communicating with

        23  investors about Menaged, that would be an inaccurate

        24  statement.  Right?

12:39   25      A.   I can't speak for other investors, but I know
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12:39    1  he didn't speak to me, I know he didn't speak to

         2  Warren.

         3      Q.   Let me ask you a couple general questions.

         4  Are you familiar with Active Funding Group?

12:39    5      A.   I've seen it in some of the DenSco

         6  receivership Websites, but couldn't really -- I

         7  couldn't --

         8      Q.   Okay.

         9      A.   -- expand upon it.

12:39   10      Q.   All right.  He references -- and I can give

        11  you the specifics, but he talks about this fear of

        12  disclosing information to his investors and he

        13  references that one of his investors had done something

        14  through a bidding company when problems occurred.  Do

12:39   15  you have any knowledge of any of the investors ever

        16  getting sideways with a bidding company or litigating

        17  with a bidding company?

        18      A.   I know that there was a -- I believe a lady,

        19  her name doesn't come to my mind right now, but if I

12:40   20  heard it, I could recognize it.  Coralee something.

        21      Q.   Coralee Thompson?

        22      A.   Yeah, that's her.  She's a pretty tough

        23  customer --

        24      Q.   I apologize.  Go ahead.

12:40   25      A.   She's a pretty tough customer.  I think she
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12:40    1  kept close tabs on things and so I think she was

         2  shocked as everybody else.

         3      Q.   So what you're saying is you think that

         4  Coralee Thompson may have gotten sideways with a

12:40    5  bidding company and he may be referring to that?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   And do you know if this bidding company was

         8  this fellow who was on Property Wars?  The name escapes

         9  me, but he was a fellow who Denny Chittick knew?

12:41   10                MR. CAMPBELL:  Object as to form.

        11      A.   I don't know.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  Would it be fair

        13  to say as we look at this Exhibit 448 that based on

        14  your knowledge to the extent that he is saying that he

12:41   15  is keeping any investors apprised of what's going on

        16  before his suicide, to your knowledge those are false

        17  statements.  Right?

        18                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection to form.

        19      A.   Yes.

12:41   20      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So let's go to

        21  the next document.

        22                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it.  It is 9674.

        23                MR. CAMPBELL:  That'll be 851?

        24                MR. DEWULF:  Yeah.

12:41   25                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 851.)
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12:41    1      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right, Tony, that's

         2  Exhibit 851.  This appears to be an email from

         3  David Beauchamp and then a responding email from you on

         4  August 4, 2016.  Do you see that?

12:42    5      A.   Yep.  Yes.

         6      Q.   And let me read in -- your email is at the top

         7  of the first page.  Right?

         8      A.   Yes.

         9      Q.   And this is after Denny Chittick has committed

12:42   10  suicide and you're -- early August 2016, everyone's

        11  trying to reconstruct what happened to DenSco?

        12      A.   Yes.

        13      Q.   And you say to Mr. Beauchamp:  My name is

        14  Anthony Burdett and I am a DenSco investor.  I have a

12:42   15  substantial amount invested with DenSco (over 680,000,

        16  including accrued interest through June 2016, the last

        17  statement I received).  Assuming that I can be

        18  protected from my liability issues, I would offer to

        19  serve on the advisory board.

12:43   20                Let me stop there.  Do you recall that

        21  there was some talk about putting together an advisory

        22  board to kind of oversee the investors' efforts to

        23  figure out what had gone on?

        24      A.   Yes.

12:43   25      Q.   The board was never created ultimately because
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12:43    1  the Corporation Commission stepped in at some point.

         2  Right?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   And then your email goes on, it says:  My sole

12:43    5  goal is to maximize the return of my investment but in

         6  doing so will help to maximize the return of all

         7  investors.  If we go the bankruptcy/receivership route

         8  we will receive pennies on the dollar.

         9                Did I read that correctly?

12:43   10      A.   Yes.

        11      Q.   And then the next paragraph reads:  I am a

        12  retired CPA with over 40-plus years of experience.  I

        13  am also a friend of Eldon and Carlene Chittick and

        14  would like to offer them any assistance I can in this

12:44   15  very difficult time.  Hopefully we can get the other

        16  investors on board and make the best of a bad

        17  situation.

        18                And then you give your contact

        19  information.  Correct?

12:44   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   All right.  So let me go back to that first

        22  paragraph.

        23                You say "If we go the

        24  bankruptcy/receivership route we would receive pennies

12:44   25  on the dollar."  What are you saying there?
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12:44    1      A.   Historically I think about 10 or 12 cents on

         2  the dollar is what you get when you go through the

         3  receivership route.  No offense to attorneys, but all

         4  the funds get drained off in -- seriously -- in

12:44    5  attorney's fees.  I mean you-all are doing your job, it

         6  takes time.  But I think you can look at the latest

         7  accounting of DenSco receivership and my prediction has

         8  been pretty much holding up.  It's just the nature of

         9  the beast.

12:45   10      Q.   So you're expressing a concern here that if

        11  DenSco were put either in bankruptcy or receivership,

        12  the investors would stand to get less money on their

        13  investments.

        14      A.   Sure.

12:45   15      Q.   And had you had experience previously with

        16  either dealing with a bankruptcy trustee being

        17  appointed or a receiver being appointed?

        18      A.   No.  But I had 40 years of accounting

        19  experience and I thought a group of people,

12:45   20  conscientious, honest people, Warren, myself, some

        21  others, we could -- we could look out for the interest

        22  of all investors and try to do it in the most

        23  cost-effective way possible.  That was the purpose of

        24  my email.

12:45   25      Q.   Did you share with the other investors your
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12:45    1  concern about the fact that the receivership could be

         2  expensive and reduce the amount of moneys available to

         3  the investors ultimately?

         4      A.   I know I did with Warren and there was one

12:46    5  other investor in Indiana, some Scoggins or something

         6  like that, he had called me.  He got my phone number

         7  some -- well, I guess somehow they got my contact

         8  information and I think I probably mentioned to him

         9  that this receivership was going to be expensive.

12:46   10      Q.   All right.  And do you know if -- do you

        11  recall that David Beauchamp expressed a concern about

        12  that, as well, in one of his emails, the idea that a

        13  receivership can result in being a large expense and

        14  can reduce money to the interest holders?

12:46   15      A.   I don't recall the communication exactly but

        16  sure could have done that, communicated that to me.

        17      Q.   And you would have agreed.

        18      A.   Oh, yeah.

        19      Q.   You would have agreed with that sentiment?

12:47   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   All right.  Let's go to -- let me just show

        22  you the next -- the next document in that stack is --

        23  well, let's mark it.  It's redundant, but I think we

        24  might as well have it in the record.

12:47   25      A.   Is that 10 -- 10288?
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12:47    1      Q.   Yes.

         2                MR. DEWULF:  Would you mark it, Tara.

         3                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 852.)

         4      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So we've just looked -- if

12:47    5  you look about halfway down, it's your email to

         6  David Beauchamp we just went through.

         7                Do you see that?

         8      A.   Yes.

         9      Q.   And then his response to you, do you see that

12:48   10  he actually received your email and read it and he

        11  said:  Thank you for your thoughtful response and your

        12  offer to serve on the advisory board.

        13                Do you recall receiving that from him?

        14      A.   Yes.

12:48   15      Q.   All right.  Now let's go to the next document.

        16                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark it.  It is 9512.

        17                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 853.)

        18      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, this is a two-page

        19  document.  On the cover it's August 7, 2016, email and

12:48   20  attached to it looks to be kind of a financial summary.

        21                Did you generate that second page?

        22      A.   Yeah.

        23      Q.   Why'd you do it?

        24      A.   I wanted to show that Menaged loans instead of

12:49   25  being a maximum of 10 to 12 percent were 90 percent of
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12:49    1  the loan portfolio.

         2      Q.   So in other words, the -- Denny Chittick had

         3  violated the promise he'd made to the investors to

         4  diversify his loan portfolio so that no one borrower

12:49    5  represented 10 or 15 percent?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   All right.  So let's look at the first page.

         8  Again, it's an email to David Beauchamp who's helping

         9  DenSco in this time frame and it says:  Good morning,

12:49   10  Mr. Beauchamp.  First I want to thank you for being

        11  very professional and forthcoming in your

        12  communications with investors.  You have met your

        13  deadline to advise the investors as I said you would.

        14  Obviously, the news was not what we investors were

12:50   15  hoping for.

        16                Did I read that correctly?

        17      A.   Yes.

        18      Q.   And you believed that at the time.  Right?

        19      A.   Yeah.  Oh, yeah.

12:50   20      Q.   The next paragraph, it says:  From the "for

        21  whatever it's worth department," this Menaged person

        22  seems like he's a perfect candidate for investigation

        23  by the IRS and FBI.

        24                Did I read that correctly?

12:50   25      A.   Yes.
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12:50    1      Q.   And do you remember there being discussions

         2  among the investors and Mr. Beauchamp and Shawna Heuer

         3  about involving the FBI with respect to Menaged?

         4      A.   I don't recall that, but there was so much

12:50    5  going on after those initial days, I could have read it

         6  and just don't remember it.

         7      Q.   You've now learned that ultimately the FBI did

         8  investigate Menaged.  Right?

         9      A.   I did not know that specifically, but I guess

12:50   10  by the time all the charges were levied against him and

        11  his sentence was issued, yeah, it probably was one of

        12  the factors.

        13      Q.   Right.  So let's go on and read from this

        14  email.  It says:  Wouldn't it be reasonable to try and

12:51   15  bring them on board and let their vast investigative

        16  capabilities be used in lieu of sending DenSco into

        17  receivership or bankruptcy?

        18                Do you know whether that topic was

        19  discussed among the investors?

12:51   20      A.   I don't know that.

        21      Q.   All right.  And then the next paragraph, it

        22  says:  I'm estimating 10 to 12 percent return to

        23  investors based on an analysis of your latest letter

        24  (I've attached an Excel worksheet detailing my

12:51   25  estimate.  Basically I'm just using the cash in first
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12:51    1  lien note).

         2                Did I read that correctly?

         3      A.   Yes.

         4      Q.   And then the next paragraph reads:  The court

12:51    5  appointed attorneys will significantly reduce that

         6  percentage.

         7                And are you referring to there the fact

         8  that if there are attorneys appointed by the court or

         9  there's a receivership, it will reduce the amount of

12:52   10  moneys to the investors?

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   All right.  So let's skip the next documents.

        13                The document after that is -- let's mark

        14  it.

12:52   15                MR. DEWULF:  It is Bates stamp 10111.

        16                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 854.)

        17      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  So, Tony, these are a series

        18  of emails and I'm not going to ask about anything other

        19  than the first page of this document.  The email is to

12:52   20  Craig Brown, it's dated August 7, 2016.

        21                Do you see that?

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   And you're one of the cc's as one of the

        24  investors of -- and I can't tell you exactly where you

12:53   25  are on this list, but I remember looking at it last
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12:53    1  night and seeing it.

         2                Oh, here you are.  You're about four

         3  lines down.

         4      A.   Yes.

12:53    5      Q.   You see that?

         6      A.   Yes.

         7      Q.   So it reads -- the lawyer David Beauchamp is

         8  communicating to Craig Brown.  It says:  Craig, we have

         9  already interviewed a couple of forensic accountants,

12:53   10  but the Director of Enforcement for the ACC Securities

        11  Division wants to be involved in the decision

        12  concerning who should be hired for this very important

        13  position.  That should be discussed as part of the

        14  Wednesday meeting.  Regards, David Beauchamp.

12:53   15                The reference here to forensic

        16  accountants, do you recall that there were discussions

        17  with David Beauchamp about finding a forensic

        18  accountant to get to the bottom of what had gone on

        19  financially within DenSco?

12:53   20      A.   I don't recall that.  I know that they had a

        21  meeting.  Well, no.  I'm sorry.  Maybe it was the

        22  receiver who had a meeting.  No, I don't know that

        23  there was a search for forensic accountants at that

        24  time.

12:54   25      Q.   All right.  Do you remember if there was ever
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12:54    1  a time when -- before the receiver was appointed that

         2  there were discussions about getting a forensic

         3  accountant involved?

         4      A.   I do not know that.

12:54    5      Q.   All right.  Let's skip the next document.

         6  Let's skip the document after that.  Let's skip the

         7  document after that.  Let's -- so let's go to the

         8  document 9976.

         9                MR. CAMPBELL:  This is going to be 855.

12:55   10                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 855.)

        11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  All right.  So I want to be

        12  quick about this.  This is a status email to you and

        13  the other investors from David Beauchamp, dated August

        14  8, 2016.  Correct?

12:55   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And I want to go to the second page, to

        17  paragraph 4 of his email to all of you.

        18                Are you there?

        19      A.   Yes, I'm here.

12:55   20      Q.   And I want to use this to see if you recall

        21  anything about this.  He says:  We have asked the

        22  Securities Division to avail itself of the FBI or any

        23  other public investigatory body that has subpoena power

        24  to research and uncover the potential fraud in this

12:55   25  case.  However, the securities commission is pushing
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12:55    1  this matter on its own.  We will have to continue to

         2  push the FBI or other investigatory body to get

         3  involved as this progresses.

         4                Did I read that correctly?

12:56    5      A.   Yes.

         6      Q.   Does it refresh your memory at all that the

         7  investors and David Beauchamp were urging the

         8  corporation commission to get the FBI or someone else

         9  involved to investigate?

12:56   10      A.   Yes.

        11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Objection, form.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Did you say yes?

        13      A.   Yes.

        14      Q.   Okay.  Did you have any interaction with

12:56   15  Shawna Heuer?

        16      A.   I've never spoken to her.

        17                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next

        18  exhibit and it's 9228.

        19                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 856.)

12:57   20      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  I just wanted to confirm for

        21  the record, Tony, this is an email exchange dated

        22  August 10, 2016, between you and David Beauchamp?

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   And in it you're wanting to confirm that

12:57   25  relative to giving credit for your investment that your
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12:57    1  accrued interest be included in the amount owed?

         2      A.   Yes.

         3      Q.   Okay.  And then David responds to you.

         4  Correct?

12:57    5      A.   Yes.

         6      Q.   Let me ask --

         7                MR. DEWULF:  Let's mark the next document

         8  in this stack.  It'll be 857 and it's 9825 is the

         9  number.

12:57   10      A.   I've got a 9826.

        11      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF) 9825 is what I have.  So it's

        12  the August 10, 2016, email to the investors from

        13  Tony Smith at the top.

        14                (Exhibit marked, Exhibit 857.)

12:58   15      Q.   (BY MR. DEWULF)  Tony, could you just confirm

        16  that this is an email or a series of emails in August

        17  of 2016 and the one at the top of the first page is

        18  from Tony Smith to the investors, including yourself?

        19      A.   Yes.

12:58   20      Q.   And I want to just go to the fourth paragraph

        21  of his email to you and others and it says:  This is to

        22  imply that -- this is not to imply that David has not

        23  been open and honest and kept us informed to a great

        24  extent but as was pointed out by Coralee, David is the

12:59   25  attorney for DenSco and Denny.
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12:59    1                Did I read that correctly?

         2      A.   I wasn't following you.  I just see it right

         3  now.  Yeah, I see that paragraph.

         4      Q.   And so I earlier asked you you couldn't

12:59    5  remember if you had thought about whether David was the

         6  attorney for DenSco or the investors.  Does this

         7  refresh your memory that the investors are observing

         8  that he is actually counsel for DenSco and it says

         9  Denny here?

12:59   10      A.   Yes.

        11      Q.   All right.  So let's skip the next documents.

        12  We'll skip the next document after that.  And we're at

        13  Exhibit 623 that's already been marked.  It has "Simon

        14  Consulting" on the first page.

13:00   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And I just want to confirm with you -- let's

        17  go to the third page and you're identified, your IRA is

        18  identified as claim number 6.

        19                Do you see that?

13:00   20      A.   Yes.

        21      Q.   You've got -- the amount of your claim is

        22  $457,765.75?

        23      A.   Yes.

        24      Q.   And so as of today that would be the amount of

13:00   25  claim you have against DenSco as an investor and a
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13:00    1  claimant against DenSco?

         2      A.   Yes.

         3      Q.   All right.  I think I'm finished.  Let me just

         4  look at my notes real quickly.

13:01    5                MR. DEWULF:  I have no further questions.

         6  Thank you.

         7                        EXAMINATION

         8  BY MR. CAMPBELL:

         9      Q.   Mr. Burdett, I'm Colin Campbell.  I'm the

13:01   10  attorney for the receiver in the lawsuit against Clark

        11  Hill and I have about I think maybe 20 minutes' worth

        12  of questions or 25.  Do you want to go right ahead?

        13      A.   Yeah, let's do it.

        14      Q.   Okay.  The first question is maybe more

13:01   15  humorous.  I wanted to know how old you were when UTEP

        16  won the UCAA championship?

        17      A.   I was a mere child.  It was in 1962 so I just

        18  graduated high school.

        19      Q.   All right.  So you mentioned -- well, let me

13:02   20  go back.  This was an investment that you investigated

        21  before you made it.  Right?

        22      A.   Oh, yeah.

        23      Q.   And I have the impression that while you were

        24  invested, you stayed on top of it.  I wanted to make

13:02   25  sure that circumstances hadn't changed.  Is that true?
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13:02    1      A.   That's true.

         2      Q.   And I think you said at the beginning of your

         3  deposition there were three things that were important

         4  to you when you were doing your investigation.

13:02    5                Number one was that there was going to be

         6  a first lien on the home.

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   Right?

         9      A.   Yes.

13:02   10      Q.   If you had been told at any time after you

        11  made your investment that DenSco on a significant

        12  number of its loans had second liens, not first liens,

        13  what would you have done?

        14      A.   I would have tried to terminate my

13:03   15  relationship with them.

        16      Q.   The second thing you said was important to you

        17  it was loan-to-value ratio on the homes, which if I

        18  recall was around 70 percent.  Is that right?

        19      A.   Correct.

13:03   20      Q.   If you had been told at any time after you

        21  invested that DenSco was in violation of those

        22  loan-to-value ratios, what would you have done?

        23      A.   Again, I would have tried to get out of the

        24  investment.

13:03   25      Q.   And the third thing you said that was
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13:03    1  important to you was diversification, that no one

         2  borrower would exceed 10 percent.  Right?

         3      A.   That's correct.

         4      Q.   If you had been told at any time after your

13:03    5  investment that DenSco was violating that

         6  diversification requirement, what would you have done?

         7      A.   Again, I would have tried to get out of the

         8  investment.

         9      Q.   Now, fair to say that you do not know

13:04   10  Mr. David Beauchamp.

        11      A.   I don't.

        12      Q.   Never met him.

        13      A.   Never met him.

        14      Q.   In terms of what's -- the receiver in this

13:04   15  case has a Website for investors to go and review

        16  documents about the case.  Have you been on that

        17  Website?

        18      A.   I have -- I've been on it.  Not a lot.  It's

        19  really of no interest to me.  The only thing that I

13:04   20  looked for is a communication from Sierra Barreta.  She

        21  is an assistant to the receiver.  Usually she will

        22  indicate via email if there's some significant

        23  development on the Website or may be a pending

        24  distribution.  That's really about all I tune in on.

13:05   25      Q.   All right.  So Mr. Beauchamp was deposed in
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13:05    1  this case and his deposition is on the Website.  Fair

         2  to say you have not read it?

         3      A.   No, I haven't.  I haven't read these

         4  depositions.  It's just -- like I say it's of no real

13:05    5  interest to me.

         6      Q.   All right.  Well, fair to say you have no

         7  knowledge, one way or the other, whether Mr. Beauchamp

         8  as a lawyer did anything wrong in this case.  Is that

         9  fair?

13:05   10      A.   I have no knowledge of that.  Right.

        11      Q.   I want to go back to 851.  That's going to be

        12  the investor letter.  It's going to be dated August 4th

        13  of 2016.  The exhibit is -- starts with an email of

        14  August 4th, 2016, Exhibit 851.

13:06   15      A.   Okay.  I've got 851 here.

        16      Q.   Okay.  Actually, that's David's letter.

        17                MR. DEWULF:  Are you looking for the

        18  investor letter?  That's previously marked.

        19      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Hold on.

13:06   20         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

        21      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL) So it's actually -- it's

        22  marked Heuer Exhibit Number 448.  It's an email from

        23  Mr. Beauchamp to Shawna Heuer.

        24      A.   I'm not finding it.  I'm looking at

13:07   25  Exhibit 848 and I'm looking at Exhibit 849.  Where
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13:07    1  would it be in relation to those?

         2      Q.   Okay.  This one is already marked from a prior

         3  deposition and it's marked 448 in the upper right-hand

         4  corner.

13:07    5      A.   Let me see.

         6      Q.   If they're in chronological order, it's

         7  August 2016.

         8         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

         9      A.   I've got it.

13:09   10      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Okay.  So the first page is

        11  marked Exhibit 448, it's an email between Mr. Beauchamp

        12  and Shawna Heuer.  And if you turn to the second page,

        13  that's the investor letter.

        14      A.   Right.

13:09   15      Q.   And I just wanted to drum down a little bit

        16  further on when you may have first read the investor

        17  letter.  I think it would be fair to say you didn't get

        18  it on August 1st, 2016.

        19      A.   Oh, that's correct.

13:10   20      Q.   All right.  When you read the investor letter,

        21  did you read it on the receiver's Website?

        22      A.   I don't know.  I don't know if I got it via an

        23  email or on the investor's Website.  Could have been

        24  either one.

13:10   25      Q.   Okay.  So the receiver was appointed -- well,
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13:10    1  let me go back.  Fair to say you didn't read this

         2  before the receiver was appointed?

         3      A.   Pretty sure that --

         4      Q.   The receiver was --

13:10    5                Pardon?

         6      A.   Pretty sure that would be the case.  The

         7  receiver was appointed sometime in latter part of

         8  August.  Is that right?

         9      Q.   I think around August 17th or August 18th.

13:11   10      A.   Okay.

        11      Q.   And I'll tell you the receiver did not come

        12  into possession of this until months later.

        13      A.   Okay.

        14      Q.   But do you know -- did anyone give you a copy

13:11   15  of this or do you have any recollection?

        16      A.   That's what I'm trying to remember where did I

        17  get that from.  And I don't remember.  I just --

        18      Q.   Okay.

        19      A.   I just know I looked at it and I just was

13:11   20  amazed.

        21      Q.   Okay.  So I want you to just -- if you go to

        22  the investor letter, it's Bates stamp 14635 on the

        23  first page.

        24      A.   Yes.

13:11   25      Q.   And I want you to turn to the third page,
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13:11    1  which is Bates stamp 14637.

         2      A.   Okay.

         3      Q.   Are we on the same page?

         4                I want you to look at -- around the

13:11    5  middle of the page, you'll see Mr. Beauchamp's name

         6  with a phone number.

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   Do you see that Mr. Chittick says:  Yes, by

         9  this time I'm talking with my lawyer, David Beauchamp.

13:12   10  He is aware of all that I know.  He agreed it would be

        11  the worst situation to sue each other and try and

        12  figure it out.

        13                Do you remember reading that?

        14      A.   I read through that pretty much the whole

13:12   15  letter.  It was kind of a rambling, incoherent at

        16  times, but I tried to read through the whole letter.

        17      Q.   Okay.  When you were reading through it, did

        18  it occur to you that the lawyer was involved with some

        19  of the things that Mr. Denny was doing?

13:12   20                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        21      A.   It would appear that way from what Denny's

        22  saying here.

        23      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Look down at the bottom of

        24  the page, it's about the fourth line up, and you'll see

13:12   25  David's name again.
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13:12    1                Do you see that?

         2      A.   I see that.

         3                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

         4      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  And in the investor letter,

13:12    5  Mr. Chittick says:  Dave blessed this course of action.

         6  We signed this workout agreement and began executing

         7  it.

         8                Now, do you recall reading that?

         9      A.   Yes.

13:13   10      Q.   All right.  Do you recall whether it crossed

        11  your mind that the lawyer was involved in what

        12  Mr. Menaged -- or not Mr. Menaged, the lawyer was

        13  involved in what Mr. Chittick was doing?

        14                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

13:13   15      A.   It would appear so.

        16      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Turn to the next page and

        17  this is Bates stamp 14638.

        18                And again if you go about 45 percent of

        19  the way up, you're going to see:  Because of what and

13:13   20  how we were operating, Dave blessed it.

        21                Do you see that?

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   Again, do you recall reading that?

        24      A.   Like I said I'm sure I read the whole letter

13:14   25  through, but specifically, you know, any particular
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13:14    1  sentence, I don't -- I don't know.  But I read the

         2  whole letter.

         3      Q.   Okay.  Now, you're not a lawyer.  Right?

         4      A.   Nope.

13:14    5      Q.   When you read this, you weren't thinking about

         6  it in terms of what evidence is here and that the

         7  lawyers may be at fault.  True?

         8      A.   True.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

13:14   10      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  I'm sorry.  I didn't hear

        11  your answer.

        12      A.   I said "True."

        13      Q.   Okay.  Let's go back now to Exhibit 851.  I

        14  think that's what I was -- sort of started off on.  And

13:14   15  this is going to be the email from Mr. Beauchamp to the

        16  DenSco investors.

        17      A.   I got it.

        18      Q.   Okay.

        19                MR. DEWULF:  I'm not there yet.

13:15   20                MR. CAMPBELL:  Dated August 4, 2016.

        21                MR. DEWULF:  I'm with you.  Go ahead.

        22      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  So, now, Mr. Burdett, I

        23  know you may be skeptical and maybe even cynical about

        24  lawyers, but do you understand what the receiver's job

13:15   25  is when a receiver is appointed to represent the
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13:15    1  company?

         2      A.   Yes, it's to --

         3      Q.   All right.  And you understand that one of the

         4  things the receiver does is assess whether anyone is at

13:16    5  fault that the company may sue to get a return on the

         6  moneys it has lost.

         7      A.   Yes.

         8      Q.   Do you know whether or not -- well, let me

         9  rephrase this.

13:16   10                Were you aware that Mr. Beauchamp knew

        11  that he might be someone that the receiver could sue?

        12                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        13      A.   I was not aware of that.

        14      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Were you aware that when

13:16   15  Mr. Beauchamp sent his email on August 24th, 2016, he

        16  had read that investor letter that had made comments

        17  about him?

        18                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        19      A.   I was not aware.

13:16   20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  All right.  Did

        21  Mr. Beauchamp in any communication with you tell you

        22  what his involvement was with respect to Mr. Chittick

        23  and Mr. Menaged?

        24                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

13:17   25      A.   No.
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13:17    1      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell

         2  you that he was involved in working out a forbearance

         3  agreement between DenSco and Mr. Menaged?

         4      A.   No.

13:17    5      Q.   Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell you that under the

         6  terms of that forbearance agreement, firstly moneys

         7  would go to other lenders besides DenSco, DenSco would

         8  be in the second position?

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

13:17   10      A.   No.

        11      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  That would have been

        12  something you would have expected to learn about if it

        13  was happening.  True?

        14                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

13:17   15      A.   I would want to know that.

        16      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever

        17  disclose to you that Mr. Chittick did not want to

        18  disclose to investors the problems he was having with

        19  Mr. Menaged?

13:18   20                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        21      A.   No.

        22      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Did Mr. Beauchamp ever tell

        23  you that I knew that Mr. Chittick didn't want to

        24  disclose things to investors?

13:18   25                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.
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13:18    1      A.   No.

         2      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Would you have wanted the

         3  lawyer for DenSco to tell you that?

         4      A.   Yes.

13:18    5                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

         6      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Mr. Beauchamp has testified

         7  in this case that he terminated his representation of

         8  DenSco because they would not follow his advice.  Is

         9  that something you would have wanted to know?

13:18   10                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        11      A.   Yes.

        12      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  When Mr. Beauchamp wrote

        13  you and said that if a receiver is appointed it would

        14  reduce your recovery, would you have liked to know what

13:19   15  Mr. Beauchamp's exposure would be if he was being sued

        16  by the receiver?

        17                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        18      A.   You'll have to run that by me again.  You lost

        19  me.  It's getting late.

13:19   20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Yeah, let me -- we've been

        21  going a long time.

        22      A.   Yep.

        23      Q.   You understand that part of a receiver's job

        24  is to sue people that may be at fault to recover losses

13:19   25  for DenSco.  Right?
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13:19    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   And you understand that my role is to

         3  precisely do that.  We're suing Mr. Beauchamp and Clark

         4  Hill for the recovery of losses we believe they caused

13:19    5  DenSco.

         6                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

         7      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  You understand that?

         8      A.   Yes, I do.

         9      Q.   Okay.  Well, maybe I can just shorten it.  You

13:20   10  are not aware that Mr. Beauchamp had his own

        11  self-interest with respect to saying we shouldn't get a

        12  receiver.

        13                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        14      A.   No, I wasn't aware of that.

13:20   15      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Are you aware the damages

        16  being sought by the receiver in this case against Clark

        17  Hill is $29 million?

        18                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        19      A.   I'm not aware of that.

13:20   20      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Are you aware that Clark

        21  Hill is responsible for all of the second fraud

        22  committed by Menaged upon DenSco?

        23                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        24      A.   I'm not aware of that.

13:20   25      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Okay.  If they were
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13:20    1  responsible and DenSco is collecting money to pay back

         2  to its investors, you'd like to see that.  Right?

         3                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

         4      A.   Absolutely.

13:21    5                MR. CAMPBELL:  Mr. Burdett, you've been

         6  very patient.  Thank you very much.

         7                    FURTHER EXAMINATION

         8  BY MR. DEWULF:

         9      Q.   I have a couple questions prompted by Colin's

13:21   10  questions of you, but I'll try to be very quick.

        11                Going back I wanted to try to get a sense

        12  of when you might have first seen this investor letter

        13  we've been talking about, this long letter,

        14  Exhibit 448.  When I asked you questions about it, I

13:21   15  think you said that when you got to a particular point

        16  in the letter, you started feeling sick or started

        17  being concerned because it -- I guess it was telling

        18  you that there was serious problems within the company.

        19  And so when we were trying to pinpoint when you may

13:22   20  have read the letter, I thought you were saying that it

        21  would have been before you really understood exactly

        22  what was going on financially and what the status of

        23  the company was.  But do you recall now one way or the

        24  other in terms of the sequence, do you think that the

13:22   25  letter would have been read in a time frame before you
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13:22    1  were getting information from David Beauchamp and

         2  Shawna Heuer and others about the company?

         3      A.   Like I said before, I'm -- now, I have a

         4  complete big file on DenSco and I may -- sometimes I

13:22    5  write the date that I received something and I may have

         6  done it on this particular letter, but I just don't

         7  know.  I would have to go back and look through my

         8  records.  I just -- I don't know.

         9      Q.   That's fine.  All right.  Let me switch topics

13:22   10  and then we'll wrap up.  My next questions have to do

        11  with this topic of you as an investor wanting to know

        12  when circumstances might have changed within DenSco.

        13                Do you recall some of that testimony you

        14  gave earlier?

13:23   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And you obviously were careful and you were

        17  trying to keep apprised of what was going on in the

        18  company.  It would be fair to say that DenSco was

        19  periodically providing newsletters to the investors to

13:23   20  give them updates on what was going on with the

        21  business.  Right?

        22      A.   Yes.

        23      Q.   And they were also -- you'd have these MOM's

        24  meetings that you could attend where sometimes there

13:23   25  was information shared about what DenSco was doing?
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13:23    1      A.   Yes.

         2      Q.   And the Website would contain information for

         3  the investors to review?

         4      A.   Yes.

13:23    5      Q.   And then we know and we've seen today that on

         6  occasion you might even send an email to

         7  Denny Chittick, asking him to answer questions or to

         8  give you more detail.  Correct?

         9      A.   Yes.

13:23   10      Q.   So you had the ability to get information from

        11  Denny Chittick and DenSco about what was going on, but

        12  it would rely upon Denny Chittick to be honest and

        13  forthright in the information he conveyed to you.

        14  Right?

13:24   15      A.   Yes.

        16      Q.   And until you learned of his suicide, you

        17  believed him to be honest and forthright with respect

        18  to giving you information that was accurate and

        19  complete?

13:24   20      A.   Yes.

        21                MR. DEWULF:  All right.  No further

        22  questions.

        23                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me just follow up.

        24

13:24   25
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13:24    1                    FURTHER EXAMINATION

         2  BY MR. CAMPBELL:

         3      Q.   David Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned in

         4  January 2013 that DenSco was not in a first loan

13:24    5  position, that they had violated the loan-to-value

         6  ratio and that DenSco had violated the 10 percent

         7  diversification policy.

         8         (Discussion off the stenographic record.)

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Objection, form.

13:25   10                MR. CAMPBELL:  I misspoke.

        11                MR. DEWULF:  It helps me, but I want to

        12  make sure you know what you're doing.

        13                MR. CAMPBELL:  Let me rephrase.

        14      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  January 2014 is the time

13:25   15  frame.  In January 2014, without question, David

        16  Beauchamp and Clark Hill learned that DenSco was not in

        17  a first lien position on a substantial number of notes,

        18  learned that it had violated the loan-to-value ratio

        19  and learned that it had exceeded the diversification

13:25   20  requirement.  Fair to say that you have no knowledge

        21  what advice that Clark Hill gave to Mr. Chittick in

        22  January 2014?

        23                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

        24      A.   I have no knowledge.

13:25   25      Q.   (BY MR. CAMPBELL)  Fair to say you don't know
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13:25    1  whether Clark Hill allowed Mr. Chittick to keep

         2  borrowing money from you without telling you the true

         3  facts.  You have no knowledge about what advice they

         4  gave.

13:26    5                MR. DEWULF:  Object to form.

         6      A.   I have no knowledge.

         7                MR. CAMPBELL:  No further questions.

         8  Thank you, Mr. Burdett.

         9                MR. DEWULF:  Tony, thanks for the effort.

13:26   10  Thanks for coming down.

        11                MR. CAMPBELL:  Is he going to read and

        12  sign?

        13                MR. DEWULF:  We're going to circle back

        14  to this issue of reading and signing the transcript of

13:26   15  the deposition, Tara, before we go off.

        16                Do you want to review the testimony.

        17                THE WITNESS:  I'll sign off.  I'll waive.

        18  I'll waive.

        19                MR. DEWULF:  All right.

13:26   20                (Deposition concluded at 1:26 p.m.)
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        23

        24

        25
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